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Preface

These proceedings represent the work presented by the researchers who participated in
the eHealth360 International Summit, that took place during June 14–16 in Budapest,
Hungary. This summit represented the latest work by researchers in the area of electronic health, especially in the way that technology empowers health care.
This particular summit was strengthened by the fact that six co-located conferences
took place (Track on Games for Well-being, Track on Wearables in Healthcare, Track
on Personal, Pervasive and Mobile Health, Track on IoT and Big Data Technologies
for Health Care, Track on Mobile Medical Multimedia Technologies, Applications and
Services and Track on Ambient-Assisted Living Technologies Based on Internet of
Things), each one focusing in the specialized domain with the help of high-quality
papers.
However, the main reason why eHealth360 was so successful, was the traction it
generated among the top health care technology providers (such as LG) and representatives from the Hungarian government and the European Union. The pace of the
conference was very fast with exciting speakers, lively presentations, and alternating
discussion themes (round tables, birds of feather, technology forecasts, keynotes) and a
setup that kept the audience very energized. With an excellent balance between the
technology and the community track, the audience proved to be the most important
challenge for the speakers. The audience posed very difﬁcult questions on the societal
challenges we are facing.
Although I am sure that you will enjoy the high-quality articles presented during the
conference, you can never beat the vibe of real-life participation in such a wonderful
event. Looking forward to next year’s event and hope to see all of you there.
October 2016
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Abstract. Remote assistive technologies are one of the most promising solutions
for an aging society in the future. This paper describes a design of a remote assistive
system to guide elderly to find and recognize hidden objects in a kitchen through
ubiquitous technologies utilizing sensing and light projection. These intelligent tech‐
nologies can play a vital role in taking care of the elderly with cognitive impair‐
ments when the caregiver’s lives or work far away. The main goal of this research
is to provide visual guidance to elderly to overcoming the deficits of initiation, plan‐
ning, attention and memory deficits while performing kitchen-based activities of
daily living such as locating and identifying items for cooking. In a standard kitchen
where objects can be placed in open and closed spaces, it is difficult for elderly with
cognitive impairment to find and locate objects that are invisible and sometimes
hidden behind other objects. In this situation the RFID technology can directly
provide the location of the items and projection technology can display the image
of the object at the exact location. An initial prototype has been developed and a user
study with twelve elderly people has been conducted. The initial results show that the
visual guidance makes the task of finding and identifying objects easier and simpler.
Additionally, results show promise for further development and system can be used
for other kitchen activities.
Keywords: Remote assistance · Elderly · Caregiver · RFID · Projection

1

Introduction

The world population is aging and people aged over 65 are increasing faster in number
than any other age group [1]. In general, people of this age group prefer to live at home
independently as long as possible and able to age well [2]. In fact, more than 31% people
older than 65 or above, live independently within the European Union (EU) [3]. As
people grow older it is diﬃcult for them to live independently without assistance because
of diﬀerent cognitive and physical impairments. Caregivers reported that people with
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) with decreased initiation were cooking, using the
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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telephone, and taking medication [4]. The kitchen is the focus of this study where elderly
spent most of the time doing diﬀerent activities. These activities are key for their
autonomy such as cooking, preparing food, storing provisions, etc. [12]. Generally, a
kitchen task comprises of a set of step-by-step instructions and to complete each step
requires a diﬀerent kind of objects. An object can be found in an open and a closed place
in a kitchen environment. Ikeda et al. [5] and Uranishi et al. [6] have developed a kitchen
assistive system to support elderly by indicating with light projection visually. These
systems support them to ﬁnd and work with various cooking objects located in an open
place such as a table top. In this work, we improve the eﬃciency of the elderly and
caregivers to ﬁnd and locate objects from not only an open place, but also hidden places
such as cabinets or drawers in a kitchen. In remote assistance, it takes time to express
positions and appearances of objects located in hidden places by verbal communication.
In the case when a remote caregiver is guiding an elderly in an unfamiliar environment,
explanations with only verbal communication take caregiver’s time and increased
burden.
In this paper, we present the design and initial prototype of a remote assistive system
for elderly to ﬁnd and recognize objects from hidden places required during a kitchen
task. The system has two main features (1) ﬁnd and locate the objects used during a task
(2) display image of the object at the exact location of the kitchen cabinet. To achieve
this goal, we utilized Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation Technology (RFID) and projection
technology. Our system can minimize the cognitive overhead of elderly while storing
and retrieving objects from the cabinet and shelves during a task. That can also make
the kitchen task more eﬃcient and simple. Moreover, we can reduce the workload from
the caretakers and by activating and encouraging the elderly in daily activities would
promote independent living.

2

Related Work

There are several related works to keep track of human or objects locations. Active Bats
[7] is a high accuracy ultrasound positioning system that uses ultrasonic tags on objects
or person for tracking but as a disadvantage it requires a large number of ultrasound
receivers around the ceiling. Another indoor location tracking system RADAR [8] use
radiofrequency signals Received Signal Strength Information (RSSI). This system is
easy to setup with existing Wi-Fi network with few base stations but RSSI approaches
are less accurate for smaller spaces like kitchen environment.
RFID is a contact-less technology locating objects in an indoor environment and
more accurate than ultrasound and infrared-based indoor tracking technologies. More‐
over, battery-free passive RFID tags oﬀer cheap tagging option with everyday objects
such as cup, plates and salad bowl, etc. in a kitchen environment [9].
Moving form tracking technologies, we discuss research work developed kitchen
assistive systems. Ficocelli et al. [10] developed an assistive kitchen with speech
communication and automated cabinet system to help the users to storing and retrieving
items, and obtaining recipes for meal preparation. But this system lacks the picture of
available items and needs RFID tags to keep track the location of the required items.
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Sato et al. [11] used a projector and a depth camera to designed Shadow Cooking system
to guide users with step-by-step information projected on a kitchen counter. A Smart
Kitchen [12] that provides ambient assisted living services, a smart environment that
increases the autonomy of elderly and disabled people in their kitchen related activities.
Bonani et al. [13] used augmented reality techniques in a conventional kitchen with the
projection of information on objects and surfaces to help people cook more easily and
safely. We combined the RFID and projection technology to help the elderly with
cognitive impairment to carry out the regular kitchen activities independently such as
ﬁnding and identifying objects. This system also has a remote application for the care‐
givers that can assist elderly remotely whenever needed.

3

Remote Assistive System

A remote assistive system has been designed using the projection technology that
augments visual prompts in a kitchen environment. The design of the remote assistive
system consists of two sites: a local site where the elderly is performing the task in a
kitchen and a remote site where the remote caregiver is assisting. An overview of the
whole system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system starts working when an elderly in the
kitchen environment is looking for an object needed in a kitchen task and the object is
hidden in the cabinet. The caregiver at the remote site using an application simply selects
the required object from a list of objects. The application retrieves stored objects from
the database. At the local site projection system displays the image of the selected object
at the exact location. Location of the object is obtained automatically. The elderly picks
up the required object easily and he/she doesn’t need to search out all the shelves of the
cabinet.

Fig. 1. Overview of the whole system: a local site where RFID and projection technology is
installed to assist a person and a remote site where a caregiver using an application gives step-bystep instructions to that person via Internet.
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The local site consists of a projector, camera, and an RFID system. All these tools
are installed at the local site. The camera and projector attach to ceiling and pointing
towards the kitchen cabinet. The projector displays the visual information on the cabinet
surface and the camera only provides the live view to the remote caregiver. The live
view helps the caregiver to see the real environment. Kitchen cabinet involves RFID
readers in some speciﬁc shelves location. When objects with RFID tags put on these
shelves, objects are detected with RFID readers. For example, if cup, glass, plates, etc.
enters or leaves from the cabinet, RFID readers detects the objects. By this way, objects
can be tracked on a kitchen cabinet. The remote site contains an interactive graphical
interface that shows all required objects to the caregivers that assist them in any kitchen
task. This application is connected via Internet to the remote site application. During a
kitchen task, remote caregiver provides step-by-step instruction to the elderly using the
audio connection. Remote caregiver selects the required object from the remote appli‐
cation and the projection system displays the image of the required object on the cabinet
wall. Using this process, the elderly can easily ﬁnd and locate the required object.

4

Implementation and User Study

Our prototype consists of a camera (Logitech C210 640 × 480 pixels), a projector (Epson
H431B LCD 1280 × 768 pixels) and an RFID system (Takaya TR3-LN003FW4-16).
We setup the proposed system in a laboratory environment. Figure 2(a) displays the
camera and projector on a pole, while the RFID system is placed inside the cabinet.
Figure 2(b) shows the scene from the local site with the projected image at the exact
location of the cabinet. The cabinet with four shelves is shown in Fig. 2(c). The geometry
between the camera, the projector, and the door surface must be calibrated in advance.
The projector provides the image of the required object at the exact location and RFID
reader updates the location of each object. Moreover, the camera was also intended to
capture the live scene of the cabinet to facilitate remote caregiver.

Fig. 2. (a) Our prototype system consists of a camera and a projector on the pole and RFID system
placed inside the cabinet (b) the scene of the local site with the projected image (c) A cabinet with
four shelves (c) Application interface used by the remote caregiver (e) live view of the local site.
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The graphical user interface for remote caregiver was developed using OpenCV and
MySQL database. The database is used to store the tag information attached to every
kitchen object. This tag information will update the location of an object in the database
automatically when an object leaves the cabinet and returns to the cabinet. The image
of each object has been stored in the database along with an RFID tag. The graphical
user interface lists all the stored objects used during a kitchen task. A remote caregiver
using this interface selects the required object from the list and gives instruction via
audio connection to the local user to pick an object from the required location.
Figure 2(d) shows the interface used by the remote caregiver. After this instruction the
system will show the required object at the exact location that makes the object retrieval
process straightforward. Figure 2(e) shows the real scene where a person at the local
site is picking an item from the cabinet. We conducted a user study with twelve elderly
participants to assess the feasibility of the implemented system. All the participants
performed a simple kitchen task in a laboratory environment. The task was to ﬁnd and
recognize objects from a kitchen cabinet. They received step-by-step instructions from
the remote caregiver. Both the participants were not familiar with the kitchen environ‐
ment. All the elderly participants completed the task easily and eﬃciently.

5

Discussion

The system is intended to help elderly living independently to locate and recognize
objects from hidden places in a kitchen. The initial results show that by combining RFID
technology along with the projection technology can increase the eﬃciency and decrease
the burden of caregivers taking care of elderly people with diﬀerent disabilities via
Internet. Although the current prototype system uses only one projector that covers only
a small area of kitchen, we can easily expand the projection area with multiple projectors.
As a result of our observation, there are some limitations such as the registration of a
new object when it arrives in the kitchen environment. Currently, we attached an RFID
tag to each object and save it to the database before starting the actual system. To make
the system more eﬃcient in the future, the system needs to scan all the tags and register
the new tag automatically. The camera can take pictures of new objects and the pictures
along with the new tags can be saved to the database. In the future, we would like to
compare the eﬃciency of our proposed system with central projection mode and with
searchlight [14] system.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a remote assistive system that help elderly people to
find objects in hidden places during a kitchen task. We implemented a prototype
system with an RFID system to locate the objects from hidden places and a projector
to display the image of the required object. Additionally, a user study has been
conducted with twelve elderly participants in a laboratory environment to confirm
feasibility of the proposed system. The initial results shows promise for the use of the
system for other kitchen activities, although the user study were focusing on a small
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sample of older adults. Our future work will consist of adding more features to the
prototype to conduct longer studies with the larger user groups.
Acknowledgements. This research work has been funded by the “Teleassistance for seniors with
Dementia – A Novel Concept for Safety” project for the Japan-Finland Research Cooperative
Program by Japan Science and Technology Agency.
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Abstract. The design and development of tele-assistance services have taken a
great consideration in the domain of healthcare lately. With the growing proportion of dependent people (ageing, disabled users) in the society,
tele-assistance and tele-monitoring platforms will play a signiﬁcant role to
provide an efﬁcient and economical remote care. It will allow aged or disabled
persons to maintain their independence and lessen the burden and cost of care by
caregivers. The concept of proposed tele-guidance system is based on the idea
that a blind pedestrian can be assisted by spoken instructions from a remote
caregiver who receives a live video stream from a camera carried by the visually
impaired persons (VIP). The ICT based assistive tools have acceptance issues by
visually impaired persons. It is important while designing navigation tools for
the VIP to keep in view the factors that restrain them from the adoption of
assistive technology. This paper presents a tele-guidance based navigation
assistance system for the VIP and blind persons and reports a qualitative study
about attitude of VIP towards technological navigation assistance.
Keywords: Tele-assistance  Tele-presence  Real-time  Navigation  Remote
care  Caregiver  Visually impaired  Blind  Acceptance  Qualitative 
UTAUT

1 Introduction
Vision loss is a serious impairment that deprives a human of approx. 80–90% perceptual abilities and has a detrimental effect on professional, social and personal quality
of life. WHO estimates the number of VIP to be 285 million, majority being over 50
years of age [1]. Even in modern societies, common understanding of blindness and the
needs of the VIP are poorly identiﬁed. The white cane and more rarely a guide dog are
the primary mobility aids that are mainly associated with this disability. In spite of
recent remarkable advancements in information and communication technologies
(ICT) and electronics, the devices that are termed as Electronic Travel Aids (ETA) are
very slowly ﬁghting their ways into the community of the VIP. In fact, no single ETA
has been widely accepted by the VIP and blind as a useful aid [2].
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ETA is the general term encompassing a large class of assistive devices. The idea of
sensory substitution, i.e. replacing lack of stimuli from one sense by appropriate stimuli
for another sense is the operating principle of all ETAs [2].
Following is a functional, rather than technological classiﬁcation of ETAs:
1. Obstacle Detectors
2. Environment Imagers
3. Orientation & Navigation Systems (ONSs)
The ﬁrst two classes of ETAs are personal (wearable) devices that scan the environment in personal and near spaces. These devices have the task to assist VIP to
intercept obstacles on their path. On the other hand, the third group is systems that offer
sensing of far-spaces and can acquire data from larger scale distributed networks, e.g.
GPS, GIS, Digital Maps, and through wide access to the Internet and wireless communication networks (e.g. RFID, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and GSM). An innovative class of
ONSs is based on guiding the VIP by a remote human guide termed as
Tele-assistance/Tele-guidance systems [3].
The ﬁrst reported system for remote guidance of the blind was the system developed at the Brunel University, UK [4]. Three ICT technologies were combined to offer
the Tele-assistance functionality; namely, GPS, GIS and video/voice transmission over
the 3G mobile network. [5] was a Tele-assistance system developed using GPS, Digital
maps, Bluetooth, and voice/video link was established over the GSM network within
the High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA). The system comprised of an
ultra-mobile laptop computer worn in a shoulder bag, a digital webcam, and a GPS
receiver attached to the shoulder strap, and a single-ear head-phone with a microphone
and the assistant who remotely aided the VIP used any PC with a public IP address. In
[6], the authors developed a remote guidance system where the VIP was equipped with
a digital camera, a GPS receiver and a headset. Internet and GSM connections transmitted video/audio information and GPS data between the remote operator and the
user. Similar tele-assistance systems were developed in [7–9].
These systems either used bulky back packs or special purpose mobile terminals to
be carried by the VIP. This fact affected the acceptability of such systems by VIP at
large. The advancement in computation capabilities of mobile devices and electronics
miniaturization presented newer possibilities for developers to develop more
user-friendly tele-guidance systems for the VIP. The proposed tele-guidance system
enables remote caregiver to assist VIP through voice or vibration using live video feed
of VIP’s ﬁeld of view and relative IoT data.

2 System Description
System comprises of two modules, VIP’s terminal and remote caregiver’s terminal.

2.1

VIP’s Terminal

VIP’s terminal comprises of four components:
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(1) Smart Phone: It provides connectivity with the remote caregiver’s terminal. The
readily available sensors e.g. GPS, Gyroscope, Proximity sensor and network
connectivity are used to provide remote caregiver with real time IoT data about VIP.
(2) Bluetooth Webcam: A Bluetooth webcam connected to the smart phone through
Bluetooth connection is mounted on the chest of the VIP. It sends real time video
of the ﬁeld of view of the VIP to remote caregiver.
(3) Bluetooth Headset (Earpiece, Speaker): The Bluetooth head set is used for
voice communication.
(4) Smart Cane: The Smart Cane contains tactile braille cell, directional vibrators,
and Bluetooth interface. It is being developed as part of this project.
The VIP initiates a video call to pre-conﬁgured remote caregiver when in need of
assistance. The VIP receives guidance either through voice commands using headset or
smart cane’s directional vibrators or tactile braille cell. During the tele-guidance session, VIP will be able to mute the voice of the remote caregiver anytime if she wants to
make sense of the surroundings by listening proximity sounds. The remote caregiver
will get a notiﬁcation about voice muting. VIPs will be able to conﬁgure more than one
person as caregiver. If either of those higher in priority is not available, the help call
will be automatically handed over to the one available. The selection of caregiver and
hand over can also be based on need based support (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Tele-guidance system concept

2.2

Remote Caregiver’s Terminal

The remote caregiver can either use a workstation, tablet or phablet as terminal. It
receives and initiates the VoIP video calls and renders VIP’s real-time location coordinates. As VIP can conﬁgure many people as his caregiver, the system will help
caregivers to mediate time and load of the assistance through availability status info. It
will be studied if there is a need for the caregiver to override voice muting by VIP.
The Fig. 2 shows the system’s communication and response schematic sequence.
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Fig. 2. The communication and response schematic

2.3

Technologies

The technologies chosen for implementation of different features of the proposed
tele-guidance system are:
(1) Encrypted Communication: To support privacy between VIP and remote
caregiver, encrypted voice, video, and location data communication over the
internet is chosen. Linphone API [10] that supports ZRTP protocol will be used to
implement communication over the internet functionality [11].
(2) Network Connectivity: Wi-Fi or GSM based internet connection will be used for
making VOIP calls and sending real time GPS coordinates of VIP.

3 Usability Testing
The usability testing will be conducted with real blind and VIP in three countries
i.e. Finland, Pakistan, and Sweden as part of the ongoing qualitative study by the
project [12].
Usability testing by VIP:
• 1st phase: VIP initiated tele-guidance session and followed voice commands
remote caregiver to navigate.
• 2nd phase: VIP followed tactile guidance by remote caregiver to navigate.
• 3rd phase: User muted the voice.
Usability testing by remote caregiver:
• 1st phase: The remote caregiver received a tele-guidance VoIP video call from
the VIP and guided him through voice commands.
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• 2nd phase: The remote caregiver guided VIP through tactile commands to
navigate.
• 3rd phase: Remote caregiver gets indication voice about channel muting.
• Test phase: Remote caregiver overrides voice muting by VIP.

4 Study for Acceptance of Technological Navigation
Assistance Aids by VIP
This study uses an extended version of Uniﬁed Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT2). This model can be used by organizations to gain knowledge
on improving the design and marketing of their consumer product [13]. UTAUT2
questionnaire was altered paying attention to the special needs of VIP [14] [Appendix
A]. The UTAUT2 constructs are performance expectancy (PE), effort expectancy (EE),
social influence (SI), facilitating conditions (FC), hedonic motivation (HM), price value
(PV) and habit (HA). Questionnaire includes background questions (BG) and original
UTAUT questions from constructs of anxiety (ANX) and attitude (ATT) [15]. Also few
questions about special assistive technology themed (SPE) and user’s previous experience (PEx) were included in the questionnaire. The questionnaire is intended for both
general acceptance study about navigation assistance for VIP and for ﬁnding out
acceptance issues affecting tele-guidance technologies. During analysis of collected
data after earlier reported study [14], it was felt that questionnaires should be extended
with users’ previous experience speciﬁcally about general technological assistance,
navigational technological assistance. The qualitative analysis was conducted paying
attention on tele-guidance issues and user needs. Those ﬁgured out issues were sought
by added question about special assistive technology (SPE), user’s previous experience
(PEx) and routines (RO).

4.1

Preliminary Results of Acceptance Study

19 VIP and blind are interviewed (10 female, 9 male, aged 21–82) in Oulu region in
Finland. Our study supports earlier mentioned fact that no single ETA has been widely
accepted by the VIP and blind people. None of the sample group used ETAs, and in
fact had never even tried those apart from occasional GPS support. It seems that there
may be too little information available on ETAs.
9 of the sample group didn’t know enough on available tools, 9 perceived that they
do have enough information on available tools. 10 participants did like the idea of
sending their location information to person(s) close to them. 5 did object this matter.
12 wanted to select themselves the moments when they are being located. 1 participant
would have given permission to location data when needed when support person would
have been the spouse. If presented an option of new kind of assistance device, 14 of the
participants were willing to alter their daily routines, and 13 were willing to use own
money on those devices. Nearly all 19 participants were willing to try to learn to use
new kind of assistance method.
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An accompanying qualitative study addresses the caregivers’ needs and acceptance
of navigational caretaking tools and services [16].

5 Future Research
Future research will focus on experiments in different outdoor environments and
development of efﬁcient navigation training methods for VIP and remote caregivers.
The focus will be on how to address and negotiate the situation if remote connection is
lost, reduction mechanism of communication delay, and if some miscommunication or
non-availability occurs between the VIP traveler and remote caregiver.

6 Conclusion
In this article, a tele-guidance navigation system for VIP in was presented. The
approach of the system is based on the idea that a VIP/blind pedestrian can be assisted
by spoken instructions from a remote caregiver who receives a video stream from a
camera carried by the VIP. The scenarios for the usability testing of overall system for
both VIP and remote caregiver to evaluate the usability were presented. A qualitative
study to investigate attitude of VIP and blind persons towards navigation assistance
tools was also presented.
Acknowledgement. This paper has been written as part of the ASTS (Assisted Living for Senior
Citizens) Project funded by Academy of Finland and Japan Science technology Agency (JST).

Appendix: A
The Questionnaire with
Serial #
Construct
1
BG
2
BG
3
BG
4
5

BG
SP

6

PEx, TA

7
8
9

PEx
PEx, TA
PEx, RO,
IP

UTAUT Constructs
Questions
Age
Gender
Did you acquire visual impairment with birth or did you lost vision?
How long ago?
What is your visual acuity?
Do you have a support person(s) whom you can contact when you
need help? Which hours available?
Do you use smartphone or any other mobile device? What brand?
Which apps?
Do you use white cane? When/why did you start using it?
What other assistance tools do you use?
In what situations do you use navigation assistance?
(continued)
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(continued)
The Questionnaire with UTAUT Constructs
Serial #
Construct
Questions
10
PEx
Have you used navigation assistance tools previously? Why did you
quit?
Statements
11
HM
Navigation assistance makes going outdoors more pleasant
12
HM
I like using navigation assistance
13
PV
Navigation assistance tools are reasonably priced
14
HA
Using navigation assistance has become a habit to me
15
PE
I need navigation assistance every time I go outdoors
16
PE
In my opinion navigation assistance is useful when I am outdoors
17
PE
Navigation assistance increases the speed of doing chores
18
PE
If I use navigation assistance, I will increase my chances to get where
I want
19
EE
I ﬁnd navigation assistance tools easy to use
20
EE
Learning to use navigation assistance tools is easy for me
21
SI
People, who are important to me, think that I should use navigation
assistance
22
IP
I ﬁnd it annoying when surrounding people notice I am visually
impaired
23
SI
The society has been supportive in the use of assistive
24
SI
Instructors or medical staff have been supportive in the use of
assistive
25
FC
My knowledge of using navigation assistance is sufﬁcient
26
FC
If I have problem navigation assistance, I know from who I ask help
27
ANX
I feel nervous using navigation assistance
28
ANX
Navigation assistance is somewhat intimidating
29
ATT
Using navigation assistance is a good idea
30
ATT
Navigation assistance makes me feel safe
31
PV
I am willing to spend money in order to buy new navigation
assistance
32
PV, RO
I am willing to spend my time in order to learn to use new navigation
assistance
33
RO
I am willing to change my daily routines, if I receive a new kind of
navigation assistance
34
RO
I think that people close to me are willing to change their daily
routines, if I receive a new kind of navigation assistance
35
IP, SPE
It is good that people close to me know my location
36
IP, SPE
I would like to select when people close to me know my location
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Abstract. We present an eyeglass-type wearable device that has light
emitting diode (LED) indicators on the frame of it. The device produces
lighting patterns of 14 RGB LEDs near user’s eyes as guiding information. Since installed LEDs on the frame of glasses are light and saving
power, it is feasible to develop it for daily use. On the other hand, it cannot provide rich information such as text or images. In this study, we aim
to realize a remote assistive system that provides assistive commands by
lighting patterns of the eyeglass-type device from remote sites. Especially,
we consider elderlies who are suﬀering from mild cognitive impairment
as users. They would be one of potential user groups since the device
does not block their sights by text or images and it can be worn in daily
life without the additional sense of restraint. This paper explains our
conceptual assistive system structure, a prototype eyeglass-type device
with near-eye LED indicators and usability experimentation in simple
navigational tasks.
Keywords: Eyeglass-type wearable device · LED indicators
system · Elderly · Mild cognitive impairment

1

· Assistive

Introduction

Aged society is one of the common crucial issues in the world. In this study,
we mainly focus on elderly-user-friendly interface in a telepresence caretaking
system. Bharucha et al. [1] estimated 28 million people suﬀered from dementia
in 2009, and it costs 156 billion dollars annually for caretaking them directly. The
analysis of the elderly adults demographic suﬀering from memory loss has drawn
attention to the use of technologies, to involve less human and ﬁnancial resources
in the caretaking process. Symptoms of memory problems are categorized into
several stages. In most of cases, elderly in an early stage is shifted to a severe
stage because of an aggravation of their condition. Considering the increasing
population of elderly suﬀering from memory problems, this study aims to restrain
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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the aggravation by supporting elderly in an early stage of memory problem such
as mild cognitive impairment.
In the last decades, wearable technologies have been developed to support
human activities. Recently, wearable devices can have cameras, display, and some
of the sensors on itself. One of the most signiﬁcant aspects of development is
light weight design since it needs to be comfortable for wearing in daily life. In
this paper, we show near-eye LED indicators on the frame of glasses as a lightweight wearable device for an assistive interface. Although most of the elderlies
suﬀering mild cognitive impairment can live by themselves, it is necessary to
support them in diﬀerent cases to avoid the aggravation of their condition due
to anxiety, etc.

2

Related Work

One of the assistive applications for a daily tasks is navigation. In wearable
computing research ﬁeld, navigation has been studied as a major topic. Thomas
et al. have developed a hands-free navigational aid by implementing headmounted display system for outdoor guiding and they believe wearable technology has the potential for wayﬁnding application [9]. In recent, there are many
advanced head-mounted displays such as Google Glass or Epson Moverio BT200 and so forth. In the future, it is expected that light wearable displays provide high-quality images in front of the user. Poppinga et al. used oﬀ-the-shelf
ambiglasses to provide users with notiﬁcation with LED indicators and intuitive
navigation instruction. Our near-eye LED indicator prototype is similar to ambiglasses and it can be customized and combined with advanced head-mounted and
give simple navigational instruction. In addition, LED indicators do not disturb
a user to see objects located at the center of the user’s sight [8].

3

Design of Assistive System with Eyeglass-Type Device

We have developed the prototype of the indicator-based smart glasses to provide users with the visual cues, which do not interfere with their vision on the
physical environment. Android applications are developed to form messages and
send them as binary data to the prototypes. The application has been improved
iteratively. The communication protocol between the application and device is
promoted to Bluetooth low energy to provide faster communication and consume less power. The ﬁrst prototype includes 12 LED indicators, while the second prototype has 14 indicators to widen diﬀerent form of blinking patterns and
more meaningful messages. After conducting experimentation phase, test subjects complain about physical design and weight of the device, and it derived
us to design more fashionable and light-weight prototype. Figure 1(b) shows the
ﬁrst prototype. Figure 1(a) shows the second prototype, and the position of indicators. We followed similar approach to Poppinga et al. to form four main navigation commands. However, since our prototype cover more parts of the frame,
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Fig. 1. (a): Second constructed prototype; white circles depict the position of LED
indicators implanted on the frame of the eyeglasses. (b): Lightweight and user friendly
design of the prototype

we achieved diﬀerent results. In addition to LED indicators, the conceptual prototype includes the mounted camera, global positioning system, gyroscope, and
step detector sensors. The abovementioned sensors and cameras help the remote
caretaker to localize the senior citizens in home and city environment, while the
glasses provide the visual cues to guide the users [2].

4

Experimentation of of Near-Eye LED Indicators

The design science research method is used in the study, and the experiment
phase evaluates the usability of the device for further improvement [4]. We
designed experiments with diﬀerent user groups. The Wizard of Oz method
with unstructured interviews, living lab approach, and video recording are used
to collect and interpret the data [6].
We previously published a paper to explain settings, protocols and diﬀerent
steps of experimentation with near eye indicator display. The ﬁrst step is to
measure visibility of visual indicators; then forming meaningful notiﬁcations with
diﬀerent combination of indicators, and ﬁnally evaluate the eﬃciency of the
notiﬁcation in real life tasks. We conducted controlled experiments to measure
satisfactory LED frequencies, brightnesses [7].
In the ﬁrst experiment, Bayesian analysis indicates what indicators on the
frame might be missed when they are blinking, and what indicators might be
mistakenly chosen as blinking. In addition, the results clarify the satisfactory
blinking pattern for blinking indicators including optimized brightness and frequency. In the second experiment, diﬀerent sets of LED indicators’ combinations
blink simultaneously, and users choose interpreted navigational command such as
left, right, stop and so on. We found optimized frequency, optimized brightness,
and most distinguishable indicators on the frame. We formed most meaningful
indicators conﬁgurations to convey navigational commands. Figure 1(b) shows
the four most simple and intuitive navigational commands.
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The last experiment evaluates the usability of the visual cues in a navigational
task, which is a real life problem for elderly suﬀering from dementia. We simulate
simple navigational tasks for the subjects in an open indoor environment. The
users are supposed to walk on predeﬁned map while the visual cues guide them.
The map contains a speciﬁc number of stops and turning left and right with
diﬀerent rotation degrees. Figure 3 shows the predeﬁned map. One of the main
objectives of experiment was to evaluate the simple guidance system in 90-degree
and 180-degree turning point.
Two main user groups participate in the experiments and Fig. 2 demonstrate
the order of the conducted experiments. Eleven student subjects participate in
the pilot tests with the average age of 26.05 and the range of 20 to 33. The
results of the Bayesian analysis for the localizing indicators test unveil lowest
sensitivity and speciﬁcity for nasal indicators (indicators close to the nose). In
other word, the nasal LED indicators can be missed while blinking, and they can
be mistakenly considered as blinking while they are not. In the next experiment,
four out of 48 combinations are chosen as the navigational commands based on
the users’ preferences. In the last experiment, the student users accomplish their
task by following the navigation guidance to walk the predeﬁned route.

Fig. 2. It shows the sequence of the experiments and the number and type of subjects
in the experiments.

Eight elderly subjects participate in the usability experiments. Four subjects
suﬀered from severe dementia and four subjects suﬀered from mild dementia [3].
The severity of dementia deteriorates following track of topic and concentrating conditions [5]. These diﬃculties prevent severe demented elderly subjects
to accomplish their tasks in experiments. Before conducting walking test, we
request all the subjects to identify individual blinking indicators and conﬁrm
the meaning of navigational cues. The subjects with severe dementia fail in preliminary test and withdraw the experiment.
All the subjects suﬀering from mild dementia accomplish their tasks by following the visual cues and walking on the predeﬁned route. Table 1 shows the
most important collected data in the experiment. The subjects react more accurately to the visual cues at the end part of the walking task. It shows high
adaptability to the system in performing the tasks. Figure 3 depicts the map of
the navigation area in an open indoor environment. Considering turn-by-turn
navigation, the result of the experiment proves that conveying diﬀerent degree
angles rotation with simple navigation instruction is the most challenging part.
In turning points, subjects can detect the direction that the glasses indicate
while the amount of rotation confuse them. The perception of turning commands diﬀer in the subjects, and it means that some subjects always consider
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Fig. 3. The predeﬁned map contains number of rotations to the left and right in an
open area.
Table 1. The relevant descriptive statistics and factors are measured for four elderly
subjects suﬀering from mild dementia in walking experiment.
Variable

Subject A Subject B Subject C Subject D

Age

81

80

83

74

Gender

Male

Male

Female

Male

Using eyeglasses

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mistakes by subjects

8

7

7

5

Correction via device

6

0

3

4

Correction via human assistant 2

7

4

1

Accomplishment time

220 s

390 s

286 s

136 s

Average speed

0.068 m/s 0.038 m/s 0.052 m/s 0.110 m/s

Path length

15 m

15 m

15 m

15 m

turning command as a 90-degree turn and some subjects turn continuously until
the stop command is triggered. The indicators blink with the frequency of 1 Hz,
1, 5 Hz, and 2 Hz in the pilot and usability experiments. The subjects achieve
the best results while indicators blink with the frequency of 1 Hz. Nevertheless, the unstructured interviews uncover that the elderly adults would rather
the frequency less than 1 Hz. The test subjects also highly emphasize on the
common-shape design of the glasses and they prefer the visual cues not to be
seen by outsider to preserve their dignity in real life.

5

Conclusions

We have implemented an interface as eyeglasses which are common among senior
citizens. The device has the potential to be used in diverse scenarios by diﬀerent target user groups. Most of the users suﬀering from cognitive decline fail
to interact with advanced user interfaces, while our prototype can be used to
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generate simple notiﬁcations for them. There are some tasks such as driving and
biking which should not be interrupted, and meanwhile, the user needs to receive
information in the attention background. We proposed the mentioned prototype
to provide users with simple notiﬁcations without distracting them from main
tasks. Our future plan includes the evaluation of colors’ combinations, indicators’
positions, light intensity and blinking pattern to form meaningful notiﬁcation in
diﬀerent real life challenges and scenarios for both elderly and young users.
Acknowledgment. We thank staﬀs in residential nursing care centers of Karpalokoti
and ODL for the collaboration in the ﬁeld testing. We also thank Jarmo Lehtonen and
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Abstract. A novel project called iKaaS (intelligent Knowledge-as-a-Service)
was adapted as a Strategic Information and Communications R&D Promotion
Programme (SCOPE), one of the projects funded by Ministry of Internal Affairs
and Communications. This project aims an advanced knowledge-intensive
platform that enables to provide and distribute the relevant information under
strict consideration of privacy. This information distribution includes a
cross-border one between EU and Japan, where privacy protection of the data
subject is a major issue. To settle the privacy issues inside the project, DPEC
(Data Protection and Ethical Community) was established as a governing
organization for privacy. In this paper, we consider issues on the cross-border
data distribution from the viewpoint of the legal system comparison between EU
and Japan. As a result of the consideration, we introduce the governance
framework of DPEC. Moreover, we clarify the issues to be discussed in the
future cross-border data distribution and propose a privacy enhanced data protection scheme.
Keywords: Act on the protection of personal information
Cross-border data distribution  Big Data  Data protection

 KaaS  Privacy 

1 Introduction
Recently, “Big Data” or “IoT (Internet of Things)” have increasingly emerged as
buzzwords in the ﬁeld of network technology. This phenomenon means that any type
of data has practical potential to be used in any ﬁeld. A variety of approaches to data
utilization have been tried both in research and in business. During this turmoil on the
data processing, misuses of personal data have appeared as a serious social problem.
The experiment which National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology (NICT) in Japan planned provoked an issue of an appropriate use of
surveillance cameras1. In this case, the surveillance cameras collected the movies of
1

See. Investigative report which was written by a third-party committee (Only in Japanese), http://
www.nict.go.jp/nrh/iinkai/report.pdf. That concluded the experiment was no illegal, but needs
explicit notices. NICT planned to use surveillance cameras to control streams of people in the station.
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pedestrians at the station without any consents or notices. That is similar with Google
street view case. The public announcement from NICT on the experiment provoked a
social argument. This situation compelled NICT to establish a third-party committee
and to publish its report. This report concluded the experiment was not illegal, but
needed explicit notices, although NICT had planned to use surveillance cameras for
control of people streams in the station.
In other case, the personal data disclosure which Japan Railway East (JR East)
planned to the business partner induced an issue on the deﬁnition of “personal information”2. JR East sold the passengers’ records to the third party without any consent
from each passengers. JR East’s public announcement to start this disclosure to the
third party inflamed a social argument. This situation also imposed JR East to publish a
report on the disclosure of passengers’ records outside JR East. In this report, JR East
didn’t mention illegality of the disclosure. JR East planned to disclose chronical passenger boarding data after only removing names of the passengers, and leaving all other
data as they were. This procedure faced severe social criticism because a passenger can
be estimated by the disclosed chronical data.
Meanwhile, EU has shown constant concerns on data protection, and has recognized the data protection as a hot issue. In October 2015, the European Court of Justice
declared invalidity of the Safe Harbour Decision. Under the promoting pressures for
data utilization, we acknowledge the urgent clarifying the proper and legitimate sharing
of the personal data.
The one hand “Big Data” is considered as “new oil”, the situation to utilize data in
the society is becoming complex more and more. The In this paper, we analyse.

2 Issues on the Information Sharing in the Society
On the information sharing platforms, a wide variety of data are exchanged and
combined among a number of parties over the borders. We will discuss three big issues
on the information sharing process. Each issue is described below.

2.1

Context-Dependent Values of the Information

A wide variety of data are exchanged and combined on the information sharing platforms. The iKaaS project aims to produce a service by creating new knowledge based
on a combination of data among different industries, the combinations of which have
not been imagined so far. Attempts to combine these various data open new possibilities of data utilization. However, a new combination of various data may reveal

2

See. Investigative report which was written by a third-party committee (Only in Japanese), http://
www.jreast.co.jp/information/aas/20151126_torimatome.pdf. This is the report about the disclosure
of the data of Suica outside JR East. The third-party committee didn’t mention illegality of the
disclosure. JR East planned to disclose boarding history data on Suica, where only names of the card
holder were removed. This procedure was criticized because a person who holds the Suica can be
estimated by the boarding history data.
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unexpected values. For example, some combination of data proved to cause privacy
infringements which the platformer had not expected. A simple sensing data or statistical data that have not been treated as a privacy or personal information may trigger
privacy invasion. The JR Suica case showed a card holder may be identiﬁed based on
the combined boarding histories. The JR EAST had explained SuicaIDs (identiﬁer of
Suica service) had become irreversible by the number conversion. However, even in
such a case, some researchers has pointed out it is possible to re-identify the holder.
Also, individual living area of the holder can be almost uniquely estimated from the
recorded histories of departure stations and arrival stations. Pseudonymised (including
linkable anonymous data) or anonymized method for the data is not effective for
preventing such re-identiﬁcation trials. When we consider more complex context, we
have to take into consideration more increased risks of privacy infringements.
When we review international situation on privacy protection, we clearly recognize
discussions on privacy matters go deep in the future. Here we show two examples of
ongoing discussions. One is the draft of General Data Protection Regulation3, where
“Personal data” is deﬁned as “‘personal data’ means any information relating to a data
subject”. The other example is the draft: Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act of 20154,
where “personal data” is deﬁned as “In General— ‘Personal data’ means any data that
are under the control of a covered entity, not otherwise generally available to the public
through lawful means, and are linked, or as a practical matter linkable by the covered
entity, to a speciﬁc individual, or linked to a device that is associated with or routinely
used by an individual, including but not limited to—..”. In both case, the deﬁnitions of
personal data has wide meanings.

2.2

The Information Sharing Parties

If the data is processed only within individual party, it is not difﬁcult to deﬁne the domain
of data utilization. On the other hand, when we consider a situation where the information is shared among several parties, we point out two issues. The ﬁrst issue presents
difﬁculty of deﬁning information sharing parties. It is unclear whether we are able to
itemise all the parties which shares information at present or in the future. Failure of
showing all the relevant parties violates against the following law requirements:
requirements: in Act on the Protection of Personal Information5 in Japan, article 176

3

4

5

6

See. Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE
COUNCIL on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the
free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation)/* COM/2012/011 ﬁnal 2012/0011 (COD)*/ http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52012PC0011.
See. Administration Discussion Draft: Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act of 2015 https://www.
whitehouse.gov/sites/default/ﬁles/omb/legislative/letters/cpbr-act-of-2015-discussion-draft.pdf.
See. Act on the Protection of Personal Information (translated in English) http://www.
japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail_main?id=130&.
(Proper Acquisition) Article 17 A business operator handling personal information shall not acquire
personal information by a deception or other wrongful means deception or other wrongful means.
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ordains “Proper Acquisition”, and in EU Data Protection Directive7, article 78 ordains
“CRITERIA FOR MAKING DATA PROCESSING LEGITIMATE”. The second issue
is difﬁculty in deﬁning the purpose of data processing. This difﬁculty opposes law
requirements which demands other purpose than the four conventional purposes (collection, storage, usage, and disclosure) should be explicit and legitimate. However,
through trials of combinations of data processing whose purpose is unpredictable, our
project is expected to deliver a novel knowledge and service. In order for our project to be
legally conformant, explicit informed consent is the only reasonable solution.
2.3

Cross Border Transfer

In EU Data Protection Direction, article 259 ordains cross border transfer of personal
data. If a third country is to be assessed as an adequate level of protection, it must
satisfy article 29. In this project, we plan to transfer data from EU to Japan, but Japan
has not the adequacy. If the third country does not have the adequacy, it needs other
options (including “SCC” (Standard Contractual Clauses), “BCR” (Binding Corporate
Rules) or other international agreement like Safe Harbour agreement between EU and
US). At present, Japan does not have international agreement with EU. In addition,
both SCC and BCR are too difﬁcult to be certiﬁcated for academic research projects.
By the way, In EU Data Protection Direction, article 2610 ordains “Derogations”. When
the data subject has given his consent to the proposed transfer without clear refusal,
Japanese parties can transfer data from EU.

3 Proposal
To solve these problems, we would like to introduce the deﬁnition of stakeholders and
the internal audit organisation “DPEC”.
3.1

Deﬁnition of Stakeholders on the Processes

Conventionally, the scheme of the personal data transfer and utilization has been
classiﬁed as four stages: data collection, storage, usage and disclosure (provision to a

7

See. Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:31995L0046.
8
Article 7 clariﬁes the conditions for consent to be valid as a legal ground for lawful processing.
9
Article 25 1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data
which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place only if,
without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the other
provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of protection.
10
Article 26 Derogations 1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided
by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection
within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that: (a) the data subject has given
his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer;.
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third party). Many conventional services already obtain the user consent including the
ﬁrst three (from collection to usage) or all the four (from collection to disclosure) of the
scheme. However, in our project, the conventional scheme fails to work, as in our
project different parties are responsible for each data processing. We had to redeﬁne
each process and stake holder to acquire precise user consent through showing exact
architecture of the service we are going to provide. Redeﬁned stake holders are shown
as follows.
Lead operator: The responsible operator for the iKaaS project in Japan.
System management operator: The responsible operator for the iKaaS platform
(design, development, maintenance, operation and security issues etc.).
Data management operator: This operator will collect the information from the
participants. It shall be as a responsible operator for collecting and preserving the
information.
Data utilization operator: This operator will use the information preserved in the
iKaaS platform. It shall be as a responsible operator for using the data.
We have also deﬁned the process of obtaining user consents as follows.
1. Identify individual data to be collected (particle size of type and the data of the
data).
2. When collecting the individual data, obtain the explicit consent from the data
subject.
3. Deﬁne the way to combine what data for what purpose.
4. For the purposes shown above, obtain explicit consent from the data subject. In
such consent acquisition process, obtain the consent of the clear opt-in type.
We would like to introduce this “Double informed consent” in order to strengthen user
consents.

3.2

DPEC

The iKaaS project implements three use cases. One of the use cases in Japan will
include ﬁeld tests with citizens and procedures under ethical considerations. In the EU,
the ethical issues are considered based on the EU data protection legal framework by
the Project partners. Since there is no independent data protection authority in Japan at
present 5 by contrast to the EU legal framework which has independent privacy
commissioners, a self-regulated “Data Projection and Ethical Committee” (DPEC) has
been set in the iKaaS Project. DPEC shall clarify legal protection and ethical treatment
of personal information gathered and shared among iKaaS Consortium Partners for
research and development through iKaaS Platforms, especially concerning the use case
which needs ethical considerations, and also the cross-border applications.
DPEC shall draft a privacy policy and a written consent forms and other appropriate
guidelines (called “privacy protection documents”) in accordance with existing Japanese governmental guidelines, laws and regulations protecting personal information in
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Japan. DPEC shall timely review the privacy protection documents depending on the
legal amendments by government authorities. DPEC shall monitor the implementation
by iKaaS Project Partners of privacy protection documents for adequate treatment of
personal information gathered through iKaaS platforms. In the event of infringement of
personal information, DPEC shall promptly advise corrective measures to iKaaS
Consortium Partners. DPEC shall consult as appropriate legal counsels for getting
independent advices as to the privacy protection documents and these implementations.
In the actual evaluation cycle, DPEC shall review the applications from each
project partner. The application process shall start in advance of collection, storage,
usage and disclosure of the data (including personal data) in the project. The applications shall be reviewed by the factors11.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced the deﬁnition of stakeholders on the information
sharing platform and internal audit organisation “DPEC”. The range of each law was
conﬁrmed through comparative law study. Furthermore, our self-regulation provides
higher quality of privacy protection beyond the required level by the law. Our
self-regulation scheme has proved to be friendly to the consumer rights to privacy and
personal data.
In the next step, we plan to demonstrate practical experiments with the actual data
collecting from the data subjects. We carefully observe any issue which may arise in
performing the actual operation of the platform.

11

We have deﬁned 14 factors.
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Abstract. Risks factor leading to type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases can be reduced by a preventive care infrastructure able to modify
the habits toward healthier lifestyles, including more exercise, a better
diet and a reduced stress. Accessing the home space is important not
only to monitor indoor environment quality (IEQ) but also to provide
relevant user’s feedback and engage users towards a healthy life style.
This paper present a new preventive care infrastructure composed of a
distributed infrastructure for heterogeneous devices in the home local
area network (named xAAL) in conjunction with a machine to machine
protocol (MQTT) to external health & well-being services.
Keywords: Indoor environment quality · Ambient assisted living · User
feedback

1

Introduction

Noncommunicable diseases (NCD), for instance diabetes, cardiovascular or respiratory are the leading cause of mortality in the world, representing 60% of all
deaths according to the program chronic diseases and health promotion of the
World Health Organization [13]. Modifying the habits toward healthier lifestyles,
including more exercise, a better diet and reduced stress is associated with the
reduced risk of diseases such as type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. In
this context, the PREventive Care Infrastructure based On Ubiquitous Sensing
(PRECIOUS [4]) project targets to develop a preventive care system to promote
healthy lifestyles with speciﬁc focus on the following risk factors: environmental,
socio-psychological and physiological. The PRECIOUS1 system proposes services to end users: monitoring of the home environment factors (e.g., air quality),
gathering data from “health & well-being” devices (e.g., body weight scale) and
sending feedbacks through multimodal interfaces. In this paper, we focus on the
user context related to environmental factors and how we can gather long-term
data in the home user space. Particularly, we discuss an infrastructure and a new
1
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protocol to seamlessly integrate home automation devices and data in a health
& well-being care system. Moreover, we also address user feedbacks in the home
environment to support health & well-being recommendation on diﬀerent user
interfaces.

2

Related Works

The indoor environment quality (IEQ) is most of the time studied from an
occupant comfort perspective and/or to reduce energy consumption of buildings
[11,14]. Nevertheless, Kim et al. in [9] proposed a system to measure, visualize
and learn about indoor air quality. The study showed that the inAir system
motivates user to improve their indoor air quality. This means that visualization
of data related to home comfort needs to be considered in order to engage user
change habits. Then, Kim et al. in [8,10], presented a sensor network infrastructure for real time monitoring of several gases. The contribution is focused on data
acquisition and sensor network infrastructure. The authors show that real-time
monitoring is necessary as well as the use of pre-processing algorithm on data
to reduce temporary errors. Interoperability issues related to diﬀerent protocols
using by sensors is not addressed. Furthermore, the integration in a smart home
and health infrastructure is not considered.
Diﬀerent vertical domains are present in the home environment: personal
health devices, home automation devices, entertainment devices, etc. Recent
works about IoT domain architecture proposed horizontal interoperability
between vertical silos: eHealth, home automation, agriculture, etc. One can cite
the HYDRA [1], IOT-A [2] or BUTLER [6] European projects. There is also
a recent eﬀort to standardize machine to machine (M2M) communication with
the OneM2M initiative. Gateways between constrained network, e.g. BAN/PAN,
HAN and WAN are still needed. Even if protocols like CoAP or MQTT are dedicated to small devices, there is still a gap because of device: power consumption,
memory foot print, etc.

3

System Description

The user context awareness (UCA) at home should be a key objective of a system
trying to assist user in its daily life. We deﬁned the following environmental variables: thermal comfort (temperature and humidity), noise quality, light quality.
To achieve the UCA, a transparent sensors/actuators layer using xAAL [12] has
been proposed to ﬁght interoperability issues in the home automation domain.
xAAL allows to seamlessly integrate TAN/BAN/PAN/LAN devices from different protocols. The xAAL infrastructure oﬀers access with WAN interfaces
(WAN-IF) to use MQTT M2M communication as shown Fig. 1. MQTT is lightweight enough to be used on diﬀerent communication links such as 3G/4G (cellular), Fiber, ADSL. Then, thanks to the selected M2M protocol, sensors data
are exported and stored in a database to be used by health & well-being service.
Data are processed and, according to a rules engine, user feedbacks will be sent
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Fig. 1. System overview.

to home. Basically, those feedbacks can take the form of messages, notiﬁcations,
or devices actions at home (according to user’s preferences).
3.1

Home Area Network and External Services

Context Acquisition. xAAL [5,12] is an open-source distributed infrastructure for heterogeneous ambient devices. The communication between devices
is realized by a lightweight event-based messaging protocol working on the socalled xAAL bus. Devices are described by a schema, which provides a ﬁrst level
of semantic. IEQ variables are then related to the following schemas: “thermometer.basic”, “hygrometer.basic”, “luxmeter.basic”, “loudness.basic”.
xAAL allows us to reuse traditional home automation devices (e.g., thermometer, luxmeter, soundmeter, Tv, etc.) to set up a pervasive health system.
Data are automatically associated by the xAAL system to the location of sensors
in various rooms (e.g. bedroom, living room).
From Home Area Network to Wide Area Network. xAAL and external
health services are inter-connected with the MQTT protocol. It is a lightweight
protocol dedicated to M2M communications and is now an open standard [3].
It is based on a publish/subscribe model and TCP/IP. The home gateway publishes relevant home data to the external health services. It allows to move the
management of data storage & analytics over long term and unstructured data
in the cloud. According to the MQTT architecture, a broker is needed between
publisher & subscriber. This allows multiple publishers to communicate to multiple subscribers in so-called topics. However, this is an additional component to
administrate. But, robust open-source implementations exist today.
The infrastructure Fig. 1 is composed by the following components:
– xAAL-MQTT relay: a component of the home gateway which publishes sensor
data to the cloud;
– MQTT Broker: dispatches published data to the corresponding subscribers;
– MQTT-logger: a component of the external home service that subscribes to
data sent by the smart home and stores them to the health service database.
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MQTT only deﬁnes a transport layer. Transported messages can be freely
deﬁned between publisher and subscriber. So, xAAL messages with sensor data
are transformed to ﬁt with the messaging protocol of the health service, and
then are published to the uplink topic of the broker. It should be noticed that
the user has full access to the home gateway and control/select data sent to the
cloud service.
From Wide Area Network to Home Area Network. A preventive healthcare system should consider the user feedback. This oﬀers a way to engage and
motivate users toward a healthy life style. The home gateway subscribes to the
downlink topic of the broker. Figure 1 is composed by the following components:
– MQTT-actuator: a component of the external home service which publishes
feedback to home;
– MQTT Broker: the same broker is used to dispatches published messages to
subscribers;
– MQTT-xAAL relay: a component of the home gateway that subscribes to
feedback and sends xAAL commands.
From the Home Area Network to the Attention of the User. Feedbacks are sent to home over MQTT in the form of JSON messages. Then, they
are dispatched to the right actuators according to user preferences and home
capabilities. The xAAL infrastructure provides multimodal interaction between
home, health systems, and the user. The scenarios addressed in our study consider diﬀerent kind of users from young to elderly people, from individual to
family units, with diﬀerent needs/wishes/habits regarding uses of devices. The
following notiﬁcations media are currently available: “Lamp blinking”, “Lamp
color”, “Haptic/Motor vibration”, “Message on smartphone” (textual & voice
message), “Text message on desktop computer”, “Text message on Tv”. The definition of each notiﬁcation depends of the home capabilities. Thanks to xAAL
and its discovery mechanism, the health service gateway (at home) is aware
of home capabilities. Finally, users can deﬁne the appropriate notiﬁcation type
according to their preferences and current home actuators.
3.2

Security & Privacy

xAAL. Firstly, xAAL is working on the local area network (LAN) and is protected by the mechanism that still exists to protect user LAN network. Secondly, with the version 0.5 a security layer has been added to the xAAL protocol [5]. Basically, it is based on a pre-shared private key, Poly1305/Chacha20
algorithm, a timestamp to avoid replay attack. The protocol version, the targets addresses and the timestamp are public. Only the payload is ciphered
by the Poly1305/Chacha20 algorithm with “targets” for additional data and
a “timestamp” playing the role of nonce.
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MQTT. Section 5 of the OASIS MQTT v3.1.1 standard is dedicated to security (for guidance only, non-normative). Four security levels (or proﬁles) are
described: Level 4: Unsecured; Level 3: Base Secured; Level 2: Industry Secured
(Base + Industry customizations), Level 1: Cyber Critical Secured. According
to guides of the OASIS MQTT security subcommittee, we will match the level
2 security proﬁle. Indeed, TLS provides authentication, integrity and privacy.
Moreover, the TLS client authentication will be used in addition to the MQTT
client authentication (username/password).

4

Implementation and Discussion

This paper describes an infrastructure aiming to ensure engagement and midlong term adherence to health & well-being service. The idea is to collect environment parameters at home, to send them to a decision engine, and then to
provide feedback and recommendations to users, in a smart and conﬁdent way.
xAAL has been deployed and tested [5] in the Experiment’HAAL living lab.
Now xAAL includes support for the following home automation technologies:
KNX, Zwave, Oregon Scientiﬁc, Delta Dore. A dedicated xAAL device have
been developed which embed multiple sensors: a Raspberry Pi model B with a
grovepi shield, a digital light sensor, a loudness sensor and a vibration motor for
notiﬁcations. For the temperature and humidity sensor, we reused a “classical”
sensor dedicated to a weather station (Oregon Scientiﬁc THGR810). This use
case particularly shows all the opportunity oﬀered by xAAL to integrate and
re-use “classical” home automation sensors/actuators for health application.
xAAL is enough ﬂexible to allow several kind of users feedback in order to
target their needs, their preferences, a handicap, the speciﬁcity of their ages and
their wishes. The following xAAL notiﬁcations have been implemented: blink a
lamp and/or color lamp, Tv (HTTP protocol according to HbbTV standards),
laptop (Use Mac Osx or Gnome notiﬁcation center), Android smartphone (text
& voice), noise with a vibration motor. This oﬀers many alternatives compared
to smartphone-centric solutions.
The home gateway oﬀers to users the possibility control on data they accept
to share: temperature, humidity, body weight, notiﬁcations, etc. The gateway
is the place for processing a ﬁrst level of data fusion, adding a context (e.g.,
localisation) before to send them to the cloud service. The location information is
symbolic and deﬁned by a tag, e.g. bedroom. On the other side, the home gateway
dispatches feedbacks to rendering devices (smartphone, Tv, lamp, etc.) according
to user preferences: the time of the day, the type of device, etc. Feedbacks are
predeﬁned messages, with internationalisation (I18n) to ﬁt user language for use
cases involving text and voice messages.
In terms of ethics, security & privacy, the external services in the cloud
cannot access directly the home devices. What enter at home are just informative
notiﬁcations whose rendering is controlled by the user, not direct commands for
home devices.
From a technical point of view, xAAL allows us to add new low level protocols and devices, such as promising EnOcean or Zwave, thanks to independent
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software components translating messages to xAAL. Indeed, the integration of
low level protocol is done by the xAAL bus itself. Moreover, with the schema
modelling, a lamp is a lamp whatever the underlaying protocol. This new lamp
is transparent for the health service, developers and users.
Finally, xAAL is an event bus and the association with a pub/sub pattern
remains a good combination. The fact that messages between the house and
cloud services are not standardized could be a drawback. But new health &
well-being services providers are free to design their own gateway to be installed
at the patient’s home. They can deﬁne their own topics and message format.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed an infrastructure using xAAL and MQTT in order to oﬀer
the possibility to use home automation sensors/actuators in future health and
well-being services. It oﬀers access to home environment data in order to have a
better understanding of the user context, i.e. environmental factors such as thermal comfort, noise and luminosity levels. But, it also gives capabilities to developer of health applications to integrate feedbacks in order to engage users and
help them to change their behaviour [7]. Healthcare systems need to use existing
standards and MQTT combined with xAAL appears to be a well adapted candidate for M2M communication between home automation networks and external
health & well-being services.
As future work, end-user tests will be conducted in the Experiment’HAAL
living lab according to the Wizard-of-Oz principles. The objective is to collect
user recommendations regarding acceptance on the overall functionalities, interfaces, data visualization & consultation, ethics & privacy.
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Abstract. We describe an IoT system composed by a thermos ﬂask with
embedded sensors, microprocessor and network interface. The system connects
to the internet after recognizing activity and sends a message over online social
network-OSN (e.g. Twitter/Facebook) when hot coﬀee is brewed. The idea is to
create a device that engage people to interact face-to-face, bringing old habits of
drinking coﬀee as an excuse to socialize. Drinking coﬀee with friends is a world
habit; in the south of Brazil the tradition to cultivate and drink coﬀee is very strong
(especially in elderly people’s life). The device is set to an ideal scenario and we
can collect data from user’s brewing coﬀee and therefore his daily consuming
habits. The prototype is being improved before testing it with a large number of
users and has providing new perspectives about the concept of “OSN based on
IoT” and IoT to promote social interaction.
Keywords: Internet of Things · Online social network · Thermos ﬂask · Social
interaction

1

Introduction

The pervasive and ubiquitous technology present worldwide has been beneﬁted by
reducing small components that can be embedded in objects [1]. Many factors contribute
to this increasing number of connected objects including size, price, communication
protocols and computational power of electronic components, as a phenomenon
observed since Moore [2]. Nowadays, this integration of electronic and smart sensors
in objects has received the name of Internet of Things or IoT [3]. Applications of IoT
vary from entertainment, economy, communication, security and surveillance. IoT is
also applied in health ﬁelds, such as monitoring, accessibility, orientation, promotion
and prevention. The idea behind IoT is not to build a single object with large computa‐
tional power but to distribute this power into small and connected objects. This tendency
conﬁrms the legacy of Mark Weiser on calm technologies [4].
In relation to health, we can see an increasing number of elderly people [5]. Besides
the impact of the growing number of elderly people on economy and public and private
sector, the loss of cognitive functions and other chronic and age-related diseases have
been pushing forward researches that pay attention to this part of population, to the
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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wellbeing and quality of life [6, 7]. The terms of assistive technology, smart houses, or
domotics for health are linked to IoT for health [8] or their variations: IoTcare or uhealth.
We will describe an IoT system that takes advantage of the unobtrusive presence of
an object in the kitchen of most families in Brazil, especially in elders’ houses. The
object is a thermos ﬂask with embedded sensor, microprocessor and network interface.
The system can connect to the internet after sensing hot coﬀee is in the thermos ﬂask
and the device sends a message over online social network – OSN (e.g. Twitter/Face‐
book) inviting friends to drink it at their house.
From many other possibilities, we are committed to discuss about how IoT brings
people together. We know that IoT can help people in everyday activities [9], including
people with disabilities [10], however less attention has been given to IoT regarding
social interaction. Our basic questions are: How can we stimulate social interaction
among old people who live alone? How can we augment an ordinary object transforming
it into a communication tool in order to enhance social life [11]? These questions have
pushed us in direction of a “Social Internet of Thing” [12], and other researchers have
been challenged to create a smart architecture to integrate all sorts of objects, including
those that mediate a context for social interaction [13, 14].

2

IoT and Healthcare: Wellbeing

The expectation of life has been growing over the past years worldwide. Technology,
better healthy habits, sanitary condition and prevention programs contribute to a greater
number of old people. In Europe and Japan, this large number of old people is addressing
political investments which contributes to higher rates in life expectancy [15].
Many researchers pointed out the necessity to lead old people into a social integration
and this is an important element to promote health and wellbeing [16]. Old people who
live by themselves may lose the sense of community, autonomy and social participation.
On the other hand, young people are the majority of OSN users and this mediated
communication help them maintain connection with other friends, even if they are
physically distant. Based on this, we aim to integrate a common act executed by an elder
at home (making coﬀee) with a device that invites closer users to have coﬀee at their
home.
An example of IoT technology in the health ﬁeld is an IoT system described by
Carmen Domingo related to people with disabilities [10]. The system uses sensors,
actuators and monitoring stations (such as cell phones, smartphone, tablet PC, etc.),
nano-nodes, RFID tags and readers/writers in order to help and guide users with visual,
hearing and physical impairing.
We daily interact with many objects in diﬀerent places and context. For instance,
kitchens have several manually operated devices. In this way, designers and technolo‐
gists are bringing aﬀordable objects to make life easier. The integration of technology
in the kitchen is a natural movement, especially in the ﬁeld of domotics [17, 18] and
experimental works as mentioned by Spence [19].
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Some examples conﬁrm the idea of “smart” objects in the kitchen as a way to facil‐
itate life. There are coﬀee machines, refrigerators, microwave ovens connected and
activated from a distance. These “magical” things remind us the objects talking and
acting with us, usually seen in the imaginary and creative world of cartoons. Somehow,
IoT makes inanimate objects alive. In the real kitchen environment today, we can see
ideas like “HAPIfork”, a fork that counts the time you spend during meals, how many
times you take the fork into your mouth and the gap between chews [20]. Another idea
is “Liftware”, a fork designed for people with Parkinson that tries to stabilize the hands
tremors [21]. “Pred Pad” is a weight scale that measures the food weight and shows, in
real time, some nutritional data with an app [22]. Some other ideas create smart objects
with online social networks, not addressing directly to health topic, but it can be useful
to understand the variety of approaches. For example, “Whirlpool Co” is a cooker with
an interactive touchscreen cooktop that displays recipes, Facebook/Twitter updates,
News and weather forecast. Finally, “Smart Fridge” can “see” the products inside the
fridge, helping the user identify when the food is expiring [23].
Based on this background and observing elderly people from a city in the south of
Brazil, we prototyped a system that helps us identify when an old user brewed coﬀee.
By taking this into consideration, it is possible to know the frequency coﬀee is made
and infer about time spent at home and social life.

3

Description of the System

The thermos ﬂask we are designing is going in a diﬀerent direction from researches on
automatic or “smart” coﬀee machines – which are more common in developed countries.
Many of these promising “smart” coﬀee machines are addressing to brewing control
and yet need improvements [24]. Our focus is on storing coﬀee rather than making
coﬀee, once it is made the interaction may occur through internet.
Cultural aspects of consuming and sharing coﬀee with friends and family using a
thermos ﬂask to maintain the hot temperature of the beverage for long periods is
commonly observed in Brazil. While in other countries the machine keeps the temper‐
ature, in Brazil the choice of the majority is usually a thermos ﬂask.
We took an ordinary thermos ﬂask and embedded it with temperature sensor, micro‐
controller, processor and communication module that logs in an OSN account inviting
closer friends to drink coﬀee and make company to the old users. The system has an
LM35 (small temperature sensor) that is placed on the top of a commercial device
(Fig. 1) and it is connected to an Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller.
A communication module “Ethernet Shield” is responsible for connecting the system
to the internet, and to request permission to post a message on the users’ Twitter account.
The sensor is responsible for checking when the temperature is equal (=) or higher (>)
than 80°C inside the ﬂask so then the system sends a single tweet. Thus, it is noticeable
that coﬀee was brewed with boiled water. As a ﬁrst version, a LED was installed to give
a feedback when communication is made. After that, the tweet is sent, e.g.: “Come over
and have some coﬀee with me!”. After the message was posted, Twitter blocked further
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Fig. 1. LM35 sensor embedded inside the container of the ﬂask. It was prototyped with Arduino
UNO R3 and Ethernet Shield module and it was attached using a nylon body band. Photo: Authors.

tries to post again for over 12h, that happened because we were using a single message,
and due to it being equal to the other previously posted and also due the short time
between them, Twitter considered it as a spam.
In order to get past this problem, a “database”. The system, after sending a message,
skips to another one and this way Twitter won’t consider it as a spam, which will allow
us to tweet at any time. Generating diﬀerent contents permits us to give the system a
sense that the messages were posted by humans. Every random number is linked with
a diﬀerent message.

4

Conclusion and Further Developments

It is important to highlight that in most part of the world, when age comes, people start
losing their autonomy. It becomes bad for the elderly, once that most part of them tend
to live by themselves, showing diﬃculty in accomplishing basic daily activities. Having
said that, it is possible to introduce the concept of IoTCare for supporting communication
and interaction, especially for those who live alone. It consists of improving the quality
of life by promoting social interaction between users who are losing social communi‐
cation opportunities.
Considering it, the idea of the thermos ﬂask came as a life changing landscape.
Analyzing some life styles of elderly people it is possible to say that most of them feel
alone and most part of the time, they have no one to share their experiences with. With
an embedded technology, the thermos ﬂask helps them connect with people around;
making not only some shorts connections with people, but inviting them to personally
come to their place. It is important to remember that interaction is not the only role of
the object (which is making coﬀee), but tracking some routines as well. This tracking
can be useful to the family, for example, where they can see if their beloved relatives
are keeping with their daily activities.
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Further test in a bigger group of users will point to other directions; improvements
in the system are needed in order to resist impact or water. It is also on the list the
necessity to test and validate the architecture of the system with many thermos ﬂasks
working simultaneously.
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Abstract. This study examined the use of ICT in caregiving as assessed by
family caregivers of disabled or elderly subjects (N = 53). The results showed
limited current use of ICT-based technologies either for on-site or remote
assistance. However, perceived usefulness was evaluated as high when these
technologies were used. The factors for the use of ICT were different for on-site
assistance or remote assistance. The data obtained can be used in the development of future ICT and IoT –based assistive technologies.
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1 Introduction
Persons with disabilities use assistive technology to increase, maintain, or improve their
functionality and performance in daily tasks and activities. Assistive technology can be a
service, device, application or tool that helps the elderly, disabled person or their
caregiver to maintain functional ability of the care recipient [1–3]. Assistive technology
can consist e.g. of mechanical and electrical devices, sensors, IoT applications, and
cloud services. Assistive technologies have been found to have ability to improve user’s
activity and participation, and also to reduce the functional decline of the user [2, 4, 5].
Assistive technologies can also be seen as a solution to reduce caregiver’s burden.
ICT devices and applications can decrease the demands related to care and supervision
of the care recipient. In addition, those can be used to monitor any unexpected needs of
assistance, i.e. accidents and injuries [2, 6]. Caregivers, either family members or others
who provide care for those who need supervision or assistance in illness or disability
[7], are seen as a valuable resource for elderly care in their unpaid contribution for the
ageing society [8].
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ICT and IoT solutions might be increasingly valuable in assisting elderly and
disabled persons in future. The aim of this study was to examine to what extent the
family caregivers utilize ICT-based assistive technologies in their caregiving work, and
what are the needs for and perceived usefulness of assistive technologies.

2 Materials and Methods
An online survey was implemented through the Finnish Society for Caregivers
(Omaishoitajat ry) webpage. The survey was open for responses from September 30th
to October 25th 2015 and at the same time it was advertised through social media as
well. A pilot survey was carried out with two caregivers and one researcher before the
implementation. The caregiver answered both to the questions for him/herself and to
the questions related to the care recipient.
The survey consisted of ﬁve main categories: Background, Assistive technologies
and tools, Time utilization, Burden, and Coping. The response to the questions related
to Assistive technologies and tools are presented in this paper (Table 1).
Table 1. Questions related to background information and assistive technology and tools.
Content
Caregiver and care recipient characteristics
Demographics of the caregiver
Relationship between the caregiver and the care recipient
Demographics of the care recipient
Need of assistance
Caregiver’s contribution on care
Assistive technologies and tools
Use of ICT equipment to help the care recipient from distance
Use of ICT equipment while assisting
Other assistive technologies and tools used as help when assisting
Most common assistive tools and ICT equipment used by the caregiver or by the care recipient
Experience with telemonitoring (i.e. door alarm, GPS tracking device, fall detector)
Willingness to use telemonitoring application
Need of assistive tools or devices
Pre-agreed terms for caregiving
Availability (times of day) when the caregiver could give remote help if technology existed

The survey contained both qualitative and quantitative questions. Qualitative
methods were used for questions about assistive tools and ICT equipment to collect
information about the needs and expectations assigned for the technology.
Five-point Likert scale was used to score the perceived usefulness of assistive tools
and ICT equipment as a Perceived Usefulness Score (PUS), 1 referring to Never, 2 to
Rarely, 3 to Sometimes, 4 to Quite Frequently and 5 to Nearly always. The respondent
was allowed to list and score a maximum of 5 tools or equipment for evaluation.
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Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis were
performed in IBM SPSS 22.

3 Results
In total there were 53 caregiver respondents, mostly female (n = 46), with average age
of 54.3 years. Characteristics of the caregivers and care recipients are presented in
Table 2. There were 31 male and 22 female care recipients with an average age of
48.7 years. Most of the care recipients lived with the caregiver and only three of them
lived alone. Forty-seven of the caregivers had made informal care agreement. Seventy
percent of the care recipients needed assistance around the clock and 26% daily.
Assistance was also needed when moving outdoors or indoors. Caregiver’s contribution on care were typically between 81 and 100% of the total care need.
The care recipients had also need for help in bathing (53 respondents; 100%), using
the toilet (48; 91%), getting dressed (53; 100%), cooking (53; 100%), and keeping

Table 2. Characteristics of the caregiver and care recipient (N = 53). N (%) if not otherwise
stated.
Characteristics
Demographics of the caregivers
Age ± SD (range) (years) 54.3 ± 13.5 (27–82)
Female
46 (87%)
Caregiver agreement
47 (89%)
Relationship to care recipient
Spouse
25 (47%)
Parent
20 (38%)
(Grand-) Children
7 (13%)
Demographics of the care recipients
Age ± SD (range) (years) 48.7 ± 29.9 (3–92)
Female
22 (42%)
Living alone
3 (6%)
Living with caregiver
49 (92%)
Need of assistance
Around the clock
37 (70%)
Daily
14 (26%)
When moving outdoors
48 (91%)
When moving indoors
39 (74%)
Caregiver’s contribution on care
81–100% of total care need 35 (66%)
61–80% of total care need 10 (19%)
41–60% of total care need 6 (11%)
20–40% of total care need 2 (4%)
SD standard deviation
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contacts (e.g. using telephone or computer) (49; 92%). Caregivers mentioned that care
recipients may also need help with medication (48; 91%), daily chores (24; 45%),
eating (43; 81%), hobbies or school (38; 72%), communicating, or in social situations
(32; 60%).
Fifteen (28%) of the respondents used ICT equipment to help care recipient from
distance (teleassistance), whereas 12 (23%) had used ICT equipment when assisting
on-site. Tablets and other devices with internet access had been used to search information, to study (e.g. Papunet, papunet.net), to stay in touch with friends and relatives,
and to support and learn communication skills (e.g. DialoQ, www.dialoq.com).
Caregivers had also used other assistive technologies and tools when assisting.
Wheelchair was mentioned as the most used when asked for listing ﬁve most common
technologies (Table 3). Perceived usefulness as scored by the caregivers ranged from
5.0 to 3.6 (scale 1–5) for different assistive tools and equipment.
Table 3. Most common assistive tools and ICT equipment listed by the caregivers and the
Perceived Usefulness Scores (PUS). (Open question, N = 53)
Tools
Wheelchair/Stroller
Lifting device/subsidies
Computer/Tablet
Hospital bed
Mobile phone/Security phone
Washing/Shower chair
Rollator
Toilet rack
Electric/Bedsore mattress

N
16
12
11
10
10
9
6
5
4

PUS
4.9
4.5
4.2
4.9
4.2
4.7
3.6
5.0
4.9

Eight caregivers (15%) had some experience with telemonitoring their care recipient (i.e. door alarm, GPS tracking device, fall detector). Additional 14 (26%) would be
willing to use telemonitoring applications. Personal emergency response systems, fall
detectors, security phones, baby monitors, motion sensors and radar light had been
used so far. GPS tracking devices, door alarms and security or web cameras seemed to
be most requested in future.

Table 4. Times of day for the availability of the caregiver for teleassistance (i.e. by computer or
phone) if the technology existed (N = 23).
Hours
6–9 9–12 12–15 15–18 18–21 21–24 24–3 3–6
Available
78% 78% 78% 87% 100% 87% 74% 74%
Limited availability 17% 4% 4%
4%
0% 9%
4% 4%
Not available
4% 13% 13%
9%
0% 0% 17% 17%
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Thirty-four (64%) of the caregivers were unwilling to use telemonitoring applications because they felt there was no need, such applications would not help them, they
were not familiar with the applications, or the care recipient needed caregiver’s
physical presence.
From the respondents seven (13%) had a pre-agreed terms about caregiving, for
example about allowing care recipient to do as much as possible on his/her own and
Table 5. Factors related to ICT use in on-site and remote caregiving.
Factors

N

Caregiver’s age (years)
30–39
7
40–49
13
50–59
11
60–69
15
70–79
5
80–
1
Care recipient’s age
1–9
7
10–29
11
30–49
7
50–69
12
70–89
12
90–100
4
Primary disability
Memory disorder
12
Mental retardation
9
Old age
1
Physical disability
6
Parkinson’s disease
3
Brain injury
5
Need of assistance
Several days (4–6) in a
2
week
Daily
14
Around the clock
37
Caregiver’s contribution on the
20–40%
2
41–60%
6
61–80%
10
81–100%
35
Another work of the caregiver
Has other work
19
Has no other work
34

Have used ICT while assisting
on-site

Have used ICT for
teleassistance

17%
8%
33%
25%
17%
0%

7%
33%
33%
27%
0%
0%

33%
33%
0%
25%
25%
0%

33%
17%
43%
33%
0%
0%

23%
40%
0%
0%
17%
33%

23%
10%
0%
57%
0%
17%

0%

50%

7%
30%
care
0%
33%
0%
29%

50%
19%
50%
33%
60%
17%

21%
24%

42%
21%
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assisting only when needed. Also there were terms about the responsibilities, such as
who will take care of ﬁnances, groceries and medication. Occasionally terms and
assistance were dependent on the schedules. Table 4 presents the times of day when the
caregivers could help their care recipient from distance, assuming that suitable technology existed.
Table 5 presents factors related to ICT use in on-site and remote caregiving. The
factors partly differed between on-site assistance and remote assistance. E.g. physical
disability and mid-age of the care recipient were related with increased use of
teleassistance.

4 Discussion
This survey presented limited current use of ICT of assistive technologies by family
caregivers of disabled or elderly subjects. However, perceived usefulness was evaluated
as high when these technologies were used. Additionally, there was some willingness to
use assistive technologies if those existed or were available. The factors for the use of
ICT were partly different for on-site assistance or remote assistance, e.g. physical disability and mid-age of the care recipient being related with increased use of teleassistance. The data obtained can be used in the development of future ICT and IoT –based
assistive technologies.
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Abstract. Early Warning Score (EWS) system is specified to detect
and predict patient deterioration in hospitals. This is achievable via
monitoring patient’s vital signs continuously and is often manually done
with paper and pen. However, because of the constraints in healthcare
resources and the high hospital costs, the patient might not be hospitalized for the whole period of the treatments, which has lead to a demand
for in-home or portable EWS systems. Such a personalized EWS system needs to monitor the patient at anytime and anywhere even when
the patient is carrying out daily activities. In this paper, we propose a
self-aware EWS system which is the reinforced version of the existing
EWS systems by using the Internet of Things technologies and the selfawareness concept. Our self-aware approach provides (i) system adaptivity with respect to various situations and (ii) system personalization by
paying attention to critical parameters. We evaluate the proposed EWS
system using a full system demonstration.

Keywords: Early warning score
system · Personalized monitoring
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Introduction

Patients suﬀering from life-threatening diseases have a high risk for a sudden
clinical deterioration. Research on cardiac arrests shows that indications of deterioration are visible in patients vital signs several hours (often up to 24 h) prior to
occurrence [1]. Therefore, prediction of imminent clinical deterioration is possible
by paying enough attention to patient status [2,3]. Continuous patient monitoring in such a situation bring forth early detection and rapid response in a form of
early treatment and prevention of fatal cases. It can also decrease the stress on
hospital resources, reduce the associated costs and, most importantly, decrease
mortality. Several scoring methods have been proposed based on vital signs to
classify the risk level of patient status and to ﬁnd the severity of the medical
condition. Such methods are mostly scoring methods developed by emergency
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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Table 1. A modified early warning score model [4]

Physiological parameters
3
2
1
0
1
2
Respiration rate (breaths/minute)
0-8
9-14
15-20
21-29
Oxygen saturation (%)
0%-84% 85%-89% 90%-94% 95%-100%
Temperature (oC)
0-35
35.1-38.0
38.1-39.5
Systolic BP (mmHg)
0-69
70-80
81-100
101-149 150-169 170-179
Heart rate (beats/minute)
0-39
40-50
51-59
60-100 101-110 111-129
Level of consciousness
A
V
P

3
30+
39.6+
180+
130+
U

* A=Alert, V=response to voice, P=response to pain, U=unresponsive

departments or intensive care units in hospitals in which fast and dependable
values are required.
Early warning score is the most prevalent method in medicine which has
been in use for several years as a tool for predict the risk level of patients. This
model was proposed for the ﬁrst time by Morgan et al. in 1997 [5] as a paperbased method needing periodical checkups to assign a score based on patients
vital signs (i.e., heart rate, respiration rate, body temperature, blood pressure,
blood oxygen saturation). The score of each medical sign depends on the deviation from predeﬁned normal limits, and the summation of all scores reﬂects
the patients risk level [4]. Table 1 shows a Modiﬁed Early Warning Score guide.
Manual data collection is a major drawback of this approach considering the
unreliable results due to errors in recording and late response to deterioration
due to the manual intervention. This has recently give pressure for hospitals to
move towards electronic, computerized, and more intelligent solutions. Another
drawback of current EWS systems is the dependency of the medical parameters to environmental conditions making the system limited to hospital strictly
controlled environment.
Internet of things [6], as a network of connected physical and virtual things,
is propagating in every corner of the world and leading us to smart solutions
by constructing a new insightful medium. It enables the things with unique
identities to satisfy common goals more eﬃcient by interacting with each other.
Considering a wireless body area sensor network (WBAN) for reading patients
vital signs and an intelligent cloud service for processing the patients medical
information, utilizing the Internet of Things is applicable for continuous patient
monitoring to solve the drawbacks of current manual Early Warning Score systems both for eliminating the errors in recording and extending the solution to
out of hospital.
We recently presented an IoT-based early warning system and demonstrated
the feasibility of remote EWS monitoring using a full system implementation.
More details are available in [7,8]. In this paper, we introduce a self-aware EWS
system to personalize the system for remote monitoring scenarios and to provide
intelligence in decision making process for patients at diﬀerent situations. In
addition, we utilize the Attention property of self-aware systems [9] to improve
the energy eﬃciency, sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the system via adjusting the
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priorities of the heterogeneous sensory data w.r.t. changes in the environment
or patients state.

2

Self-aware Early Warning Score System

Individuals suﬀering from acute diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, might
have several physical activities (e.g. sleeping, running and eating) and encounter
diverse environments during a day. Unlike the EWS system in stationary hospital
situation, the EWS results outside hospital environment might not be that accurate in many situations due to the susceptibility of vital signs to variations. A
consistent heart rate more than 100 times per second in hospital might indicate
a serious medical state whereas a healthy adult heart may beat 120 times per
second during outdoor exercises. Hence, an adaptive and personalized system is
required to consider the variants in the analysis and adapt the EWS score for
the situation at hand.
Self-awareness can be utilized to reinforce the EWS system to tackle the daily
monitoring obstacles. Self-awareness is deﬁned as the ability of a system to be
aware its state and surrounding environment and to adapt to new situations [10].
This knowledge enables a system to implement reasoning and intelligent decision
making [11]. Similar to the available self-aware computing systems [9,12], the
EWS system can be boosted to behave intelligently with respect to diverse situations. This can be realized by enhancing the score calculation process to consider
patient state parameters. Moreover, as introduced in [9], Attention is an advantageous property in self-awareness which can provide eﬃcient data acquisition
and processing w.r.t. the instantaneous requirements of the system, and subsequently improve data analysis to obtain better results in terms of ambiguity,
sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the results and energy eﬃciency of the system. In the
following, we introduce our proposed IoT based self-aware EWS system (Fig. 1)
constituting situation awareness and attention.
2.1

Situation Awareness

Situation awareness is utilized in our self-aware EWS system to provide adequate
information about the patient. It enables the system to detect and predict patient
deterioration regardless of the patient condition during daily activities. It can be
achieved by considering the dependency of medical parameters to the variations,
and intelligently respond to the changes. In this regard, patient state is deﬁned to
indicate the situation of the monitored person. It includes constant and variable
parameters.
Constant parameters are deﬁned as patient speciﬁcation. Age, body mass
index (BMI), and gender are main examples of such parameters inﬂuencing the
average vital signs in diﬀerent group of people [13] and their estimated scores in
the EWS system. Physical condition and activity type of the patient are examples
of variable parameters. We collect parameters such as position, altitude and pace
in order to let the system determine the patient’s current state. Machine learning
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algorithms can be utilized to recognize activity types such as sitting, running
and sleeping and, subsequently, the related score ranges are adjusted.
2.2

Attention

Constant system functionality (e.g., data collection and data analysis rate) during the monitoring not only can lead to energy ineﬃciency and increased decision making latency, but also make the system susceptible in case of emergency
because of not paying enough attention to critical parameters. Providing feedback from heterogeneous data coming from the sensory level, our self-aware
EWS system is able to implement Attention property. To this end, the system
determine priorities for diﬀerent parameters in order to set a balance for data
acquisition, analysis, and decision making.
The priorities make the system personalized with respect to the patient
requirements at a time. For example, in case of a patient with a cardiovascular disease, the system should assign higher data collection rate and processing
power to heart-related computations while reducing attention to non-related
parameters. Moreover, patient state need to be considered in the priority calculation. Monitoring during an exercise makes the system more sensitive and
subsequently increases the priorities. Other variables such as a high warning
score for a long time and feedback from medical experts can also aﬀect the
priorities during the monitoring.
In addition, the attention unit adjusts the data collection for situation awareness enhancement. It eliminates the ambiguity of the results by adding more
parameters to the calculation to improve situation awareness and consequently
the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the system. On the other hand, it removes
the unnecessary data collection having insuﬃcient correlation with the obtained
results to enhance energy eﬃciency and latency of the system.

3

Demonstration and Evaluation

Our implemented IoT-based self-aware EWS system comprises three main components entitled as EWS, Situation Awareness and Attention (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst
part is the IoT-based EWS system including sensor network layer, a gateway
and the cloud server. The sensor network layer acquires vital signs via wearable
devices (i.e., BioHarness 3 chest strap, iHealth PO3 ﬁnger grip and iHealth BP5
device). In the gateway layer, we utilized a smartphone to receive data from
sensors via Bluetooth. The score calculation and related emergency notiﬁcations
are implemented in the server.
The second and third components are speciﬁed to implement the two selfawareness properties for the reinforcement of the basic IoT-based EWS system.
The situation awareness includes data collection from activity-related sensors
and analysis in the cloud. In the analysis, the situation is detected and consequently the related adjustments are applied to the score ranges. In addition,
the third component (i.e., attention) considers the system feedback. Attention
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contributes to removing ambiguity in situation detection by adjusting data collection and updating the importance of each vital sign and encountered situations
during the monitoring.
As a case study, the system continuously monitored a 35 years old healthy
male subject (BMI = 28.3) for 8 h which in practice should get score 0. As shown
in Fig. 2, incorrect (i.e., falsely calculated as high) scores in EWS while subject

Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed self-aware EWS system.

Fig. 2. Self-aware EWS adjustment according to the patient state (activity)
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Table 2. A comparison on calculated scores between traditional EWS and self-aware
EWS systems
Final score EWS results Self-aware EWS results Emergency level
0

15%

46%

No action

1–3

50%

53%

Low

4–6

30%

1%

Equivocal

7–9

5%

0%

Critical

was having activities such as running and jogging, were corrected in the selfaware EWS system (situation awareness). The obtained scores are reported in
Table 2. Conventional EWS system calculated 0 score for 15% of the monitoring
period and 0–3 scores only for 65% (i.e., 35% false emergency). Our proposed
self-aware EWS system improved the results and calculated 0 score for 46%
and 0–3 scores for 99% of the monitoring period (i.e., 1% false emergency).
Moreover, the computation rate are adjusted when the vital signs shows sudden
changes (attention). The proposed proof-of-concept system demonstrates that
IoT-based self-aware EWS system considering situations and feedback provided
by attention can oﬀer promising features and enhancements.

4

Conclusions

Conventional Early Warning Score (EWS) systems are designed to address
patient deterioration in hospitals. However, there is a need for long-term monitoring of patients with serious diseases outside the hospital environment. Hence,
automated EWS systems that can be continuously used in daily life would be
advantageous. The dependency of vital signs to the situations variations could
make the system inaccurate. In this paper, we exploited the self-awareness concept to create an IoT-based personalized EWS system. The system is designed to
be adaptive in various situation and to be able to get automatically customized
to the patient requirements.
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Abstract. The CloudUPDRS app has been developed as a Class I medical device to assess the severity of motor symptoms for Parkinson’s Disease using a fully automated data capture and signal analysis process
based on the standard Uniﬁed Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. In this
paper we report on the design and development of the signal processing and longitudinal data analytics microservices developed to carry
out these assessments and to forecast the long-term development of the
disease. We also report on early ﬁndings from the application of these
techniques in the wild with a cohort of early adopters.

1

Introduction

The CloudUPDRS app and its associated information management and analytics platform, have been designed and developed to meet the standards set
for medical devices. CloudUPDRS achieves the accurate, precise, and repeatable assessment of motor symptoms for people with Parkinson’s (PwP), which
clinicians can use with conﬁdence. The app itself is employed as a data capture device relaying captured information to a service back-end developed following the microservices pattern [4] incorporating a so-called signal processing
service that converts raw observations to motor performance metrics and a data
analytics service that carries out longitudinal analyses revealing the pattern of
development of the disease over time.
CloudUPDRS capitalises on the observation that it is possible to employ
certain aspects of movement that are disrupted in Parkinson’s as surrogate
biomarkers of dopamine levels, a fact that forms the basis for Part III of the
mds-updrs. Previously, we investigated the possibility to precisely quantify and
implement the mds-updrs methodology as a smartphone app to enable the
assessment of motor performance through tremor, gait and bradykinesia measurements obtained from standard sensors embedded in smartphones within a
clinical setting [2]. Extending this approach, we currently focus on capturing
in-depth medical intelligence supporting the discovery of longitudinal trends,
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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Fig. 1. Correlation between CloudUPDRS metrics and the corresponding sections of
mds-updrs.

promoting deeper understanding of the patterns of normal daily symptom variations, and predicting the onset of dyskinesias thus facilitating high-precision
personalised targeting of treatment. A key ingredient of this work is that we
have successfully transferred the process that until recently was available only
in the clinical setting so that PwP and their carers can administer the tests
unsupervised at home. We anticipate a signiﬁcant reduction of the number of
emergency hospital visits while considerably increasing data availability through
high-frequency assessment of a large population of PwP (Fig. 1).

2

The CloudUPDRS App and Service Platfrom

Overall, the CloudUPDRS system consists of the following elements:
1. PD patient smartphone apps for Android and iOS that carry out motor performance measurements and wellness self-assessment; conduct session management; securely transfer captured data to the CloudUPDRS service; and,
present an interface providing guidance and feedback.
2. Cloud-based scalable data collection engine that safely and securely collects data from patients’ smartphones; ensures secure data management; and
applies the mds-updrs signal processing pipeline.
3. A data analytics toolkit for medical intelligence incorporating quantitative
and semi-structured data, and longitudinal analyses, clustering and classiﬁcation; and a clinical user interface incorporating visualisation.
The CloudUPDRS service platform enables the secure capture, management
and analysis of data collected by the app and provides eﬀective communication of
insights generated to clinicians enabling them to explore alternative treatment
scenarios. To cater for the diverse needs of the PwP population in the UK,
the platform has been engineered to facilitate scalable performance by adopting
the microservices architecture [6]. The microservices architectural style is set
in contrast to traditional monolithic web applications and aims to maximise
opportunities for vertical decomposition and scaling-out, which are critical for
high performance and service resilience in data intensive situations.
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Signal Processing Toolkit

Standard practice in conducting assessments of the severity of PD symptoms
involves visit to a clinic and the use of clinical rating scales such as the mdsupdrs [1], using patient diaries or other self-completed scales. Nevertheless, it
is possible to perform more precise objective assessment of tremor, bradykinesia
and gait using laboratory equipment and closely tracing Part III of the mdsupdrs protocol. Indeed, this is common practice when detailed and accurate
information is required for example when researching the eﬀectiveness of new
treatments. Such laboratory equipment typically includes specialised biomedical
data acquisition systems incorporating transducers such as high-frequency/highaccuracy accelerometers and gyroscopes, signal ampliﬁers and ﬁlters and highperformance analog-to-digital converters as well as advanced single processing
software. These systems are obtained by specialist commercial providers such as
Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd. in the UK, currently the market leader, with
the total cost of a complete system rising to tens of thousands.

Fig. 2. Individual patient longitudinal analysis of kinetic tremor of the left hand and
left leg agility showing signiﬁcant daily variations.

3.1

Tremor

Tremor measurements are recorded for both hands at rest, at posture and in
action. For rest tremor measurements, users are asked to relax their hands on
their lap in a supine position while the phone is lying in their palm. For the
postural tremor measurements patients are guided to keep their arm outstretched
directly at their front while holding the smartphone. Finally, for action tremor
measurements they are required to hold the phone and move it between the
chest and the fully outstretched position at their front. In all cases, acceleration
is recorded along three axes in m/s2 at the maximum supported sampling rate
and timestamped at maximum resolution (typically microseconds).
Tremor is calculated as the cumulative magnitude of the scalar sum acceleration across three axes for all frequencies between 2 Hz to 10 Hz. To obtain this
power spectrum the signal is ﬁrst ﬁltered with a Butterworth high-pass second
order ﬁlter at 2 Hz and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) subsequently applied
to the ﬁltered waveform data.
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Bradykinesia

Mds-updrs assess bradykinesia, or else the slowness of movement, through three
diﬀerent factors: (i) pronation-supination movements, (ii) leg agility, and (iii)
ﬁnger tapping. In the ﬁrst test patients are asked to hold the phone and perform
alternating pronation-supination movements, that is rotating the palm of the
hand toward the inside so that it is facing downward and then toward the outside
so that the palm is facing upward, as fast and as fully as possible. Leg agility
measurements require the phone to be placed on the thigh of the patient while
seated, holding the phone lightly with the ipsilateral hand, while raising and
stomping the foot on the ground as high and as fast as possible. During both
tests the phone is recording acceleration data in a manner similar to the tremor
tests.
The assessment of the pronation-supination movements and leg agility tests
requires the estimation of the frequency and power of movement. To obtain
these, the toolkit ﬁrst removes DC and applies a Butterworth low-pass second
order ﬁlter at 4 Hz in order to exclude most of the tremor. Subsequently, the
power of the movement is calculated as the total amplitude between 0 Hz and
4 Hz and the frequency derived from the power spectrum.
Finger tapping performance is assessed in two tests using single and dual
targets presented on the screen of the phone at set locations with patients
attempting to tap them as fast and as accurately as possible (alternating between
targets in the dual-target case). When tapping accidentally occurs outside the
screen area the test is repeated. The touch-sensitive screen of the smartphone
is used to collect the information used for performance calculations, speciﬁcally
the timing of each touch event, its duration, the direction of movement (upwards
or downwards), the coordinates on the phone screen, and the amount of pressure
applied are recorded. For the two-target variant it is necessary that the distance
between targets be at a speciﬁc distance irrespective of the size of the screen or
of the device.
To estimate ﬁnger tapping performance the analytical functions ﬁrst identify all touch events and employ the associated timestamps to estimate tap
frequency (expressed as number of taps per second), the mean hand movement
time between taps (in milliseconds), and the actual movement distance between
alternative tappings in the dual-target case (in centimetres). The calculation of
distance requires scaling of measurements expressed in screen pixels to account
for the pixel density characteristics of to particular smartphone model. Similar
to tremor, bradykinesia functionalities in the CloudUPDRS analytics toolkit are
implemented in python incorporating features from NumPy and SciPy.
3.3

Gait

Mds-updrs assesses gait by considering multiple behaviours including stride
amplitude and speed, height of foot lift and heel strike, and turning and arm
swing. The CloudUPDRS variant of this test requires the patient to walk along
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Fig. 3. Patterns of daily variation during a typical day of bradykinesia symptoms. The
graph on the right displays a smoothed curve representing ﬁne grain progression and
oﬀers a measure of variation between days.

a straight line for ﬁve meters, turn around and return to the point of departure, while the smartphone is positioned either in their belt or trousers pocket.
Since it is only possible to measure acceleration data from a single point at
the waistline it is realistic to attempt the estimation of only stride frequency
and length, velocity and turning time. The estimation of these measurements
in CloudUPDRS follows the techniques suggested [3] using PyWavelets for their
implementation in python.

4

Testing

The performance of the CloudUPDRS signal processing toolkit was validated
on a bespoke data set comprised of 20 complete sets of measurements. Results
obtained from its application were compared against the same calculations implemented using Spike2 and matlab and compared against the UPDRS score provided for each test and patient by an experienced clinician after carrying out
their standard assessment during a hospital consultation. This study [2] conﬁrmed the consistent performance of CloudUPDRS against the golden standard
i.e. clinical result and indeed indicated consistent accuracy exceeding 10−3 relative error suﬃces for mds-updrs assessment.

5

Longitudinal Data Analytics

Having established the capability to conduct motor performance assessments at
home and in the community using the CloudUPDRS app we have now developed
a community of early adopters to develop and test a data analytics framework
to study the longer-term development of the disease. Of particular interest is
the investigation of ways to cluster patients in smaller groups that have similar
progression patterns and are responsive to similar treatment. Indeed, symptoms vary greatly independent of treatment and PD progresses at diﬀerent rates
in diﬀerent individuals, it requires regular clinical monitoring and medication
adjustment. Our speciﬁc aim to develop novel opportunities to precisely quantify PD progression and the eﬀectiveness of patient stratiﬁcation [5]: the wider
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availability of data concerning individual variability and actual symptom trends
provided by CloudUPDRS is expected to identify opportunities to adapt care to
the needs of a particular individual at a speciﬁc time.
The ﬁrst stage of this work is the identiﬁcation of daily, weekly and longer
patterns of variation in symptoms which would provide the baseline for adaptation. Figure 2 shows how upper and lower body performance varies during a
period of weeks – clearly the day-to-day variation is signiﬁcant and more importantly this variation is not typically captured by UPDRS scores that smooth
out diﬀerences. Further, Fig. 3 shows an aggregate pattern of performance variation for bradykinesia thus providing an early result towards the development
of characteristic patterns of disease variation for the individual.

6

Work in Progress

The longitudinal analysis presented in the previous Section has been based on
data collected during a period of four months and while further improvements
were implemented in both analytics and app. In particular, we are now able to
identify a subset of tests that are speciﬁcally selected for each patient matching their particular symptoms. This allows a considerable reduction in the time
required to carry out the test thus allowing even more frequent assessments. We
anticipate that in the coming six month period we will have collected adequate
information to be able to create progression proﬁles and in particular conduct
reliable trend analysis on individual performance. This will further enable experimentation with clustering and classiﬁcation techniques towards our objective of
patient stratiﬁcation.
Acknowledgments. Project CloudUPDRS: Big Data Analytics for Parkinson’s Disease patient stratiﬁcation is supported by Innovate UK (Project Number 102160).
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Abstract. The games for health ﬁeld links many actors with many complementary roles. In an ideal world, all the stakeholders participate to each Participatory Design loop and all continue to participate meaningfully as the design
is speciﬁed, implemented, delivered, installed, and used. In this paper we argue
that before a successful Participatory Design session can take place all the
stakeholders need to construct a common Culture of Participation. In order to
construct this shared Culture of Participation we propose to use games (in place
of Participatory Design sessions) to reach a sufﬁcient level of shared understanding that will allow to improve rehabilitation methods and treatments.
Keywords: Participatory design  Games for health  Serious games  Culture
of participation

1 Introduction
In a 2007 paper, Carroll and Rosson [1] observed that Participatory Design integrated
two radical propositions about design at its origins. The ﬁrst is the moral proposition
that the people who will be affected most directly by a design outcome should have a
say in what that outcome is. This leads to the assumption that users have a right to be
directly included in the design process. The second is the pragmatic proposition that the
people who will need to adopt, and perhaps to adapt to an artefact, should be included
in the design process, so that they can offer expert perspectives and preferences
regarding the activity that the design will support, and most likely transform. The
pragmatic proposition leads to the assumption that the direct inclusion of the users’
input will increase the chances of a successful design outcome.
In an ideal world, all the relevant stakeholders participate to each design loop and all
continue to participate meaningfully as the design is speciﬁed, implemented, delivered,
installed, and used. The Participatory Design (PD) process becomes a social negotiation
among partners, and the designer’s responsibility in this process is to faithfully translate,
collaborate, and respond to the concerns of the other stakeholders [1].
We would like to argue that, for this social negotiation to be fruitful, all the
stakeholders need to construct a common Culture of Participation [2], which will create
the shared background on the top of which Participatory Design can take place.
A Culture of Participation (CP) describes how participants will act and react to
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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Participatory Design. It reflects the values that underpin participatory practice and the
reasons for involving and being involved, when and how participation is used, and the
extent to which the different actors are listened to and appropriate action is taken [3].
Cultures of participation require contributors with diverse background knowledge who
require different support and value different ways of participating. The difﬁculty to
make all these different contributors work together is particularly evident in the games
for health ﬁeld.
The health ﬁeld (excluding for the moment the gaming part) links many actors with
many complementary roles. At the centre is the patient, the person whose health will be
considered. Around her, people whose numbers and richness of roles vary gravitate.
Doctors, specialists, auxiliary nurses and other therapists, spouse and family are all
people who interact with the patient, and can influence in one way or another (i.e., more
or less directly) her health. The scenario becomes increasingly complex when we add
to the scene also the professionals who will develop the games for health. While this
inclusion allows for taking into account not only the health aspects but also the playful
mechanisms linked with video games, doctors and game developers rarely share a
common Culture of Participation. If we consider Participatory Design in terms of who
should sit around the table during the design phase, we are tempted to look only at the
primary circle represented in Fig. 1: the patient, the healthcare staff, and the game
designers. However what happens is more similar to the secondary circle. Sitting
around the table are not only the primary stakeholders, but also the beliefs they have,
their cultural background, their habits in participation, and we could go on adding the

Fig. 1. The Game for health ecosystem
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sociopolitical and technical structure (such as the hospital, the game studio where the
game will be developed and so on) surrounding each of these actors.
In addition, health professional are adopting new collaborative practices to handle
cost-containment policies and the need to take care of increasing numbers of patients
and elderly people staying at home; collaborative practices that are more similar to
Engestrom knotworking [32] – where people are loosely connected - than classical
structured healthcare collaborative practices [33].
To better understand if and how the actors and elements in the secondary circle can
participate in creating a common Culture of Participation for the games for health
domain, we will ﬁrst look at the cultures of participations for each different stakeholders and then try to understand where these cultures could meet. At the end of the
paper, we will give a suggestion for a possible reversal of perspective. It is worth to
note that this work does not pretend to be exhaustive. It will not take into account for
example the socio-technical and political implication of a shared Culture of Participation, elements that will need to be taken into account for a real application of the
proposed approach.

2 Culture of Participation in the Healthcare Field:
The Health Personnel and the Patient
When we talk about Culture of Participation (CP) in the healthcare domain, we ﬁrst
think about humanitarian assistance, particularly during a crisis. During a period of
humanitarian crisis, hundreds or thousands of people around the world organize
themselves to provide logistical, food or medical support for local people in need.
Many organizations like the Red Cross or Médecins Sans Frontières are able to quickly
provide emergency medical assistance across the world. However, humanitarian aid is
increasingly structured and professionalized, with humanitarian organizations now
looking for professionals and specialists from diverse professions. Laypeople across the
world support these humanitarian organizations mostly thorough ﬁnancial participation. On a local level, medical institutions and services – through their health personnel
– constitute complex systems. They include highly specialized knowledge and skills
aimed to treat the higher number of people possible. They form what can be called an
expert group, using their special skills on a second group, the laypeople (patients and
relative), which is inherently in a subordinate position: this second group is requesting
care and is usually devoid of health competencies. The relationship between the health
personnel and patients and families is thus an asymmetrical one. On the opposite side
there is peer communication between colleagues, where health professionals (we are
using here health professional as a generic term, even if the relationship between e.g.,
doctors and nurses should be further expanded) turn to each other for information and
decision support. It is through the multitude of conversations scattered during the
clinical day, for example, that clinicians examine, present, and interpret clinical data
and ultimately decide on clinical actions [4]. Social interaction between peers is
composed of sharing and interpreting information as an interactive process that
emerges out of communication. Discussing a medical problem with a clinical colleague
or with a patient results thus in very different conversations. Unsurprisingly, human
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agents communicate more easily with others of similar occupation and educational
background, since they have similar experiences, beliefs, and knowledge [5]. Still,
these kind of conversation are local and time limited, constructed around a particular
patient or case, and thus very dependent on the context and on the people participating
in the conversation.
Not only do patients and health personnel not share a common knowledge, but
neither do they share a common Culture of Participation. For example, cultural issues
play a major role in patient compliance, and in her willingness to participate to the
Participatory Design culture [6]. Patients and their families bring culture speciﬁc ideas
and values related to concepts of health and illness, reporting of symptoms, expectations for how health care will be delivered, and beliefs concerning medication and
treatments. In addition, culture speciﬁc values influence patient roles and expectations,
how much information about illness and treatment is desired, how death and dying will
be managed, bereavement patterns, gender and family roles, and processes for decision
making. Unfortunately, in the asymmetric relationship described above, the expectation
of many health care professionals (that patients will conform to their health values)
have frequently created barriers to care that have been compounded by differences in
language and education between patients and providers from different backgrounds. In
this scenario, the faith the patient has in her doctor, could influence the acceptance of
the therapy. During a project on the usage of mixed reality and games for post stroke
rehabilitation, the author of this paper heard more than once (from patients not used to
playing video games) statements such as: “if my doctor says it is useful, then I will do
it” [7]. The acceptance/resistance to the usage of the proposed tools was thus subordinated to the conﬁdence relationship between the patient and the doctor. In this setup
is kind of improbable that the designer, the patient, and the doctor, will be on the same
level while doing PD sessions.
The scenario becomes more and more complicated if we analyze the implementation
of a shared Culture of Participation between health institutions. While from an insider
perspective the above mentioned culture of information sharing and discussion is the
norm, between hospitals it involves mostly information sharing (when it is not clearly
hampered by the publish or perish factor1). Finally, the healthcare sector is known to be
relatively change resistant (e.g. [8]), and with a reason. Introducing new technologies and
treatments usually involves going through long and complicated approval processes as
the risks associated with healthcare are extremely high. A wrongfully applied treatment
or a poorly designed technology might at best not help a patient’s recovery, but
potentially leads to worsening of a patient’s condition, or even death.
Still, healthcare is one of the most promising domains for the application of
end-user development [9] and cultures of participation [10]. In many cases, patients
have such speciﬁc conditions that they are in a ‘universe of one’ [11]: a unique case.
Therefore, standardized technologies and treatments might not deliver an optimal
solution and it seems only logical to allow doctors, therapists, caregivers and even
patients to adjust these technologies to better ﬁt the needs of the individual patient [12].

1

Publish or perish” is a phrase coined to describe the pressure in academia to rapidly and continually
publish academic work to sustain or further one's career.
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Different attempts to create formal practices for Participatory Design in the health
domain have been proposed. Arstein [13] described the different possible interactions
between the power holders and the powerless, and proposes a 8 levels ladder of
participation from “citizen control” to “manipulation”. Each rung corresponds to the
extent of citizens’ power in determining the end product. Tritter et al. [14] judge
Arstein’s ladder not adapted for health and too power oriented which limits effective
responses and undermines the potential of the user involvement in the process. For this
reason they propose a new model and argue that user involvement in improving health
services must acknowledge the value of the process, and the different knowledge and
experience of both, health professionals and laypeople.
In recent decades, a number of user-centered approaches have been introduced for
the development of health information systems, like usability engineering [15] or
contextual design [16]. In particular, PD methods have widely been applied in the ﬁeld
of health informatics [17–19]. Indeed, Clemensen [18] adapted PD adding a clinical
trial phase to take the experiment into a real life situation, testing the idea with health
care workers and patients who have not participated in the project. They conclude that
PD provides an effective means for researchers from the seemingly disparate worlds of
health science and computer science to work together.
Still, we should keep in mind that whatever designed artefact (and thus also
computer based systems as games) conveys a cultural message and that technology and
its adoption are not neutral phenomena that give equal chance to concordance and
dissent: through the design of an artefact, the invisible work of ‘others’, alternative
cultures and sciences (and thus alternative solutions) are receding [20].

3 Culture of Participation in Game and Serious Game Design
By observing the practices of the gaming industry we realize very quickly that every
game studio (and we could say each team–artists, game designers, developers-in a
studio) sets up its own strategy for game design and game development. As in the game
market originality is the factor that can give a competitive advantage, information
sharing between studios is not the norm (with a dynamic that is not different from the
scientiﬁc publish or perish one). Inside each studio, information and conversation
sharing vary depending on the size of the studio, the type of product, and the interaction that developers have with their gaming community (that, in the case of Serious
Games for health, could be brought back to patients and family).
Still, sectors of the game development market share a common culture, a game
culture based on the games they played as children plus the game culture of the studio
they are currently working in. In game developers conferences- GDC2 for example –it
wasn’t unusual some years ago to hear discussions on if or not casual gaming should be
considered a real form of gaming. The logical structure of those discussions wasn’t far
from the one used in the artistic domain when evaluating if a particular form of art –
grafﬁti for example- should be considered art; and concerned categories such as the

2

http://www.gdceurope.com/.
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artistic value of the ﬁnal game, the time spent developing it, and so on. While at ﬁrst
glance it could seem that the Game Development ﬁeld does not involve a Culture of
Participation, things change when we look at the relationship developers/players.
Opposite to what happens in the healthcare ﬁeld, where the patient is not consulted
about the diagnosis or the creation of a new therapy, in the last ten years the game
development ﬁeld has seen many initiatives promoting broad participation and reconciliation between game designers and players. Not only we assist to the practice of
beta testing, in which early version of the games are released to get costumer advices
on future developments, but also crowd-funding has been a key driver for video game
creation (for more information see e.g., [21]). Many projects were possible only thanks
to this participatory funding system. In this way consumactors (a term deﬁning users
that are consumers and actors at the same time) could deﬁne the major trends to be
followed by the industry3.
In the same way, game jams (i.e., gathering of game developers for the purpose of
planning, designing, and creating one or more games within a short span of time) take
now place on a planetary scale and help further democratize video games creation.
Hence, the video game industry has taken advantage of its Culture of Participation
to bring closer game creators and players, increasing its own potential and diffusion.
In what concerns the Serious Game for health ﬁeld, the Culture of Participation of
this domain is more similar to the scientiﬁc one, in particular through the usage of
Participatory Design. Different speciﬁc approaches have been created to integrate the
serious and playful dimensions, in particular, giving the ﬁnal user (in most cases
doctors) power on the content of the Serious Game. In his analysis work, Djaouti [22]
reviews a dozen of different design tools and methods for conceiving educational
serious games, such as the one focused on the usage of technical tools [23], the content
centered model [24], design patterns for serious games [25] or the DODDEL model
[26]. All these methods aim to enable people new to game creation, but with competences on the serious domain, to make pedagogical games aimed to transmit
knowledge or skills. This kind of approach allow the designer to understand the needs
of patients and therapist without becoming an expert of the domain.

4 Discussion: Is It Possible to Create a Shared Culture
of Participation in the Games for Health Domain?
The actors we described until now have thus very different Cultures of Participation
that are not always compatible. In addition, even if we did not address the PD expert’s
Culture of Participation, it is worth to note that saying that it is the designer’s
responsibility in the PD process to faithfully translate, collaborate, and respond to the
concerns of the other stakeholders is not neutral on consequences. In some way we are
saying that the designer is an expert of expert, someone with a meta-knowledge who
will know what is better to take and what to leave from the PD session with the
concerned actors. This assumption - not necessarily false and surely useful to have a

3

The pertinence and openness of this approach has still to be proved.
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ﬁnal artefact by the end of the process - could lead to adoption problems if the artefact
wasn’t created in a shared CP [34]. In our speciﬁc context, the risk is ampliﬁed by the
kind of tools we are designing: serious games in the health ﬁeld. These tools require a
high level of acceptance by two stakeholders, the healthcare professionals and the
patients, of a tool that is not devoid of stigmatization [27]. Still, considering the point of
views of a maximum of different types of actors during design phases could potentially
lead to better solutions and offer patients the best possible treatment for their situation.
Even if from our discussion, it seems difﬁcult to reconcile the video games and the
healthcare worlds, there is a notable example proving that it is not only possible but
also proﬁtable to make the video games and the medical worlds to cooperate through
technology: Foldit. Foldit4 is a puzzle video game invented to imagine protein folding
possibilities in order to improve the knowledge about proteins and their modeling.
Thanks to this experience that brought together more than 200 000 non-expert users,
players and researchers have been able to ﬁnd the 3D structure of a retroviral HIV
protease, a necessary step in the development of a treatment drug.
Games for health are still recent and, as seen above, very few methods or tools exist in
order to improve communication and collaboration between all the different concerned
actors. Donnellon et al., [28, p.44] explain that when groups of participants do not have
«shared meanings» or shared interpretations, they may engage in coordinated action by
engaging in a set of communication practices that enable them to create “equiﬁnal
meanings.” Equiﬁnal meanings, they explain, are “interpretations that are dissimilar but
that have similar behavioral implications.” Achieving equiﬁnal meanings does not
require that participants achieve equal or overlapping understandings but rather that they
develop a set of complementary understandings that lead to coordinated actions. If we
look attentively, this is exactly what happened in the Foldit example, where people
worked together in a loosely way, without necessarily sharing a common objective. The
collective work in the Foldit project however, could potentially lead to a community who
shares a common Culture of Participation that could be re-instantiated in other occasions.
We believe that not starting from Participatory Design sessions but from videogames
play is exactly the means we should exploit to create a common CP between health
professionals, patients, and game designers. The act of playing together could thus be
used as a pretext to create a shared language and a common understanding.
A ﬁrst attempt by the authors to devise a coherent approach with various stakeholders through game play could be read in [29]. The game described in the paper had
as aim to help with the rehabilitation of equilibrium disorders. It was however designed
with the goal of adoption not only by patients and therapists, but also by the general
public (for example, to be able to involve the family in the therapy). In order to achieve
this goal, an incremental approach was put into practice, with game sessions (not
necessarily involving the designed game) with all the different stakeholders. We tried
thus to introduce the different actors to the game culture, and not only asked game
designers to appropriate the healthcare one. This approach forced us to rethink Participatory Design sessions and the shift of perspective showed interesting results in a
ﬁrst experiment for the video game event MIG -Montpellier in Games.
4

http://fold.it/portal/.
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5 Conclusions
Participatory design is both a moral proposition where users have a right to be directly
included in the process of design, and a pragmatic proposition to create better artefacts. Still, there is a lack of a common Culture of Participation that could prevent
implementing both propositions when doing Participatory Design. We nevertheless
believe that an increased Culture of Participation in this area would strengthen the
creation, use, and potential of games for health [30]. Therefore, a fundamental challenge for supporting cultures of participation should be to conceptualize and create
socio-technical environments able to take into account the different cultures of participation. We proposed to use games (in place of Participatory Design) to reach a
sufﬁcient level of shared understanding that will allow to create a shared Culture of
Participation, thus allowing to improve rehabilitation methods and treatments.
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Abstract. ClimbTheWorld is a serious game to promote physical activity, by asking users to climb stairs, simulating the climbing of a real
building. In this paper, we describe the complete redesign of the game to
improve its persuasion capability, by adding collaboration and competition between users, and micro-goals to encourage the user to do not give
up. Our experiments show that the game is really eﬀective in incentivizing people in taking stairs, in particular singleplayer modes increased
the average amount of stairsteps made of about 61%, while multiplayer
modes of about 64%.
Keywords: Persuasive technology

1

· Serious games · Mobile computing

Introduction

The reduced or insuﬃcient amount of physical activity is a well-known problem of
modern society, which spreads across diﬀerent ages, since in the recent years also
children suﬀer from some of its consequences, e.g., obesity [2,3]. Many ﬁgures,
e.g., doctors, teachers and personal trainers, constantly warn population against
risks connected to physical inactivity, but they are often unsuccessful.
In the recent years, researchers have explored the possibility to use smartphones as a sort of digital personal trainer, since they are equipped with a set of
sensors which allows to analyze and recognize users’ activity. Moreover, they are
already present in most users’ pockets, therefore there is no need for the user to
buy other expensive devices.
Many applications have been developed with the aim of persuading people
to increase their physical activity. Some examples of digital personal trainer are
“Runtastic” [11], “FitBit” [4] and “Nike + Running” [9], which propose a set of
exercises, record the user performances and, sometimes, share them with users
friends. Their biggest problem is that they have a very speciﬁc target users, that
are people already healthy and that want to keep themselves active.
A diﬀerent approach is the usage of the serious game paradigm to persuade
users to perform physical activity while having fun. A seriuos game [15] is a
game whose principal intent is not fun, but to hide under fun an activity which
is useful for the user. In this case, the application transforms physical exercises
in games. As an example, “Zombies, Run!” [12] asks to the user to run away from
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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a group of zombies following him/her; the “Piano stairs” Project [14] transforms
stairs climbing into music playing since each stairstep is a key of a piano.
Another example is BeatClearWalker [6], a smartphone Android application
that asks people to do 8000 steps/day, walking in a moderate intensity. This serious game helps users to walk at the right cadence by reducing the audio quality
of the music when the target walking cadence is not respected. Fish‘n’Steps [8]
is a serious game that links the walking activity with the growth and moving
activity of a ﬁsh in a ﬁsh tank. Moreover, a kind of social function of the game
has been introduced, since it is possible to create a sort of environment with
other participants both for competition and collaboration. After the ﬁrst two
weeks of experiment, players’ enthusiasm for the game decreased. Nevertheless,
this was a really good result since the participants changed their habits and
lifestyle in the meanwhile and they did not need any more the serious game.
In this paper we present the redesign of our application ClimbTheWorld, a
serious game to promote physical activity. It is an Android application which is
able to recognize and count stairsteps. Each stairstep in a real building corresponds to a virtual stairstep. In this way the user simulates the climbing of a
building each time he/she, chooses the stairs instead of elevators or escalators.
Figure 1a shows the user interface of the game. When the user reaches the top
of a building, he/she gains the access to a gallery of pictures about the building
and the view from the top of it, as shown in Fig. 1b.
A ﬁrst version of this game was presented in [1]. We aimed at understanding
if it was possible to recognize stairsteps using only smartphone sensors and
its limited computation capability. In this paper, we focus on improving its
persuasive capability. In particular, we have added collaboration and competition
between users, implementing challenges between single users or group of users.
Players can also collaborate to reach the top of a very high building. We analyzed
the game using the Fogg Behaviour Model (FBM) [5], and we implemented a
system to provide Trigger at the right moment. Then, we added micro-goals to
encourage the user to do not give up.

2

Modelling Persuasiveness

The Fogg Behavior Model (FBM) [5] is a model to design tools with a good
chance of persuading users to do something. Three elements must converge at
the same moment for a behavior to occur: Motivation, Ability and Triggers.
Ability is not a problem for our target audience, since the game is not intended
for impaired users, so our target user is considered able to climb the stairs.
Clearly, climbing stairs can become tiring or even frustrating. For this reason,
we added sub-goals so that the goal is not too far away. In Fig. 1a, the stars on
the bar on the left side of the interface denote the sub-goals. They are used to
encourage users to never give up.
Each stairstep in real life corresponds to one (or more) stairstep in the game,
according to the diﬃculty level. Diﬀerent diﬃculty levels also bring diﬀerent
quality and number of provided photos, thus user’s satisfaction (see Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1. ClimbTheWorld application.

To improve both Motivation and Ability, we designed four diﬀerent game
modes: we call “social” the game modes which involve user’s friends1 .
The “Solo Climb” game mode requires the user to climb a building alone
(Fig. 1a). Figure 1c shows a screenshot of the “Social Climb” game mode, where
the user has invited one of his/her Facebook friends to help him/her to reach the
top of the Pyramid of Giza. This game mode improves Ability, since it lowers
the required number of stairsteps. Motivation is strongly aﬀected by two other
game modes, “Social Challenge” and “Team vs. Team”, by exploiting the natural
competitiveness of the users. The ﬁrst one implements a challenge between two
(or more) players. Diﬀerently from “Social Climb”, the players do not collaborate
but compete. The winner is the ﬁrst user that reaches the top of the building.
Figure 1d shows a screenshot during a challenge between two players. Similarly,
the “Team vs. Team” game mode (Fig. 1e) implements a challenge between teams
of an equal number of players.
The game also considers the problem of the management of freeloaders, i.e.,
players who join a team or a “social” climb but do not contribute to the climb
with stairsteps. To avoid this kind of players, ClimbTheWorld imposes a threshold (see Fig. 1c and e): players who do not contribute with a minimal set of
stairsteps are not rewarded even in case of victory.
Triggers are implemented by a push notiﬁcation that remembers the player
to play the game and take stairs. According to the FBM, this type of Triggers
are called signals and are discussed in details in Sect. 3.
To increase the engagement of the user, the game provides some bonuses, to
constantly encourage and help the user. Each bonus depends on user’s performance: if the user improves his/her performance with respect to the day before,
he/she gets a 30% increase on the total number of stairsteps made.

1

These modes require the user to connect to Facebook and to give the application
the right to explorer his/her network of friends.
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3

Design of the Trigger

According to FBM, one of the key elements that inﬂuences the possibility or not
to change people’ behavior are the so called Triggers. To be eﬃcient, Triggers
should happen at the right time. This is a very diﬃcult issue, since, for example,
if we want to suggest to the user to take stairs instead of elevators or escalators
while he/she is working and cannot move from his/her desk, or simply there are
no stairs in the area, these Triggers are absolutely useless, if not disturbing, and
will not help in behavior change. Moreover, Triggers can also be used to keep
users involved in the game.
The task of choosing the right time to ﬁre a Trigger is hard to solve. The
simplest solution, presented in [13], is to ask the user to set by himself/herself
an alarm for the following day, at a time that he/she thinks could be the right
moment to perform the target activity or, in general, some physical activity.
This solution has some drawbacks: it is not ubiquitous, and it is boring for the
user since it requires the person to set every day the alarm for the day after.
We propose a solution which is able to automatically adapt itself to user habits,
showing Triggers only when it is supposed to be the best moment of the day.
This solution is to silently sense user’s activity, in order to learn user’s habits.
It is not intrusive, since it requires only an initial setup, and afterwards is able
to understand user habits and the best moments to show Triggers.
We were inspired by genetic algorithms [10]: we consider a population in
which each individual corresponds to an interval of time of one our. At the ﬁrst
run, the user has to indicate in which time slots performs/probably performs/do
not perform physical activity. Figure 2 shows the user interface to give this initial
knowledge: time slots in which the user declares to perform physical activity are
marked as green, the slots in which he/she declares a probability to perform
some physical activity are marked as yellow, and the slots in which the user does
not perform physical activity are marked as red and are not considered by the
algorithm. The stairstep classiﬁer, which is more expensive in terms of energy
consumption, is used to sense the user activity during the green intervals of time,

Fig. 2. Initial setup of time slots to provide initial information to the algorithm (Color
ﬁgure online)
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while the Google Activity Recognition service2 is used to understand if, and in
which measure, some physical activity is performed during the yellow intervals.
The algorithm senses the user activity for a week and then decides when
to listen user’s activity in the next weeks and when to ﬁre the Triggers. How
the population (intervals) evolves is easy: (1) if during a yellow time slot the
Google Service returns an evaluation v(x) so that 0 ≤ v(x) < 0.5, i.e., the user
performed no or very few physical activity, the time slot is marked as red, (2) if
the evaluation v(x) is 0.5 ≤ v(x) < 1, i.e., some physical activity was performed,
the time slot becomes green and (3) a green slot remains green if more than one
stairstep is performed by the user, otherwise it is marked as yellow.
The use of a genetic algorithm is important since the user can change his/her
behavior during time, or the initial description about his/her habits can be
inaccurate. To allow an automatic adaptation to changes in user’s behavior,
a random exploration of the time slots marked as red is needed. According to
genetic algorithms, a random probability of mutation is introduced: a red interval
can be mutated into a yellow one. In this way, Google Service is used to analyze
physical activity, and the same interval can be better analyzed the following
week if the user performs a suﬃcient amount of physical activity.
Triggers notiﬁcations are implemented considering intervals marked as green.
First of all, to avoid to disturb too much the user, we decided to notify at most
two Triggers during the day, separated by, at least, 6 h. Moreover, we do not
notify the user if he/she is already playing with ClimbTheWorld in the same
temporal interval. If these conditions are satisﬁed, the Trigger is notiﬁed if the
number of stairsteps made so far that day does not overtake the number of
stairsteps done the day before plus 10. In this way, we aim at keeping constantly
active the user and try to increase his/her performance among the days.

4

Users Tests

ClimbTheWorld was tested with a users study to evaluate its persuasive power
with real users. We selected 13 participants, 8 females and 5 males, and we asked
them to use the game and to answer to a small questionnaire. Players involved
aged between 24 and 30.
The experiment lasted 9 days, and each participant used his/her own smartphone. We did not ask participants to change their daily routine, we asked them
to freely use the application whenever they could or wanted.
Players were randomly divided into two diﬀerent groups of 7 and 6 users. We
used these two groups to randomize our test, changing the order in which each
group used the singleplayer or the multiplayer modes (see Table 1). The ﬁrst two
days we asked all the participants to use the “Step counter” mode to record a
baseline about the number of stairsteps made without a serious game.

2

https://developers.google.com/android/reference/com/google/android/gms/
location/ActivityRecognitionApi.
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Table 1. Game mode order for each
of the two groups. (MP) denotes the
multiplayer mode.
Day Group A

Group B

1

Stairstep counter

Stairstep counter

2

Stairstep counter

Stairstep counter

3

Singleplayer

Social Climb (MP)

4

Singleplayer

Social Challenge (MP)

5

Social Climb (MP)

Team vs Team (MP)

6

Social Challenge (MP) Singleplayer

7

Team vs Team (MP)

Singleplayer

8

Stairstep counter

Stairstep counter

9

Stairstep counter

Stairstep counter

Fig. 3. Number of stairsteps made by both
groups each day of the test.

At the end of the experiment, each participant completed a 5-point Likert questionnaire, based on the IBM Computer Usability Satisfaction Questionnaires [7], with possible answers ranging from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly
agree”. Our questionnaire was divided into two diﬀerent main sections: the ﬁrst
one to describe the participants that took part to the experiment, e.g., what
they think about physical activity and being physically active, and the second
one contained questions about ClimbTheWorld, the diﬀerent game modes and
their experience during the days. Thanks to a background logger, during the
experiment we collected objective data about the number of stairsteps made by
participants.
Data about users showed that our participants were a diﬃcult test case,
since they already preferred to take stairs and have an active life, meaning that,
actually, they do not need a serious game to increase their physical activity. In
fact, even if 77% of participants have positive feelings about being physically
active, 54% of them think they do not need any form of external stimulus to
be active, and about 61% does not frequently use elevators or escalators, but
prefers to take stairs in order to be more active. Moreover, 53% of participants
does not play any sport and the other 47% performs an individual sport. They
were mainly “casual players” (69%), that play almost alone (61.5%) or with
another player in the same room (46.2%). Finally, only 23% of participants
frequently plays with mobile games. These data are conﬁrmed also from the
second part of the questionnaire: about 70% of participants preferred to play in
single mode, while only 38.5% preferred to play with his/her friends. Moreover,
92.2% of participants liked the “Solo Climb” mode.
The multiplayer mode obtained less appreciation. In particular, the most preferred multiplayer mode was the “Social Climb” mode, since all the participants
used it at least one time and 92.3% of them ranked it positively. The second
preference was “Social Challenge”, played by 77% of participants and 80% of
them liked it. Finally, “Team vs. Team” mode was played by 61.5% of participants and 63.6% would play again with it. This rank can be explained by the
fact that this mode, that should be the most challenging and engaging one, has
the drawback that it is diﬃcult to set up: it is necessary to ﬁnd at least 4 users,
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active in the same interval of time, to be able to start the game (and this could
take time that not all users are happy to wait for).
The last part of the questionnaire asked an evaluation of Triggers notiﬁcation
and battery life. The majority of the users declared that Triggers did not disturb
them (70% of the users) and were able to motivate them to take the stairs (only
38.5% of the users declare to not be motivated). Moreover, only 30.8% of the
users reported a drop in the battery lifetime. Therefore, we can argue that the
Triggers implementation was well tolerated by the users and also the system to
save energy power worked well.
Analyzing data acquired with the data logger, we evaluated the number of
stairsteps participants made, and the game mode used during all the days. We
compared answers provided with the questionnaire with objective data, and
performance of participants depending on the game mode used. Figure 3 shows
the number of stairsteps made by all the participants during the experiment.
Together with Table 1, the ﬁgure also shows the number of stairsteps made by
participants depending on the game mode used: the number of stairsteps made
using the serious game (both in singleplayer or multiplayer) is higher with respect
to the number when using simply the counter. In particular, singleplayer modes
increased the average amount of about 61%, while multiplayer of about 64%.
This means that the game is eﬀective in incentivizing people in taking stairs,
and this is even more important since our test groups were made by people that
think that they do not need to be incentivized to be physically active.
A very important result is about eﬃcacy of the “Team vs. Team” game mode
that, when used, allows to reach the highest number of stairsteps made. This
probably comes from the fact that this game mode combines both collaboration
and competition among users, a combination that is able to engage participants
and create high motivation. On the other side, the big diﬀerence between the
two groups even shows the limitation of this game mode, since the setup phase
is longer than the other ones and could reduce users’ interest.
There is another important diﬀerence in the behavior of the two groups. In
fact, the second group, the one that used the “Team vs. Team” game mode,
approximately doubled the number of stairsteps made with the simple counter
in the last two days, while the ﬁrst group lowered the number of stairsteps
made without the game in the last two days with respect to the ﬁrst two days
of the experiment. This means that the “Team vs. Team” game mode is not
always accepted by the users due to the initial setup phase, but, if used, is able
to obtain good results in persuading people to change their behavior, and this
result remains also in absence of the game. On the other side, singleplayer games
were able to engage both groups, showing how an easy entry setup of the game
makes it more engaging.
As we can see from these results, it is clear that ClimbTheWorld is really
eﬀective in incentivizing people in taking stairs, and both singleplayer and multiplayer modes are engaging and appreciated by users.
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Conclusions

In this paper we presented the redesign of our smartphone application,
ClimbTheWorld, to improve its persuasiveness. To incentivize people in taking stairs instead of elevators or escalators, we used the Fogg Behavior Model
and we exploited natural competitiveness between people creating competition
and collaboration, to increase users’ engagement and so the power of the game
to correct a bad behavior. Moreover, we introduced an algorithm that is able
to understand user’s habits and automatically determines when it is the best
moment during the day to ﬁre a Trigger to remember the user to perform some
activity (in particular, to take stairs).
Our tests showed that the game was eﬀective in incentivizing people in taking
stairs (about 61% of increase with singleplayer modes and 64% with multiplayer
modes). Even notiﬁcations provided were considered not intrusive and helpful.
In the future, we plan to increase persuasiveness of our system adding more
game modes to ClimbTheWorld, and more challenges between users. Moreover,
we plan to increase the precision of the algorithm that deﬁnes Triggers timing,
in order to make them even more useful and less intrusive. We will study other
approaches, like the use of artiﬁcial neural networks [10].
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Abstract. This paper presents a cooperative location-based game for the
elderly with the use of tablets equipped with mobile application. The game was
designed to tackle at once several crucial topics related to the issue of aging,
namely the social inclusion, education in the ﬁeld of modern technology,
motivation for learning as well as physical activity. Mixed-aged teams consisting of two players: a junior and a senior took part in the game. The preliminary results suggest that the game can successfully address a number of
issues including improving the elderly technical skills, increasing the elderly
physical activity as well as positive intergenerational interaction. The paper
describes the game setup in details and presents some initial data gathered
during the gameplay.
Keywords: Location-based games
Mobile games and applications

 Elderly  Intergenerational cooperation 

1 Introduction
The process of aging accelerates in European societies and becomes one of the greatest
social and economic challenges. Specialists in the ﬁeld of demographics predict that by
2050 over a quarter of the EU population will be composed of people that will be 65+.
Therefore, it is of the highest importance for us to learn how to include this demographic in various activities, facilitate their participation in modern technology-based
world, and ultimately apply their strength for the beneﬁt of the society at large. This
objective cannot be achieved without solid knowledge about the psychological and
sociological processes associated with aging. Modern ways of dealing with the problem
are inevitably related to the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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The location-based-game research case described in this paper is a part of the
project called Living Laboratory (LivingLab) initialized, developed and implemented
at Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology (PJAIT) located in Warsaw,
Poland. It is run in cooperation with the Municipality of Warsaw. Its goals are related to
the vital problems of social informatics and are connected with a broad range of
GOWELL topics including research and development of solutions for active aging and
healthy living, game application for better lifestyle and well-being, positive gaming,
stress management and technologies enhancing social well-being. Currently it is in
testing stage, with over 200 hundred elderly participants, most of whom are seniors
who completed the basic computer course provided by the City of Warsaw.
In this paper we describe one of the LivingLab PJAIT attempts to tackle at once
several crucial topics related to the aging issue, namely improve social inclusion of the
elderly, their technological skills in the ﬁeld of mobile technologies, motivation for
learning as well as physical well-being, due also to a positive intergenerational interaction. The tool that allowed us to combine all those issues was a location-based game
“Stroll Around Yesterday” which joined historical knowledge with the use of tablets
and interaction in mixed-age teams of two players (a senior and a PJAIT student of the
computer science track). We also chose this form of activity to help a IT student to
understand the requirements that should be taken into account in the process of creating
software applications for senior citizens.

2 Related Work
The multidisciplinary research approach mentioned above implies the necessity of
considering various perspectives related to a broad range of topics including social
inclusion of elders, intergenerational interaction and stereotypes, ICT skills and barriers
as well as well-being of the elderly. The problem analysis leads us from the motivation
and social activities of older adults to the use of location-based games and modern ICT
technology.
A general model for changes in social activities at different stages of life was
proposed by Carstensen [1], who suggested that limited activity among older adults
may be an adaptive mechanism for coping with changing environment. Previously,
models of motivation of the elderly were also studied by Vallerand [2], where motivation was divided into measurable mechanisms. Similar measures for apathy among
older adults were proposed by Resnick [3]. Motivation has ramiﬁcation in many ﬁelds
of social activity. Hence, researchers conducted studies about the interaction between
the elderly motivation and their purchase decisions [4], physical and sport activity [5,
6], psychological adjustment in nursing homes [7], family interactions [8] and workplace performance [9, 10], volunteering for social activities and leisure participation
[11, 12], and, what is particularly important for the scope of our paper, use of
internet-based communication and use of computing technologies [13–18]. A separate
aspect of this research is also connected to investigation into the use of ICT resources in
medical treatment of older adults [19].
During all of these studies the observation was made that older adults suffer from a
decrease of motivation, and the results suggested the active role of the elderly in
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restoring the lost motivation and activity. This makes reaching out and providing
support for the elderly crucial.
Many methods for achieving this objective have been suggested and tested. Casati
et al. [20, 21] have built an on-line platform which encompasses various application
designed to motivate older adults to participate in various physical activities. They
emphasize the importance of social cues, such as communication with other users, and
a coherent narrative for improving the overall performance of the older adults.
Combining location-based games and mobile technologies has also been studied.
Avouris [22] reviewed 15 location-based games where mobile technologies were
applied and described the impact of the technology on the general performance. Kiefer
[23] proposed a classiﬁcation of different designs of location-based games. Intergenerational aspects of location-based games were considered for example by Charness
[9], who studied how participation in such activities differs among younger and older
adults. The ﬁndings suggested that older adults, while more cooperative, were equally
motivated as their younger counterparts.
Another important ﬁeld of scientiﬁc research is related to the intergroup relations
and intergenerational interactions. In connection with outdoor activities and
location-based games they are sometimes referred to as hybrid reality games [24].
There are some studies on the impact of negative stereotypes on the attitude and
performance of the elders. They reveal an interference with intergenerational communication [25], show that stereotypes can both impair and enhance older adults’
memory [26], and indicate that the direct, personal contact with members of a different
age group can be more effective in improving the intergroup relations than indirect
contact [27, 28].

3 Gameplay
The game setup was inspired by the study of related work and literature supported by
a set of best practices conveyed by external consultants experienced in location-based
game design and elderly outdoor activities (e.g. city tour guides). The game “Stroll
Around Yesterday” joins historical knowledge with the use of tablets and interaction in
mixed-age teams of two players: a senior and a junior. The study concept was to
stimulate interaction and cooperation between the team partners: on the one hand, the
elderly participants were using the device and mobile apps with an indirect assistance
of the younger tech-savvy team member, on the other hand the elderly should be more
familiar with the historical and cultural context of the game (location descriptions and
hints based on the literature and photos from the past).
Since every successful location-based game needs a good storyline with an alluring
plot, we developed a story about a mad scientist, dr von Gestern, who had built a
machine disturbing the space-time continuum and bringing back buildings from the
past, namely from the communist era. The task for each team was to ﬁnd all locations,
close the wormholes and restore the contemporary buildings. The corresponding promotional materials were created (movie trailer, website, press release, Facebook proﬁle
etc.) in order to support the recruitment process of game participants. The preliminary
expert consultation along with ﬁeld tests provided valuable insight and led us to reﬁne
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the scenario before conducting the ﬁrst research gameplay. The route was simpliﬁed
and tailored to the capabilities of the elderly. Finally, the game consisted of four stages,
with total route of about 2 km length and duration of about 1,5 h including mid-time
coffee break.
The initial gameplay “Stroll Around Yesterday” was held in Warsaw in the area of
the Constitution Square (Southern part of the city center) on October 4th 2015. It was
during Warsaw Senior Week, as a part the of the local International Day of Older
Persons celebration (UN established, observed on October 1st).
The teams consisted of two people: a senior (the user of the LivingLab PJAIT
platform) and a junior (PJAIT student of the computer science track). They were all
equipped with space-time ﬁxing modules i.e. tablets provided by the LivingLab team
with preloaded software including the special game application.
The tablets could only be operated by the older team member. Directions to the next
location were provided by our mobile application. The application was displaying
current GPS position on the map alongside with the additional destination hints: textual
(based on literature and cultural context) and visual (old B&W depiction gradually
transforming into contemporary colorful location photograph). Having reached the
location players were obliged to close a wormhole by completing certain task, which
always included using the tablet. The tasks were connected to the storyline and related
to various activities usually performed on mobile devices. On the ﬁrst location the task
was to connect to the Wi-Fi hotspot and scan the QR code. On the second station the
task was to take a panoramic picture. On the third location players were to search the
information on the Internet. The game ended at the starting point with playing a puzzle
game on the tablet. The gameplay was accompanied by the pre- and post-game evaluation as well as in-game observation.
The follow-up game (shortened demonstration version) was held on October 9th as
a subject of a ﬁeld visit of the “AFE-INNOVNET: Towards an Age-Friendly Europe”
international workshop.

4 Results
The game was played by 30 participants organized in 15 two-person teams. The general
impression was very positive. All participants enjoyed the event and we received many
requests for continuation. The older people were satisﬁed with their performance and
pleased with cooperation with the junior counterparts. Both groups claimed that during
the game there was a true cooperation were both sides had an opportunity for an
initiative and contributed nearly equally to the success of the team (all the teams
completed the game).
Below we present some preliminary statistics obtained in surveys that were
deployed before and after the gameplay. Due to limited space we only present the most
basic results. First, we describe shortly the elderly participants’ proﬁle. Then we move
on to the performance evaluation. Finally we are signaling some ﬁndings concerning
intergroup relations.
An average senior player was almost seventy-year-old retired woman from a large
city (73% female participants, average age 69, youngest 60, oldest 86), rather well
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educated (60% of higher education) with basic computer skills and motivation to learn
how to use tablets. She uses smartphones rather regularly (60%) and considers mobile
devices very useful (75% before the game, 87% after the game), but has a limited
knowledge about using it (40% of younger participants evaluated their older counterpart as having little knowledge about how to use tablet; some participants claimed
that it was the ﬁrst time they used the tablet, nevertheless they managed to complete the
game). From additional surveys performed on the LivingLab platform we also know
that our senior is rather independent: 50% live on their own, without family members,
75% have a PC, and 63% use it without any assistance. They have a broad variety of
interests from cooking and crosswords to chemometrics and ﬁtness.
To evaluate the performance, we asked both groups (seniors and juniors) to choose
the most accurate description of what had happened in each game task on a 5-point
scale from “junior completed the task” to “senior completed the task without any
assistance”. The reports were rather consistent within most pairs. In very few cases the
evaluations by two parties differed by more than one category, which demonstrates
their reliability. According to the participants’ evaluations in most cases the senior
completed the tasks instructed by her/his partner. The most problematic task was
establishing Wi-Fi connection where oftentimes-direct junior assistance was needed.
We asked both parties to indicate which game task in their view could be performed
again by senior without any assistance. The results are presented in Fig. 1. An interesting conclusion is that seniors generally underestimate their performance in comparison with the external estimate of their capabilities. This refers particularly to those
tasks that are relatively unfamiliar to their experience such as taking a panoramic photo,
scanning a QR code or playing a mobile game. On the other hand, seniors overestimate
their competence in more common tasks such as establishing a Wi-Fi connection or
searching the Web.
According to the contact theory [29, 30], if certain conditions are met, contact
between different groups can improve their attitudes towards each other. As our game
fulﬁlled most of the criteria for a successful contact, we decided to explore whether we

Fig. 1. The game tasks evaluation by both groups of participants indicating which tasks could
be performed again by senior without any assistance.
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Table 1. List of 12 dimensions for intergroup evaluation.
Positive
productive
active
aggressive
independent
organized
decisive
cooperative
flexible
hopeful
trustful
pleasant
exciting

Negative
unproductive
passive
defensive
dependent
disorganized
indecisive
uncooperative
inflexible
dejected
suspicious
unpleasant
dull

Fig. 2. Median evaluations of general other before and after the game.

can observe some shift in attitudes. We asked both seniors and juniors to evaluate
members of the other age group with the use of a set of 12 antonyms selected from
Aging Semantic Differential by Rozencranz and McNevin [31]. The list of the antonyms can be found in Table 1.
Before and after the game the participants were asked to evaluate a general other
(some unspeciﬁed member of the other age group) using the antonym pairs. The chart
below shows the median evaluations of the general other from the other age group for
junior and senior evaluators.
The larger values indicate less favorable opinions. The size of the circles matches
the number of antonyms with the corresponding coordinates. For example, the outermost left circle on the left hand side graph corresponds to 3 antonyms for which the
median evaluations of the general older other was 2 before the game and 1 after the
game. The straight lines indicate equal medians. This is where all the circles would lie,
was there no shift in attitudes. As virtually all of the circles in Fig. 2 are below that line,
we can hypothesize that for almost all the dimensions the perception of the outgroup
improved for both juniors and seniors. A more detailed statistical analysis is needed to
validate this claim.
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Summing up, we have reasons to believe that this kind of activity is a very
promising tool for improving intergroup relations, and diminishing age-based stereotypes. We plan to conduct additional gameplays to verify this result.

5 Summary and Future Work
The game described in this paper proved to be promising in several ways. It can
increase the technical skills of the elderly, improve their physical activity and enhance
positive intergenerational interaction.
Apart from the scientiﬁc results, the outcome from the initial gameplay was lots of
hands-on experience. Unfortunately the initial game setup was very demanding and
turned out to be resource intensive and time consuming. On the whole, there were
dozens of people engaged from actors and movie crew to software developers, testers
and gameplay staff.
In the nearest future we plan to retake the original game to verify the outcome, as
well as to continue the struggle in order to prepare more concise and robust setup of the
game which could be replayed automatically by a larger group of participants without
the need of relying on the human staff, since reusability and scalability are crucial for
various research approaches, i.e. crowdsourcing. We also plan to develop a setup that
could be used indoors with the use of QR codes and BT beacons.
Acknowledgments. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement
No 690962.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the eﬀect of adaptive auditory feedback on continued player performance for stroke patients in a reaction
time tablet game. The feedback sound pitch followed a saw-tooth shape
that cumulatively increased for fast reaction times and ﬂying back to
the base pitch after a single slow reaction time. The analysis was based
on data obtained in a ﬁeld trial with lesion patients during their regular
rehabilitation. The auditory feedback events were categorized by feedback type (positive/negative) and the associated pitch change of either
high or low magnitude. Both feedback type and magnitude signiﬁcantly
aﬀected on players performance. Negative feedback improved patients
reaction times in subsequent hits by 0.42 s and positive feedback impaired
their performance by 0.15 s.
Keywords: Stroke patients · Rehabilitation · Attention · Hemi-spatial
neglect · Serious games · Adaptive diﬃculty · Non-speech audio ·
Adaptive audio feedback · Soniﬁcation

1

Introduction

Self-rehabilitation initiatives place emphasis on the growing responsibility that
patients have for improving their own well-being and progress. Stroke rehabilitation is a lengthy and expensive process. However, it leaves time for patients
to improve their situation on their own time, even while in rehabilitation centers. Games are now being sought as a means to tap into the intrinsic motivation
they promote and research has started investigating to what degree, for example,
causal games train cognitive abilities [1]. We believe that purpose-built games
that provide more feedback and are simple for patients to understand are better
suited for rehabilitation. But the literature is scant on how to challenge players
adequately and give in-game feedback on performance for individual interactions
and how negative or positive feedback inﬂuences patient performance. We focus
on brain lesion patients who suﬀer from hemi-spatial neglect or other types of
attention deﬁciency disorders.
Inspired by the Whack-a-Mole arcade game, we designed a tablet game that
adapted target positions to the player’s performance to sustain engagement [11]
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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and emphasized how they excelled [16] through incremental auditory feedback.
The auditory feedback adapted by increasing pitch by 10% on each consecutive
quick hit while resetting the pitch on slower hits. We evaluated the game in a ﬁeld
study with patients at a neuro-rehabilitation center whom we encouraged to play
the games three time a day while undergoing regular therapy. The results showed
that negative feedback yield faster subsequent hits while hit time increases after
positive feedback.

2

Background and Related Work

Patients suﬀering from hemi-spatial neglect, as a result of a stroke or lesion, fail
to respond to stimuli on the contra-lateral side of their lesion, despite having the
motor and sensory capacity to do so. Most common, persistent, and severe after
right hemisphere lesions, neglect aﬀects visual sensory input, resulting in leftside visual neglect aﬀecting daily living [3]. Patients may for example only groom
or dress the right side of their body, or only eat from the right half of a plate. In
addition to ignoring sensory input, patients can be expected to have a lowered
capacity for sustained attention according to feedback from rehabilitation center
staﬀ.
Cognitive training has been proven to be eﬀective, but research has yet to
determine, which regimen and conditions result in the best transfer eﬀect [7].
Video games for rehabilitation and cognitive training based on standardized tests
have been implemented [6,9] and positively received by users [5,12]. The methods
used to engage and intrinsicly motivate players may address the problem of the
intensive and repetitive rehabilitation activities [2].
Malone distinguished between two types of user interfaces: toys and tool.
People use toys or games for their own sake whereas they use tools as a means to
pursue external goals [13]. Good toy should be easy to learn and hard to master
while a tool should be easy to both use and master. However, in cases where the
external goal is not motivating enough on its own, tools can beneﬁt from having
toy-like features. In our case, the game constitutes the tool with the toy-like
qualities to help the patient overcome the repetitive nature of rehabilitation.
However, despite the novelty of the game format patients need diﬀerent
challenge levels to remain engaged [11], which research in dynamic diﬃculty
adjustment (DDA), both within and outside the subject and rehabilitation, has
started addressing [10]. Mainetti et al. designed a home-based motion-controlled
game for rehabilitation of hemi-spatial neglect with increasing diﬃculty levels by
removing visual and auditory cues and hints [12] and found continued engagement and positive responses from one patient using the game in half hour sessions
on weekdays for a month.
Non-speech auditory feedback have previously been used in the context of
rehabilitation systems. Masiero et al. [14] utilized auditory feedback in a roboticassisted motor rehabilitation system, which kept patients’ attention throughout a
training session. In stroke rehabilitation, Wallis et al. [18] used musical soniﬁcation
of movement as well as discrete sounds for positive feedback and sustained audio
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indicating poor performance. Similarly, Newbold et al. [15] investigated musicallyinformed movement soniﬁcation and found that harmonic stability useful in a
physical rehabilitation context, as stable and unstable cadences encouraged either
ending or continuing stretching movements. Cockburn and Brewster [4] researched
feedback modalities in the context of acquisition of small targets and discovered
that auditory feedback reduces targeting time signiﬁcantly.
Rabbitt conducted a study on how positive or negative feedback impact
performance focusing on error correction in a continuous-performance choiceresponse task involving signal lamps as feedback. On correct responses the lit
lamp would turn oﬀ and another lit up delivering positive feedback. Errors
yielded negative feedback through the lack of changes. Response times before
negative feedback were not diﬀerent from the mean response times of all correct responses. However, errors as well as subsequent responses to correct errors
after negative feedback were signiﬁcantly faster (∼500 ms) than equivalent correct responses either before or after the error and correction (∼600 ms) [17].

3

Game Design

Drawing on the eponymous arcade game, our Whack-a-Mole (WAM) game
focused on hemi-spatial neglect patients. Following clinical staﬀ recommendations, a game lasted for 8 min to maintain on-task attention. In WAM, the player
presses a large center sphere, upon which one or several six millimeter targets
(with 12 mm touch collision area) appear around it (see Fig. 1). The player has
to hit targets before they disappear again. After such timeouts or successful hits
another center sphere hit makes new targets appear. The distance at which new
targets appear depends on player performance. Expired targets reduce while hit
targets increase the distance. We used the delay between tapping the center and
hitting the targets as a reaction time performance measure to evaluate the eﬀect
of feedback.
A chime sound plays upon pressing the center sphere and coincides with
target appearance. Target hits provide audio-visual feedback in the form of a
bell sound paired with an animation. Hits targets ﬂy with a visual trail in a
direct line into the center, which responds with a bouncing animation, a small
particle explosion, and turning green again. All cues aim at grabbing attention
and guiding to press the center sphere for new targets. Auditory feedback upon
target expiration played at most twice within 20 s to reduce potential frustration
in case of poor performance. An initially low pitched bell like sound plays upon
successful hits. Hits below one second reaction time increase the current feedback
pitch by 10% resulting in no pitch ceiling for consecutive fast hits. The audio
feedback on center sphere taps remains unchanged, providing an audible baseline with increasing contrast between center and fast target hits. This adaptive
positive feedback aimed at providing motivational feedback for sustained high
performance. WAM gave negative feedback for slow target hits by resetting the
feedback pitch to the starting pitch. This resulted in high contrasts to what the
players hear before, especially in cases of long streaks of fast hits. We categorized
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Fig. 1. Left: Cropped 16/10 landscape screenshots of multi-target events requiring
hitting all three before tapping the center. Right: Illustration of the accumulating
pitch on fast hits and drops in pitch on slow hits. (Color ﬁgure online)

audio feedback based on the magnitude of pitch changes (see Fig. 1, right). We
categorized increases to pitches higher than 30% from the baseline pitch as high,
drops in pitch of at least 100% of the baseline pitch as a high negative feedback
event. The asymmetry in the thresholds is due to the nature of the patients
participating in the study: because each participant needs to contribute samples
to each of the four feedback event, the thresholds are set as to include as many
participants as possible.

4

Study

The participants were volunteers from Brønderslev Neurorehabilitation Center
recruited by the therapist supervising the experiment. Inclusion criteria for participating were suﬀering from a form of acquired attention deﬁcit disorder as
a results of a brain lesion, being able to use the tablets, and giving informed
consent. Forty-two out of ﬁfty-two patients completed the trial. Some patients
dropped out early due to moving to a diﬀerent facility. Regardless, we considered
all logged data in the analysis. Thirty-three men and eleven women (63 years on
average, SD: 14.5) contributed data. Based on Jehkonen et al’s test suite (line
bisection, line cancellation and letter cancellation [8]) and their cut-oﬀs from
the literature, four participants suﬀered from neglect. Seven participants had
above cut-oﬀ scores on both the left and right hand side of the paper tests
and the health care professional in charge of conducting all tests classiﬁed them
as attention deﬁcit cases. During the trial period, participants continued regular
rehabilitation in addition to being encouraged to play the game three time a day.
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The metric for evaluating the eﬀects of adaptive audio feedback was the
change in reaction time directly before and after an audio feedback event. In
cases of drops in pitch the task tied to the feedback event would be associated
with a lapse in concentration or an interruption in the form of a mistake or a
target not perceived due to neglect, and the feedback is there to sustain continued
performance.
4.1

Results

On average, the test participants played WAM for 5.6 min per day (SD 1.8).
Usage varied hugely between participants. We categorized adaptive audio feedback events into four categories based on two attributes pitch change direction
(positive/negative) and its magnitude (high/low). In our analysis we arbitrarily
split the positive feedback pitch rises into high (marked green in Fig. 1, right) or
low (marked blue) depending on whether the rise yielded an increase of 30% or
more than the base pitch. High positive feedback occurred after twelve successive
fast hits. The pitch drops of at least half the pitch, or 100% of the base pitch
we deﬁned as high (marked red) others as low (orange). High negative feedback
drops could occur after at least eight successive fast hits, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
right. In order for each participant to contribute their average change in reaction
time to each of the four event categories, we excluded thirteen patients, eight
men and ﬁve women, who did not receive high positive or negative feedback
from the analysis. Four suﬀered from attention deﬁciency and one suﬀered from
neglect. The subsequent analysis is based on 170 thousand feedback events.
We used a within subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the eﬀect of
f eedbacktype (positive or negative), magnitude (high or low) on the change in
reaction time performance surrounding a feedback event. In terms of the reaction
time at the feedback events themselves only f eedbacktype (F1,120 = 929.60, p <
0.001) was a signiﬁcant factor, meaning that the prior performance and accumulated pitch had no eﬀect on the reaction time at the event. The average reaction
time was 1.31 at a negative feedback event and 0.66 s for a positive event. Both
f eedbacktype (F1,120 = 7.95, p < 0.01) and magnitude (F1,120 = 6.97, p < 0.01)
had a signiﬁcant albeit small eﬀect on reaction time after a feedback event: The
average reaction time after negative feedback was slower (0.89 s) than for positive
feedback (0.81 s). Large magnitudes in feedback made people go faster (0.81 s)
than low (0.89).
However, if we compare the changes in reaction time between the feedback
event hit and the subsequent hit As for the change in reaction time going from
the feedback event to the hit directly after, both f eedbacktype (F1,120 = 762.95,
p < 0.001) and magnitude (F1,120 = 6.41, p < 0.05) were signiﬁcant factors,
negative feedback improved reaction time on the subsequent hit by 0.42 s and
positive feedback impaired performance by 0.15 s.
Another way of looking at performance changes is the comparison between
reaction times before and after feedback, similarly to [17]. Both F eedbacktype
(F1,120 = 88.78, p < 0.001) and magnitude (F1,120 = 27.93, p < 0.001) and the
interaction between the two (F1,120 = 10.46, p < 0.01) were signiﬁcant factors in
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Fig. 2. Left: Average reaction times before, during and after an audio feedback event,
including error bars at 95% conﬁdence intervals from per participant averages. Right:
The average delta reaction time between an audio feedback event and the next task split
between f eedbacktypes and change magnitude, including error bars at 95% conﬁdence
intervals from per participant averages.

the delta reaction time between the hits prior to and after the feedback event.
However, the reaction time prior to a feedback event was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
depending on magnitude (F1,120 = 47.83, p < 0.001) in addition to f eedbacktype
and factor interaction, meaning that the base reaction time was not comparable
within the f eedbacktypes. Figure 2 illustrates this in the diﬀerences in average
reaction times for the low feedback groups (triangles). This diﬀerence stems from
the order in which feedback could occur in the game: Negative feedback must
have been preceded by a quick hit, while a (low) positive feedback event can
be preceded by either a quick or a slow hit. In contrast, high magnitude feedback events have to preceded by several positive feedback events, and we can
see that the bef ore averages of these groups are the same. To remove this difference we averaged the low magnitude feedback groups and reran the analysis
on delta reaction time before and after a feedback events. Both f eedbacktype
(F1,120 = 1.040, p < 0.01) and magnitude (F1,120 = 11.080, p < 0.01) were signiﬁcant factors - negative feedback increased reaction time by 0.17 s and positive
feedback by 0.085 s compared to average performance before the feedback event.
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Discussion

Results show that negative feedback lead to faster reaction time immediately
after while positive feedback showed to lead to slower reaction times. It is unclear
whether the changes in reaction time were caused by players’ prior performance:
Increases in reaction time could be caused by the player slowing down do to a
long streak of hits due to fatigue or lapses in concentration. However, we can
rule out fatigue given that the average reaction time prior to a high positive
feedback event was the same as for high negative feedback events. If fatigue
were a contributing factor we would expect these two to be diﬀerent, as a slow
hit would be preceded by hits of a higher reaction time, but within the onesecond margin. Our ﬁeld study setup did not verify whether all players in all
sessions heard the feedback, e.g. by muting sound or putting in headphones and
not using them. However, we saw clear diﬀerences in response to audio feedback
indicative of patients hearing and responding to it, seeing as patients would react
faster after high magnitude feedback.
Decreases in reaction time following negative feedback may have been caused
by the player continuing at same pace as previous, wanting to recover from their
mistake regardless of the audio feedback. Still, what we see from Fig. 2 is that
after negative feedback the average reaction time recovers to the speed of a fast
hit, but not to the speed prior to the slow hit. This indicates that the negative
feedback may contribute to a performance as a reminder in cases of lapses in concentration or other causes for slowing down. The increases in reaction time after
both low and high magnitude positive feedback events suggested that continuous positive feedback did not contribute to sustained performance, even though
average reaction times remained within the limit of a fast hit. It may, however,
serve to motivate to work up the fast pace in the ﬁrst place.
Whether the recovery time for reaching previous speed after an negative
feedback is comparable to [17], where response time after errors were signiﬁcantly faster than prior or subsequent responses, is inconclusive. This is because
reaction time prior to a feedback event varies signiﬁcantly independently of the
subsequent audio feedback. The condition for the reaction time before a feedback
event is a mix successful hits, motivated recovery from past mistakes and warming up at the beginning of a session, creating varying baseline performances.
Negative feedback does lead to faster reaction time immediately after, but it is
not signiﬁcantly faster than at other events.

6

Conclusion

We created a Whack-a-Mole style game for assessment and rehabilitation of
stroke patients suﬀering from hemi-spatial neglect that patients with attention
deﬁciency disorder found enjoyable, too. Our analysis of the adaptive incremental audio feedback for showed that negative feedback was followed by an
improvement in reaction time while positive feedback increased.
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Abstract. Challenging teenagers in the context of their own areas of
interest, Pegaso Fit 4 Future - aims to promote sustainable behaviours
geared towards achieving healthy lifestyles. Behaviour-change techniques
are applied as a preventative measure to accomplish positive behaviour
change outcomes. Pegaso Fit 4 Future is a EU funded project whose
objective is the development of a behaviour change platform targeting
teenagers in preventing obesity and related comorbidities. The overall
approach is based on three main elements: a Smartphone as central
element and agent for behaviour change (through a set of coordinated
apps); a sensors system for self-monitoring; games and gamiﬁed approach to support user engagement and awareness. The paper describes
the project focusing on the gaming aspects. Games have been identiﬁed
as key element in the PEGASO strategy since its conception. After the
initial requirements deﬁnition phase, a threefold approach to gaming has
been adopted in order to address in an integrated strategy the following dimensions of behaviour change: motivational, social and educational
aspects. This paper describes this aspect with three diﬀerent mini-game
developed under the project.
Keywords: Gamiﬁcation
change · Nutrition
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Introduction

Funded under the umbrella of the 7th Framework Programme of the European
Union, the project PEGASO Fit 4 Future [2,3] has the objective of promoting healthy behaviours and lifestyles in the teenagers population. Objective
of the project is the development of a behaviour change system based on a
mobile/smartphone platform, integrating a wearable sensing system in a cloud
based architecture. In view of such ambitious objectives and the speciﬁc target
addressed, games - as a way to attract and involve teenagers - have been in the
radar of PEGASO since its conception. The speciﬁc strategy has evolved with
the progress of the project and currently we are working with a multifaceted approach to gaming. This paper provides a recap on the main goals and motivations
of the project, a description of the approach to gaming, detailing on some speciﬁc aspects and games currently under development. In particular section two
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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describes the goals and the rationale behind the project, section three provides
an overview of the gaming approach within the behavior change theory adopted
and section four provides more detailed information on the educational minigames, which have been designed and developed by the Politecnico di Milano.
Section ﬁve provides an overview of the validation and evaluation approach of
the overall PEGASO system. Finally section six provides some conclusions and
highlights on future work.

2

The PEGASO Goals and Motivations

Challenging teenagers in their own ﬁelds and areas of interest, PEGASO Fit 4
Future - aims at promoting a sustainable change towards healthy lifestyles, with
an holistic and multidisciplinary approach. Pivotal elements of the PEGASO
strategy are:
1. Developing self-awareness
2. Enhancing and sustaining motivation
3. Promoting behavioural change towards a healthy lifestyle
On the technology level, PEGASO is a multi-dimensional and cross-disciplinary
ICT-based system that exploiting sophisticated and engaging game mechanics.
This will motivate behavioural changes towards healthy lifestyles thus preventing
overweight and obesity in the younger population.
Childhood obesity, deﬁned as a body mass index higher than 30 kg/m2 has
more than doubled in children and quadrupled in adolescents in the past 30 years
[1]. Over 60% of children who are overweight before puberty will be overweight
in early adulthood. Childhood obesity is a serious problem because it is not
only a predisposition to many other childhood diseases but also to premature
death. Moreover, childhood obesity is strongly associated with other conditions
like breathing diﬃculties, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, orthopaedic complications, and mental disorders. However, overweight and obese children not only
experience an increased risk of the aforementioned diseases; they are also vulnerable for academic underachievement, social isolation and lowered self-esteem
due high body weight and negative self-image. In this situation, a tool for behavioural change for a better healthy lifestyle becomes mandatory. The framework
of PEGASO is developed along three main dimensions:
1. Individual and Environmental Monitoring - a high level-monitoring
platform including wearable sensors, for the acquisition of physical, behavioural and emotional attitude of adolescent.
2. Feedback System - providing feedback in terms of “health status” changes,
requiring actions to undertake and so on, proposing personalized healthy
options for alternative lifestyles.
3. Social connectivity and engagement - sharing experiences in a community of peers through diﬀerent gaming strategies.
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PEGASO considers three levels of engagement towards empowerment of
teenagers in developing virtuous behaviours: awareness of risks, motivation,
aﬀective learning and ﬁnally behaviour change.
Develop Awareness: Teenagers need to be aware of what they are doing; what is
right and what is wrong for their healthy living. Some of them are unconsciously
and automatically acting, and often under estimate or have no clear notion
about information they receive. Monitoring lifestyle of teens activity, collecting
parameters and integrating their own data will enable self-awareness on their
current situation. Through developing self-awareness and self-reﬂection, teens
can frame the problem or the opportunity area to act upon or intervene.
Create Motivation: It is important to motivate teenagers to change their behaviour and sustain motivation in the long-term. This goal is quite challenging,
since motivation depends on many factors as well as emotions, psychological
environment and personality. The use of games and, even more, the provision
of services and opportunities for health with a gamiﬁed approach of reality, can
support this level of engagement.
Enable Behaviour Change: Once teenagers have awareness and motivation, it
is important to support the behaviour change process and reinforce acquired
virtuous behaviours. The turn from old unhealthy behaviours into new healthier
ones has to be monitored on a longer period.
In order to create prevention, it is important to change or stop old unhealthy
habits and develop new healthier ones. In this respect, PEGASO takes a holistic
approach involving the teenagers environment and speciﬁcally the families, by
means of an education process empowered by training that will be provided
on location (schools) and on line. The expert team will give feedbacks to the
users allowing them to change their behaviour on a long-term basis. The overall
system takes advantage of gaming strategies to persuade users to change their
behaviour.

3

Gaming Approach in PEGASO

The main element of PEGASO Fit 4 Future interface towards the teenagers is
the PEGASO Companion [4]. The Companion is the main interface between
the user and the PEGASO system and plays the major role of unifying the
user experience within PEGASO. The Companion is the management center of
the PEGASO service system and, via the Companion, teenagers seamlessly can
access the diﬀerent apps. The Companion allows PEGASO to appear as a single,
modular application. The overall gaming system in PEGASO is managed via the
Companion and is based on a three-fold approach, leveraging:
The PEGASO game: A 3D serious game aimed at increasing nutritional
awareness and promoting physical activity, providing the motivational component [5,6]. The PEGASO game is developed under the responsibility of the
PEGASO partners imaginary srl (Italy) and University of Coventry.
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The PEGASO serious game performs a central role as a motivational component of the system. It oﬀers capabilities to entertain and engage the player,
whilst the PEGASO sensors system captures information on lifestyle and encourage positive changes. There are two central behavioural mechanisms within the
game. The ﬁrst is an “energy bar”, consumed by the player’s actions in the
game, and replenished by achieving behavioural goals set and monitored according to the behavioural theories of self-determination and nudging [7]. Secondly,
the game implements “research” mechanics that require the player to apply and
develop their nutritional knowledge of various food sources. Each of the two
mechanisms leads to a diﬀerent scenario for positive lifestyle change involving
the game. The ﬁrst scenario is that the player wishes to replenish them in-game
energy to boost her/his abilities and expedite their progress within the game;
the second one is that in attempting to complete research tasks successfully and
eﬃciently, the player is required to develop and apply her/his knowledge about
nutrition (prior researches show a strong link between lifestyle choices and ingame practices, and in particular there is a correlation between healthier lifestyle
and game [8].
The PEGASO gamified approach: Linking real world activity with online
and gaming applications, providing the social component.
Gamiﬁcation and serious game are concepts integrated in PEGASO with the
aim of enhancing the eﬀect of the behaviour change techniques. Simply stated,
these approaches, if correctly designed, can increase the user motivation in doing
healthy tasks (or, equivalently, demotivating unhealthy behaviours). Gamiﬁcation techniques in PEGASO leverage the concept of controlled or extrinsic
motivation.
Controlled motivation reﬂects engaging in behaviors for externally referenced
reasons such as to gain rewards or perceived approval from others or to avoid
punishment or feelings of guilt. Individuals engaging in behavior for controlled
reasons feel a sense of obligation and pressure when engaging in the behavior and
are only likely to persist with the behaviors as long as the external contingency is
present. If the reinforcing agent is removed, action is likely to desist. Individuals
who are control-motivated are therefore less likely to be self-regulated. Therefore,
controlled motivation, also called extrinsic motivation [9], involves doing something for external rewards, like money, services, praise or something else that
is tangible. The drawback of this typology of reward is that extrinsically motivated people do not have to like the behaviour that the system is encouraging
but the outcome. In the PEGASO context, this means that teenagers may not
enjoy eating healthy food or doing sport, they are motivated to continue doing so
because of the promise of a reward at the end of the process. And if at a certain
point in time the reward is removed, the user will stop the desired behaviour.
However, jointly with intrinsic motivation, which may be developed through the
development of awareness about the diﬀerent lifestyles and behaviours, linking
individual choices with rewards in the social sphere has the potential of reinforcing motivation. Further through gamiﬁcation techniques it is possible to develop
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a positive social ecosystem that will inﬂuence the behaviour of the individual
and of the group is part of.
The PEGASO partners responsible for the overall approach to gamiﬁcations
are mainly Neosperience (Italy) and the University of Applied Science of Western
Switzerland (HES-SO). Linked to the overall ecosystem sustaining the positive
behavioural changes, gamiﬁcation is also a key element of the deﬁnition of the
PEGASO value network and the potential business model.
The PEGASO minigames: Addressing speciﬁc aspects of healthy behaviour,
providing the educational component. The minigames are small games that have
very speciﬁc goals, that can be completed in a short timespan and that provide
information in a playful manner. The main goal is to develop awareness and
encourage healthy behavior developing the intrinsic (autonomous) motivation.
Autonomous motivation is deﬁned as engaging in a behavior because it is
perceived to be consistent with intrinsic goals or outcomes and emanates from
the self. In other words, the behavior is self-determined. Individuals engaging in
behaviors feel a sense of choice, personal endorsement, interest, and satisfaction
and, as a consequence, are likely to persist with the behavior. The behavior is
consistent with, and supports, the individuals innate needs for autonomy, the
need to feel like a personal agent in ones environment, competence, and the need
to experience a sense of control and eﬃcacy in ones actions. Individuals acting
for autonomous reasons are more likely to initiate and persist with a behavior
without any external reinforcement and contingency. Autonomously motivated
individuals are, therefore, more likely to be eﬀective in self-regulation of behavior. Intrinsic motivation fosters behaviours that result in internal rewards (such
as satisfaction, positive feelings and happiness). When people are intrinsically
motivated, they have a sincere desire for the activity and behaviour change
techniques have mainly to work as facilitators for the target behaviours. The
PEGASO minigames are the results of work conducted by Politecnico di Milano
(Italy) and are further described in more details.

4

Current Work on Educational Games and Mini-Games

PEGASO system includes mini-games related to diﬀerent and speciﬁc aspects
of healthy behavior in order to provide an educational media which involve
teenagers in the educational process. We focus onto three aspects of health:
Food diversiﬁcation; Food related to energy intake; Food myths and legends.
We developed three mini-games, one for each of these aspects: the Food Quiz,
the Calories Quiz and the Food Pyramid.
4.1

The Pegaso Food Quiz

The Pegaso Food Quiz is inspired by very popular games on mobile platform like
Trivia Crack or Quizoid. It tries to mix the popularity of these game with food
education in order to eliminate false information and myths that our society
creates around physical activity and food. As visible in Fig. 1, the game is very
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Fig. 1. The three Pegaso mini-games: from left the “Food Quiz” for food diversiﬁcation,
the “Calories Quiz” for food related to energy intake, and How Should I Eat? for Food
diversiﬁcation.

simple; ten multiple choice questions are shown to the player who has to choose
the correct answer out of four possibilities. At the end of the ten questions, the
game shows the score and the possibility to insert it in a global leader-board.
All the questions and leader-board are stored in a cloud-based repository in
order to facilitate the insertion of new questions and take a global leader-board.
The questions in the game concern many diﬀerent aspects of health, food and
activity. Here are two examples of question with the right answer underlined:
– All these nutrients are essential for strong bones except ... Calcium - Magnesium - Vitamin D -Sodium.
– How many servings of fruits and vegetables should consume per day? zero four - ﬁve - two.
4.2

The Pegaso Calories Quiz

As the ﬁrst one, this second mini-game follows the strategy of quiz to teach
players the energy content of the diﬀerent foods. In order to test diﬀerent user
interface, in this second mini-game the graphic is completely diﬀerent and it
is based on Marije Vogelzang food design [11]. The UI (User Interface) is very
simple but clear, and the food icon design by Marije Vogelzang help teenagers
to easily understand the gameplay. The game shows the amount of calories,
fats, carbs, ﬁbers and proteins included in a meal, and the player has to select
the correct answer between four diﬀerent dishes. As for the PEGASO Food
Quiz, the score depends on the number of correct answer and it is stored in a
global leader-board. The gameplay of this game allows to teach teenagers the
food diversiﬁcation and the content provided by each dish in order to explain
the correct association between diet and daily activity. We used diﬀerent user
interfaces in order to test the pleasantness of the two diﬀerent quiz games.
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How Should I Eat?

The food diversiﬁcation is one of the main aspects of a correct diet and is the
foundation of the Mediterranean Diet. The diversiﬁcation consists of consuming
diversiﬁed foods during the span of a week and, at the same time, covering
the correct needs for water, carbohydrates, fats, proteins and sugar. A graphical
expression for this diversiﬁcation is the food pyramid [10]. It consists of a triangle
having at the basis the foods must be eaten in greater quantities during the day
(or the week), such as fruits and vegetables, and at the top foods that should be
consumed rarely because they are rich in fat and sugar (fried and sweets). “How
should i Eat?” is a physical interaction game based on the Mediterranean diet
pyramid. It is not a usual mobile game, but it makes use of devices and objects
to involve the player and make the gaming experience more tangible. The game
is inspired by Disney Inﬁnity [12] and Tiggly Shapes [13] which use physical
object to interact with the mobile phone or tablet. How should i Eat? uses the
R
Low Power and
so called BLE Beacons; they are small devices with Bluetooth
iBeacon [14] service which allow measuring approximately the distance between
the same and the smartphone/tablet. In this way, the smartphone/tablet is able
to trigger action depending on the beacon distance.
We created a table with 35 diﬀerent dishes and drinks (Fig. 2); each of these
is composed by a cardboard disc which includes a beacon specially programmed
with the name of the dish/drink. On the mobile device screen a Food Pyramid
is shown. The players choose a series of food they usually eat during a day
and approach them to the smartphone/tablet. The mobile device automatically
recognizes the selected beacons, visualizes the dishes/drinks on the screen (Fig. 2)
and insert the relative content in the food pyramid. After the completion of a
typical daily food intake, the pyramid can be saved in order to compare it with
other pyramids of diﬀerent players.

Fig. 2. How should I Eat? Cardboard and an example of use for the iBeacon
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Evaluation of the PEGASO System

Games and gamiﬁcation have been identiﬁed as key elements of the PEGASO
approach since its conception and constitute the main factor for the engagement
strategy. The overall system, which includes also a wearable sensors system, for
monitoring of current behaviour, and a recommendation system - leveraging the
concept of target behaviour and gentle push - will be evaluated by means of
three pilot experiments in three countries (Italy, Spain and United Kingdom)
enrolling about 400 students in high-schools.
Such evaluation will cover the overall PEGASO platform as a tool aimed to
support teen-agers to get aware about their health status. The validation of the
PEGASO platform will assess the following factors:
– System and Technology acceptance, usability and long-term use: these will be
also a secondary assessment of motivation and engagement;
– Reliability in assessing the teen-agers lifestyles and their changes (with focus
on the eating habits and on physical activities) and related eﬃcacy on the
sensors network system;
– Eﬃcacy of the system in encouraging lifestyle change;
– Subjective assessment for awareness;
– Systems compliance to Stakeholders needs.
In order to access the eﬃcacy of the system in encouraging lifestyle change,
the consortium will use an approach based on pre post assessment of behaviour
by means of questionnaires combined with the use of a control group to check
eﬃcacy beyond chance. The following existing questionnaires are planned to be
used:
–
–
–
–

Usability: System Usability Scale (SUS) [15]
User interaction and experience: Emotional Metric Outcome (EMO) [16]
Acceptability Technology acceptance model (TAM) [17]
Desirability: Microsoft Desirability Toolkit [18]

Interventions designed to encourage the adoption of health-promoting behaviours involve a broad spectrum of complexity due to various factors: the number
and diﬃculty of the behaviours required from participants, the coexistence of
diverse components that may interact or act independently, the participation of
multiple disciplines, and the need for ﬂexibility in adapting to changing contexts.
It is essential to gain a deep understanding of the context, which also inﬂuences
the eﬀectiveness of the intervention. The system PEGASO may be considered
as a complex intervention.
The main directives for the design, implementation, and evaluation of this
type of interventions were developed by the Medical Research Council (MRC).
The MRC Framework [19] promotes research participation by the general public and practicing professionals, which increases the interventions acceptance
and feasibility in addition to facilitating participant recruitment and follow-up.
This approach also improves the validity and reliability of the assessment tools
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and ensures the cultural and social relevance of the intervention. These design
strengths can also help to increase the sustainability of the intervention, transfer research ﬁndings to actual practice, and increase the long-term impact of the
health outcomes [20,21].

6

Conclusion

All the games were developed for Android smartphones and tablets. They have
been tested on diﬀerent OS version starting from Android Jelly Bean 4.3. The
game are still in the ﬁrst alpha release, but they have been tested by about 100
teenagers player during two main events (“Wired Next Fest 2015” and “Giovani
ambascaitori del cibo @Expo 2015”). After the test all the teenagers were asked
to complete a small survey in order to gather opinions regarding the gameplay,
the user interface and the user experience. Results of questionnaires show an high
acceptability of the games, especially for kids around 10/12 years old. As it might
have been expected, the favorite game was “How should I eat?” thanks to both
the engaging user interface and the interactivity provided by the ibeacons. For
the two quiz games, teenagers underlined the importance to insert more questions
and diversifying them inserting grouping (e.g., for Calories Quiz groups foods
by Vegetarian, Vegans, Fast-food, Snacks...). Future works aim to insert other
features into this game:
– Insert a check on the question already dealt by the player in order to avoid
presenting the same questions in a short time;
– Insert the possibility to use a question of the game for unlocking the phone.
As described in the ﬁrst part of this paper, all these games are part of the Pegaso
system of apps. In order to minimize the number of apps to install, quiz games
will be merged in the Pegaso Companion main app. In this process they lose
their identity of mini-game, but the gamiﬁcation aspects are maintained.
As indicated earlier, PEGASO is a complex system, of which the game related
part constitutes a key component. Other components are the wearable sensors
subsystem and the recommendation subsystem. Validation of the system and of
the intervention as a whole will be performed by means of pilots involving 400
students in three European countries.
Acknowledgments. This paper is partly based on the work performed within the
context of the PEGASO project. The PEGASO project is co-funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework Programme. PEGASO is part of the cluster of
projects in the ICT for health area; it has started in December 2013 and will run for
42 months. The author wishes to thank all the project partners for their contribution
to the discussion.
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Abstract. Massively Multi-player Online Games (MMOGs) are complex and persistent video games developed for a large public of players.
The complex relations and dynamics among players represent an interesting research topic not only for developers, but also for experts in social
relations and psychologists. Looting Systems (LSs), i.e. the procedure
applied to allocate goods or items to a group of players after a successful
collaborative activity, can have an important role in the overall satisfaction of a player towards the game and the other players in her group,
leading even to the decision to abandon the virtual world. In this work
we analyze diﬀerent types of LSs, and we try to simulate the behavior
of diﬀerent type of players using real data from World of Warcraft, in
order to understand which LS can be the more appropriate to maintain
a high level of satisfaction and engagement in the players.
Keywords: Videogames · Massively multiplayer online games
base model simulation · Looting system

1

· Agent

Introduction

Massively Multi-player Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) and Massively
Multi-player Online Games (MMOGs) are games where players interact in an
online, persistent, and shared virtual world. This game category has gained success and diﬀusion thanks to Blizzard’s World of Warcraft (WoW) [1]: in 2014,
WOW could count on 10 million worldwide subscribers [2,3]. The high number
of players, and the need of a large scale cooperation, interaction and competition among players have led to a relevant interest not only from the gaming
research community, but also from experts in social sciences and psychologists.
As a matter of fact, in literature it has been proposed that satisfaction or frustration in video game can modify short-term emotions: “games are generally more
or less appealing, and have a greater or lesser inﬂuence on player well-being,
as a function of the extent to which the in-game experiences they provide fulﬁll fundamental psychological needs” [18]. In this paper, we aim to investigate
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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the role of the Looting System (LS) [5], i.e. the procedure applied to allocate
the resources/items won by a group of players after a successful collaborative
activity in a MMOG.
Dungeons and Raids are two common structures used by almost all MMOs.
Usually, Dungeons are instanced conﬁned areas designed for a limited number
of players at a time. Raids are similar to the Dungeons but designed for a
larger number of players that devote a relevant amount of time in order to
accomplish the mission and to obtain, usually, items or objects of higher level
than in the Dungeons. In almost all MMOs, there is a guild (also named clan)
system. It uniﬁes diﬀerent classes of players under the same name and rules, and
consequently these players regularly play together creating a bond that allows
a better game performance. Once the guild has successfully concluded a Raid,
the items obtained during the mission have to be allocated among the players.
If this situation is mismanaged, the satisfaction of the players (and their will to
continue to participate and play to the game with that guild) can be aﬀected.
Valid LS can contribute to the overall success of a MMOG, by maintaining an
appropriate level of satisfaction in the players, by allocating fairly the obtained
items, on the basis of well-described and explained rules.
Unfortunately, only a few studies have been conducted on this topic [6,8,11].
In the present work, we try to understand which approach could guarantee an
adequate level of satisfaction in the players. To this aim, we show the results of
a simulation based on real data from WoW, applied to several LSs described in
literature.

2

Types of Looting System

Diﬀerent approaches to LS are present in literature (for a detailed description
and overview see [8–10]).
In this paper, we consider the following methods:
– Rolling: this system tries to reproduce the most random action possible. Each
player rolls a “dice” for each object (from 1 to 100), and the player with the
highest result gets the item.
– Dragon Kill Points (DKP): During various events players can obtain points
(called DKP) that are later used as a currency to bid on available items. In
the paper, we consider the following variants of the original DKP approach:
– DKP fixed : the item has a ﬁxed price in DKP. Players interested in the
loot bid the points. The item is then assigned randomly among them or
following a predetermined priority list.
– DKP auction: the item is put up for auction. Diﬀerent types of auction can
be used.
– DKP zero-sum: the points spent on the item are redistributed amongst
other participants in the group.
– Dual Token: a pair of Tokens is assigned to every player (Need and Greed).
Players interested in the item use their Need token: the object is then assigned
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randomly among those who used their tokens. In case no Need tokens were
used, Greed tokens placement takes place, to assign the item for speculative
goals or for a secondary use on the character.
– Dual Token ordered (hybrid): a hybrid looting system proposed in [8]. It combines ideas from both Dual Token and DKP relational (where the order in
which players are listed is based on the relationship between acquired and
spent DKP). The use of tokens is the same as in the Dual Token system, but
the priority list on which the item is assigned is based on the relationship
between number of missions whose the player has taken part and the value of
the items she has already received. In this case, a player with a high number
of missions but without many powerful items will have priority on a player
with many powerful items already assigned.

3

Looting System Eﬀect Analysis

In the work by Maggiorini et al. [8], a preliminary evaluation of diﬀerent LSs has
been presented, and in this paper we expand their approach, basing our analysis
on a simulation based on real data regarding WoW players characteristics and
classiﬁcation.
3.1

Players Classification and Data

The analysis is based on a classiﬁcation of players: the parameters used for the
classiﬁcation are Bartle-Type, Game-Time, and Class.
Bartle classiﬁcation [4] tries to describe how the players interact with each
other. He identiﬁes four main types of players:
–
–
–
–

Killers: focus on winning, rank up and competition
Achievers: focus on attaining status and achieving pre-set goals quickly
Socializers: focus on socializing and aim at developing a network of friends
Explorers: focus on exploring and aim at discovering the unknown.

Another criterion by which players can be classiﬁed is how much time they
spend playing every week. We can identify three groups: Casual (<20 h), Medium
(20–40 h), and Hardcore (>40 h) players.
Finally, we classiﬁed players on the basis of their main Class in WoW: tank,
healer, melee DPS, and ranged DPS. We limited the classiﬁcation to 4 classes
because the actual class structure in WoW is too complex and redundant to be
handled by the simulation.
After a review of the literature [15–17], we determined a set of data related
to real players in Wow. The results are summarized, in percentage, in Table 1,
and they represents the basis for the overall simulation on LSs eﬀect.
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Table 1. Resuming empirical data in percentage [15–17].
Bartle-type Percentage Game-time Percentage Class

3.2

Percentage

Explorer

30%

Casual

50%

Tank

15%

ocializer

25%

Medium

35%

Melee DPS

25%

Achiever

25%

Hardcore

15%

Ranged DPS 40%

Killer

20%

Healer

20%

Simulation

The simulation model considered is an expansion of the model used by Maggiorini
et al. [8]. A detailed description of the original model is beyond the scope of this
paper. We recall the overall principles of the model, and we describe the extensions and diﬀerences introduced to deal with the set of data regarding actual WoW
players.
Overall Approach. While the previous method [8] was focused more on the
simulation of the possible choice made by a guild to change the adopted LS (the
players of a guild use a speciﬁc LS, then after each raid vote the eﬀectiveness of
the LS and choose if change or keep it), the current approach is focused instead
on the possible decision to change the guild, made by a single player, because of
dissatisfaction of the current LS. Other diﬀerences with the previous model are
mainly due to the adoption of real data to set Bartle type and the time spent
playing (in the previous model they were calculated in a separate simulation),
and in the consideration of a higher number of players (ten times more than in
[8]) inserted in a dynamic ﬂow of players composed by newbies and players that
abandoned the game.
The presented simulation is based mainly on the mathematical model presented in [8].
In the original model, the players judged the adopted LS, and evaluated if
to change or keep it. This decision calculating with the following formula:
ChangeD = diss(item, player) + change(Ls, tot items)

(1)

Where diss is measure of dissatisfaction of the player for the item dropped by
the mission, and change(Ls, toti tems) measures the desire to change the current
situation (using LS and the number of objects collected by the player).
In the original model, contribution of each player of a guild to the ChangeD
parameter is compared with a random number (<100): if the value is bigger,
the simulation would force a new LS for the guild, otherwise the current LS is
used again for the next mission, and a counter connected to the current LS is
increased. The simulation described in [8] would end here, looping for a ﬁxed
amount of missions and showing the results, printing the LSs counters and showing which one was kept the longest and voted to be changed the last times.
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In the proposed approach, this is not adequate since we are adding guilds
and players movements between diﬀerent guilds instead of a static environment,
and as a consequence LS cannot be changed in the same way. Therefore, in our
approach a guild never changes its LS: on the contrary, a speciﬁc and unchangeable LS is randomly assigned to every guild. In the new model, the evaluation
of single ChangeD parameter determines whether a player of the guild is more
inclined to stay or to change guild. When players are searching for a guild, they
will be less interested in guilds with a high number of members because the
chance to participate in raids carried out by that guild will be much lower than
with a smaller one [12].
Simulation Setup and Parameters. The simulation is initialized with 250
guilds with an average of 16.8 players each [14]. The initial population consists of
5000 players. During the simulation the number of players may ﬂuctuate because
there is a process of introduction of newbie players and the elimination of players
abandoning the game. The players are simulated through agents using [7]: i.e., a
software simulation about an entity with its personal goals and behaviors, which
adapts and modiﬁes its behaviors according to the environment. Following [13],
we set in the simulation a random number between 3 and 6 of players linked to
other players, in order to simulate friendship bonds from the real life between
players.
During the simulation, the probability that a player attends at one raid is
calculated using the amount of time spent playing alone and by his guild, if the
guild has enough members. A hardcore player has a higher chance to participate (95%) than medium (70%) and casual (50%). Raids give higher rewards
(medium-high power items) and the assigned LS of the guild is used after the
mission. Then, a ﬁxed number of dungeons, depending on the total number of
players, are simulated: groups of 5 players are randomly created without checking guild membership. However, the simulation tries to have a balanced group
with at least one tank, one healer, and one DPS. There is also a 50% probability to choose a hardcore player, 30% a medium, and 20% a casual. Items, of
low-medium power, are assigned using a rolling LS.
A general loot generated by a dungeon or a raid can fall in 5 groups. The
items in the ﬁrst 4 groups regard only one of the four classes: tank, healer, melee
DPS, and ranged DPS (e.g. a special bow usable only by a ranged DPS). In
this case the item will interest only players in the same item class. In addition
to this, the item can be a no-class item that can be taken by any player (e.g.
consumables, recipes, crafting requirements). Every player that plays in the raid
group generates a preference value very similar to the model described in [8].
For every simulated day, the simulation checks if a player is unsatisﬁed with
his guild and its LS. The overall behavior of an agent is controlled by 3 parameters: the guild-satisfaction, move-changes, and overall-satisfaction.
Guild-satisfaction deﬁnes how much an agent is satisﬁed by his/her guild
and the connected LS. It is formulated using the ChangeD value, the threshold
of objects satisfaction (Item won) described in [8], and data in Patil et al. [19].
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Table 2. Guild satisfaction changes. For more information on Item won see [8]
Event

Guild-satisfaction change

Not raiding

−days since last raid * 0.1%

Guild size > 80

−0.10%

Guild size > 120

Additional −0.10%

Item won

+item satisf action ratio ∗ ( N o.

N o. f ound obj.
)
players in the mission

ChangeD check passes −50

The calculation of guild-satisfaction is described in Table 2. It generally increases
on successful acquisition of items and lowers vice-versa.
When “guild-satisfaction” goes under 50, a random check is done to see if
the player leaves the guild.
Players that leave a guild, or never had a guild, will try to ﬁnd a new guild.
Every player checks for one guild chosen by one of his friends every day. The
simulation calculated an index called “move-chance” in order to determine the
inclination of the player to join a guild.
It is calculated using diﬀerent properties:
–
–
–
–

if
if
if
if
–
–
–
– if
– if
– if

Player game-time == hardcore then move chance += 30,
Player game-time == medium then move chance += 25,
Player game-time == casual then move chance += 20,
Player Bartle == guild Bartle then
if Player game-time == hardcore then move chance += 50,
if Player game-time == medium then move chance += 40,
if Player game-time == casual then move chance += 30,
Player game-time == guild game-time then move chance += 40,
Guild size > 30 then move chance += (100 - guild size),
Guild size > 70 then move chance −= (guild size - 30).

The move-chance value is then compared to a random value (<100): if it is
bigger, than the player joins the guild adopting its LS.
Finally, “overall-satisfaction” checks if a player is playing or being passive.
This value is aﬀected by Bartle type and time spent playing. It decreases if the
agent does not participate to a raid for several days. In particular, the “overall
satisfaction” value is changed as:
– if casual: −0.1% ∗ day since last raid,
– if medium: −0.2% ∗ days since last raid,
– if hardcore: −0.3% ∗ ticks since last raid.
At the same time participating in a raid will give following bonus:
– if casual: +3,
– if medium: +6,
– if hardcore: +9,
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killer: +2,
achiever: +4,
explorer: +7,
socializer: +9.

Reaching a very low value in this ﬁeld (<25) will make the player leave the game.

4

Results and Discussion

The simulation process described in the previous section runs for 300 times,
to simulate an average video game year (300 days). At the end, every LS is
assigned a value, corresponding to the average number of people that left guilds
using that LS during raids. Every single simulation has been executed 50 times
and the average for every LS calculated and compared with the others.
Figure 1 shows the data related to guild abandoning between various gametime types of agents. Analyzing the results of the simulation, the Dual Token
ordered hybrid LS seems to be the LS with potential lower dissatisfaction for
every type of game-time players. This result is in line with the results presented
in [8].
Therefore, we can identify three major LSs groups, depending on their success rate. The ﬁrst one is made up of LSs that clearly fail to make the player
satisﬁed. We can consider not successful all LSs that base their core decision on
a random value (rolling, dual token). The second group contains LSs that, at
cost of some extra time needed to set up and use the model, give the players
a fairer chance to obtain the loot wanted. This is generally the DKP system in
its various applications. Lastly, the third group contains the LSs that are the
most successful, as, in the case of the presented simulation, Dual Token ordered
hybrid LS.

Fig. 1. Game-time type preferences population. The y axes deﬁne the average of players
that leave a guild.
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Generally we can say that a relational system (like the hybrid system), that
takes into consideration both the loot already acquired and the time spent in the
guild/game, could obtain a high general satisfaction from the average MMOG
player. However it comes with the cost of harder and more complex implementation and maintenance.
The presented approach can be easily integrated with future proposed LSs
and supplementary real data, and adapted to changes in general WoW settings.
Moreover, the presented approach can contribute to inﬂuence the overall player
well-being, by providing a fair and clear feedback to the time and eﬀorts put in
the game by the player, and, as a consequence, by maintaining a high level of
engagement, and the will to continue to participate in the virtual world.
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Abstract. Job interview is one of the most frequently used methods to assess
candidates for employment and it often evokes feelings of anxiety and distress.
The principal aim of this study is to use a VR simulation experience to assess the
emotional state, and speciﬁcally anxiety, of job applicants. Two VR job simula‐
tions are proposed to twenty-ﬁve participants, before and after a ﬁve weeks
training aimed to enhance their emotional skills. Results show diﬀerences in
anxiety experienced by participants exposed to VR-simulated job interviews
before and after the trainings and suggest adequacy of VR as an assessment tool
sensitive to the changes in internal states of candidates.
Keywords: Virtual reality · Assessment · Anxiety · Emotional state · Psychophysiological measures

1

Introduction

Around the world, job interview is one of the most frequently used methods to assess
candidates for employment [1–3]. The job interview represents a critical moment for
applicants: they expect interviews as part of a selection process [4] fundamental to job
search success [5] and for this reason it often evokes feelings of anxiety and distress [6].
Anxiety is an inherent part of the interview process [7], and it could be related both to
the fact that the interviewer is usually a stranger and talking with strangers could provoke
anxiety [8] and to the lack of control perceived by the applicants [9]. A widely accepted
explanation about the emergence of anxiety is related to the “test-taking anxiety’’. This
view contains two principal components: performance anxiety, conceptualized as fear
of failure, and behavioral anxiety that reﬂects the autonomic arousal due to the testtaking situation. Both these components were expected to be critical to job-interview
situations, as job interviews could be considered as a type of test [10]. Anxiety can impair
the individual’s ability to retain information [11, 12] and thus determine serious impli‐
cations for applicants [13]. For this reason, it is important to design structured situations
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helping applicants to reach a good performance and to reduce the risks of failure of their
experience in a real job interview [14].
Today, thanks to the advances in technologies, Virtual Reality (VR) could represent
a valid chance to overcome the limits related to the exposure in real life [15] and has
been already applied in interventions aimed to reduce public speaking anxiety [16–19]
VR is a human computer interaction in which users are active participants in a computer
generated three-dimensional world [20] so convincing that it allows participants to have
experiences that mimic those of real world. A simulated interactive environment avail‐
able through VR can oﬀer applicants an opportunity to practice and try out new skills
without the worry of embarrassment or the risk of failure. This in turn can lead to
improved job interview performance and, perhaps even more importantly, a sense of
personal control or self-eﬃcacy. Self-eﬃcacy is deﬁned as an individual’s assessment
of his or her ability to perform behaviors in speciﬁc situations [21] and this evaluation
inﬂuences behavior. The ﬁrst and most inﬂuential source of self-eﬃcacy is past perform‐
ance accomplishments. Success experiences (e.g. being able to overcome an obstacle
through eﬀort and perseverance) generally enhance individuals’ beliefs in personal
competence [21]. Applied to applicants to job interview, self-eﬃcacy theory suggests
that the use of VR may provide them with a sense of mastery or self-eﬃcacy and, in
turn, result in improved perception of performance and satisfaction with performance.
Recently, Villani and colleagues [22] compared two diﬀerent settings, an immersive
VR job simulation and a real world simulation that was identical to its VR counterpart
(same interviewer, same questions) but without technological mediation and without
any social and cultural cues, and found that participants experienced higher level of
presence during the virtual interview than in the real world simulation. This result
supports the idea that the experience of presence is inﬂuenced by the ability of meaning
attribution to the experience. In that case the design of the VR environment as a profes‐
sional setting enriched of social and cultural cues traditionally associated to the job
interview context played a critical role.
Thus, VR can be used as an evaluation or a self-evaluation tool that provides infor‐
mation to the candidate about his/her emotional competence in coping with the event.
This enables the candidate to decide whether he/she feels ready to face the situation or
he/she believes that additional emotional skills must be developed to deal with the event
successfully.
The principal aim of this study is to use a VR simulation experience to assess the
emotional state, and speciﬁcally anxiety, of applicants. In particular, we proposed a VR
job simulation experience enriched of social and cultural cues before and after a training
aimed to enhance emotional skills of applicants. We expected to ﬁnd diﬀerences between
the two VR experiences related to applicants anxiety measured both with self-report and
psycho-physiological measures. Speciﬁcally, we hypothesized a reduction of anxiety in
VR experience measured after a training.
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Method

2.1 Participants
Flyers were posted at Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and emails were sent to ﬁnal
years or graduated students of the same University to attract participants. We speciﬁed
that we were interested in selecting people who had never had a job interview before.
Twenty-ﬁve students, 9 males and 16 females, applied to participate and were included
in the study. Participants’ age ranged from 23 to 27 years. They were asked to imagine
that they had applied for a desirable job and that they were undergoing a job interview.
2.2 Design
The VR job simulation was proposed two times during a face-to-face meeting with a
psychologist, before and after a training aimed to enhance emotional skills of applicants.
Participants were randomly assigned to two types of training: a more traditional one
supported by a commercial book or a training supported by an ad hoc iBook developed
using the iBooks Author tool from the Mac App store. Both trainings lasted ﬁve weeks
and were focused on these issues: “prepare yourself for the job interview” (second and
third weeks) included informative vs experiential materials about enhancing the aware‐
ness of candidate’s proﬁle and behavior aspects; “the job interview” (fourth and ﬁfth
weeks) included informative vs experiential materials about managing diﬀerent inter‐
view types; “after the job interview” included informative vs experiential materials
about dealing with the expected reply and evaluating the interview done in order to make
better use of other occasions.
Within the VR job simulation the interview questions were general in nature, in order
to allow participants to answer as if they were being interviewed for a job that they would
like to have. The entire interview included eight questions and was split in half, yielding
two sets of four questions (questions 1–4 vs. questions 5–8) each proposed in a random‐
ized order during the ﬁrst or the second virtual simulation. The items were relatively
short in length, based on concrete ideas, and included only straightforward language, to
ensure that each item described only one idea [23]. Each VR job simulation lasted
approximately 15 min.
2.3 Tools
The virtual environment was developed by using Xtranormal, a cost-free tool available
online which allows non-expert users to easily modify the virtual scenes, in order to best
suit the needs of recreating real world contexts and that has been adapted here for the
speciﬁc goal.
For this experiment the environment was modeled on a typical manager’s oﬃce and
was meant to represent a place that would make the student feel at a job interview.
Figure 1 (a and b) shows two screenshots of the VR environment.
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Fig. 1. The virtual oﬃce developed by using Xtranormal. Figure 1a shows the social and cultural
cues (i.e. private oﬃce, furniture, books). Figure 1b shows the interviewer that is seated at a desk
with laptop and applicant’s Curriculum Vitae in front of her.

2.4 Measures
To identify the aﬀective dimension of the participants, we proposed an integrated multi‐
modal assessment—combining subjective and objective measures.
The State Trait Anxiety Inventory [24, 25] is a self-report questionnaire that assesses
both state and trait anxiety levels. We used the State Anxiety subscale (STAI-S), a 20item measures in which participants rate their level of anxiety to each item on a 4-point
Likert-type scale, to evaluate the ‘‘transitory emotional states’’. The State version was
used as a manipulation check to measure anxiety levels at the end of each VR job simu‐
lation session.
The physiological signals were acquired using a ProComp Inﬁniti device from
Thought Technology, including Biograph Inﬁniti 5.0.2 software to record and export all
raw signals. According to the classic valence-arousal model [26, 27] we considered the
two dimensions of physiological arousal and emotional valence for identifying aﬀective
states in participants during the experimental session. Following the guidelines of task
force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing
and Electrophysiology, typical Heart Rate Variability (HRV) temporal and spectral
method indexes were used to evaluate the autonomic nervous system response [28, 29].
Speciﬁcally, we monitored the cardiovascular activity, by using two indexes such as
Heart Rate (HR) and the ratio between low and high frequency components (LF/HF
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ratio) known as the sympathovagal balance index [30]. A baseline measure of the
psychophysiological parameters was obtained with a 3-min registration in a steady state.

3

Results

Anxiety State Outcome. First of all, the level of anxiety experienced in both VR job
simulations was investigated as measured by STAI State Pre-Post index compared by
using a paired comparison T-test (ﬁrst vs. second session). Results showed signiﬁcant
statistical diﬀerences (t = 2.112, df = 24, p = .045) between the two sessions. In the
ﬁrst session participants experienced a signiﬁcant increase of anxiety state level, while
in the second session they experienced a signiﬁcant decrease of anxiety state level.
Physiological Outcome. The levels of physiological arousal and emotional valence
calibrated on the baseline between the two VR sessions have been compared in order to
verify diﬀerences in participants’ aﬀective states. After the noise reduction process we
excluded some participants from the analyses. Results showed signiﬁcant statistical
diﬀerences both in HR (t = 2.078, df = 19, p = .051), and LF/HF (t = 11.398, df = 14,
p = .001) between the two sessions. We found a signiﬁcant reduction for both indexes.
Descriptive statistics of all measures are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the level of anxiety state change (STAI) and physiological
indexes measured during VR job simulation sessions
STAI Pre VR
STAIPost VR
HR
LF/HF

Session 1 M (SD)
35.92 (8.77)
36.72 (10.03)
11.26 (8.30)
.94 (.21)

Session 2 M (SD)
36.96 (8.39)
34.20 (9.06)
9.47 (6.70)
.24 (.29)

We also analyzed the diﬀerences between the trainings (paper book vs digital book)
and we did not ﬁnd diﬀerences between them.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

Results show differences in anxiety experienced by participants exposed to VR-simulated
job interviews before and after the trainings, both measured with self-report and physio‐
logical signals. In addition to coming out in favor of the trainings’ efficacy, this result
implies an adequacy of VR for providing salient experiences to the participants. In other
words, the results show that such experiences appear sensitive to the changes in internal
states induced by trainings. Indeed, session 1 induced an increase in state anxiety such as
the simulation had been experienced by the participants similarly to a real job interview.
Consistently, after different trainings designed to empower participants’ emotion regula‐
tion skills, the anxiety experienced during the virtual job interview was significantly
reduced. This result does not seem attributable to the lack of novelty of the second virtual
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simulation, given that the group that had followed the Ibook training had more
opportunities to try virtual job interview simulations.
Although the job interviews were simulated by means of VR, featuring cartoon-like
characters and dialogues voiced by actors, the participants experienced them as immer‐
sive resources for meaningful role-playing. Indeed, the use of virtual environments and
virtual characters has been found able to promote motivation for learning in role-playing
[31]. Consistently, previous experiences have shown that such tools are useful to
improve communicational and emotional skills, both in pathological and non-patholog‐
ical contexts [32, 33]. In the present study, the coherence between self-report and phys‐
iological assessment leads us to consider that the VR simulation may be used both as
an assessment experiential tool under laboratory setting, where traditionally the psycho‐
physiological signals are used, and as a self-evaluation experiential tool by the candi‐
dates. Indeed, they reported to be aware of the change in the level of anxiety as measured
by the questionnaire. This opens to the possibility of designing virtual environments for
self-evaluation and self-empowerment, given that both immersive and non-immersive
VR are more and more widespread resources, thanks to the emergence of commercial
VR devices for home gaming and in the mobile technology industry [34].
Generally speaking, the main consequence the present study is that VR-based simu‐
lation of complex real-life experiences can be used to test the eﬀectiveness of trainings
for emotion regulation. In other words, eﬀectiveness can be evaluated not only testing
participants’ emotional reactions to generalized, abstract stimuli, but also to controlled
experiences that resemble (at least in virtual/simulative terms) the actual experiences
they encounter in their own everyday life. Along with previous research [22] the present
study suggests that VR-based simulations can be used as eﬀective surrogates of complex
real-life anxiety triggers, such as the job interview experience. Further research is needed
to understand whether and how such a technology may be improved in its eﬀectiveness
resembling real life, and whether it can be applied to the empowerment of emotion
regulation in multiple real-life problematic context [35].
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Abstract. Many initiatives exist to promote physical activity (PA) in children
but dropouts are a very common outcome. Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) are considered as useful tools to promote adherence in PA.
This study analyzes the acceptance and adherence of an Internet-based exergame
(MOVE-IT) to promote PA compared to a non-technological ambulatory
intervention (NTI). The role of clinicians support is also analyzed. Thirty one
obese children (9–15 aged) were asked to do an exercise routine (3 times/week
along 3 months), using a pamphlet (NTI) or MOVE-IT web. In addition,
MOVE-IT participants were divided into two groups, with and without
(S-EBW/NS-EBW) weekly support. Results showed no differences in adherence
between conditions, but differences were found for acceptability and usability.
MOVE-IT was considered more attractive and entertaining. Furthermore,
S-EBW participants felt more comfortable and conﬁdent in the management of
the program and informed greater intention to use it.
Keywords: Physical activity
Children  Obesity
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1 Introduction
According to the World Health Organization [1], childhood obesity is a serious and
global public health problem and it is increasingly affecting many low and
middle-income countries, especially in urban areas. In recent years the prevalence has
increased at an alarming rate. As “The global strategy on diet, physical activity and
health” [1] points out 42 million children were overweight worldwide. Evidence shows
that obese and overweight children tend to remain obese in adulthood and they are
more likely to develop at an earlier age, noncommunicable diseases such as diabetes
and cardiovascular disease [2]. However, overweight, obesity and related diseases are
largely preventable. Therefore, prevention of childhood obesity should be a priority.
Currently, overweight and obesity are more determined by environmental factors
than by genetics ones [3] and physical inactivity and sedentary lifestyles are considered
as crucial risks factors. For this reason, the promotion of physical activity (PA) among
young people is considered as a priority for public health [4]. Many initiatives have been
undertaken in order to promote PA in adults, children and adolescents. However,
dropouts and failure of the proposed programs are a very common outcome [5].
Approximately 50% of individuals who start an exercise program abandon it in the ﬁrst 6
months [6]. Therefore, the study of the variables that influence the acquisition and
maintenance of PA becomes increasingly more relevant, especially in the adolescent
stage where if achieved PA tends to keep to adulthood with health beneﬁts [7]. Is needed
to incorporate new ways to prescribe PA and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are considered as useful tools to study the variables involved in the
practice of PA and promote adhesion to these types of interventions and prescriptions.
Most interventions to promote PA have been applied in schools, especially for
preventive purposes. However, interventions in this context are not able to respond
speciﬁcally to the needs and peculiarities of overweight and obese children. Interventions implemented at hospital and clinical settings can be more easily adapted to the
characteristics of these children providing a much more intensive and focused treatment.
However, these interventions neither are exempt from difﬁculties such as cost and
adherences. Lison et al. [8] compared the effect of a PA intervention for the treatment of
childhood obesity in two contexts: hospital (face-to-face 3 times a week in sessions of
60 min) and ambulatory settings (pamphlet with PA instructions to be performed at
home). Results of this study showed that both hospital and ambulatory interventions
were effective and a reduction of BMI Z and waist circumference after 6 months.
However, the ambulatory intervention was less expensive, allowed participant´s greater
flexibility, more privacy, more resources and involved parents and siblings.
In order to make more attractive the set of exercises, promote their availability at
home, increase acceptance, adherence and expand the number of users who may receive
the intervention, our group has designed an Internet-based exergame website (MOVE-IT)
which replicates the exercise routine which has been shown to be effective [8]. The aim of
this study is to analyze the acceptance and adherence of this Internet-based exergame
(MOVE-IT) to promote PA in a sample of obese children, compared to a
non-technological ambulatory intervention (NTI, a pamphlet). In addition, the role of
clinicians support in acceptance and adherence of MOVE-IT is also explored and two
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groups with and without (S-EBW/NS-EBW) support of professionals are compared. It is
expected to ﬁnd higher scores in adherence and acceptance in those participants using
MOVE-IT than those in NTI condition. Also, the participants in the supported
exergame-based website (S-EBW) will obtain higher scores in adherence and acceptance
compared to a non- supported web condition (NS-EBW).

2 Materials and Methods
2.1

Participants

Participants were recruited from the Unit Pediatric of the General Hospital of Valencia.
The ﬁnal sample was composed by 31 children (67.7% boys and 32.3% girls; 9–15
aged) with BMIz scores of the 2.12 (SD = 0, 41) in overweight and obesity treatment.
Participants were randomly assigned in three conditions: 9 participants in NTI group,
10 participants in S-EBW group and 12 participants in NS-EBW group.
2.2

Instruments

The following questionnaires were designed ad hoc for this study:
(a) Questionnaire about video games and physical activity: It evaluates the use of
video games (frequency, platform type, active video games, etc.) and sports habits
(frequency, type and time of practice)
(b) Questionnaire about acceptance and satisfaction with the intervention: It was
adapted to each of the 3 experimental conditions. It is composed by 11 questions
evaluated by a Likert scale of 5 possible answers. The internal consistency was
0.812.
(c) Questionnaire about usability of the intervention: it was developed and adapted to
each of the 3 experimental conditions. It was composed by 9 questions evaluated
by a Likert scale of 5 possible answer. The internal consistency was 0.419.
(d) Registration of use of “MOVE-IT”: Frequency of days and hours using the
platform.
(e) Physical activity intervention and “MOVE-IT”: It consists in a sheet which
appears the days of the week and weekends of the intervention and participants
note whether they have practiced exercise routine.

2.3

Procedure

Parent consent and child assent were obtained before data collection and intervention.
After that, participants were assigned to each of the 3 experimental condition (NTI,
S-EBW, NS-EBW) with 2 moments of assessment (pre and post intervention). The
intervention lasted 3 months.
In all conditions participants were asked to make the set exercises at least 3 times a
week. Similarly, the set of exercises increased the level of difﬁculty gradually and
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included resistance training and an aerobic activity. In the NTI condition participants
received a pamphlet (paper with instructions and explanatory drawings). At the end,
participants received a pencil-and- paper self-report and the date of the next session in
3 months. In both MOVE-IT conditions, participants had login and password to a web
page “MOVE-IT” (http://moveit-etiobe.com/) which is self-administered and they had
to repeat a set of exercises that avatar performed. In addition, participants received a
CD with an explanation of the program and a demonstration of each exercise. Participants were asked to access “MOVE-IT” at least 3 times a week. In addition, the
S-EBW condition (but not in the NS-EBW), participants received weekly emails with
reminder and encouraging messages.

3 Results
3.1

Adherence to the Program

Regarding the adherence to the intervention 2 variables (frequency and regularity in the
use of the program) were considered:
(a) Comparison of MOVE-IT (S-EBW/NS-EBW) and (NTI). Regarding the frequency
of use of the program, one way ANOVA was conducted between the 2 conditions,
and no differences were found between both conditions, F(1,26) = 0.001 = 0.981.
In the NTI condition (M = 20.13, SD = 20.23) and in the S- EBW/NS-EBW
(M = 19.9, SD = 23). As for the regularity in the use of the program, Chi square
test was used and no differences were found between conditions X2 (1) = 4, 178,
p = 0, 056
(b) Comparison of offering weekly support (S-EBW) or not (NS-EBW). Regarding the
frequency of use one way was conducted and no differences were found, F
(1,18) = 0.191 = 0.667, between both conditions. As for the regularity in the use
of the program, Chi square test was used and no differences were found between
both conditions X2 (1) = 0.069 p > 0.05.

3.2

Acceptability and Usability

(a) A.Comparison of MOVE-IT (S-EBW/NS-EBW) and NTI. One way ANOVA was
conducted between the 2 conditions and signiﬁcant differences were found in
usability, acceptance and satisfaction, F(1,28) = 4.375, p = .045; n = 0.125.
Participants in the MOVE-IT condition found it more entertaining than participants in the NTI condition (see Tables 1 and 2) Regarding the opinion of children
on learning through intervention the participants in the MOVE-IT condition found
it easier to learn the use of program than participants in NTI condition, F
(1,28) = 6.049 p = 0.020; n = 0.168.
(b) Comparison of offering weekly support (S-EBW) or not (NS-EBW). One way
ANOVA was conducted and signiﬁcant differences were found in usability and
acceptability. The participants in the S-EBW condition showed higher scores in
usability and acceptability of the intervention (see Tables 3 and 4). Signiﬁcant
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics: Acceptance
MOVE-IT
M (SD)
Do you like to do it?
3,13 (1,16)
Do you prefer it?
2,83 (1,29)
Would you recommend it your friends?
3,22 (0,75)
Does it facilitate you to do PA?
3,09 (1,23)
Does it seem you entertaining?
3, 22 (1,11)
Does it seem you funny?
3,27 (1,12)
Does it hooked you?
2,31 (1,28)
Does it seem you difﬁcult to use?
1,31 (0,77)
If you could continue to use it. Would you do it?
2,81 (1,18)
Do you think you have improved your ﬁtness after using it? 2,77 (1,34)
Does it help you to be more physically active?
3,22 (1,23)

NTI
M (SD)
2,50 (0,84)
2,00 (1,15)
3,20 (1,23)
3,20 (0,91)
2,40 (0,84)
2,40 (1,07)
2,20 (1,22)
1,70 (0,82)
2,70 (1,16)
2,60 (0,52)
3,20 (1,13)

Table 2. Descriptive statistics: Usability

Did it take you a lot of time to learn how to use it?
Did it you seem difﬁcult?
Did you like the design?
Did it seem complicated to use?
Would you like to use it more often?
Do you think other children quickly learn to use it?
Did you feel comfortable and conﬁdent with the management of
the program?
Would you use it every day?
Did it seem you helpful?

MOVE-IT
M (SD)
1,54 (0,80)
2,27 (1,48)
3,23 (1,19)
1,13 (0,64)
2,90 (1,02)
3,90 (1,02)
3,40 (1,81)

NTI
M (SD)
1,70 (0,82)
2,22 (0,83)
3,30 (1,49)
1,40 (0,96)
3,00 (1,24)
2,90 (1,20)
3,20 (1,22)

3,14 (1,06)
3,75 (0,91)

2,80 (1,03)
3,50 (0,85)

differences between 2 conditions were found in comfort and conﬁdence in the use
of the program [F (1, 19) = 4, 104 p = 0, 0178; n = 0, 238], intention of everyday
use of the program [F (1,18) = 15, 474 p = 0,001 n = 0,462] and the belief of
improving their ﬁtness after the intervention [F (1, 19) = 4,125 p = 0,056;
n = 0,179]. The participants in the S-EBW condition showed higher scores in
comfort and conﬁdence in the use of the program, in the intention of everyday use
it and the belief of improving their ﬁtness. In addition, the weekly support was
evaluated by participants as a good communication means, easy to use and very
useful to achieve the objectives of the intervention.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics: Acceptance
NS-EBW
M (SD)
Do you like to do it?
3,00 (1,18)
Do you prefer it?
2,60 (1,26)
Would you recommend it your friends?
3,27 (0,78)
Does it facilitate you to do PA?
3,09 (1,13)
Does it seem you entertaining?
3,45 (1,03)
Does it seem you funny?
3,45 (1,12)
Does it hooked you?
2,36 (1,36)
Does it seem you difﬁcult to use?
1,18 (0,60)
If you could continue to use it. Would you do it?
3,00 (0,90)
Do you think you have improved your ﬁtness after using it? 2,27 (0,90)
Does it help you to be more physically active?
3,18 (1,16)

S-EBW
M (SD)
3,30 (1,19)
3,12 (1,35)
3,18 (0,75)
3,09 (1,37)
3,00 (1,18)
3,00 (1,09)
2,27 (1,27)
1,45 (0,93)
2,63 (1,43)
3,27 (1,56)
3,27 (1,35)

Table 4. Descriptive statistics: Usability

Did it take you a lot of time to learn how to use it?
Did it you seem difﬁcult?
Did you like the design?
Did it seem complicated to use?
Would you like to use it more often?
Do you think other children quickly learn to use it?
Did you feel comfortable and conﬁdent with the management of
the program?
Would you use it every day?
Did it seem you helpful?
Did ICTs seem you helpful for PA?
Did MOVE-IT seem you easy to start?

MOVE-IT
M (SD)
1,63 (0,92)
2,18 (1,54)
3,73 (0,65)
1,27 (0,90)
2,82 (0,98)
3,54 (0,93)
2,90 (1,04)

NTI
M(SD)
1,40 (0,69)
2,40 (1,50)
2,70 (1,42)
1,00 (0,00)
3,00 (1,10)
4,20 (1,01)
3,90 (1,14)

2,50 (0,71)
3,90 (0,74)
2,8 (1,23)
2,5 (1,84)

3,73 (1,10)
3,67 (0,88)
3,7 (1,25)
4,30 (0,82)

4 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to analyze the acceptance and adherence to an Internet-based
exergame (MOVE-IT) to promote PA in a sample of obese children and compared to a
non-technological intervention. In addition, the role of the support on acceptance and
adherence of Internet-based exergame was also explored and two groups with and
without support (S-EBW/NS-EBW) were compared.
In relation to the adherence with the intervention the results did not support the
hypothesis, as no signiﬁcant differences between MOVE-IT and NTI were found.
These results are in the line with those found in other study [9], which observed that
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children who used pencil and paper self-report showed more adherence in the intervention that children that used technological self-report. Participants in the pencil and
paper condition ﬁlled out more records than participants in technological condition.
However, when the complete records were taken into account, these differences disappeared because in the technological condition the records were more complete.
Authors argued that in pencil and paper condition, participants could modify the
information and in fact children reported that completed the self-report just before
delivering. Therefore, the lack of differences could be due to a problem of reliability.
Regarding to the analyses of the acceptability and usability of the program, the
results supported the hypothesis. The participants in MOVE-IT condition had higher
scores than those in NTI condition. These results suggest that the web platform is more
attractive and more entertaining than traditional interventions [9]. In this sense, the web
platform could help to combat the major difﬁculties that professionals have encountered
in the interventions such as lack of motivation, dropouts and failure. If children considerer the intervention more attractive and more entertaining is more likely that they
continue the intervention.
Regarding the role of support in adherence with the intervention the results did not
support the hypothesis, as no signiﬁcant differences between both conditions
(S-EBW/NS-EBW) were found. These results suggest that the weekly email support
was not effective to promote adherence in the intervention and would be interesting to
use other ways of support.
As for the acceptability and usability of the program comparing S-EBW/NS-EBW
conditions, the results supported the hypothesis. The participants in the S-EBW condition felt more comfortable and conﬁdent in the management of the program than the
participants in the NS-EBW condition. In addition, they informed greater intention to
make daily use of the program and they expressed that their ﬁtness improved. The
weekly support was evaluated by participants as a good communication means, easy to
use and very useful to achieve the objectives of the intervention. Therefore, although
the weekly email support was not effective to promote adherence, was considered more
acceptable and usable. These results suggest that the support provided in this intervention was assessed positively but it was insufﬁcient and other ways of support should
be explored.
Some limitations of the current study should be noted. The ﬁrst one is the small
sample size (N = 31). Another limitation was the absence of a control group treatment.
For this reason, it is not possible to discriminate between the effects caused by PA
program and other factors (regression to the mean, the natural evolution, etc.) Finally,
the third limitation was the variables used to measure adherence to the program. In
MOVE-IT condition the data was extracted directly from the web while in the NTI
condition the data was extracted from the paper self-register with limitations of reliability and validity.
Despite of limitations, this study represents one of the ﬁrst initiatives that assess an
Internet-based exergame as a tool for ambulatory intervention in the ﬁeld of childhood
obesity. Our study found as the platform is more attractive and easier to use that the
traditional pamphlet and it allows the collection of more reliable and valid data that the
traditional self-register. With respect to the support, it has a positive impact in the
acceptability and usability of the platform. However, we did not found signiﬁcant
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influence in the adherence to the program, although it increased the scores in acceptability and usability.
For future implementation, the web platform is being introduced as a tool for the
treatment of obesity and overweight in children. In fact, the MOVE-IT has been
inserted into the ETIOBE system [10], a treatment program for childhood obesity in
order to strengthen the speciﬁc component of PA in treatment program. Is necessary the
development of this programs to give more importance to the PA in the control of body
weight.
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Abstract. Adolescence is a crucial period to learn Emotional Regulation
(ER) strategies to prevent future psychological problems. This work is aimed to
test the efﬁcacy of GameTeen System (GT-System), a serious game that teaches
ER strategies to regulate joy (VAS scale) and perceived arousal (FAS scale) in a
non-clinical sample of adolescents. We conducted a between-participants
experiment in which participants (N = 63) played a joy induction game, and
then an ER game using one of three types of devices (computer, smartphone,
and RGB-D camera). Results revealed that GT-System was only effective in
increase perceived arousal after the joy induction game and decrease after the
ER game. Statistically signiﬁcant differences were found between devices
conditions after the joy induction game (more intense perceived arousal was
reported by participants in RGB-D camera). This ﬁnding highlights that the type
of device could be an important variable in the efﬁcacy of serious game.
Keywords: Adolescents
interface

 Emotional regulation  Joy  Serious games  User

1 Introduction
Emotional dysregulation (ED) has been deﬁned as “the difﬁculties in the intensity,
frequency, and duration of emotional responses, as well as difﬁculties modulating
emotional experiences in effective and adaptive ways” [1]. Adolescence is a crucial
developmental period in where there are more typically problems of ED [2]. For this
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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reason, learning Emotional Regulation (ER) strategies is considered an important
component in the treatment of psychological disorders in childhood and adolescence [3].
Serious games have become a powerful tool to provide training in ER strategies to
adolescents. For example, RAGE-control (“Regulate and Gain Emotional Control”) [4],
ROC (“Reach Out Central”) [5], and SPARX (“Smart, Positive, Active, Realistic,
X-factor thoughts”) [6] have proved effective computers applications to teach ER
strategies (i.e., relaxation techniques, cognitive behavior skills) in adolescents with
emotional problems (i.e., aggressiveness, anxiety, depression).
Until now, few serious games teach ER strategies in non-clinical samples, and they
have been more focused on adolescents with mental health problems. GameTeen
System (GT-System) is a Virtual Reality (VR) system designed to train, evaluate, and
monitor emotions and ER strategies that adolescents applied in their daily life [7].
Emotions are induced through a serious game, and subsequently participants have to
learn and apply two ER strategies through other games focused on slow breathing and
distraction. A previous study has shown that GameTeen games have been effective to
increase and decrease frustration [7].
In order to study the user’s experience in games, the “interface embodiment” is
receiving special interest in the last years [8]. In this line, in a previous study we have
analyzed the effect of the type of interface device (computer, smartphone, and RGB-D
camera) on the efﬁcacy of our GT-System to induce and reduce frustration [9]. The
results showed differences among devices, and those participants who used the RGB-D
camera (interacting with the full body), experienced less frustration after the induction
game. We concluded that the participation of the body affected the users’ emotional
experience, and the type of device is a crucial variable in the efﬁcacy of serious games.
In the present study, we explore the efﬁcacy of GT-System to regulate a “positive”
emotion (joy), and the influence of the type of user interface embodiment on users’
emotional experience. The speciﬁc objectives are: 1) to validate the GT-System (“joy
induction game”) for teaching ER strategies (“breathing strategy game”) in adolescents, and 2) to analyze the impact of user interface embodiment in the users’ emotional responses. We expect that:
H1. The GT-System (“joy induction game” and “breathing strategy game”) will be
effective to induce and regulate joy and perceived arousal.
H2. Participants in the RGB-D camera condition will report more intense joy and
perceived arousal than in the other two interface conditions (computer and
smartphone).

2 Materials and Methods
2.1

Participants

The sample consisted of 63 volunteers (37 males) of a public High School (N = 51)
and a Summer School (N = 12) aged from 10 to 16 years old (M = 13.62; SD = 1.27).
Parent’s informed consents were signed prior to their inclusion. Participants were
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randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: Computer (CC; N = 31), Smartphone
(SC; N = 20) and RGB-D Camera (RCC; N = 12).

2.2

Instruments

The following quantitative measures were used:
• Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) [10]. It measures joy mood on a Likert scale from 1
(not at all) to 7 (completely).
• Felt Arousal Scale (FAS) [11]. It measures perceived arousal through a series of
stylized drawings of faces on a Likert scale from 1 (very sleepy) to 5 (very alert).

2.3

Mood Induction and ER Procedure

• Joy induction game: It is a VR-based game, designed to induce positive mood
(joy) in participants. The scene simulates an amusement park scene with many
colorful balloons that appear in the sky continuously for 3 min. The objective is to
prick the maximum possible number of balloons with different types of ammunition. Moreover, feedback messages (i.e., “You are achieving the goal”) are displayed every 30 s during the game (see Fig. 1).
• Breathing strategy game [7]: It is a VR-based game, where users have to follow the
movement of a virtual feather, which goes up and down during 45 s.
For a more detailed description of the technical characteristics, see [9].

2.4

Procedure

Sample was recruited from the High School and Summer School. Researchers invited
the students to participate in a virtual experience. The study was approved by the
Internal Review Board at the University of Valencia. In order to randomly assign
participants to one of the three conditions (CC, SC and RCC), the Random Allocation
Software program was used. Participants fulﬁlled VAS and FAS scales before and after

Fig. 1. Pictures of joy induction game.
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the joy induction game. If joy scores exceeded 3 points or more on VAS and 2 or more
on FAS, participants played the breathing strategy game. The experiment lasted about
20 min.

2.5

Statistical Data Analyses

In order to explore the efﬁcacy of the GT-System and the influence of the type of
different interface devices on the emotional experience, a repeated measures mixed
ANOVA was performed, with the moment (pre-induction phase, induction phase,
regulation phase) as within-factor and the group (CC, SC, and RCC) as between-factor.
Analyses were performed using SPSS 22.0 (IBM) for Windows.

3 Results
3.1

Efﬁcacy of the Mood Induction (Joy Induction Game) and ER
(Breathing Strategy Game) Procedure

(a) Vas Scale (joy). A 3  3 ANOVA did not revealed a main effect for moment,
indicating that the games were not effective in increasing and decreasing joy, F(2,
120) = 2.18, p > .05, g2p ¼ :03. No statistically signiﬁcant differences were found
between groups, F(2, 60) = 2.27, p > .05, g2p ¼ :07. Moreover, there was not a signiﬁcant moment x group interaction effect, F(4, 120) = .28, p > .05, g2p ¼ :01 (see
Table 1 and Fig. 2).
(b) FAS Scale. A 3  3 ANOVA revealed a main effect for moment, indicating that
the games were effective in increasing and decreasing perceived arousal, F
(2,120) = 24.95, p < .001, g2p ¼ :29. Statistically signiﬁcant differences were found
between groups, F(2, 60) = 3.33, p < .05, g2p ¼ :1. Moreover, there was a signiﬁcant
moment x group interaction effect, F(4,120) = 2.86, p < .05, η2p = .08 (see Table 2 and
Fig. 3). According to Cohen’s (1988) indications, the effect size was moderate
(g2p [ :06). Post-hoc analyses using Bonferroni correction indicated that the mean for
perceived arousal differs depending on the moment and the group. After the induction

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for joy VAS.
Joy on the VAS scale
Pre-induction phase
M (SD)
95% CI
Computer
5.03 (1.05) 4.61, 5.46
Smartphone
4.85 (1.19) 4.32, 5.38
RGB-D camera 5.03 (1.18) 4.65, 6.02

Induction phase
M (SD)
95% CI
5.29 (1.19) 4.90, 5.68
5.05 (1.05) 4.56, 5.54
5.83 (.83) 5.20, 6.46

Regulation phase
M (SD)
95% CI
5.16 (1.10) 4.75, 5.57
4.85 (1.22) 4.34, 5.36
5.75 (1.05) 5.09, 6.40
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Computer
Smartphone
RGB-D camera
Pre-induction
phase

Induction
phase

Regulation
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Fig. 2. Mean scores for joy on the VAS scale (out of 7) for different interface devices
(computer, smartphone and RGB-D camera) in three experimental phases.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for perceived arousal FAS scores.
Perceived arousal on the FAS scale
Pre-induction phase
M (SD)
95% CI
Computer
2.06 (.85) 1.70, 2.43
Smartphone
2.55 (1.19) 2.09, 3
RGB-D camera 2.83 (1.11) 2.24, 3.42

Induction phase
M (SD)
95% CI
2.54 (.96) 2.20, 2.90
2.55 (1.05) 2.11, 2.99
3.42 (.90) 2.85, 3.98

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Regulation
M (SD)
1.94 (.81)
1.55 (.76)
2.17 (.83)

phase
95% CI
1.65, 2.22
1.19, 1.91
1.70, 2.63

Computer
Smartphone
RGB-D camera
Pre-induction
phase

Induction
phase

Regulation
phase

Fig. 3. Mean scores for perceived arousal on the FAS scale (out of 5) for different interface
devices (computer, smartphone and RGB-D camera) in three experimental phases.

phase, perceived arousal increased signiﬁcantly in the CC and RCC groups (p < .05)
than the SC group. However, after the regulation phase, perceived arousal decreased
signiﬁcantly in all groups (p < .05).
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4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to test the efﬁcacy of the GT-System taking account a
new mood induction procedure (MIP) (“joy induction game”) for teaching ER strategies (“breathing strategy game”) in a non-clinical population, and to analyze the role of
different interface devices. The ﬁrst hypothesis assumed that the GT-System would be
efﬁcacious in inducing and regulating joy and perceived arousal on all devices, and the
second hypothesis assumed that these measures would be more intense for the RCC
group. Regarding joy (VAS scale), the GT-System was not effective in increase this
emotion after the MIP and decrease after the ER procedure (breathing strategy game)
on all groups. Whereas for perceived arousal (FAS scale), results were different
depending on the interface device. Only in the CC and RCC groups, perceived arousal
increased signiﬁcantly after the MIP. However, it decreased signiﬁcantly in all groups
after the ER procedure. Therefore, the ﬁrst hypothesis was supported partially in terms
of perceived arousal. Also the second hypothesis was supported partially for perceived
arousal (it was more intense in the RCC group and also in the CC group after the MIP).
The fact that the GT-System has not been effective in inducing and regulating the
target emotion (joy) could be explained by the high initial levels of joy (VAS scale)
scores in the pre-induction phase on all groups. This result is not in line with previous
studies that showed GT-System as an effective tool to regulate a negative emotion,
frustration (the scores of frustration on the VAS scale were lower in the pre-induction
phase on all groups) [7, 9].
Regarding perceived arousal, the results of the present study point out that the type
of interface device can affect the user’s experience. The differences between CC and
RCC groups with respect to SC group after the induction phase could be due to
differences in the degree of sensory richness (i.e., from larger screen in CC and RCC
groups to smaller screens in SC group), or the involvement of the body (motor system)
in interacting with the interface (i.e., from moving the mouse in the CC group, moving
the ﬁnger in the SC group to interacting with the whole body in the RCC group). The
decrease in perceived arousal (FAS scale) after the breathing strategy game in all
groups is in accordance with previous literature showing that ER techniques (i.e.,
relaxation skills) during the games are effective in reducing intense emotional states
that involve very high arousal values [4–6].
In general, the GT-System (“joy induction game” and “breathing strategy game”)
could be a useful tool to teach ER strategies in a non-clinical sample of adolescents,
particularly in regulating perceived arousal. It allows them to develop the ability to
identify and modify arousal during the games.
Adolescence is crucial period to learn to control and manage the emotions in
adaptive way to avoid episodes of ED. The technologies could be an important channel
to disseminate ER programs because they are so close to adolescents, who use them the
most [12].
This research has some limitations. First, the sample size of the RCC group
(N = 12) is smaller than the CC (N = 31) and SC (N = 20) groups. Second, the sample
was composed of non-clinical adolescents, and so this study should be replicated in
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clinical patients (i.e., depression). Third, follow-ups would be necessary to corroborate
that the short-term beneﬁts obtained here, maintain over time.
In future studies, the sense of being in the game (“presence”), and physiological
measures, such as heart rate or the galvanic skin response could be analyzed. In this
sense, physiological measures could increase the potential of ER training through
serious games, by providing biofeedback to the participants and therefore making them
more aware of how the game is affecting their emotions and their physiological status.
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Abstract. The current trend of increase in children obesity is worrying govern‐
ments around the world and urgent actions are requested. The promotion of
Nutrition Education in early stages has shown to be a factor to prevent the gain
of weight in children. A tool that is gaining popularity in teaching contents to
children are the Serious Games. The objective of this paper is to describe two
Serious Games, Pickit! and Cookit! that has as objective to teach Nutrition
Education to children between 9 to 12 years old. These games form part of the
Modifying Eating and Attitudes through Learning platform, a pedagogical tool
created for nutritionists and primary school teachers to transfer nutritional knowl‐
edge to children. These games contain relevant elements in the design of Serious
Games as are avatars, levels and a system of points. It is expected that trough
these games the children will increase their nutritional education knowledge.
Keywords: Nutritional education · Serious game · ICT platform · Children

1

Introduction

A healthy and balanced nutrition is important for the development of children. However,
there is a current tendency of infants to eat in an unhealthy way, and to have a sedentary
life, and this bring important health problems as obesity [1]. Currently, overweight and
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obesity aﬀects millions of children around the world; according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) in 2013 there were around 42 million with overweight or
obesity [2].
Several attempts have been done in order to reduce or prevent this tendency. One of
the most important is promoting Nutrition Education (NE) in children population [3].
NE is deﬁned as “any combination of educational strategies, accompanied by environ‐
mental supports, designed to facilitate voluntary adoption of food choices and other food
and nutrition- related behaviors conducive to health and well-being; NE is delivered
through multiple venues and involves activities at the individual, community, and policy
levels” (3, p 176-177). Also, it has been identiﬁed that the most recommended context
to implement NE to children is through interventions in primary schools [4].
Regarding school-based interventions, Serious Games (SG´s) are one of the most
innovative tools that have been designed to provide educational contents to children.
Although there are several deﬁnitions of SG’s, most researchers and developers agree
that they are games used for purposes other than main entertainment, they inherit some
of the game play characteristics from entertainment games and have focused on a prin‐
cipal goal as could be training or learning, with the objective of applying the learnt
lessons in real-life work environments [5].
The MEAL (Modifying Eating and Attitudes through Learning) platform has been
designed to implement a NE training for teachers and nutritionists in order to learn how
to teach NE to children [6]. This platform is part of the MEAL project, an European
Project funded under the Lifelong Learning Program (Project number: 543535LLP-1-2013-1-ES-KA3-KA3MP). The platform contains two SG’s, used as comple‐
mentary tools to help the professionals to reinforce the lessons taught. The objective of
this paper is to describe the SG’s included in the platform MEAL, as long with their
components, objectives, diﬀerent levels and main characteristics.

2

Serious Games in MEAL Platform

The two SG’s contained in the MEAL platform are: Pickit! and Cookit! They have been
developed according to the characteristics of children on the range of age of 9 to 12
years old, and they contain basic elements that are considered relevant as a system of
points, a ranking, and diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty [7]. Also at the moment of designing
these SG´s there were considered the main characteristics that according to the scientiﬁc
literature should have the SG´s to motivate and excite the player, and therefore are
perceived as acceptable and fun by those players. Among those characteristics we can
ﬁnd that the SG´s should has a clear system of competition with other players or the
game itself, and goals to achieve inside the game, a clear system of rules of what is
allowed and not to do inside the game, the option to perform choices, as could be to
select or not an aliment, and establishment of challenges in order to overcome and make
more fun the game [8], among others.
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2.1 Pickit!
The ﬁrst game that the children play as part of the MEAL program, is Pickit! http://
www.mealproject.eu/ the game has been translated to 5 languages (English, Spanish,
German, Norwegian, and Italian). This SG is aimed to teach to the children the compo‐
sition of foods and their classiﬁcation according to the food pyramid, as are whole grains,
fruits and vegetables, milk and dairy products, ﬁsh, meat, oil, and sugared aliments (see
Fig. 1). Pickit! includes a system of points where the child is rewarded when he/she
performs a task requested by the game, and the player loose points when he/she does an
action that is not requested. Also, this game was designed with a mechanism to use the
time that the player takes to ﬁnish the game into adding or reducing points, meaning this
that if the player ﬁnished the game in a short amount of time will be rewarded with extra
points, and if the player takes a long period of time then he/she will lose points.

Fig. 1. Main screen with the instructions Fig. 2. Example of junk food in the second
provided to the player in the SG Pickit!
level of Pickit!

At the beginning the player is requested to choose a character. There are two avatars
available (boy and girl). In this SG the child controls a shopping cart and has the instruc‐
tion of only selecting the aliments that are requested. For example, to pick only fruits
or vegetables, and in this case if the child picks an aliment diﬀerent the system reduces
points and shows a message of error. Also as part of this game the child has to avoid
picking junk food that appears in the game (see Fig. 2). Pickit! has 3 diﬀerent levels,
and provides a summary of the points achieved when the player ﬁnishes. In the ﬁrst level
the player is requested to pick only aliments that contain carbohydrates and vegetables.
In the second level the instruction is to select only aliments that are fruits and dairy. In
the third level the player is requested to pick only aliments with meat proteins. When
the children ﬁnishes the game, the system provides a total score of the points gained and
the total time that the player lasted to ﬁnish the 3 levels.
2.2 Cookit!
The second game included in the MEAL platform has the objective to teach to the players
about the percentages of energy/calories, healthy and unhealthy levels for diﬀerent
ingredients and foods that are usually found at any home. This game has been also
translated to 5 languages. At the beginning of the game, the player is asked to select a
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male or female avatar. Although during the game the player does not see an avatar as in
Pickit! at the end of the game the selected character appears to provide a positive or
negative feedback regarding the choices that the player made during the play (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Positive feedback provided by the game Fig. 4. Example of the indicator displayed in
Cookit!
the SG Cookit!

In this game the children receive as instruction to compose a breakfast, meal or
dinner; then, several aliments appear, among healthy (e.g. vegetables, fruits juice, whole
meal bread, etc.) and unhealthy ones (e.g. bacon, chocolate, cakes, etc.) and the children
could select as much as he/she wants. The game includes 3 general indicators: (1) level
of energy of each aliment, (2) percentage of healthy elements of the aliment, and (3)
percentage of unhealthy components of the aliment (see Fig. 4). The system also contains
a general indicator to tell the sum of the total of energy, healthy and unhealthy elements
according to the aliments selected. Regardless selecting the option to compose any of
the 3 meals, the children will have to select one main dish and a secondary one, along
with a beverage. At the end of the gameplay, the system provides a feedback regarding
the decisions made by the player. This feedback will be positive (congratulations) if the
child composes a healthy breakfast, meal or dinner, and it will be negative (warning) if
the child selects a small amount of food or selects mostly hyper caloric food. Also this
SG provides at the end a total score of the energy, healthy and unhealthy percentage of
the total of the aliments selected.

3

Conclusions

These two SGs included in the MEAL platform have the objective to help teachers and
nutritionists in their task of providing relevant NE to children population. This work is
currently in progress and it is expected that these two SG´s will help the professionals
to provide relevant contents of nutrition to children, and since they were designed
considering the characteristics of eﬀective SG´s it is expected that they will show high
levels of acceptance as a teaching tool.
Also, it is expected that through these technological tools the children will learn
concepts related with NE in a faster and funnier way. SG´s have been found to be a more
enjoyable method for children to learn diverse subjects than traditional methods of
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learning, and also these games could help the educators to use a more ﬂexible and less
restrictive method of teaching [9].
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Abstract. Active ageing is the process of optimizing health, social participation
and security in order to enhance the quality of life of older individuals. Building
on the paradigm of Positive Technology, we argue that new advanced technologies may offer interesting solutions to enhance well-being in the elderly.
Speciﬁcally, digital games deserve a special attention because recent studies
show that the elderly are receptive towards the adoption of digital games and the
number of older gamers is increasing. In the present contribution, we review the
potential of digital games in enhancing positive emotions, engagement and
social connectedness, and outline future challenges for research and guidelines
for game designers interested in this peculiar ﬁeld.
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1 Introduction
It is well-known that one of the deﬁning features of our society is that it is an “ageing
society”. By 2050, the ageing population (aged 65 and over) is projected to increase to
1.25 billion, accounting for 22% of the entire world’s population [1]. Although the
dramatic increase in life expectancy poses several critical challenges for health-care
systems, since age-related diseases will consequently result in a dramatic increase in
the use and costs of health services, there is a signiﬁcant number of elderly individuals
who wish to remain physically and cognitively healthy.
This shift in the deﬁnition of the ageing led institutions such as the World Health
Organization to introduce concepts such as the so-called ‘‘active ageing’’ [2, 3], which
may be deﬁned as the process of optimizing health, social participation and security in
order to enhance the quality of life of older individuals. Specifying the initial framework proposed by the World Health Organization [2], Walker [4, 5] explained the
principles for building a strategy for structuring successful actions for active ageing and
assigned a key role for well-being. Speciﬁcally, Walker [4, 5] emphasized that the “ﬁrst
principle” for all active ageing strategies should be the enhancement of individual and
social well-being. It is interesting to note the also in considering elderly individuals,
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health is no more merely considered as the “absence of disease”, but it is began to be
conceived in a more holistic way, integrating also the social, cultural and psychological
aspects. Indeed, the relationship between well-being and ageing is triggering considerable attention [6]. As recently highlighted by Steptoe and co-workers [6] in their
Lancet paper: “As life expectancy increases and treatments for life-threatening disease
become more effective, the issue of maintaining wellbeing at advanced ages is growing
in importance” (p. 604).
The question is how to effectively promote well-being for an active and healthy
ageing society. The incredible development of new advanced technologies may offer
interesting solutions so that the full potential of active ageing will be achieved. In this
direction, over the past decade, new disciplines have been developed for speciﬁcally
exploiting the potentiality of technology for the elderly, such as the “gerontechnology”,
which refers to the “study of technology for ensuring good health, full social participation, and independent living throughout the entire life span” [7]. However, a theoretical perspective which may speciﬁcally guide the technological development
emphasizing the promotion of well-being is that of Positive Technology [8–10]. Built
on the conceptual framework of Positive Psychology [11–13], which can be deﬁned as
the scientiﬁc investigation of well-being to understand how exploiting human strengths
and virtues to allow individuals, communities and societies to flourish, Positive
Technology appears to be a promising approach to develop advanced technologies for
both physical and mental health. More speciﬁcally, following the classiﬁcation proposed by Seligman in analyzing the construct of well-being [14], it is possible to
classify three different types of “positive technologies” [8–10] according to their roles
in promoting different layers of well-being: (i) hedonic positive technologies: the use of
advanced technologies to enhance positive emotions and to support enjoyable experiences (“the pleasant life”); (ii) eudaimonic positive technologies: the use of advanced
technologies to support enriching, meaningful and self-actualizing experiences (“the
engaged life”); and (iii) social/interpersonal positive technologies: the use of advanced
technologies to connect individuals and groups improving social integration (“the
meaningful life”).

2 How to Promote Well-Being in Elderly: The Role
of Positive Gaming
Focusing our attention on what Seligman called the “pleasant life” [14] (i.e., achieved
through the continuous experiencing of pleasant experiences) which corresponds to the
hedonic well-being [13], a growing body of evidence showed how positive emotions
can play a crucial role in active and healthy ageing [15–18]. The application of
advanced positive hedonic technologies may yield to more promising results since from
the earliest stage of the recovery, focusing on the speciﬁc characteristics of different
elderly individuals and speciﬁcally intended to promote well-being in terms of
engaging pleasant experiences [19, 20].
A ﬁrst prototype to enhance hedonic well-being of elderly individuals from the
earliest stage of the recovery is given by Ohsuga and co-workers [21, 22], who
developed the “Bedside Wellness System”. The idea was to develop a system capable
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of reduce discomfort of elderly individuals caused by long period in bed by reproducing the sensation of walking immersed in enjoyable virtual reality environments
(i.e., virtual forest).
A more recent and structured example on how to induce positive emotions using
advanced technology for the elderly is offered by Banos and her co-workers [23]. They
developed and tested two virtual environments as a part of the Butler System [24], i.e.
an e-health platform designed to deliver health care to the elderly exploiting the
potential of technology (mood monitoring and induction procedures, memory training,
forum and chat, etc.). To speciﬁcally induce relaxation and joy, these two virtual
environments reproduced a pleasant green park with a lake. Elderly participants were
invited to freely navigate within them, recall positive autobiographical memories and
learn mindfulness skills. For evaluating the efﬁcacy of these two virtual environments
in inducing positive affective states, 18 elderly individuals were asked to explore their
interactive features in two different sessions. Findings showed a signiﬁcant increase in
relaxation and joy and a parallel signiﬁcant decrease in anxiety and sadness [23].
Overall, these results conﬁrmed the role of positive advanced technology, and in
particular virtual reality, in promoting positive affect states and hence enhancing
hedonic well-being for healthy elderly.
The situation appears still more promising if we consider the steady increase of
older adults playing games between 2004 and 2011 (Entertainment Software Association, ESA [25]). In fact, among several leisure activities there are some that encourage
mastery and achievement and provide an opportunity for people to develop and
improve skills as well as achieving satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment [26].
This is the case of playing chess, learning a foreign language, playing a musical
instrument and enjoy computer games. Recent studies have shown that the elderly are
generally receptive towards the adoption of digital games [27] and that their attitudes
become even more positive after computer game experiences showing the potential to
positively affect their mental well-being [28]. Nap et al. [29] conducted two focus
groups and a contextual inquiry with elderly to investigate seniors’ motivation to play
digital games and concluded that some of the main motivations to play games were fun
and relaxation. Considering the elderly acceptance of technology and their availability
of leisure time, the ageing population represents an important target that has to be
considered by innovators and game designers, comparable if not better than younger
consumers.
More than twenty years ago, Whitcomb [30] found that although only a limited
number of games had been investigated at that time, it was possible to identify a range
of beneﬁts for older people from playing computer games. These included the recreational pleasures of satisfaction and accomplishment which positively influenced
people’s view of themselves and their abilities. More recently, Ijsselsteijn, Nap, de Kort
and Poels [31] identiﬁed four potential areas in which games can enhance quality of life
for older people. First, and perhaps most basically, is the use of digital games for
relaxation and entertainment. Allaire and colleagues [32] recently compared Regular,
Occasional, and non-gaming older adults and suggested that older adults who reported
playing digital games score, on average, signiﬁcantly better than non-digital game
playing on measures assessing a number of domains of successful aging. Speciﬁcally,
older adults who were classiﬁed as Regular and Occasional Gamers reported less
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depression and lower negative affect as well as higher well-being than their
non-gaming counterparts. Importantly, the authors found also no signiﬁcant differences
among groups for positive affect, social functioning, and self-reported health. One
possibility for these ﬁndings is that digital games serve as a source of entertainment
which may lower negative affect and depression and increase well-being. Thus, gaming
technology has signiﬁcant potential to contribute positively to seniors’ leisure time and
to propose signiﬁcant alternative to other well-established daily habits such as watching
television.
Secondly, many elderly enjoy games as a means of socializing with others within
and outside their social network. Digital gaming has become an increasingly social
activity that provides a rich set of enjoyable topics of conversation, as well as a
common activity that can serve as a way of decreasing social distance. For example, Al
Mahmuda and colleagues [33] introduced the mobile phone game “Walk to Win”
which aimed to encourage social engagement among the elderly. This is also the case
of intergenerational programs that elderly people particularly appreciate [34]. This is
related to a recent social trend involving games embedded in online social networks in
particular [35]. Indeed, young gamers often invite their elderly relatives to play because
of utilitarian reasons (e.g. gaining game resources thanks to multiple in-game friends
visits). But then, the shared experience of the game provides new conversation
material, ﬁll the geographical distance, and constitutes a new affordance for relationship building. Recent studies showed that the interaction with the children’s youth and
enthusiasm functions as a source of emotional well-being for the elderly [36] sharing in
the context of intergenerational gaming does foster connections and produce positive
emotions for both generations [37]. Furthermore, elderly showed more positive attitudes toward younger people and increase life satisfaction [38].
Third, games can be played with the explicit motivation of sharpening one’s mind.
This area includes challenging mental activities, such as puzzles and quizzes, aimed to
stimulate cognitive abilities such as memory and attention. Also recent randomized
controlled trials demonstrated that video games designed to improve mental abilities,
such as the so-called “brain training” games, can effectively improve cognitive abilities
in the elderly [39]. The last area is represented by the possibilities of interacting that
thanks to new technologies are both more natural in terms of affordances and engage
the whole body. Keyani and colleagues [40] created the digital game “Dance Along”
with the goal to promote social engagement combining exercises, dance and digital
gaming for older people. The Sony EyeToy (using computer vision) and the Nintendo
Wii (using position and acceleration sensing) are examples that allow for an embodied,
physically active way of engaging with the game content. In such a context, digital
games can be regarded as persuasive technologies that provide an additional incentive
to engage in healthy behavior by engaging the user in a virtual ﬁtness program, providing guidance and coaching that can be tailored to the individual [41].
What makes gaming a source of well-being? When performing a well-learned
procedural activity people feel the experience of flow and engagement. Such experiences are intrinsically rewarding and positive, to the point they are commonly listed as
reasons for approaching video games [42]. Flow can be deﬁned as a positive experiential state occurring when the performer is totally connected to the performance, in a
situation of balance between perceived personal skills and required challenges [43].
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The experience of immersion in an activity reach a so intense level that one feels a
sense of satisfaction and loses track of time. Essentially, flow can be seen as deﬁning
the conditions for positive, meaningful experience, and playing computer games provides an example of how this can be achieved using technology (e.g., [44, 45]) also
with elderly population [46, 47]. This will open the chance to develop a new class of
positive applications that may enhance well-being for the elderly not only by inducing
positive emotions, but also by providing engaging, self-actualizing and social
experiences.

3 How to Design Future Positive Technologies for Elderly?
Future Challenges
There is a call from the research community for formulating digital games to meet the
wellbeing and entertainment needs of elderly people. Although this area is growing,
multi-user virtual environments and digital games have not yet been fully explored as
potential positive technologies that can be utilized as a support tool in improving the
affective state the older people. To reach this goal is important to recognize the need for
specialized training and continuous support for the elderly who need to feel
self-efﬁcacy in using digital technologies and virtual worlds/games. A good design
represents a strategic role to increase the degree to which a speciﬁc group of users are
able to play a game and effectively accomplish tasks. Several aspect ranging from
display selection, fonts, screen element organization, navigational elements, easiness of
interaction, as well as rules and tutorials all play an important role in ensuring that
games match the speciﬁc needs of the elderly, and ensure that the game environment is
user-friendly, useful, simple and motivating [48, 49]. The elderly are frequently “casual” gamers [50], so that they prefer games with simple and positive narratives; thus
gameplay should be adequately challenging but not devoted to the increasing of difﬁculty, and limited in time to allow players to have fun without excessive time
investments.
To conclude, it is possible to identify digital game characteristics that may help in
providing positive experiences to older gamers. As ﬁrst, video games can feature
pleasant environments and exploratory activities that foster relaxation and positive
emotions. Secondly, game activities designed basing on measures of the players’ ability
may promote optimal experiences and engagement. Finally, game designers should
exploit ways to enhance social aspects of gameplay, such as embedding the games
within already-existing online social networks, in order to allow the gamers to experience new opportunities for social connectedness.
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Abstract. We present the INTERACCT system, a smartphone app
and a Web page for fostering communication between young patients
in aftercare after a stem cell transplantation. In this phase of rehabilitation, daily communication between the patients and their clinicians is
key for detecting upcoming possibly deadly crises as early as possible.
The app consists of a communication part, a gaming part, a module for
daily medicine, and a daily story for further motivation. We describe the
system as well as an evaluation of the app with several healthy children.

1

Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is a medical treatment in the ﬁeld of hemato-oncology, proven to be a cure for many diseases
like leukaemia or red-cell disorders. Thanks to this life saving procedure, survival rates of more than 70% within the ﬁrst two years after HSCT today
are possible. However, long-term survivors carry a high burden of morbidity,
including infections, treatment related organ toxicities, musculoskeletal disorders, endocrinopathies and immunological complications like graft versus host
disease (GVHD) [3]. They usually aﬀect multiple organs and tissues, resulting in
multimorbidity and variable health developments [10]. In any case, early recognition is crucial, to initiate timely and suﬀcient treatment [8].
Currently, no adequate technological monitoring solutions are available, especially for young HSCT patients. The status-quo is a paper diary, where patients
track their health data and present it to their aftercare physician once they visit
the hospital, either during a scheduled visit or because the patient’s condition
has worsened. Prior examples of electronic diary solutions have proven to provide
better integration into everyday routines.
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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In the project INTERACCT1 we have developed a communication system
for daily health reports from children after stem cell transplantation to their
clinicians. In order to foster longterm motivation to keep up communication,
INTERACCT includes various motivational features such as a game system and
daily stories.

2

Related Work

In project INTERACCT one of the core challenges is to sustain long term engagement by using games as motivators. For the purpose of this project, engagement
is deﬁned as the ﬁrst and lowest-level stage of immersion as opposed to engrossment and total immersion [4].
Serious games with health relation were researched by Primack et al. [9],
where various positive aspects like education in health matters, motivation during diﬃcult episodes, enhancing treatment compliance as well as therapy support
through physical exercises were covered.
Re-Mission and its successor Re-Mission 2 2 are serious games where the
player is ﬁghting cancer cells inside an infected body.
Aiming at education of their patients’ disease and treatments, Gansohr
et al. [5] present a multimetdia entertainment system with game elements. The
patients are children and adolescents of diﬀerentiating age groups, therefore the
design process described, which involved methods of user-centered design, was
particularly important for INTERACCT.
Prior examples of electronic diary solutions have proven to provide better
integration into everyday routines [1]. Furthermore it was shown that electronic
health monitoring technology potentially eases the interaction between young
patients and their parents [11].
Gronvall et al. [6] propose that health care technology focuses on participative
and collaborative approaches to doctor-patient communication.
A system for smart phones or tablets to support children with cancer to keep
up with the curriculum of their school classes is presented by Barbosa et al. [2].

3

The INTERACCT Project

INTERACCT is an acronym standing for Integrating Entertainment and Reaction Assessment into Child Cancer Therapy, and denotes an Austrian research
project funded nationally be the Austrian Research Promotion Agency FFG.
Partners are the Research Group Entertainment Computing of the University
of Vienna, the University of Applied Arts Vienna, Department Social Design,
Arts as Urban Innovation, the St. Anna Children Cancer Research Institute and
outpatient clinic, and the IT service provider T-Systems.
1
2

http://interacct.at/.
http://www.re-mission2.org/ (accessed May 7th 2015).
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The St. Anna outpatient clinic takes care of children after a stem cell transplantation (which essentially wipes out the child’s immune system and replaces
it with a new one), who are sent home after some months to recover. Often,
these children have to stay home all day for a period of between one and two
years, being isolated from their friends and school mates, since the danger if contracting life threatening diseases is imminent. In this volatile phase, compliance
to treatment is paramount, as is regular communication with the clinicians in
order to quickly identify upcoming crises.
Therefore facilitating the communication process of the patient informing
the physician about actual health data is key to a successful recovery. In the
project INTERACCT we have developed a communication tool for children and
adolescents for reporting their health status to their clinicians on a daily basis.
The tool is basically a smartphone app that facilitates a module for entering
health related data, a gaming system for keeping up fun and motivation, a medical system informing the patients about their daily medicine to be taken, and
a daily story for keeping up spirits, taken from our story database comforting
stories.
In order to design an appealing interface and gaming system we followed
a participatory design process, conducting a three-stage methodological approach towards evaluating gaming preferences of children. These involved mainly
exploratory design sessions, a quantitative survey and a proxy design approach
based on drawing [7].
3.1

The Clinician Interface

INTERACCT provides a Web interface to involved cinicians who can assign
patient proﬁles to their patients. For example, a kidney proﬁle would involve
all relevant parameters for monitoring patients with problematic kidneys. Such
parameters would then include daily communication of the amount of water
drunk, pain at the kidney, nausea, how often the patient urinated, etc. However,
such proﬁles can be adapted and for each patient, parameters can be excluded
or added as the clinicians see ﬁt.
Communicated parameters can then be selected and shown stacked onto
each other as time-value diagrams. This way, clinicians can visually correlate
problematic episodes and therefore identify crises. Figure 1 shows such a stacking.
3.2

The INTERACCT Client

The INTERACCT app consists of various submodules designed for communication and motivation of young patients. The overview over the possible data
categories that can be communicated are shown in Fig. 2. Only those categories
that have been selected by the clinician will appear in the app.
One such category is how much water the child has drunk. This can be
done every time a glass of water has been drunk, or in the evening to enter the
total amount of drunk water (Fig. 3). Another category is pain. Here children
can select the region of their body they feel pain at (Fig. 4). Other categories
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Fig. 1. Clinician Web interface

Fig. 2. Data entry.

Fig. 3. Drinking.

Fig. 4. Pain.

include defecation, mental wellbeing, physical activity, eating, pain in the mouth,
nausea, throwing up, fever, and sleeping. When designing the data entries, care
was taken to make the design child friendly and as non-verbal as possible, since
our medical partner St. Anna Children’s Hospital treats many children with
non-German background.
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Fig. 5. Pet lab.

Fig. 6. Medication.

Fig. 7. Daily story.

Once all data has been provided, children are rewarded with research points,
and can go into the lab and work on their pets (Fig. 5). Here they can buy new
pets, or upgrade their current ones by buying new abilities like better ﬁghting
skills etc. Afterwards, they will ﬁnd new islands daily on their island map, and
can go to the newest one and roam the island, getting involved into ﬁghts, or
discovering magic potions and treasures. An in-game screenshot of this is shown
in Fig. 10.
The medicine module is shown in Fig. 6. Here children and their parents
see all the medicine the child should take, as well as when they should take it.
Furthermore, children can also send questions to their clinicians regarding the
medicine, and even take fotos of the labels of unknown versions of medicine,
which is more often than note some generic with unusual labels.
Furthermore, every day the app oﬀers a new comforting story taken from
our story database, which currently holds over 250 stories written by healthy
children for ill children (Fig. 7).3

4

Evaluation

We asked 5 girls and 4 boys in the ages between 12 and 15 to participate in an
experiment in order to collect their opinions in the INTERACCT client, here

3

http://www.interacct.at/troestgeschichten/.
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Fig. 9. Preferred platform.

testing for understandability of the process and accuracy of the exercise detection
system.
The process was as follows: we ﬁrst explained the purpose of the system, and
showed the various parts of the app: data entry, pet laboratory, island gaming
system, medicine module, and daily story. Then we gave them around 15 min for
each of these parts to use them, play with them, and collect experiences. After
about an hour we handed out the questionnaires and collected their opinions
about the app.
The questionnaire has three parts. We ﬁrst asked about their experiences
and habits on playing computer games on various platforms. Figure 8 shows
the distributions of the children on whether they prefer to play alone, or with
friends, and Fig. 9 shows the distribution of preferred gaming platforms. Values
are given for girls and boys separately. It can be seen that girls seem to prefer
smaller smart phones, whereas boys prefer larger screens like tablets and PCs.
Figure 11 shows the results from the app questionnaire regarding the usability
of the overall app. The green bars denote the more positive scores yes/fairly,
while the orange bars show the no/marginally answers. Neutral answers have
been omitted. The upper part of the diagram shows the categories where a
positive answer is favourable, while the lower part shows the opposite. It can be
seen that the results are quite satisfying and positive. Overall, using the app was
regarded to be quite easy and unchallenging, which is of course important since
the target audience consists mostly of very ill children with reduced cognitive
skills.
Figure 12 shows the engagement felt in the game system. Here children
reported again that the game is quiet easy and unchallenging, again something
that we designed intentionally for ill children to be used. Generally the children
felt anticipation for the app, which they regarded as being fun and useful.
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Fig. 10. Ingame graphics

Fig. 11. Usability of app. (Color
ﬁgure online)

5

Fig. 12. Game engagement.

Conclusion

In the presented communication system INTERACCT we found good results in
our evaluation with the intended age categories, but in our case only healthy
children. While the design of the app and the game system per se was rated
quite positive, healthy children are underchallenged by our game system, which
has been designed for ill children with possibly severe cognitive and motoric
restrictions. For example, the ﬁght system is round based, there are generally no
time-based challenges demanding fast moves.
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However, since INTERACCT is more a game container rather than only one
particular game, we intend to create a larger variety of games to be found on
the islands, presenting more challenges for diﬀerent skill sets.
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Abstract. In this paper the gamiﬁcation of a system for monitoring bad postural behavior is presented. The system is designed having children as main
target users. Bad posture is a known cause of possible severe disorders in
childhood and, in the worst-case scenario, may entail permanent spinal deviations. The developed system consists of two main components: a device
equipped with inertial sensors (accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope),
which are able to measure the patient’s spinal curvature, and a Game Engine
plugin (Unity3D and Udk) that provides the reading of the device data and
through which the game programmer can link the posture information to a game
variable such as: life count, number of enemies, energy and so on. If the player
is in a bad posture, he gets negative feedback during the game, which affects the
value of the associated variable.
Keywords: Posture
Game engine plugin



Inertial measurement unit



Serious game for health



1 Introduction
Bad posture attitude is one of the main causes of backache which can easily degenerate
into more severe disorders, especially in childhood. Giving a feedback about the
posture maintained during a class, for example, we can reduce the amount of ache
complained by students [1].
In general, completing and wrapping a product (e.g., a medical device in the present
case) in the form of a game (usually called serious game) is expected to sensitively
improve its attractiveness, especially if it is aimed at children [2]. And serious games
for improving people wellness are becoming very popular [3].
The structure of this document is as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the main features
for a method for recognizing bad postures and shows the related state of the art.
Section 3 presents the project, describing both the hardware elements and the developed algorithms. In Sect. 4 the advantages deriving from including some typical
aspects of gamiﬁcation. are discussed and a related plug-in is described. Section 5
provides the conclusions and illustrates future work.
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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2 Postural Attitudes Monitoring and State of the Art
In order to develop our project, a device able to monitor postural habits suitable for an
everyday life environment (e.g. in a school or in an ofﬁce) is needed; the latter should
be non-invasive, not restricting nor altering the user’s motion in any way. Nowadays, a
lot of systems have already been proposed but no one has at the same time all three
features we want develop. The main techniques for analyzing human posture use
camera and optoelecronics sensor; they has a high precision, but their employing is
restricted to a controlled environment [5]. Another method of analysis realizes the
procedure using an electromagnetic tracking system, but the presence of metallic
objects during the measurements can alter the results. The last system examined is
based on potentiometric goniometers, but it restricts the patient’s movements (Fig. 2).

3 The System
On the basis of the previous considerations, we decided to implement a system based
on inertial sensors composed by a three-axis gyroscope, a three-axis magnetometer and
a three-axis accelerometer. These sensors measure the orientation of a rigid body in the
space in terms of its Euler angles with respect to a ﬁxed system of reference.
Accelerometers and gyroscopes are already been used for monitoring the spine position
of a human being [4–7].
However, our system makes use of a further component (a magnetometer) in order
to avoid the drift problem, typically caused by gyroscopes.
Our system may be divided in two separate parts, the former being devoted to
measure the patient posture and the latter analyzing the data and allowing the user
interaction. The two elements are able to communicate each other by means of a
Bluetooth connection (Fig. 1).
The device equipped with sensors is composed by an ST iNemo module [8]. This
module contains different kind of sensors, including inertial sensors we need. It has also
a microprocessor able to ﬁlter sensors data and compute Euler angles.
The analyses of the user’s posture is realized using two devices, built as we have
descripted previously, placed in different spots of the user’s spinal column. One of
them, called master, provide the data transmission via Bluetooth, in addition to its
measuring task, The second Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), called slave, can only
obtain and elaborate data from the sensors, and send them to the master using a wired
connection.
The system architecture is designed to quickly change the number of IMUs
employed, improving the measurement precision. The graphic user interface (GUI) is
designed to run on an Android device. The device connects with the sensors through
the Bluetooth protocol and it can update the GUI according to the received data, so the
user can see a view of his position in real time. The mobile device is able to warn the
user while he’s keeping an incorrect posture in three different ways: a graphical one
(Fig. 3), an acoustic one, and a haptic one. The data about a session can be stored
within a database, allowing the user to analyze them at a later time.
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Fig. 1. System components relation

Fig. 2. Graphic User Interface: (a) Correct curve; (b) Medium curve; (c) Wrong curve.

Finally, the master IMU have to send data to a Unity3D plugin, which will be
describe more in detail in the next section.

4 Improve Postural Habits with a Social Game
An aspect that has been considered in studying our system is the great achievement that
social games have obtained in the last few years. A lot of studies show that the
possibility of sharing results in a community makes a system more engaging [9–11].
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Fig. 3. The system hardware prototype.

This is an aspect applicable to every kind of goals reached by the user, who is
nowadays accustomed to share his life events through social networks.
In the light of the above argument, we decided to develop an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) connection plugin designed for the two most popular game engines which
are widespread within both the indie developers’ community as well as big companies:
Unity3D and Udk.
The plugin encapsulate the posture sensor and thus sends a value representing the
correctness of the player’s posture to the game which uses this information in a way
that the game designer deems suited. As an example, the player’s bad posture may be
set to cause the game life bar to decrease more rapidly even in the absence of negative
game events, such as the presence of enemies. The game designer may also, or
alternatively, decide to correlate the plugin’s signal to the enemies’ generation, thus
entailing a more difﬁcult game experience when the player’s posture is not correct.
Taking the player’s posture into account, the value sent by the plugin is an accumulator which is:
• incremented by one every minute spent in a correct position
• unchanged every minute spent in a partially incorrect posture
• decremented by one every minute spent in a bad posture
If directly associated with a variable used for computing the overall game’s score,
the value delivered by the plugin could be also used to give game points to the players.

5 Conclusions
Preliminary experiments conducted in lab have shown the validity of the approach,
both for the precision in measuring the posture and for the feedback given to the user.
In order to verify the real impact of our device, we have developed a social game
exploiting a plugin, that delivers to the game the posture assessment provided by the
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device. The experiments conducted so far have left us quite optimistic about the results
our system could give but, the real impact on social games is still to be analyzed in
depth.
The next steps of our research will involve a partnership with a school through
which we could test the system on a signiﬁcant number of subjects. The general idea
we propose is to split up the students in two groups: the ﬁrst one should use the system
as a game, with the opportunity of sharing the results and comparing them with other
gamers; the second one should use only the real time feedback mode, without the
gamiﬁcation component. For this experiment we expect better results from the students’ member of the ﬁrst group, according with the theory explained beforehand.
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Abstract. In recent years there is a growing interest in the use of emerging
advanced technologies in supporting well-being and health promotion. Although
few existing programs employ innovative technologies to foster social and
emotional learning in adolescence, they do not speciﬁcally focus on emotion
regulation skills. Further, research in this domain has primarily tested the efﬁcacy of these trainings with one type of measurement technique at a time,
although most recent theories highlight that emotions are multi-dimensional and
multi-component processes. With the above in mind and to overcome these
limitations, we developed a technology-enhanced protocol for the enhancement
of emotion regulation, based on evidenced based program, the Building Emotion and Affect Regulation, age-adjusted and combined with virtual characters
and wearable physiological sensors. The objective of this paper is to present an
overview of the design and development process of this innovative protocol:
EmoRegulators.
Keywords: Positive technology

 Emotion regulation  Adolescents

1 Introduction
Emotion regulation (ER) refers to a set of processes involved in the initiation, maintenance and modiﬁcation of emotion [1]. ER strategies are especially important during
adolescence, when the transition from middle school to high school requires adolescents
to develop new skills and to cope with new situations, and deﬁcits in this area might
result in psychosocial and behavioral problems [2]. Research has shown that students
with well-developed social skills and emotional awareness are more motivated to engage
in studies and to collaborate with peers and are better able to manage stress [3].
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Today’s students are called “digital natives”: they are in their natural habitat when
using technological interfaces [4], so that technology-enhanced interventions can be an
attractive alternative for them compared to traditional ones. Although training programs
that employ innovative technologies to foster social and emotional learning have been
developed (e.g., Playmancer [5], eCircus [6], and Interstress [7]), they either are not
targeted speciﬁcally to adolescents or focus on social and/or emotional issues, rather
than on the speciﬁc aim of building ER skills. Moreover, the adoption of emerging
advanced technologies in supporting well-being and health promotion has been
recently highlighted within the Positive Technology paradigm, identifying the pathways of personal experience through which technology can build strengths and resilience in individuals, organizations and society [8]. Based on these premises, we
propose an innovative technology-enhanced protocol aimed at enhancing ER abilities
in adolescents. In the current paper we will present an overview of the process of the
development and of the research design for testing its efﬁcacy.

2 Adaptation of the BEAR Training
to a Technology-Enhanced Protocol
Among existing interventions for children and youth, a recent program for strengthening the abilities of emotion regulation has shown preliminary promising results [9]:
The Building Emotion and Affect Regulation (BEAR). The BEAR program is a group
intervention geared for enhancing ER capacities in children (aged 7–12) and it was
developed by the Israel Centre for the Treatment of Psychotrauma (ICTP) and
implemented in Singapore, Israel and in the US. It is based on a number of theoretical
and clinical sources [10–12], and it incorporates various components from several
evidence-based interventions. The BEAR is an eight-session protocol. Each session
focuses on a different domain of regulation, including physical, cognitive, emotion and
social regulation and it includes the following themes: Becoming a Group; Resources;
Physical Regulation; Cognitive and Emotional Regulation; Cognitive Behavioral
Regulation; Interpersonal Regulation; and Social Support. The intervention is structured around the following core components, which are repeated in each of the session:
Mindfulness exercises; Psycho-education; Experiential exercises; Narrative approach;
and opening and closing rituals.
The design and development of the technology-enhanced version was carried out in
different phases and involved three universities: the University of Milano-Bicocca
(UNIMIB), the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HUJI) and the University of Lisbon
(IST-UL). A User-Centred Design was adopted and 4 schools and 2 youth organizations in Italy were involved. First, 5 focus groups were conducted with students aged
13–17. 3 main areas were analyzed: (a) stress experienced by adolescents in their
day-to-day activities; (b) their physical awareness of stress effects and their coping
abilities; (c) their expectations about a technology-enhanced training protocol. Then,
during the development phase, 3 different graphic design versions were directly
evaluated by 30 high-school students (15 male) and on the basis of the results, the
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cartoon style version was selected. Finally different usability tests were conducted, to
evaluate the total time required to complete the protocol and to have their opinions and
suggestions about the interface of the training, the animation of the avatars and the
biosensors adopted. The development of the training evolved step by step in response
to the main ﬁndings. All sessions and exercises were adapted and adjusted for the
relevant age group, and further changes and adaptations were made based on the youth
experiences.

3 Deﬁnition of the Functional Requirements
of EmoRegulators
Once the training was adapted, the various functional requirements were chosen and
integrated:
Computational model: The computational model adopted is FAtiMA [13, 14].
FAtiMA (Fearnot AffectTIve Mind Architecture) is an Agent Architecture with
planning capabilities designed to use emotions and personality to influence the agent’s
behaviour. The architecture was recently extended with interpersonal emotion regulation capabilities [15] and this was the main reason why FAtiMA was selected. In fact,
our long-term goal is to create a virtual facilitator that is able to perceive the user’s
emotional state and help him cope with negative emotions that may arise from the use
of the application. In the initial prototype version, we’ve only used the emotional
reactive capabilities, ﬁxing the appraisal process so that the emotions generated are
always the same.
Software: Unity 3D was used as the development environment due to the existence of
a large set of community-developed assets that can be used to extend Unity’s functionalities, and due to the already existing integration of FAtiMA Agent Architecture
with Unity 3D.
Avatars: Daz 3D software was chosen for avatars. A cartoon graphic design was
selected to avoid the uncanny valley problem [16], a well-known problem in games, 3D
animation and robotics. Two cartoon style characters were used from the 3D library:
Jason and Jasmine (See Fig. 1), for male and female user. Jasmine was also used for the
assistant avatar modifying some physical characteristics, with the Genesis platform.
Biosensors: Bioplux sensors (See Fig. 2), a wearable device, non-invasive, able to
connect in wireless, was used to obtain psycho-physiological data of HR, muscle
activity and EDA. In addition, the physiological value of heart rate measured by the
device was always displayed on the monitor, giving an immediate feedback to the user
and, at the same time, obtaining an objective data of the effectiveness of the training.
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Fig. 1. Facial female 3D avatar

Fig. 2. Bioplux sensors

4 Conclusion and Next Steps
As mentioned, according to the PT approach, technology can increase emotional,
psychological and social well-being [17] and with this vision in mind we’ve proposed
an innovative technology-enhanced protocol aimed at enhancing ER abilities in adolescents. The main strength of this innovative tool is the combination of different
advanced technologies: gamiﬁcation aspects, virtual characters and wearable physiological sensors. In fact, it is widely recognized that stress detection technologies can
help people better understand and relieve stress by increasing their awareness of
heightened levels of stress that would otherwise go undetected [18]. Further, in the last
couple of years, gamiﬁcation has been a trending topic and a subject to much hype as a
means of supporting user engagement and enhancing positive patterns in service use
[19]. A limitation of this ﬁrst prototype development was that no VR biofeedback was
associated to the HR, although it has been shown to be more effective in inducing
relaxation than simple audio and visual cues [20]. We took this choice since we wanted
to test only the training itself, avoiding any other kind of variable that could influence
the ﬁnal result.
A pilot study is currently ongoing to explore the impact of Emoregulators, focusing
on the feasibility and beneﬁts of the innovative tool. We are testing in particular one
speciﬁc session of the BEAR, physical regulation, developed in 3 different versions:
(a) Written instructions at pc & 3D user’s avatar doing exercises; (b) Instructions given
by a 3D avatar-assistant & 3D user’s avatar doing exercises; (c) Traditional adapted
BEAR.
As said, in a future pilot version the Emotional Intelligent Component of FAtiMA
will be added, so that avatars will become agents able to understand emotions of the
user and able to behave accordingly. Further, we would like to integrate it with
biofeedback, as an effective means of strengthening regulation abilities in youth.
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Abstract. The iNclusion App by CeDisMa (available in iTunes Store: https://
itunes.apple.com/it/app/inclusion/id1093478813?mt=8) is an innovative research
tool that allows to integrate quantitative data with qualitative analysis. This
application invites teachers to reflect upon motivation and technology. Answering
to the questions included in the App, teachers will collect information about their
students’ approach to learning, including students with special needs or learning
disabilities; motivation and classroom management; the effects of best practices
on classroom management in the teaching-learning process.
Keywords: Well-being

 School  Technology  Inclusion  App  iNclusion

1 Introduction
Based on the research project “Motivation and Pedagogy: a study of the relationship
between social inclusion and class management” (it is a study by Ilaria Folci teacher
and researcher at Catholic University of Sacred Heart, in Milan), the Study and
Research Centre on Disability and Social Marginality (CeDisMa, Centro Studi e
Ricerche sulla disabilità e la marginalità, http://centridiricerca.unicatt.it/cedisma,
directed by Luidi d’Alonzo) has developed an application for teachers in cooperation
with Marketing Media Network (a business structure in Milan that promote ICT
solutions for school, expert and corporation, http://www.mmn.it). CeDisMa’s main
interest areas are: developing knowledge on education, leaning, teaching and training
professionals in the ﬁeld of special education needs. The Centre primarily deals with
education, special needs and social inclusion. It cooperates with local administrations
on projects ﬁnanced by the EU Structural Funds for equal opportunities. It currently
organizes post-graduate courses on care, education and training based on European
programs. Marketing Media Network (MMN) promotes ICT solution for business and
technical support in education processes (also through Apple’s partnership). The project has grown out of a multidisciplinary team (CeDisMa’s teachers and researchers
together with MMN’s ICT experts) whose joint efforts made their idea far more
complete and valuable [14] This tool will help to analyze and understand how a
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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student’s well-being influences motivation in learning. Several variables must be taken
into account in the teaching-learning process. Motivation, deﬁned as proactive acting in
order to reach set targets, is deﬁnitively one of them. Scientiﬁc studies in this ﬁeld are
based on the assumption that the dynamics of motivation are determined by multiple
social, cognitive and emotional factors such as:
–
–
–
–

Self-concept;
Perception of competence;
Locus of control effects;
The goals that the student aims at achieving;

Evertson and Weinstein’s considerations [8] are particularly interesting in these
regards as they underline the positive consequences of motivated acting in the personal
development of a sense of responsibility and self-regulation when being in the class,
studying, dealing with classmates and, in general, towards the educational and learning
processes.

1.1

Motivation and Pedagogy: Best Practices for Inclusion
and Classroom Management

Nowadays, studies on motivation are based upon the awareness that its underlying
dynamics result from the influence of several factors – social, cognitive and emotional –
such as self-concept, perception of competence, locus of control effects and the goals that
the student aims at achieving (see Deci and Ryan, who listed the three needs that determine the individual’s approach to motivation: competence, affection and autonomy; see
also Harter, who relates self-concept with motivation, asserting that the latter is influenced
by the self-concept that the individual has, according to age and other contextual aspects).
These causes are strictly connected with elements of the social environment and they are
mediated by pedagogical and educational practices. On the basis of these studies, it is
necessary to consider that “motivational orientation that better takes into account the fact
that motivational behavior is not a mere consequence of a ‘need’ or ‘push’, it is instead a
pattern or result of many cognitive and emotional factors, which influence the start and the
continuation of the effort towards an objective” [1]. Therefore, it plays a fundamental role
in how individuals set their own goals. The choice of goals is directly linked to the
individuals’ inclination to achieve success or avoid failure, and to their beliefs on the
value of the results, which are good indicators of positive behaviors [7].
These considerations are very important, especially when challenging students are
concerned. Finding academic goals that the students themselves perceive as achievable
motivates them towards this target.
In this framework, teachers play a fundamental role because through speciﬁc
teaching techniques, they can support a proactive learning behavior and improve
learning success. Classes–environments in which each student’s individual needs
coexist - should be managed in an inclusive manner, to support each student without
losing the focus on the whole group. The class social and relational mood affects the
learning process, which is itself linked to all of the entities involved in the educational
process: teachers, students, family, specialists and the whole school network.
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Establishing an adequate environment, both as a physical space and as a collection of
material, human and symbolic resources, influences the quality of the students’ performance and allows teachers to value and respect each student’s potential. Teachers
work in a class and must therefore be aware that they are operating in a group
dimension. The students didn’t choose to belong to the group itself, but they are forced
to accept it and be an active part of it [4].
The tools for effective teaching are deﬁned as “the pillars of class management” [6]
that current studies have identiﬁed as necessary to positively influence students. A good
class management lies in the teacher’s ability to show his/her students the right educational path, to promote a proactive attitude to learning, to meet the students’ personal
needs and, while supporting and keeping a proﬁtable learning environment [5].
Therefore, it is clear that some of these teaching factors influence the individuals’
motivational needs, fostering or inhibiting school performances. We are referring
speciﬁcally to:
– Approaching studying with enthusiasm and fluency;
– Managing more activities simultaneously [5];
– Diversifying to be committed [5].
These factors are strictly connected with elements of the social context and they are
mediated by daily teaching and educational practices.
Teachers play a fundamental role because they play a key role in a successful
education and decrease the risk of failure through speciﬁc teaching strategies.

2 iNclusion App: Research Summary
In the ﬁeld of education, the well-being of students is a necessary condition to make
them feel included, accepted, part of the class and therefore ready to learn. iNclusion
App is a technological tool for Italian teachers to analyze how the classroom management can support students’ motivation. It is based on a qualitative questionnaire
which will be ﬁlled in by primary, middle and secondary school teachers (in Italy) to
ﬁnd out how often they implement educational actions. These actions include:
– Letting teachers’ beliefs about students’ motivation and learning abilities emerge;
– Pushing teachers to implement some teaching strategies in order to increase students’ motivation and learning levels;
– Analyzing the effect of teaching-related class management factors on students’
personal motivation to learn, and their consequences on the whole class.
The App allows the collection of data through a speciﬁc Apple platform, Research
Kit (http://www.apple.com/it/researchkit/). Teachers can use the application with IOS
devices and respond to the survey anonymously. The data will be analyzed by
CeDisMa’s research team. The App is 13.1 MB, it’s the ﬁrst version, it’s in Italian and
it is available in the App Store in the category “Education”. To use the App you need
IOS 8.4 or following.
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(https://itunes.apple.com/it/app/inclusion/id1093478813?mt=8)
How teachers can use the App:
– they login to the format and agree to transfer their data to the platform;
– they read a short presentation about CeDisMa research center and the aim of the
study;
– they enter the teacher’s questionnaire;

(screen shoot by iNclusion App)

– they answer the questions (60 question about classroom management, students in
the class, teacher and student needs - special needs included).
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(screen shoot by iNclusion App)

The questionnaire will also drive teachers to reflect on the importance of students’
motivation. A motivated student is a student that feels well in the class.
Good class management creates a positive work environment and therefore plays an
important role in implementing a more functional “context” for learning, as a social and
physical reality. The data collected will make it possible to analyze and “measure” the
relationship between class management, students’ motivation and the subsequent
impact on their learning. The platform will allow the research team to provide a
qualitative data analysis. Technology is no longer just a way of processing statistics and
data, but it’s an invaluable support for research. Teachers will ﬁnd it useful to analyze
their own class management skills and to share procedures, good practices and needs.

3 Research Kit: A Platform to Collect Data as Technical Tool
for Research
Research Kit (http://researchkit.org) is an open source framework introduced by Apple
that allows researchers and developers to create powerful apps for medical research.
Easily create visual consent flows, real-time dynamic active tasks, and surveys using a
variety of customizable modules that you can build upon and share with the community. And since Research Kit works seamlessly with Health Kit, researchers can
access even more relevant data for their studies — like daily step counts, calorie use,
and heart rate. The Research Kit platform will be used to collect data in order to create
a database (or information repository). Up to now, similar repositories have only been
available in the medical ﬁeld.
In this study, access to the platform is granted through a dedicated application
(“iNclusion”) that will allow teachers to ﬁll in the questionnaire, and researchers to
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process the data in real time. The easy-to-use application will allow teachers to reflect
on their class management attitudes and their actions to foster learning.
CeDisMa Team can supervise data by way of platform:

The researchers login into the platform and can have a general view about the users’
feedback:

The researchers can view all questionnaires and survey response.
The Research Kit platform makes it possible to obtain more quantitative data and
the questionnaire allows the Research Centre on Disability and Social Marginality to
study how teachers teach and manage their classroom. The more the data, the more
reliable is the study itself. As Apple conﬁrmed at the platform launch, the Research Kit
will allow researchers to focus more on their studies rather than losing too much time in
adding and storing data. We can login to the platform to view, analyze and export the
data collected. Since the App was launched on March 25th, 2016, the amount of
available data is still limited.
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4 iNclusion App: A Support for Teachers to Teach
Inclusively, for Students to Really Learn
iNclusion App can promote:
– Actions and interventions to encourage well-being, supported by technology
– Technologies to support students’ engagement in learning processes;
– Technologies to enhance the social well-being.
The App stresses the importance of creating a collaborative and proﬁtable environment in order to enhance learn in the classroom. To do so, relationships (teachersstudents, students- students, students- teachers) are unavoidable. Teachers can be a
“good guide” [10] in the classroom but only if they are able to involve their students in
the teaching-learning process, making them feel like actors, not like passive passersby.
Technology, if used by good teachers, can act as a support to teach inclusively and can
help students to learn more [3].
The questions of the questionnaire invite teachers to observe their classroom from a
new prospective and manage it in the best way possible to allow progress.
Each single class needs to be considered as a community having its own special
needs, points of view as well as its very own approach to learning. When teachers teach
on the basis of the Universal design for learning, they can be inclusive [9]. When
teachers teach with different approaches, planning their lessons keeping into account
their classes’ special needs, they promote the well-being of their own students. Thanks
to the iNclusion App, teachers can think over their own strategies to improve the
learning environment in the name of inclusion of all their students. The ﬁrst tool they
need to use to do so is of course observation.
During the teaching-learning process, teachers can observe but they are also active
in this process. Therefore they need a tool to enable them to lead the most impartial
analysis possible, even though they are part of the process itself and not mere
observers.
iNclusion App can be a support for teachers to observe the learning process, and to
manage their classes in a rational way.
During the collection of data, teachers can focus on:
–
–
–
–

classroom management [11];
relationships in the teaching-learning process [12];
students’ behaviour in the classroom [2];
best practices to teach [15].

iNclusion App can support teachers to teach and manage the classroom in order to
create a positive atmosphere in the classroom.
Well-being in classroom is possible if:
– students have a good relationship to each other and also to teachers;
– teachers are able to teach inclusively and to support students to avoid failure;
– teacher’s classroom management supports the learning process and the establishment of relationships;
– teachers promote motivation to learn.
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Teaching and learning should bring joy. Every child deserves a champion, an adult
who will never give up on them, who understands the power of connection, and insists
that they become the best that they can possibly be [13].
Thanks to a simple app, teachers will be able to think over important subjects such
as inclusion and motivation. If students feel actively part of a lesson, they can learn
better and more effectively. This can be possible if teachers are able select their
methodology according to the single individuals they’re teaching to. At moment data
collected isn’t too much, but the App is available from April 2016 and collection data
started from 29 April 2016. However, feedback received (at moment) can support
CeDisMa’s thesis about the App’ utility. During the data collection is also possible
receive information about the critical element connected to the use and the efﬁcacy of
the App. iNclusion allows teacher to take part in the research, making their point and
their need clear. Teachers are no more simple passive spectators or data readers, they
have a chance to become proactive participants in research.
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Abstract. The study here described had the aim of studying the eﬀects of the
interaction with videogames characterized by diﬀerent modalities of graphic
visualization (two-dimensional vs. three-dimensional) on presence and visuo‐
spatial competences. Participants were 129 adolescents (74 M and 55 F) aged 14–
18 years old (mean of age = 16.11; SD = 1.31), recruited in a high school in
Northern Italy. Participants were instructed to use for a week on their home PC
a speciﬁc videogame and were divided in ﬁve experimental conditions: 2D Tetris,
3D Tetris, 2D Adventure, 3D Adventure, control. Videogames provided to partic‐
ipants were chosen so to have a continuum in terms of complexity of graphics,
complexity of interaction possibilities and degree of immersivity. At the end of
the week of playing with the given videogame, participants were administered
speciﬁc checklists for measuring the degree of presence experimented during the
interaction with the videogame and their visuo-spatial performance. This results
show that there is a strong and direct correlation between the degree of
complexity, immersivity and cognitive demands of videogames and the level of
presence conveyed. Results also show that some of the visuo-spatial abilities are
progressively and positively improved as the complexity of the graphic environ‐
ment increases.
Keywords: Presence · Videogames · Visuo-spatial abilities · Graphic
visualization · Immersivity

1

Introduction

Presence can be deﬁned as a medium-related function, i.e. the perceptive illusion of nonmediation, in a context of mediated environment [1]. This eﬀect is due to a cognitive
disappearance of the medium from the conscious subjective experience [2].
The term “presence” in its present meaning was subject of scientiﬁc debate from
1992, when Sheridan [3] used it instead of “telepresence” as a result of the ﬁrst exper‐
imental studies in the ﬁeld of virtual reality applied to remote control of equipment.
Diﬀerently from the early Nineties, nowadays most of virtual reality technology is used
to generate environments to foster participation in socio-cognitive activities via
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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interaction with a computer. The common ground is that the participant ceases to think
about himself as interacting with a computer and starts to directly interact with the virtual
environment. The virtual environment allows the participant to project his cognitive,
perceptive and motor abilities in a simulated environment, and the feeling of presence
is the consequence of a seamless and successful performing of an action in that envi‐
ronment [4, 5].
The similarity between the feedback to an action in the virtual environment and the
real feedback to the same action in the real world is crucial in fostering a sense of
presence. From a perceptual and cognitive point of view, the subject implicitly evaluates
the contents of virtual environments in terms of opportunities and aﬀordances: as the
formers increase, the sense of presence is more likely to occur. The result of the increase
in the sense of presence is a sort of paradoxical “invisibility” of the medium [6] and a
sense of inseparability between the self and the virtual environment [7]. Presence has
also a clear eﬀect on emotions, in a “circular” path of mutual inﬂuence [8].
More recently, one of the most intriguing applications of virtual reality is the world
of videogaming: modern videogames often can boast among the most sophisticated and
complex virtual environments in the consumer market. The illusion of being in a synthe‐
sized virtual environment is maximised in the top productions, both from an aural and
a visual point of view [9]. Modern videogames are generally characterized by very
complex virtual environments in which the players can interact in many ways, and
conceived to let the player have the impression that there are no boundaries and no limits
to their exploration (e.g. the so-called “free roaming games”).
Videogames are also one of the most widespread forms of entertainment among
children and adolescents, and often represent the ﬁrst mean of approach with the infor‐
mation technologies for the new generations. In the developmental psychology litera‐
ture, videogames have been linked with potential negative eﬀects such as increased
aggression due to violent contents [10], addiction [11] and seizures [12]. The literature
has also clearly pointed out that videogame play can exert signiﬁcant positive eﬀects in
terms of cognitive processes, such as visuospatial abilities [13], problem-solving skills
and inductive reasoning [14].
Given these ﬁndings, it appears of interest to link the study of presence to the strong
literature on the eﬀects of videogame use. A few researches studied the degree of graph‐
ical complexity of videogames in relation with the sense of presence. Ivory and Kalya‐
naraman [15] found that the improvement in terms of graphics between mid-1990s and
2003 games led to stronger sensations of presence in their participants. Bracken and
Skalski [16] found similar results: undergraduates that played a high deﬁnition (HD)
version of a modern videogame felt a stronger sense of presence than controls who
played a standard deﬁnition (SD) version of the same videogame.
1.1 Aims of the Research
Moving from these results, the present study has the aim of deepening the knowledge
about the eﬀect of visualization on both the sense of presence conveyed by videogames
and the visuo-spatial competences. Given the paradigmatic shift seen in the last 20 years
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in the videogame industry (i.e. the introduction of complex and real-time threedimensional graphics), assessing the eﬀects of the diﬀerent types of visualization it is
of some importance. This holds even truer when thinking about the learning potential
embedded in videogames: choosing the “right” balance between immersion, presence
and conveying of contents to be learned could be crucial in order to design videogames
for learning purposes.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants
Participants were 129 students, aged 14–18 (mean = 16.11; SD = 1.31), recruited in a
high school in Northern Italy. 74 (57.4%) participants were male and 55 (42.6%) female.
No gender diﬀerences in terms of mean age were found at t test for independent samples
(t = .88 ns).
2.2 Procedure
The research was approved by school managers and was proposed to students during
curricular activities in their classrooms. Parents of the participants signed a written
consent to allow their children to take part in the study. Participants were randomly
assigned to ﬁve experimental conditions: 2D Tetris, 3D Tetris, 2D Adventure, 3D
Adventure and control condition. No age diﬀerences were found between the ﬁve exper‐
imental conditions at ANOVA (F = .01 ns).
Participants were tested for visuospatial abilities with ﬁve subscales of the “Kit of
Factor Referenced Cognitive Tests” [17], before they were given a CD-ROM containing
a speciﬁc videogame (described below) and were asked to play with the provided video‐
game for a week on their home PCs. Participants were overtly asked to refrain from
using other videogames during the week.
Videogames provided to participants were chosen so to have a continuum in terms
of complexity of graphics, complexity of interaction possibilities and degree of immer‐
sivity, starting from 2D Tetris (the simplest) to 3D Adventure (the most complex):
• 2D Tetris: two-dimensional version of the classic Pazhitnov’s 1984 puzzle game.
• 3D Tetris: three-dimensional version of Tetris, with a rotation of shapes in the three
axes instead of one.
• 2D Adventure: for both the adventure conditions, the game “The Secret of Monkey
Island” was chosen. Being an adventure videogame, the player need to solve puzzles
in order to progress with the plot. The player interacts with the videogame via a twodimensional interface, controlling a character and pointing with the mouse over
various objects and characters and performing on them a ﬁxed set of actions.
• 3D Adventure: participants assigned to this condition played with the fourth episode
of the “Monkey Island” series. This episode shares the same adventure structure of
the ﬁrst episode but is displayed via a real time three-dimensional environment. The
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player controls the character and performs actions via a combination of mouse and
keyboard inputs.
The videogames were chosen in order to avoid any possible violent content and for
their ease of play. Thus, there were two distinct features of variation in experimental
conditions:
1. depth of interaction: Tetris provided limited interactive aﬀordances, giving the
repetitiveness of action, whereas the Adventure provided more complex problemsolving puzzles and a degree of free exploration;
2. visualization: 2D isometric representation of shapes and environments vs. 3D real
time reconstruction of shapes and landscapes.
At the end of the week of training with the videogame, participants were re-assessed
for visuo-spatial abilities and were administered the Italian version of the ITC-SOPI
questionnaire [18] in order to assess the degree of presence experimented during the
videogame play. Questionnaires were administered the day after the end of the one-week
training with videogames, in order to make sure they had still a vivid recall of their
gaming activity. Participants were also asked to state their previous experience with
videogames in terms of mean of hours per week spent videogaming.
2.3 Measures
Visuo-spatial abilities were assessed prior and after the training with videogames by
using ﬁve subscales of “Kit of Factor Referenced Cognitive Tests” [17]. The subscales
administered were:
•
•
•
•
•

Matrix of points (CF-3).
Recognition of identical ﬁgures (P-3).
Reconstruction of images (CS-1).
Rotation of ﬁgures (S-1).
Rotation of cubes (S-2).

Cronbach’s alpha was .88.
In order to assess the degree of presence experimented by using the videogames
provided, participants were administered a speciﬁc measure, the ITC-SOPI by Lessiter
et al. [18]. The instrument speciﬁcally focuses upon the subjective experience when
interacting with a medium, is comprised of 42 items on a 5-point likert scale.
The instrument provides four subscales, each measuring a distinct feature of pres‐
ence:
• SP (physical space): measures the feeling of being physically placed in a virtual
environment. This is related also to a personal evaluation of the sense of “being
there”.
• ENGAGE (engagement): measures the degree of subjective psychological engage‐
ment in the virtual experience.
• ECO (ecological validity): this subscale measures the overall appeal and believability
of the environment and its content, and to perceive them as lifelike and real.
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• NEG (negative eﬀects): this subscale refers to potentially negative feedbacks from
the interaction with the medium, such as dizziness, headaches, nausea.
Cronbach’s Alpha of the ITC-SOPI was .97.

3

Results

We performed a MANOVA to compare the visuo-spatial performance before and after
the experience with videogames, and the degree of presence conveyed by the diﬀerent
experimental condition. In order to precisely pinpoint the speciﬁc contribution of the
experimental conditions on both visuospatial abilities and presence, we splitted the two
facets of the experimental condition and inserted them as ﬁxed factors: “visualization”
(i.e. 2D vs. 3D), and “interaction” (i.e. high interaction, Adventure vs. low interaction,
Tetris). To control for prior experience with videogames, we inserted the hours per week
of videogames use as covariate. We found two signiﬁcant main eﬀects: one of visuali‐
zation (Wilks’ Λ = .315, F = 7.74, p < .001, multivariate η2 = .685) and one of inter‐
action (Wilks’ Λ = .135, F = 22.76, p < .001, multivariate η2 = .865). Interestingly,
we found no signiﬁcance for the combined eﬀect visualization * interaction. As can be
seen from Table 1 (only signiﬁcant scores reported), follow-up ANOVAs indicate a
clear and signiﬁcant trend among the main facets of experimental conditions (interaction
and visualization) as regards presence: the degree of presence steadily increased from
the least immersive and interactive condition (2D Tetris) to the most immersive and
interactive condition (3D Adventure). The experimental condition also has an eﬀect on
some of the visuospatial competences: CF-3 and S-1 subscales showed a clear increase
from pre- to post-test, and the more complex and immersive the environment, the more
increment was found. These results hold true regardless habitual experience with video‐
games (weekly hours were controlled as covariates).
Table 1. Diﬀerences between experimental conditions in terms of presence and visuo-spatial
abilities.
Experimental condition mean scores
2D Tetris 3D Tetris 2D Adv. 3D Adv.
1.80
2.59
1.47
1.50
20.26
23.73
43.36
47.73

2.11
2.86
2.18
1.35
21.42
23.89
44.36
49.36

2.62
3.54
2.35
1.54
20.23
23.66
38.71
44.42

3.23
3.83
3.02
1.59
22.11
27.05
48.00
53.61

Variable

F

η

p

Control
–
–
–
–
20.47
22.78
40.96
45.54

SP
ENGAGEMENT
ECO
NEG
CF-3 (pre-test)
CF-3 (post-test)
S-1 (pre-test)
S-1 (post-test)

76.38
44.66
80.07
2.82
2.72
4.10
3.18
4.08

.761
.650
.769
.105
.036
.054
.042
.054

.001
.001
.001
.05
ns.
.05
ns.
.05
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Discussion

The aims of the research were to verify if the graphic visualization of the videogame
could be related to the degree of presence experimented by the player and to an increase
in visuospatial competences. Data show that participants who played the three-dimen‐
sional versions of the games felt a higher degree of presence than participants who played
the two-dimensional versions.
Of more interest is that – regardless of graphic complexity – participants who played
the adventure obtained higher scores in terms of presence than participants who played
the puzzle game. This clearly calls into play the level of cognitive challenge and cogni‐
tive complexity of tasks as a key factor in the fostering of presence. Put in other words,
the level of graphic complexity is only a part of the picture: it seems that the level of
challenge in terms of cognitive skills is just as important as the formal properties of the
graphics.
Nonetheless, the level of realism in terms of virtual environments is also a key factor,
at least for the impression of being physically placed in a virtual environment. The more
detailed and lifelike the graphics are, the more the subject gains the feeling of “being
there”. In our sample, this is clearly shown by the ICT-SOPI “SP” subscale: mean scores
of the 3D Adventure experimental condition almost double those of 2D Tetris condition
and are roughly the 20% higher than even the 2D Adventure condition. Regarding the
“ENGAGE” subscale we can detect the same trend: players enjoyed the more detailed
and vivid experience of both the Adventure experimental conditions over the more
simple and less interactive gameplay of Tetris. If we consider the “ECO” subscale, data
suggest that players felt the Adventure environments as more ecologically credible than
the Tetris ones. This comes quite obvious since both Tetris are puzzle games whose
objectives are not to recreate a ﬁctional world. Finally, regarding the “NEG” subscale,
none of the experimental conditions conveyed substantial uneasiness in the participants.
Only the 3D Adventure causes a marginal discomfort, probably due to the diﬃculty to
detect the “hotspots” (the areas where the player could interact with objects) in the
environment. No instances of motion sickness were reported by participants.
Also, our results show that the level of presence and complexity of the videogame
could have some eﬀects also on the increase of visuo-spatial abilities. Our participants
shown better performances in the task of completing matrices of points (CF-3) and
mentally rotate shapes (S-1) after the training with videogames. The more complex the
environment of the game (i.e. 3D Adventure), the more increase was found.
These results as a whole have signiﬁcant spin-oﬀs in terms of implications for
educational software development. If we think at the growing educational potentiality
of videogames in formal and informal education, being able to identify the optimal level
of presence of an educational videogame could be crucial for adjusting the level of
interaction to the appropriate learning goals.
On a second instance, assuming that the habitual experience with videogames is
irrelevant in terms of presence could encourage to produce learning games without
having to worry much about the steepness of the learning curve. Put in other words:
provided the game is challenging both in terms of appearance and content, the cognitive
feedback will be the roughly same regardless of the videogaming habits of the user.
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Abstract. In order to improve the accuracy of heart rate extracted from
wearable photoplethysmography (PPG) signal, a new processing method based
on moving average ﬁltering is proposed. There are two cascaded moving
average ﬁlters. The ﬁrst ﬁlter is designed to remove baseline wandering as
preprocessing. The second ﬁlter whose window size is adjusted according to the
additional accelerometer signal is used to remove motion artifacts. During
continuous monitoring, the parameters of these two ﬁlters change adaptively in
accordance with a batch processing method. The results show that the proposed
method can reconstruct a better waveform and improve the signal quality for
calculating the beats per minute (BPM). Referenced with the vital sign monitoring instrument VS800 of Mindray company, the detecting accuracy of the
proposed method is 7%–10% higher than adaptive ﬁltering.
Keywords: Heart rate

 PPG  Moving average

1 Introduction
With the wide application of wearable devices in the ﬁeld of health care, the technology
of heart rate detection based on PPG is developing rapidly. Wearable PPG technology,
consisting of light emitting diode (LED) and photoelectric detector, provide a simple,
low cost and noninvasive heart rate detection method [1]. Alternative measurement
sites commonly include ﬁnger [2], wrist [3] and ear [4]. However, poor reliability and
accuracy of heart rate detection bring problems to the practical application. It is mainly
because of the motion artifact which is a noise aliasing in the clean PPG signal. In most
cases, motion artifacts falls within the same frequency band as the physiological signal
of interest [5]. Exercises, especially strenuous exercises (e.g., high leg lifting, quick
running, etc.), damage the waveform seriously and affect the measurement of PPG’s
periodicity, which eventually lead to the error of heart rate.
Sweeny K.T., et al. [6] make a detailed analysis of current artifact removal techniques including adaptive ﬁltering, wiener ﬁltering, bayes ﬁltering and blind source
separation. An on-line and automatic processing technique is necessary for wearable
devices. Han, H. and Kim J. [7] propose a least mean square based active noise
cancellation method applied to accelerometer data to reduce periodical artifacts and
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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recover pulse from PPGs efﬁciently. Gibbs P.T., Wood L.B., and Asada H.H. [8]
motivate a recursive least squares active noise cancellation technique using the MEMS
accelerometer reading as an input for a FIR or Laguerre model. Lee B., et al. [9] use
kalman smoother with simultaneous accelerometry to reduce motion artifacts from PPG
signal. These ﬁlters calculate and update corresponding coefﬁcients by sampling point.
There is high time complexity in these algorithms and most of them are not able to
remove burst noises during continuous monitoring perfectly.
We consider the ear is the best measurement site as there is no movable joints. We
integrate LED, photoelectric sensor and accelerometer sensor into an earphone. In this
paper, from the principle of PPG, we propose a simple model of the in-ear PPG signal
and analyze different noise sources. Then we design two kind of moving average ﬁlters
to reduce different noises from the actual PPG signal. This paper also puts forward a
batch processing method to adjust the parameters of the ﬁlters as the heartbeat and
motion state keep changing during continuos monitoring.

2 Analysis
2.1

Principle of PPG

Part of the incident light will be absorbed by vascular tissue, and the transmitted light
intensity follows Lambert-Beer’s law [10] which is the theoretical basis of understanding PPG:
I ¼ I0  expðKCLÞ

ð1Þ

In formula (1), I0 represents incident light intensity, K is the absorption coefﬁcient
which is only related to the physical properties of substances and wavelength of the
incident light, C denotes the density, L is the optical path. While our light intensity
in-ear photoelectric detector receives is:
I ¼ I1 þ I 2  expðKCLÞ

ð2Þ

I1 is the part of light reflected directly. I 2 is the light irradiation to skin, muscle and
blood vessel. Ideally, the acquired result only changes with the vascular pulsation
caused by heart beats, so PPG waveform is an alternating component (AC) superimposed on a direct-current component (DC). Actually, respiratory, nervous sympathetic
activity and body temperature changes can cause a slow change of the baseline [11].
The muscle will be squeezed during motion state which will also affect the optical path.
The actual light intensity is:
I ¼ I1 þ DI þ I 2  exp½KCðL þ DLÞ
¼ I1 þ DI þ I 2  expðKCLÞ  ½expðDLÞ  1 þ 1

ð3Þ
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Where DI represents the change of baseline which is called baseline wandering, DL
represents the change of optical path caused by vascular pulsation and muscle squeeze.
As DL is extremely little, our PPG signal can be shown as:
S ¼ S0 þ DS  S1  DL1  S2  DL2

ð4Þ

Where S0 is the baseline signal, DS is the baseline wandering signal, S1  DL1 is the
desired signal, and S2  DL2 is the motion artifact signal. In order to study the change of
motion artifacts signal, we add an accelerometer sensor into the sensing unit.

2.2

Actual PPG Signal

Before proceeding further discussion, it is necessary to check the actual signal waveform. Figure 1 shows a period of actually acquired signal including three axis
accelerometer signals and photoelectric signal. The sampling rates are both 62.5 Hz. In
order, the motion state is standing, running and standing. From the beginning to the
end, the photoelectric signal waveform has a gentle wandering which is called baseline
wandering noise. During the running state, the morphology of PPG signal is corrupted
seriously as motion artifacts noise exits.
Through Fourier analysis, according to the amplitude spectrum ﬁgure, we ﬁnd that
the frequency of motion artifacts is similar to accelerometer signals which is pointed out
by Zhang Z.L. [12]. As x axis is the major factor in this case, we only show its amplitude
spectrum ﬁgure. In Fig. 2, the green arrows pointing at about 2 Hz are motion artifacts,
the black arrow nearby 0 Hz represents the baseline wandering and the red arrow
neighbouring 1 Hz is the frequency of hear rate we desired. Of course, motion artifacts
noise has different forms in different motion states. This rhythmic motion artifact most
severely affects the heart rate detection, as it destroys the periodicity and morphology of
the PPG signal. In other cases, random irregular motions leading the PPG signal shake
suddenly and randomly will also affect the estimated period.

Fig. 1. A period of actual detected signal.
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Fig. 2. Fourier analysis of the photoelectric signal and accelerometer signal of Fig. 1 in the
running state. (Color ﬁgure online)

3 Algorithm
It is known that moving average ﬁlter with narrow window has a smoothing effect on
the signal and the moving average ﬁlter with wide window can get the general trend of
a signal. That means we can reduce abrupt motion artifacts noise and get the baseline
signal in the actual PPG signal through moving average ﬁltering. Now some previous
works present that moving average ﬁlter is very useful to remove high-frequency noise
and intermittent motion artifact. It can reduce effects of mutations on the PPG signal
waveform [13]. However, it is difﬁcult to remove a large amplitude motion artifact, and
the higher the ﬁlter order, the worse the quality of the waveform [14]. We take
advantage of the most simple moving average ﬁlter:
y ½ n ¼

1 XN1
ðx½n  iÞ; n ¼ N; N þ 1; . . .; L
i¼0
N

ð5Þ

Where N is the widow size and L is the data length. We design two ﬁlters to reduce
noises in the original signal utilizing the different characteristics of moving average
ﬁltering.

3.1

Baseline Wandering Removal

We take advantage of the low-pass characteristic of moving average ﬁlter to design the
baseline wandering removal algorithm. As the frequency of baseline wandering is far
lower than heart beats, we can use moving average ﬁlter to get the baseline wandering
signal and then reduce it from the original signal. The window size is set to be:
NBW ¼

NS  60
BPM

ð6Þ
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In formula (7), NS is the number of sampling points per second. The output signal with
base wandering removal SBW is acquired as following steps:
Step 1. Get a temperate baseline wandering signal BW tmp from the original signal S
using moving average ﬁlter (MAF) with window size NBW :
BW tmp ¼ MAFðS; NBW Þ

ð7Þ

Step 2. To compensate for the lost data and get the complete baseline wandering
signal BW:
8
BW ½1 : P ¼ BW tmp ½1 : P þ BW tmp ½1  BW tmp ½P þ 1
>
>
<
BW ½P þ 1 : Q ¼ BW tmp
ð8Þ
> BW ½Q þ 1 : L ¼ BW tmp ½Q  NBW : Q  P þ BW tmp ½Q  P
>
:
BW tmp ½Q  NBW  1
(

NBW

1

; NBW is odd
, and Q ¼ L  NBW þ P þ 1.
; NBW is even
Step 3. Subtract the baseline wandering signal from the original signal:
where P ¼

2
NBW
2

SBW ¼ S  BW

3.2

ð9Þ

Motion Artifact Removal

After removal of baseline wandering, we need to remove the motion artifacts. As
moving average ﬁlter has a perfect inhibition of the signal near the cut-off frequency,
we can reduce rhythmic motion artifacts by moving average ﬁlter with window size
NMA . NMA is the cycle of motion artifacts in discrete domain. If the motion artifact is
irregular, then NMA can be set as a constant to smooth the signal. The motion artifact
removal algorithm is described speciﬁcally as following:
Step 1. From the normalized auto correlation function (NACF) [15] of
accelerometer signal, determine whether there is rhythmic motion artifact or not. If
the peak value of NACF is larger than the setting threshold, the rhythmic motion
artifact exits and set the peak point as NMA . If the peak value is lower than the
setting threshold, NMA is set to be a constant.
Step 2. Get a temperate signal Y tmp without motion artifacts using MAF with
window size of NMA :
Y tmp ¼ MAFðSBW ; NMA Þ

ð10Þ

Step 3. Estimate the period T of Y tmp in the discrete domain by average magnitude
difference function (AMDF) [16]. And the result of BPM detection is
BPM ¼ Ns  60=T.
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Step 4. To compensate for the lost data and get the complete signal with amplitude
suppressed Y.
8
Y ½1 : l ¼ Y tmp ½T  l : T  1
<
Y ½l þ 1 : s ¼ Y tmp
ð11Þ
:
Y ½s þ 1 : L ¼ Y tmp ½s  l  T þ 2 : L  l  T þ 1
(
Where l ¼

NMA 1
; NMA is odd
2
NMA
;
N
MA is even
2

, s ¼ L  NMA þ l þ 1:

Step 5. To compensate for the amplitude attenuation and get the reconstructed
signal SR :
SR ¼ Y=AðxÞ

ð12Þ

N

Where Að xÞ ¼ x3  2x2 þ 1; x ¼ MA
T : Að xÞ is acquired by curve ﬁtting from the
amplitude-frequency curve of moving average ﬁlter.

3.3

Dynamic Monitoring

Because of continuous changes of motion state and heartbeat in the long-time monitoring, the coefﬁcients of moving average ﬁlters need to be changed relatively in order
to remove motion artifacts more effectively and improve the accuracy of BPM
detection. The flow chart of the whole algorithm is shown as Fig. 3 where MAFBW is
the baseline wandering removal algorithm and MAFMA is the motion artifact removal
algorithm. We call this method as batch processing method. We select 3–4 s data as a
batch and set NBW in the next batch to be T in the current batch (except initialization
in the ﬁrst batch). We assume heart beats cannot change suddenly in 3–4 s.

Fig. 3. Batch processing method of dynamic monitoring.
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4 Results
Firstly, we collect the photoelectric signal and accelerometer signal in different
rhythmic motion states those will affect in-ear PPG signal to improve the artifacts
existence criterion. Figure 4 simply shows the data under 6 common condition in daily
life. The tester wears the heart rate detecting earphone and makes the corresponding
action according to the instruction in order. The earphone can transport data out by
bluetooth connecting. As long as there is rhythmic motion artifact in the PPG signal,
the accelerometer signal has the similar rhythm. Conversely, we cannot determine
whether the rhythmic motion artifact exits or not when the accelerometer has a
rhythmic. So in the Step.1 of motion artifact removal algorithm, the sum amplitude of
3-axis accelerometer should be taken into consideration. We set two thresholds when
we estimate the coefﬁcient NMA . NMA is set to be the period of accelerometer signal
only when the sum amplitude of all three axis is larger than the ﬁrst threshold and the
peak value of NACF is larger than the second threshold. During continuous monitoring, when the point of NACF is less than the previous T, NMA is set to be the period
of accelerometer signal. In other cases, NMA is set to be a constant. Table 1 shows the
accelerometer data analysis under the 6 common states. After a lot of experiments, in
this paper our ﬁrst threshold is 3 g, the second is 0.5 and the constant is 7 (about 9 Hz).
Secondly, we select the worst signal acquired in the high leg lifting case to verify
the effectiveness of base wandering removal algorithm MAFBW and motion artifact
removal algorithm MAFMA . As shown in Fig. 5, we intercept 500 points of the data
acquired during rapid leg lifting. In Fig. 5(b), NBW is assigned to be 63 as sampling
rate is 62.5 Hz and heart rate is commonly 1 Hz. We calculate the amplitude of the
baseline BW. BW is reduced from 439.92 to 23.83. As the sum amplitude of 3-axis
accelerometer signal is larger than 3 g and from the NACF of y-axis accelerometer
signal as shown in Fig. 6(a) we set NMA to be 11. Then from the AMDF of the

Fig. 4. Signals in 6 common cases.
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Table 1. Accelerometer data analysis in 6 common cases.
Cases

AMP ACC/g

Nod
Shake
Speak
Walk
Run
High Leg lift

X
1.0469
0.6094
0.1875
0.6875
1.1719
1.5781

Y
0.2969
0.3906
0.0781
0.7031
1.8281
2.1875

Z
0.4844
0.7813
0.0938
0.5938
1.4688
1.1563

SUM of ACC/g NACF of
MAX[X,Y,Z]
Point Value
1.8282
44
0.5793
1.7813
67
0.5632
0.3594
92
0.1581
1.9844
36
0.6513
4.4688
17
0.5291
4.9219
11
0.6298

Fig. 5. Result of baseline wandering removal and motion artifact removal.

Fig. 6. NACF and AMDF in Fig. 5(c).

temperate reconstructed signal as shown in Fig. 6(b), T is set to be 39 and the result of
BPM detection is 96. Then the amplitude compensation coefﬁcient is 0.8633. The
reconstructed signal is ﬁnally showed as Fig. 5(c). Obviously, the morphology of
reconstructed signal is more clear than the original signal and we can exact BPM from
it accurately.
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Fig. 7. Result of dynamic monitoring.

Thirdly, we select 200 points data as a batch and the batch processing result is
shown in Fig. 7, where x label is discrete sequence, y label is amplitude. The right
arrow represents NBW from the current batch to the next. The up arrow represents
NMA determined from the current accelerometer signal. However, the motion artifacts
cannot exactly start at the beginning of one batch and ﬁnish at the end of one batch, so
in Fig. 7(d) and (f) there are a little distortion in the signals. The distortion will not
affect the accuracy of BPM estimation.
Finally, we make a comparative experiment between the proposed algorithm and
adaptive ﬁltering referenced with a medical instrument VS800, which is a vital sign
monitoring product of Mindray company. We record the time and BPM on the display
screen of VS800 by video. Tester wears our device with his ﬁnger clipped by the
VS800’s probe and does some daily life actions during 10 min. We collect our device’s
data to a computer whose time is synchronized with the VS800 and process the signal
by different algorithms simutaneously. NLMS is shown as formula (13):
8
<

y ¼ H  xT
e¼xy
:H ¼ Hþ
a
b þ xxT  e  x

ð13Þ

RLS recursion equations can is obtained as formula (14):
8
>
>
>
>
<

T

T
g ¼ ðd þPx
xPxT Þ
y ¼ H  xT
e¼xy
>
>
>
H ¼ H þg  e
>
:
P ¼ 1d ðP  g  xT  PÞ

ð14Þ

The result of the BPM detected is shown in Fig. 8 whose y label is detecting BPM
and x label is reference BPM. The red crosses are out of the interval 5 bpm and blue
cycles are in the interval. The detecting accuracy of the proposed method is the highest
and 7%–10% higher than adaptive ﬁltering. The statistical analysis of the result is
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Fig. 8. Comparative experiment with a reference signal (Color ﬁgure online)
Table 2. Statistical analysis of the result in Fig. 8.
Algorithm
Proposed
NLMS
RLS

Accuracy/%
91.67
80.83
84.17

MSE
5.2091
6.3608
5.6436

SROCC
0.8659
0.7103
0.7253

PROCC
0.7318
0.5918
0.6066

PLCC
0.8851
0.6368
0.7085

shown in Table 2. SROCC is spearman rank order correlation coefﬁcient. KROCC is
kendall rank order correlation coefﬁcient. PLCC is pearson linear correlation coefﬁcient. The statistical result indicates that the BPM detected by the proposed algorithm is
more accurate and has a stronger correlation to the reference BPM.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, with additional accelerometer, we propose algorithms based on moving
average ﬁltering which effectively remove noises of base wandering and motion artifacts in ear PPG signal. During continuous monitoring, the coefﬁcients of ﬁlters
adaptively change through a batch processing method. We can reconstruct better
waveform from the corrupted original signal and improve the accuracy of BPM
detection.
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Abstract. Remote healthcare delivery is one of the most promising solutions to tackle global trends in falling health care access and quality of
service. A wireless network of sensors, IoT devices, and cloud is presented
here. New innovative algorithms for eﬀective prognosis are designed and
developed based on motifs and proﬁle matrices. The system consisting
of the sensor network and algorithms together enable delivering remote
healthcare services.
Keywords: Body sensor network
Consensus abnormal motif

1

·

Sensor data summarization

·

Introduction

Telemedicine and remote health monitoring are gaining attention in ensuring
better access to quality healthcare services for the growing population. The use
of body sensors for vitals monitoring has gained large scale acceptance with
the high proliferation of smartphones. The physiological parameters such as
blood pressure (BP), blood glucose, oxygen saturation (SpO2), electrocardiogram (ECG) etc. are monitored, processed and send from the smartphone for
further analysis to doctors in remote hospitals, where they can suggest interventions. Though such innovations are of great beneﬁt to patients, it increases
the load on the doctors, technicians and nurses. To obtain a fast and accurate
summarization of huge amount of sensor data is still an open challenge. Some of
the earlier works on data summarization [1,2] focused on quantizing continuous
time series data into most frequently occurring patterns that they call motif.
There has been recent work [3] where sensor data summarization has been used
to identify abnormal activities from prior experience database for monitoring
people in old age homes. However, the challenge of identifying abnormal motifs
has not been explored much for multi-sensor time series data.
Working in collaboration with medical practitioners we have developed a
novel express data summarization technique speciﬁcally designed for large scale
sensor based healthcare monitoring applications. This is achieved by identifying
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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what we call Consensus Abnormality Motif (CAM) that represents the most
frequent deviations from the normal values. In the following sections, we present
a formal model and evaluation of this summarization technique.

2

Multi-sensor Architecture

We consider N physiological sensors attached to a patient as shown in Fig. 1.
The data is ﬁrst quantized into K ﬁnite severity levels by the severity quantizer.
Each sensor value is quantized as An + +, An +, An , An −, An − −, etc., where
n represents the sensor type while the symbols + and - represents above-normal
and sub-normal severity levels in comparison to the normal value. For instance,
A represents normal range of values, A+++ represents higher than normal, while
A— suggests subnormal level. It may be noted that the number of severity levels,
K, depends upon the type of sensors too. It might be easier to visualize this as
a matrix where the columns represent time-ordered tuple of quantized sensor
t+2
etc.) and rows represent values from diﬀerent sensors
values (At1 +, At+1
1 , A1
during the same time. This matrix is passed to the multiplexer to form a multisensor matrix (MSM) in which temporally related values from diﬀerent sensors
are sequentially arranged, while preserving the synchronous ordering of sensors.
For example, the ﬁrst two rows in the MSM represents the quantized values for
t+1
t+1
time t and t+1 as: At1 +, At2 ,..., Atn −− and At+1
1 +, A2 ,..., An −−. The output
of the MUX is fed to the Physician Assist Filter (PAF) which helps in CAM
discovery and analysis. The PAF-CAM engine has three functionalities, namely:
PAF-CAM pre-processing, PAF-CAM discovery and PAF-CAM alerting engine.
These form the basic building blocks for the smart summarization technique that
we describe next.

Fig. 1. Smart Summarization and analytics architecture based on PAF-CAM technique.

3

Smart Summarization

In the ﬁrst part of the PAF-CAM pipeline, i.e., the pre-processing engine, each
column of MSM is analysed to calculate the weighted-frequency of occurrence of
each symbol and is used to derive the Severity Proﬁle Matrix (SPM). Suppose a
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predeﬁned weight wnk is assigned for the k th severity level of nth sensor, and the
frequency of occurrence of a symbol Atn is fnk , then the (k, n)th element of SPM
would be wnk ∗fnk . After forming the SPM, PAF-CAM discovery engine calculates
the Consensus Abnormal Motif, which is a collection of symbols that summarizes
the severity level of the nth sensor data over a time duration of D. The CAM
is calculated by comparing the weighted-frequencies in the SPM along a column
and then assigning the corresponding CAM as the symbol having the highest
value. In eﬀect, CAM also removes ﬂuctuations in the sensor signals since the
CAM is dominated by the highest frequency component parameterized by the
severity. This makes CAM an error resilient summarization technique thereby
providing the doctors with reliable and relevant data. The next module in the
PAF-CAM pipeline is the alerting engine that calculates a Sensor Severity Value
(SSV) which is the highest wnk ∗ fnk value for the nth sensor. The SSV represents
the summarized severity level of a given sensor data over a time duration D.
Furthermore, we calculate an Alert Measure Index (AMI), which is an aggregate
score that represents the combined severity of all sensors and is used to classify
the patients severity level. Based on AMI, the PAF-CAM alerting engine alerts
the doctors and caregivers if the values are above a preset threshold.
AM I =

n


max(wik ∗ fik )

(1)

i=1

In the following section, we describe how we have used this method to identify
patients requiring urgent attention in remote healthcare monitoring.

Fig. 2. (a) The weekly SSV for 10 patients shows wide variation in individual sensor
data values for glucose and BP. (b) MI for 10 patients over a period of 7 days.

4

Evaluation and Results

We obtained the vitals data of ten patients from an anonymized patient database
that included systolic blood pressure (sBP), diastolic blood pressure (dBP) and
blood glucose levels over a seven day monitoring period. Each day of data consists
of one reading for sBP, dBP and fasting glucose. Here, variables N = 3 and D =
7 days were used. We assumed k = 6; with A+++, A++, A+, A (normal), A- and
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A–. For each sensor, the individual range for each symbol was decided based on
known levels of severity. For the calculation of SPM, the weights wnk used were:
A+++ (3), A++ (2), A+ (1), A (0), A- (1), A– (2). The zero weighted normal
values ensure that only abnormalities are detected from the SPM. After deriving
the SPM, the corresponding CAM, SSV and AMI were calculated. Figure 2 (a)
shows the weekly SSV for all the patients. The normal value would be zero and
hence a deviation from the baseline shows higher severity. Figure 2 (b) shows the
AMI for all the ten patients. It can also be observed that the eﬀect of individual
SSVs are very evident in the overall AMI. We can infer from these results that
patient 4 shows unusually high severity level while 5, 6 are in the higher range.
Most of the other patients in this study showed higher than normal AMI, though
it is at least two times less severe than patients 4, 5 and 6. This technique of
classifying patients based on their severity level would prove highly useful for
doctors, nurses and technicians, who would otherwise have to identify the most
severe signs of a patient by going through a huge amount of data. Though these
are early results from PAF-CAM technique, we believe that the simplicity and
usability of this can be extended to many other areas of prognosis too.

5

Conclusion

We have presented initial work towards the development of a fast, eﬀective and
usable prognosis support technique using consensus abnormal motifs. The physician assist ﬁlters help in summarization of large amount of sensor data into
insightful prognosis-supporting reports that can reduce the work load on doctors. In the near future, we intend to use the PAF-CAM algorithm to identify
CAMs for known disease conditions to help in CAM matching. We also believe
that the area of medical data summarization will gain further momentum as we
head towards large scale deployment of remote monitoring systems.
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Abstract. In this paper, we report on the utility of a wearable personal
assistant (WPA) for orthopedic surgeons in hospitals. A prototype of the
WPA was developed on the Google Glass platform for supporting surgeons in three diﬀerent scenarios: (1) touch-less interaction with medical
images in surgery room, (2) tele-presence colleague consultation during
surgeries, and (3) mobile access to the Electronic Patient Records (EPR)
during ward rounds. We evaluated the system in a simulation facility of
a hospital with two real orthopedic surgeons. The results of our study
showed that while the WPA can be a viable solution for touch-less interaction with medical images and remote collaborations during surgeries,
using the WPA in the ward rounds can have a negative impact on social
interaction between surgeons and patients.
Keywords: Wearable Personal Assistant · Google Glass · Hospital work

1

Introduction

Mobility is one of the main characteristics of work in hospitals. Due to the spatial distribution of departments, wards, and oﬃces in clinical settings, clinicians
need to move between diﬀerent departments all the time. Aside from the considerable time that clinicians waste on moving in hospitals, having access to
the right information in diﬀerent situations is a big challenge. The majority of
previous work on providing remote access to the patient information have used
mobile devices (e.g. PDAs and smartphones). However, most mobile devices do
not support interaction on the move, which means the users need to stop, pick
up their device, and direct their attention away from the task at hand [1]. This
way of interaction often requires the user’s full attention and occupies at least
one hand which most of the time interferes with the task at hand. Furthermore,
interaction with the dominant touchscreen-based mobile devices does not comply with sterility restrictions in hospitals. Emerging new generation of eyewear
computers e.g. Google Glass that provide various hands-free input modalities
(e.g. head motion and voice commands), raises the question as to whether this
new platform can address some of the challenges of interaction on the move.
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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What are the potential advantages and limitations of using such devices in hospitals? To answer these questions, we implemented and evaluated a wearable
personal assistant (WPA) for orthopedic surgeons based on a previous study on
design of wearable personal assistants for surgeons [2]. Our WPA supports three
speciﬁc tasks throughout a workday of surgeons: (1) touch-less interaction with
medical images, (2) tele-presence during surgeries, and (3) mobile access to the
Electronic Patient Records (EPR) during ward rounds.

2
2.1

Related Work
Early Wearable Assistants for Clinicians

The ﬁrst generation of wearable computers for hospital work domain [3–7] comprised a head mounted display (HMD), a microphone and earphone for vocal
interaction, a compact processing unit connected to a wireless network, and other
peripherals such as wrist-mounted keyboards, trackball mice, and etc. RNPSS
[3] was one of the ﬁrst wearable systems for clinicians. The main goal of this
system was to decrease the medical errors of nurses. A similar project [6] was
done to support nurses in home care tasks. Supporting physicians in ward rounds
was another application for the early wearable assistants [4]. The ward round
system supported hand gesture interaction using inertial sensors [4] and conductive textile sensor [8]. These initial prototypes of wearable assistant for clinicians
increased hopes for using wearable computers in practice, but due to the technical, social, and usability challenges [9] those system never took oﬀ.
2.2

Using Google Glass in Healthcare

In [10], an expert surgeon provided guidance to a local surgeon over distance.
The guidance was provided through vocal communication and the image of the
remote surgeon’s hand was superimposed on the live view of the surgical site
on the Google Glass HMD. This study showed some problems with battery life,
audio and image quality, and diﬀerence between camera view and the surgeon
view. In another study [11], Google Glass was used to retrieve similar medical
cases by sending a picture and relevant keywords to a remote server. In this
paper, similar technical issues were reported such as limited battery life, unstable
WIFI connection, lack of auto-focus functionality, which decreases the quality
of the pictures. Muensterer et al. [12] showed the utility of the Google Glass
for hands-free photo and video recordings, hands-free calls, looking up billing
codes, and searching for unfamiliar medical terms in a hospital. The feasibility
of using Google Glass for monitoring patient’s vital signs in the surgeon’s eye was
investigated by Vorraber et al. [13]. Their study showed that using Google Glass
decreases head and neck movements of the surgeon and increases the surgeon’s
focus on the operation. They reported over-heating problems of the Google Glass
in addition to the other technical issues. While previous work has focused on the
technical feasibility of using Google Glass in healthcare scenarios, our focus here
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is on human-computer interaction challenges emerging from using the device as
a wearable assistant in hospitals.
In the work presented in this paper we investigate the ecological validity of
the WPA design explained in more detail elsewhere [2] by asking real orthopedic
surgeons use the WPA in a clinical simulation.

3

Method

Since deploying the WPA in a real clinical setting needs legal approval, we evaluated the WPA in a clinical simulation facility. Such simulations is common and
have been proven eﬃcient in the medical work domain [14]. Our simulation facility includes diﬀerent hospital departments from patient wards to surgery rooms.
We set up the facility for the above-mentioned three scenarios. The touch-less
interaction and tele-presence scenarios were played out in the surgery room (see
Fig. 1b), and for the mobile access to the EPR scenario we set up a patient room
with two beds (see Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1. (a) The simulation setup for the ward round scenario. The room is equipped
with hidden cameras, microphones, and an observation room behind a one-way mirror.
(b) The simulation surgery room for touch-less interaction and tele-presence scenarios
is equipped with surgical equipments, a simulation doll connected to a monitor displaying simulated vital signs, and two large screens for displaying X-rays and Magnetic
Resonance Images (MRIs).

3.1

Participants

During a full day simulation, two orthopedic surgeons, a senior nurse, and two
human actors (to play the role of patients) participated in the study. Since surgeons are extremely busy and hard to recruit for such studies we could manage
to ﬁnd only two surgeons. This is a big limitation for ﬁnding statistical signiﬁcance; therefore, we only rely on qualitative ﬁndings from interviews and
observations. The entire simulation was recorded using video cameras, note taking, photographing, and observations behind a one-way mirror. After welcoming
the participants, a brief introduction was delivered on the purpose of the study
and the scenarios. Both surgeons performed all three scenarios. Before starting each scenario, the surgeons were brieﬂy trained on how to use the WPA.
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Each training session took about 30 min. After each scenario, the surgeons were
asked to complete a structured questionnaire polling their experiences completing the task and using the system. The result of questionnaires is represented in
Fig. 3. Immediately after the questionnaire the surgeons were interviewed to get
deeper insights into their experience of using the WPA.
3.2

Scenario-Based Evaluation

We took a scenario-based approach in evaluation of the WPA. The scenarios
were deﬁned based on a previous study [2]. Scenarios included: (1) Touch-less
interaction, (2) Tele-presence, and (3) Mobile access to the EPR in ward rounds.
These three scenarios are part of a bigger scenario which starts with a patient
getting an orthopedic surgery. Before the surgery, the surgeon needs to review the
medical images of the patient. The WPA helps the surgeon ﬁnd relevant medical
images and adjust the view through touch-less modalities. During the surgery,
the surgeon needs another experienced surgeon’s opinion about the surgery. The
WPA helps the local surgeon to have a tele-presence session with the remote
colleague. After surgery, the patient is moved to the ward, and the surgeon
visits the patient in the ward. The WPA enables the surgeon to see the patient
electronic records on the go and review the new medical images after the surgery.
3.3

Preparing Data for the Study

Since all three scenarios are related to each other, for this study we needed
real medical cases. We selected two cases with the help of our medical partner.
We anonymized the data and assigned unreal names to the selected cases. Two
human actors from university staﬀ played the role of the patients during the
ward round scenario. We also used real pictures of the surgical site taken during
real surgeries. The pictures were printed and attached to the simulation doll to
create a more realistic view (see Fig. 2-a).

Fig. 2. (a) A surgeon uses the WPA for touch-less interaction with X-rays and MRIs.
(b) The local surgeon sees the visual guidance on the HMD in real-time. (c) A remote
surgeon uses a tablet device to provide guidance to the local surgeon. (d) A surgeon
uses the WPA to browse EPR and X-rays in the ward round scenario.
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Scenario 1: Touchless Interaction

In the surgery room, the surgical team including a surgeon and a nurse, are
about to start the surgery. Before starting the surgery, the surgeon looks at Xrays and MRIs. But his/her hands are sterile and s/he cannot touch the mouse
or keyboard. Therefore, the surgeon uses the WPA for browsing X-rays and
MRIs on two diﬀerent screens in the operation room through voice commands
and head movements. The surgeon might need to zoom in, rotate, or navigate
through the medical images until s/he ﬁnds a good view. The surgeon can also
take a snapshot of the screens and see the content on the HMD.
4.1

Apparatus

We used Google Glass to implement the WPA since Google Glass provides at
least two touch-less input modalities: voice commands and head movements.
Moreover, the unobtrusive form factor of the Google Glass and covering small
part of the users ﬁeld of view makes the Google Glass the best available option
for applications where having a good view over the real-world is crucial. We
developed a simple image browser for displaying the X-rays in the surgery room.
To visualize MRIs and X-ray scans, we modiﬁed Invesalius software that is an
open-source medical imaging system1 .
All three systems were connected to a dedicated local WIFI network. We
used UDP protocol for communication between Google Glass and other two
medical systems. The WPA app on the Glass accepts both voice commands and
head movements for interaction. Voice modality is used for discrete commands
such as activating/deactivating the interaction, switching between X-rays, zooming in/out X-rays, changing the views in MRIs between (sagittal, coronal, and
axial). While head motion is used for continuous commands such as adjusting
the position of the X-rays on the screen. In the latter case, we used the user’s
head similar to a mouse where the vertical and horizontal head movements are
translated into the vertical and horizontal movements of the pointer displayed
on the HMD. We deﬁned some command areas in the GUI of the Google Glass.
By moving and keeping the pointer in each area, the WPA sends an appropriate
command to the X-ray and MRI systems. As soon as the pointer exits from the
selected area the WPA stops sending commands. Table 1 shows the modalities
used for sending commands to the WPA.
4.2

Procedure

After brieﬁng the participants and setting up the surgery room, the surgeons
started the scenario one after another. First the nurse gave a brief explanation
about the patient to the surgeon. Then the surgeon activated the stationary Xray system through the WPA to ﬁnd an X-ray and adjust the scale and position
of it on the large display. To ﬁnd a good view the surgeon used either voice
1

http://svn.softwarepublico.gov.br/trac/invesalius/.
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Table 1. Input modalities for each module of the WPA
System module

Commands to the WPA

Touchless interaction Wake up the Glass
(De)activate the X-ray/MRI system
Switching X-rays (next/previous)
Positioning X-rays on the screen
Changing MRI views
Change the depth of the MRI views
Take snapshot of X-rays/MRI views

Voice Head Touch
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Tele-precense

Wake up the Glass
(De)activate the tele-precense system ×
Take a picture
×
Select a picture for sharing
×
Call a clinician
×
End call
×

×

EPR

Wake up the Glass
(De)activate the EPR system
Select a patient record
Switch X-rays
Zoom in/out X-rays
Rotate X-rays
Navigate through X-rays
Browse EPR pages

×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×

×

commands or head movements as shown in Table 1. After ﬁnding the appropriate
view, the surgeon took a snapshot of the stationary X-ray which made it come
up on the HMD. This snapshot helps the surgeon to examine the X-ray image
during the surgery without having to change the head orientation towards the
large display. Each surgeon repeated the scenario for both patients. Since the
second patient had also some MRIs, in the second surgery, the surgeons used
the WPA for interaction with both X-rays and MRI systems. To interact with
the MRI system, the surgeon needed to activate three diﬀerent views (sagittal,
coronal, axial) through voice commands and adjust an appropriate depth view.
4.3

Results

Interview: We asked surgeons about the pros and cons of the WPA for touchless interaction compared to the current indirect interaction (asking a nurse to
control a computer mouse as proxies for surgeons). Participant 1 (P1) indicated
the higher speed of interaction using the WPA; however, he believes that it might
take more time for older surgeons to learn how to use the WPA. P2 thinks the
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direct interaction through the WPA can be a big advantage and saves time of
surgeons in the surgery room because sometimes it is very hard to explain to a
nurse the view that the surgeon is looking for. However, interaction with X-rays
by head movements is not easy since the user needs to look through the HMD
to see the pointer and at the same time look at the X-rays or MRIs on the large
screens which demands frequently switching between the HMD and the large
screens.
We also asked whether they prefer voice commands or head movements for
interaction with X-rays and MRIs. P1 thinks the voice commands are more
convenient for interaction with X-rays where the user usually needs to provide a
few commands while in the MRI case the head movements can be more beneﬁcial
since ﬁnding the right depth view among a lot of slices can be frustrating by
voice commands. P2 prefers voice commands since interaction through head
movements was challenging for him due to the need for switching frequently
between the HMD and the large screens.
The last question was about the snapshot function. Both P1 and P2 indicated
that the snapshot functionality can be extremely useful when the surgeon needs
a reference X-ray or MRI to monitor the state of the surgical site during the
surgery. In such cases, the surgeon needs to frequently turn his/her head towards
the screen. To have a snapshot of such reference images in the HMD, saves
surgeons’ time and energy for the surgery.
Observations: Both surgeons quickly learned how to use the voice commands
for interaction through the WPA; however, P1 felt more comfortable with headbased interaction compared to P2. When P2 wanted to adjust the position of
the X-rays in the screen by head movements, he lost the control of the system
because he had problems with looking at both the HMD (to control the pointer)
and the large screen (to see the X-rays) at the same time. The same problem
happened when P2 wanted to adjust the MRI depth view.

5

Scenario 2: Tele-Presence

After adjusting the medical images on the screen (in the previous scenario) during the surgery, the surgeon encounters a complex situation and needs help from
an expert colleague. The surgeon uses the WPA to start a tele-presence session
with the remote colleague. The local surgeon takes a picture of the surgical site
and calls the remote surgeon using the Glass. The remote surgeon answers the
call. Then the local surgeon explains the situation and shares the taken picture with the remote surgeon. The remote surgeon provides some voice guidance
while at the same time marking the shared photo on his tablet (Fig. 2c). The
local surgeon sees the content provided by the remote surgeon on the Glass and
also hears the voice of the remote surgeon in real-time (Fig. 2b) in real-time.
5.1

Apparatus

We developed a tele-presence app on the Google Glass for the local surgeon
while for the remote surgeon, we developed an Android application on an Asus
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Nexus 7 tablet. The audio communication is done over WIFI connection using
UDP protocol. Due to the limitations in processing resources of the Google Glass
and to avoid registration challenges in an augmented reality user interface, the
Glass application shares a still picture (instead of video) of the local side, and
the remote person is able to draw sketches on top of the shared image using
the Android application on the tablet. The sketches are superimposed over the
shared image in real-time on the Google Glass HMD of the local user.
5.2

Procedure

In the tele-presence simulation, we ran the scenario twice, and during each time
one of the surgeons played the role of a remote expert and the other surgeon
played the role a local surgeon. In the second run, the surgeons swapped their
role and the surgery case was also changed from patient 1 to the patient 2.
Before starting each run, we attached the printed image of the surgical site on
the simulation doll. The remote surgeon sat on a chair in the hallway outside of
the surgery room. After activating the Google Glass by head nudge gesture, the
local surgeon opens the tele-presence application by voice command and takes
a picture of the surgical site. Then the local surgeon calls the remote colleague
by saying his/her name from a list on the HMD. The remote surgeon receives
and accepts the call. As soon as the call is accepted the audio communication
is possible and the taken picture is displayed on both sides. The local surgeon
explains the situation and asks for the remote surgeon’s opinion. The remote
surgeon provides vocal and visual guidance by marking the shared image of the
surgical site using diﬀerent colors on his tablet device, markings that show up
immediately in the Google Glass display carried by the local surgeon.
5.3

Results

Interview: We asked surgeons what other content they would like to share in a
tele-presence session. P1 believes sharing still images of the surgical site (like our
implementation) is very useful for orthopedic surgeries while live videos can be
useful in emergency cases. Also sharing medical images such as X-rays or MRIs
can be valuable in cases where a junior surgeon needs an approval from a senior
surgeon. Currently the senior surgeon needs to come personally to the surgery
room and have a look at the X-rays or the junior surgeon sends the X-ray using a
smartphone. P2 thinks the quality of the image on the HMD is not good enough
for complex surgeries with a lot of soft tissues. He suggested to add a zoom-in
functionality to overcome the limited resolution of the HMD.
Observations: The communication between the two surgeons was smooth.
There was about half a second delay in the audio communication due to the
WIFI-based communication. But the surgeons got used to it after a while. Also
during the tele-presence scenario, when the local surgeon was talking to the
remote surgeon, Google Glass detected the “Ok Glass” command by mistake and
the surgeon needed to deactivate the voice command and continue the session.
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Scenario 3: Mobile Access to Electronic
Patient Records

It is one day after the surgeries. Patients are lying down in the bed in the ward.
The surgeons should visit two patients who got surgery. The surgeons use the
WPA to review the new X-rays and the latest state of the patients while walking
to the ward together with a nurse. The surgeon searches for the patient records
on the Glass by saying the patients name. After ﬁnding the patient records, the
surgeon reads the updated EPR and looks at the recent X-rays and MRIs on
the Glass. The surgeon zooms in/out, rotate, and navigate through the medical
images. The nurse reports the latest state of the patient (last blood test, etc.)
to the surgeon. The nurse answers the questions that the surgeon might ask
during the ward round. The surgeon visits the patients and asks some questions
about their pain, etc. Also the surgeon might need to use the EPR system for
answering patients’ questions. After visiting the patients, the surgeon prescribes
the next treatments and the nurse writes down the prescriptions.
6.1

Apparatus

For this scenario, we only needed an EPR app on the Google Glass. Since in
the ward round, the clinicians’ hands do not necessarily need to be sterilized,
the EPR app supports also touch-based interaction on the Google Glass side
touchpad. Table 1 shows the ways surgeons can interact with the EPR app. We
used diﬀerent touch-gestures for interaction with text pages and medical images:
swipe front/back for browsing EPR and X-rays, short tap for zoom in, long tap
for zoom out, swipe up for 90 ◦ rotation, and swipe up to exit from an active
card to the previous menu. Since it was not possible to connect the Google Glass
to the EPR in the hospital, the patients data was hard-coded into the EPR app.
6.2

Procedure

In the ward round simulation, each surgeon performed the ward round scenario
once where both patients (human actors) lying in the patient bed (Fig. 1-a) were
visited. A nurse accompanied the surgeon during the ward round and provided
necessary information. The surgeons used the WPA to see the recent EPR and Xrays while talking to the patients (see Fig. 2-d). They tried both voice commands
and touch gestures to interact with the WPA. The patients also asked some
questions about the result of the surgery.
6.3

Results

Interview: The surgeons were asked about the pros and cons of the EPR module
during ward rounds. P1 mentioned that the most obvious advantage of using
the EPR on the Glass is to reduce unnecessary moving between a stationary
computer and the ward to check the EPR. However, P2 thinks the small screen
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in Google Glass makes it hard for the surgeon to read the EPR texts, while
a stationary computer is more convenient for such intensive readings. P1 also
mentioned that getting an overview of the EPR is much faster using a desktop
computer since in Glass the text is distributed over several pages.
The other question was about the content that surgeons might need to have
access to during a ward round in addition to the EPR and medical images. P2
mentioned that the main information the doctors need during a ward round is
lab results that can also be provided on the Glass. However, due to the small
size of the HMD in Google Glass, the lab results should be visualized in a way
that the interesting results (important abnormal values) are highlighted, and the
surgeon can get what s/he wants at a glance. P2 indicated that aside from the
medical data, patients usually ask a lot of practical questions about e.g. when
they can leave the hospital, when they have their next appointment, etc. The
WPA should also provide such practical information to the surgeon.
We also asked about the modality they prefer to use during ward rounds. P1
mentioned that he prefers touch gestures since the voice commands interfere with
communication with the patient. P2 said “I also prefer touch gestures because
the head movements look bizarre! ”. All participants (two surgeons, a nurse, and
two patients) were asked about the social acceptance of the Google Glass. P2
said: “Some people might think wearing such a [smart] glasses is arrogant since
you are not present with the patient”. The nurse mentioned that sometimes the
surgeon was looking at the HMD but she thought the surgeon is looking at her.
Moreover, the patients mentioned that they did not feel good when the surgeon
was trying to interact with the Google Glass instead of talking to them.
Observations: During the ward round, P1 spent more time for interaction
with the WPA compared to P2 and sometimes there was a long silence until the
surgeon read the EPR on the Google Glass. The reason was that P2 was familiar
with the medical cases used in the simulation while both cases were new for P1.

Fig. 3. (a) Usability of the touch-less interaction module of the WPA, (b) usability
of the tele-presence module of the WPA, and (c) usability of the EPR module of the
WPA.
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Discussion and Conclusions

Our study indicates that using the WPA for touch-less interaction with medical
images can save surgeons time and energy for the surgery. Moreover, by using the
WPA for touch-less interaction, there is no need for a dedicated nurse to control
the mouse for surgeons. However, there are some limitations in both voice commands and head movements for touch-less interaction. Using voice commands
is a relatively reliable modality but due to the slow speed of the discrete voice
commands, it is not an appropriate modality for providing a lot of commands
within a short time. In contrast to the voice commands, the head movements
can be useful for continuous interactions; however, due to the perceptual overlap
between seeing the large screens and the pointer on the HMD, it is not easy to
use the head movements as a mouse to control the pointer on the HMD. The lowest scores in Fig. 3-a are related to the accuracy of head tracking specially by P2.
This reveals the challenge of using head movements for touch-less interaction.
Apart from the low quality of the image on the HMD indicated in both questionnaire (Fig. 3-b) and the complementary interview, the WPA was successfully
used in the tele-presence scenario. As both surgeons mentioned, the tele-presence
scenario was the best application for the WPA. However, in this scenario we
observed the problem of overlapping between human to human conversation
and voice commands to the system. This indicates a need for more touch-less
input modalities (e.g. gaze) to avoid overlap between the input modality (voice
commands) and surgeons’ conversation. The most challenging scenario was the
ward round which revealed the social problems of using Google Glass in parallel
with human to human interactions. Apart from the social problems, the small
HMD of the Glass turned out to be a limitation for intensive text readings which
is in line with the concept of microinteractions [15] where interacting with the
device should not exceed 4 s. To achieve such fast interactions, the WPA needs
to prepare the information for the surgeons in a way that the surgeon can get
what s/he needs at a glance.
The three scenarios in this paper are representatives of three types of interaction. (1) The touch-less interaction scenario deﬁnes the WPA as an interface
between the user and other computers. In this type of scenarios, the human
agent interacts with two diﬀerent computers in parallel. (2) In the tele-presence
scenario, the WPA is deﬁned as an interface between two human agents which
means the user interacts with another human agent through the WPA and there
is no parallel interaction. (3) In the ward round scenario, the user interacts with
another human agent and with the WPA in parallel. If we look at the results of
the questionnaires and interviews, we can conclude that the WPA got the best
scores in the tele-presence scenario where there was no parallel interaction, and
the user interacts sequentially with the WPA and the other human agent. In the
touch-less interaction scenario, the usability of the WPA is evaluated as average.
In this scenario, the user interacts with two computers in parallel: the WPA and
X-ray/MRI systems. The most challenging scenario is the ward round where the
user needs to interact in parallel with the WPA and a human agent.
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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to offer assistance with dressing for
those persons with a form of cognitive impairment. The main underlying
technical component in the solution is the use of a multi-agent system. A prototype was implemented, consisting of six agents, which received input in the
form of simulated data. The system then has the ability to offer a recommendation as a person leaves their home environment in the form of a clothing
suggestion. The decision for this is based partially on the external temperature
and their current apparel. The long term aspiration of this work is to support
persons with cognitive impairment to dress appropriately for environmental and
social conditions.
Keywords: Activities of Daily Living  Cognitive impairment
Multi-Agent System  Smart environment



Dressing



1 Introduction
One of the biggest challenges in current research is to ﬁnd ways to allow the growing
population of elderly people to live more independently for longer within their own
homes. Previous research has considered the use of technology as a popular solution to
assist those with cognitive impairment [1]. Systems can be developed that aim to
monitor and track Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and subsequently remind or alert
users or carers if required. This has the beneﬁt of taking the burden off family members
or carers who would otherwise have to personally assist the patient more frequently in
addition to providing an increased level of independence for the person suffering from
the impairment [2]. Through researching current systems and assistance already
available to help in these cases, the ADL of dressing has to date received very little
attention, from a technology solution perspective.
Systems developed make use of sensors and actuators to identify and monitor the
environment to recognise the actions taking place and to adapt the environment
accordingly. In order to do this they have assigned goals and decisions to fulﬁl; this
also enables them to be known as software agents [3]. When agents are combined in
order to work together to solve problems, they become a Multi-Agent System (MAS).
As a result more complex, effective systems, providing improved scalability and
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cooperation, can be developed [4]. This paper proposes a solution to assisting with the
ADL of dressing through the use of a MAS.
In Sect. 2 a review of related work and relevant studies is provided. Work carried
out to date is presented in Sect. 3 followed by a discussion of limitations faced and
Future Works in Sect. 4.

2 Related Work
A study by Benhaji et al. developed a MAS dedicated to manage and control the
movement of patients in medical care facilities. Patients and hospital resources, such as
physicians and nurses, were represented by agents with their focus on creating a
patient-centred system. A heterarchical architecture was used to ensure communication
was achieved through negotiation, cooperation and coordination and that agents could
be added or removed without major impact on structure or performance. Within this
there are only two levels, the top containing the patient agent as the central component
of the system and the bottom containing all other agents. The system allows the
hospital to see where patients are assigned to and where free places may be. Limitations
with this approach lay amongst the negotiation mechanism as conflict issues were
found to cause problems for the system [4].
Matic et al. devised a system to monitor the activity of dressing and to identify
common failures using a combination of RFID and computer vision. The ‘AID-ME’
system, standing for ‘Automatic Identiﬁcation of Dressing failures through Monitoring
of patients and activity Evaluation’ aimed to non-intrusively recognise and evaluate the
accuracy of dressing through using information gained from the RFID tags and vision
combined. They found that there were limitations when these systems were used on
their own, however, once fused they found it provided a 10% higher recognition rate
for detecting the incorrect order of dressing. In conclusion they stated that the integration of the two systems was required for the improvement in efﬁciency [5].
This research proposes a MAS to assist dementia patients with dressing in a smart
environment. Whilst MAS have been used for processing data within smart environments, most have concentrated on low abstraction levels or domain-speciﬁc tasks [6].
Nevertheless, it would offer additional advantages to be able to build the context at a
higher level, via the processing of raw data. This allows the agents to understand the
semantic information, in turn enabling them to make the relevant decisions required to
meet their goals.

3 Methodology
To date, a software solution has been created to expedite the prototyping, consisting of
six agents: Decision, GUI, Door, Coat, Temperature and Template (Fig. 1 shows the
methods and attributes of each agent). The Decision agent receives information from
the Door, Coat and Temperature agents, making decisions based on their current states.
The GUI agent’s focus relates to the layout of the user interface as it contains buttons
representing the door and coat, in addition to an input for temperature. Through the
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Door, Coat and Temperature agents’ information, the Decision agent will decide upon
an alert or action to be taken. Both the Door and Coat agents contain rules for their
corresponding tasks. The state of these tasks is communicated to the Decision agent. If
the state is ‘true’, this indicates that the door has been opened and ‘false’ if it is closed.
The states of the Coat are represented as ‘true’ for taken and ‘false’ if it has not been
taken. The Temperature agent contains the rules required to identify if the temperature
input values exceed a predeﬁned threshold value. It is set to represent ‘true’ if it is over
23° and ‘false’ if it is below, indicating that it is cold. Finally the template agent, which
simply exists to assign the layout and size of the GUI. An example of the system in
action is as follows: if the Decision agent is told that the Coat state is true whilst the
Temperature is true and the Door state is also true, the GUI will be told by the Decision
agent to alert the user that it is too warm for a coat. These agents will communicate in
order to make a joint decision on the appropriate alert or action to take (Fig. 2 shows
the communication flow between each agent). Looking at the scenario where patients
may dress inappropriately for the weather; for example, if the patient prepares to leave
their home on a cold day without their coat, they would be alerted to lift a coat before
they leave. This infrastructure has been put in place and example tested upon, using
simulated data input by a human expert, in order to validate that everything is working
as expected.

Fig. 1. Class diagram showing the methods and attributes within each agent.
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Fig. 2. Sequence diagram showing the communication between each agent and the user.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
This research aims to develop a MAS in a smart environment that will be able to assist
with dressing for persons with cognitive impairment. It is hoped that it will advance not
only help with dressing, however, also the implementation and use of MAS in smart
environments on a large scale. Due to this work being at an early stage, limitations are
present. This system is only partially created, before being able to implement this in a
real life environment, sensors are the next step. The proposed solution will include a
thermometer in place of the thermometer input; an RFID tag in a coat in place of the
simulated coat event and a movement sensor on a door in place of the simulated door
event. Once implemented, this system should address the issues previously highlighted
in the Related Work section in that no conflicts should occur and the system will work
efﬁciently with good coordination and communication among agents.
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Abstract. Cochlear Implants are a marvelous option for hearingimpaired patients to perceive sound again, yet some people still cannot
beneﬁt from their implant. The resulting problem is a suboptimal pitch
discrimination, which in turn is a vital factor for vowel identiﬁcation.
As an approach to solve this problem, this paper proposes an adaptive
pitch transposition, which transposes a given signal to a ﬁxed pitch in
which the implant patient has the best comprehension. This pitch is
called comfort pitch and has to be determined in a patient test. As a
result of these considerations, APT was prototypically implemented in
Octave/Matlab and serves as an evaluation platform for the quality of
the produced signals. Furthermore, the comfort pitch is a new measure to
tune the performance of a cochlear implant patient. The entire concept
can be used as a preprocessing stage for state-of-the art speech processing
algorithms in cochlear implants.
Keywords: Cochlear Implants · Pitch transposition · Speech processing

1

Introduction

Cochlear implants (CI) are a marvelous way for patients with severe sensorineural hearing loss to gain or regain the ability to perceive sound from their
surroundings. In a CI, the sound is captured by a microphone and processed by
a speech processor, which transforms the analog sound wave into digital pulses.
These pulses are then transmitted to an electrode array in the cochlea, where
they invoke an electric ﬁeld to stimulate the hearing nerve at the electrode’s position. However, in spite the success of these implants, some patients still cannot
comprehend speech. Low speech comprehension is caused by a variety of circumstances: among others, shallow insertion depth of the electrode array and a low
brain plasticity are limiting factors [5]. That leads to a residual hearing range,
which is shifted upwards and prohibits the perception of lower frequencies.
To tackle this problem, this paper proposes an adaptive pitch transposition, or APT for short, for transposing the input speech signal to the frequency
range in which a particular patient has the best comprehension with his existing
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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cochlear implant. The perceived speech frequency is called Pitch. The frequency
range for best comprehension is thus called comfort pitch and is an empirically
determined value that describes the Pitch in which a patient has the best comprehension.
APT uses the optimal range of frequencies for each individual patient, even
with a drastically reduced number of active electrodes. Furthermore, by reducing
pitch variance by ﬁxing the pitch not to a range but a single value, APT provides
the brain with always the same stimulus. This makes it easier for the patient to
learn and adapt to the new sound experience.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the actual
problem and how it ﬁts into the context of current research. This leads to the
concept of APT, which is explained in depth in Sect. 3. This section describes
the individual parts of the concept in detail. The achieved results are presented
and discussed in Sect. 4, which concludes the paper.

2

Problem Description

Even with todays sophisticated algorithms, not everyone can understand speech
with his CI. The standard insertion depth of a CI electrode array does not
allow the patient to perceive frequencies lower than 1000 Hz [3]. With a reduced
insertion depth, this limit raises even further. Because of this, and CIs coarse
frequency representation, CI patients may have up to 24-times worse pitch perception than a hearing control group [6].
However, research aiming at enhancing pitch perception was recently done
by Laneau et al. [2], which developed f0mod. f0mod modulates the electrode signal with the fundamental frequency, which has been shown to be beneﬁcial for
frequencies up to 1000 Hz. Francart et al. [1] have shown that pitch related tasks
can beneﬁt from the f0mod approach. Vandali et al. developed a training program for pitch and timbre discrimination improvement in [4]. Improvements were
shown, but only in environments with little variations. But even with all available
improvements, not all patients receive a comprehensible hearing sensation.
Another problem, this paper is addressing, is the impact of low brain plasticity from some of the patients. Brain plasticity means that the brain is able
to adapt to new and diﬀerent stimuli by changing its “wiring”. While aging, the
plasticity of the brain degrades. CI users of old age, who are severely hearing
impaired, have thus problems when using their devices.
These problems led to the concept of adaptive pitch transposition (APT).
The shallow insertion depth and therefore the reduced number of electrodes
limit the accessible range of frequencies to a minimum. From there, it is obvious
that a shift of the most interesting region of sound to the remaining frequencies
should be a way to enhance speech perception. This also inherently reduces the
inﬂuence of a low brain plasticity, since the main cues for comprehension are
now always in focus.
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Adaptive Pitch Transposition

The APT concept works as follows: It assumes that a particular patient has a
certain voice pitch where he or she obtains the best recognition rates. This particular pitch is called comfort pitch. Then it transposes all incoming sound samples
into that pitch frequency. This approach requires the following processing stages:
(1) determine the current pitch, (2) determine the required shift amount, and (3)
shift and transpose all incoming signals to the targeted best pitch frequency. The
resulting transposed signal may then be relayed into an arbitrary CI simulation
model.
The comfort pitch is the ﬁrst necessity for each patient. This paper deﬁnes it
as the one Pitch, with that a particular listener has the best speech recognition
rates among a given set of pitches. The relationship of comfort pitch and voice
pitch range are depicted in Fig. 1.
The comfort pitch can be determined by a patient test. This test could be
comprised of voices of diﬀerent pitch, uttering randomized phrases from a ﬁxed
set. Pitch-score pairs are then ranked for best speech recognition rates on the
patients side. The voice pitch with the best score will be the new comfort pitch
for optimal recognition when using the system. With this test, the comfort pitch
adapts to the patient.
Since the goal is to transpose a given signal to a speciﬁc comfort pitch, the
pitch of the current input signal has to be determined to calculate a transposition
coeﬃcient, which in turn deﬁnes how much shift has to be applied.
The Autocorrelation function (ACF) is an algorithm for this very purpose.
Pitch is deﬁned by the signals fundamental frequency and its harmonics, which
are equally spaced in the frequency spectrum. The ACF slides a portion of
data with a varying oﬀset lag over itself to determine a similarity measure.
This measure can then be interpreted as fundamental frequency under certain
conditions.
E
voice pitch
range
f
E
comfort pitch
range

comfort pitch
f
CI range

Fig. 1. Diﬀerent pitch ranges in the frequency domain. The voice range of possible
voice pitches is spacial disjunct from the range, a CI can address. Therefore the pitch
has to be transposed into the CI range.
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For input signals which actually have a pitch, the ACF gives a good estimate. These signals are called voiced. However, for signals that do not have a
pitch (unvoiced signals), the ACF results appear pseudo-random. Therefore, it
is necessary to verify these results. This process is called voice-activity-detection
(VAD) for speech audio signals, and is used in speech recognition software or
other speech related tasks.
Comfort pitch and determined pitch now allow for the calculation of the
transposition coeﬃcient.
Pitch transposition is usually seen as a combination of time stretching and resampling of an audio signal. First the signal is time-stretched while maintaining
the original signal pitch. Then it is re-sampled to the original signal length. A
signal stretched by the factor of two, re-sampled to the original length, will thus
have a pitch at the double frequency. As an example one can imagine a glass of
water, where the ﬁll level of the water is the pitch and the diameter of the glass
is the signal length. If we can make the diameter bigger while keeping the ﬁll
level, and afterwards make the diameter small again, we will have a raised ﬁll
level (thus: pitch).

4

Conclusion

This paper has presented a concept for preprocessing signals for cochlear
implants. The complexity of an input sound signal in terms of pitch gets reduced
to beneﬁt the brains ability to adapt to stimuli.
This approach is only applicable, if an improvement in speech recognition
can be observed for speciﬁc pitches. The extent to which the proposed system
enhances the speech recognition rates in patients is subject of future research.
One major drawback of the current approach is the loss of speaker diﬀerentiation through the pitch ﬁxing. Nevertheless, in prospect of regaining the ability
to understand speech, this seems negligible.
The APT concept has been prototypically implemented in Octave/Matlab.
The resulting system has yet some drawbacks regarding quality and computing
time, but it acts as a foundation for a testbed to evaluate the eﬀect on speech
recognition compared to a simulation of a pure speech processing algorithm.
Furthermore, the comfort pitch constitutes an additional parameter to tune the
eﬃcacy of speech processing algorithms.
Future research will be directed to the evaluation and testing with hearing
people as well as CI users. Performance and quality increase are desired for real
time usage.
Lastly APT is a powerful preprocessing stage, which is adaptable to any other
speech processing strategy. It thus yields the potential to theoretically enhance
the speech recognition rate for every CI user.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks the welisa graduate school for its support.
Part of this research was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) grant
number GRK 1505.
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Abstract. ActiDote —activity as an antidote— is a system for manual wheelchair users that uses wireless sensors to recognize activities of
various intensity levels in order to allow self-tracking while providing
motivation. In this paper, we describe both the hardware setup and the
software pipeline that enable our system to operate. Laboratory tests
using multi-modal fusion and machine learning reveal promising results
attaining a F1-score classiﬁcation performance of 0.97 on ﬁve diﬀerent
wheelchair-based activities belonging to four intensity levels. Finally, we
show that such a low cost system can be used for an easy self-monitoring
of physical activity levels among manual wheelchair users.
Keywords: Self-tracking · Wheelchair
Wearables · Machine learning

1

· Handicap · Wireless sensors ·

Introduction and Motivation

Physical inactivity has been identiﬁed as a major contributor to the exacerbation of physical illnesses [9]. The WHO identiﬁed it as the fourth leading risk
factor of global mortality after high blood pressure, tobacco use and high blood
glucose. Therefore, in recent years, many actions against inactivity have come
to the fore [12]. For instance, diverse pedometer devices have been developed
to help people reach various physical activity goals, like walking 30 min per day
or completing 10’000 steps per day. Moreover, many smartphone applications
attempt to help people self-track their physical activity and motivate them to
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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continuously exercise. Unfortunately, an equivalent application for people using
wheelchairs is missing and there is a clear absence of motivational devices that
can support the self-tracking of physical activity among people with spinal cord
injury. The few studies that have dealt with this issue concluded that current
commercial physical activity measurement devices are not appropriate for wheelchair users [7], and to make things worse, those users very often adopt sedentary
habits as a consequence of their disability. The result is that obesity rates for
adults with disabilities are higher than for adults without disabilities [17].
In this paper we present ActiDote —activity as an antidote— a system based
on wearable and wheelchair-attached sensors that wirelessly communicate with
a smartphone to allow the tracking of the physical activity of people with motor
disabilities using wheelchairs. Our system integrates machine learning algorithms
that analyse the sensor data to identify the intensity of the physical activity
being realized, and provides a daily (and weekly) summary of activities as a
feedback to the user. This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we present
the state-of-the-art in the domains of physical tracking and activity recognition
among disabled people. In Sect. 3, we describe the Actidote system, namely the
hardware setup, the activity recognition approach and the feedback visualization.
Section 4 presents experimental tests and results and ﬁnally, Sect. 5 presents our
conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

The increasing availability of wearable sensors embedded in smartphones,
watches and physical activity trackers has opened the door to a wide number of applications, mainly in health and wellness improvement. Many devices
and services help with tracking physical activity, caloric intake, sleep quality,
posture, and other factors involved in personal well-being (e.g., the so-called
Quantiﬁed-Self movement1 ). One typically collects data by means of sensors like
GPS, accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometers, heart rate meters, thermometers,
microphones, etc. As far as the physical activity monitoring is concerned, recent
research and development has allowed to leverage the power of accelerometers for
building systems capable of estimating energy expenditure and to achieve mass
market penetration (e.g., Jawbone, Fitbit, Nike+, Polar Loop, Garmin vivoﬁt).
Unfortunately, it has been found that these general public devices do not provide accurate estimates of the energy expenditure of people using wheelchairs,
in particular, during wheelchair propulsion [3,7]. Even the SenseWear Armband
(SWA), which has been validated as a means to estimate energy expenditure in
overweight children, in patients with cancer, and healthy children, has provided
inaccurate measures among the disabled population [15].
Researchers have thus attempted to estimate energy expenditure of manual
wheelchair users using activity-dependent models [6], increasing the sampling frequency and computing features of the raw data [5], and by fusing multiple modalities (e.g., accelerometry and heart rate monitoring) [15]. In [5], Garcia-Masso
1

http://quantiﬁedself.com.
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et al., obtained accurate estimations of energy expenditure on paraplegic persons using a cumbersome system with four wearable sensors (Actigraph GT3X
accelerometers), one on each wrist, one on the waist and one on the chest. Finally,
there has been some work attempt to better estimate energy expenditure with
the use of Machine Learning techniques to derive data-driven models that exploit
data from accelerometers or multiple sensors [10,13,14,16], but without involving people with spinal cord injury.

3

A Data-Driven Approach to Physical Tracking

The amount of energy spent by a person during a given activity can be assessed
using a mechanistic approach if the right physiological variables are measured.
However, these measurements are not easy to perform due to diﬀerent practical constraints (e.g., sensors are expensive and not portable). Data-driven
approaches oﬀer an alternative to the mechanistic analyses which have been traditionally used for modelling complex metabolic phenomena. Data-driven models
try to discover the relationships between the variables involved in the analysis
from the data, while in mechanistic approaches these relationships are based
on prior theoretical knowledge about the phenomenon. Indeed, in a data-driven
approach, the variables used do not necessarily have a physiological meaning,
and in most of the cases they are mere surrogates to a quantity that is diﬃcult
to measure. One of the main strengths of a data-driven approach is its robustness. The fact of using the acquired data to build the model provides a better
tolerance to sensor imprecision given its non-dependence on sensor calibration
or precise sensor positioning and orientation. While mechanistic analysis relies
on the understanding of a physical phenomena that requires well deﬁned inputs
for obtaining an accurate solution, data-driven approaches accept not to understand the phenomena, making it less dependent on the accuracy of the inputs.
Our approach is thus to acquire as much pertinent sensor data as possible for
further identiﬁcation of the required inputs to build the model.
3.1

Hardware Setup

In order to acquire the pertinent data to build our data-driven model, we have
designed a set of wireless sensors to be embedded on an ordinary wheelchair.
Our main goal is to accurately estimate the energy expenditure of the user,
speciﬁcally focusing on the expenditure due to physical activity. The type of
physical activity can be estimated through diﬀerent motion sensors placed on
the wheelchair and on the user body. However, activity intensity is impossible
to infer from inertial motion sensors only. For instance, displacing a wheelchair
on a regular surface will require much less energy than on a sandy surface, even
if motion sensors read similar data. Static eﬀort is another example: it can be
more physically intensive to stay static on an uphill than to move on a downslope.
Force sensors on the wheels can help estimate such physical intensity.
We have thus equipped an ordinary wheelchair with a set of several Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensors in order to build a complete physical activity
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Fig. 1. Wireless sensor board

Fig. 2. Load cell coupled to the wheel

Fig. 3. Modiﬁed wheel

monitoring system (PAMS). The system is composed of ﬁve sensors allowing to
collect data regarding the movements and the eﬀort done by the wheelchair user.
We have designed a wireless sensing board to be ﬁxed on the wheel. It contains
a gyrometer and accelerometer device used to determine the wheel speed and an
amplifying circuitry for connecting the strain gauges of three load cells (Fig. 1).
The wheel has been modiﬁed in order to assess the forces applied to it through
measuring with load cells the mechanical deformation between the hand rim and
the wheel. We have thus replaced the hand rim separators by three load cells in
order to measure the tangential force applied to the wheel. Figure 2 depicts how
each load cell has been coupled to the wheel. The strain gauges on each load cell
are connected to form a Wheatstone bridge topology. The two output signals
from the bridges are then ampliﬁed, compared and ﬁltered. Finally, the result is
read by an embedded microcontroller through an analog-to-digital converter to
get the strength value. Figure 3 and Table 1 the complete hardware setup.
Table 1. Summary of the sensors used
Location

Device

Wrist

Smartwatch Moto360 Accelerometer & Heart Rate

Chair bottom

BLE113

Accelerometer & Gyroscope

Wheel

BLE113

Accelerometer & Gyroscope

Wheel push ring Load Cells (3x)

Sensors

Strain gauges
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A second wireless sensing board is directly ﬁxed to the chair. This one is also
equipped with accelerometer and gyrometer but without strain gauge interfaces.
Its goal is to measure wheelchair inclination for discriminating between upslope,
downslope and ﬂat surfaces as well as rotations of the wheelchair.
Both sensing boards are equipped with a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) module. The module is the BLE113 developed by Bluegiga. It integrates a calibrated
antenna at 2.4 GHz and a low consumption microcontroller. The main interest in
this all-in-one module is the reduction of the development time on the hardware
design and the full implementation of the Bluetooth stack usable with a simple
script language named BGScript. Finally, a commercial smartwatch (i.e., the
Moto 360) is ﬁxed on the user’s wrist. It is also equipped with motion sensors
and is used to detect arm motions in order to improve the model with the detection of other gestures, like auto-propulsing his chair, playing ping-pong or lifting
weights. Moreover, this smartwatch is also equipped with a photoplethysmogram
sensor used to monitor the users heart rate (HR). HR measurements should
help to enhance the model by directly using physiological data for estimating
speciﬁc users caloric expenditures needs and capacity. All the above described
collected data from custom sensors and the commercial smartwatch are transferred through BLE to an Android handheld device carried by the wheelchair
user in order to further perform data analysis.
3.2

Activity Recognition

In our project, activity recognition was ﬁrst envisioned as an intermediate objective, given that we aim at estimating energy expenditure in the end. However,
in this paper we present a system that allows for self-tracking of physical activity levels taking already advantage of the activities being recognized, as in [4].
Indeed, as we will show in Sect. 3.3, a graphical summary of the amount of time
spent on activities of diﬀerent levels of intensity can be exploited in a straightforward way to motivate more regular physical exercise. The processing chain
of the sensor data [2] starts with the sensor-data acquisition: a stream of sensor samples is obtained and the sensor data stream is preprocessed. A detailed
explanation of this activity recognition chain is described in Sect. 4.
3.3

Feedback Visualization

We found important for the end user to have some kind of feedback available. We
developed a front-end web interface that shows both the current day summary
and a history of the previous week. The interface in its current state is depicted
in Fig. 4. All statistics are related to the following intensity levels: Sleeping (or
None), Light, Moderate, and Vigorous. For now, this interface is in a beta test
state. In a future version of this project, we envision that the users will be able
to log on to this interface and see these statistics in near real time.
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Fig. 4. The web interface for the end user feedback

4
4.1

Experiments and Results
Data Collection

In order to recognize diﬀerent activities, we started by determining the activities that should be detected and learned. This list contained activities such
as: resting, moving (e.g., at diﬀerent speeds, on diﬀerent ground types, given
diﬀerent slopes, self-pushed, pushed by a caretaker), desk-work-like (e.g., desk
work, browsing on computer, eating, being on the phone) or even replacements
(e.g., in the chair, from the wheelchair to the toilet). Moreover, these activities
were grouped in several classes of intensity ranging from sleeping (or None) to
vigorous. This was done to pave the way for the energy expenditure predicting
model that we will develop in a future phase of this project. For the machine
learning to take place, the ﬁrst step was to collect data corresponding to the goal
that needs to be achieved. In this case, it meant to use the sensors we described
to collect the data of the activities we mentioned above. This operation was
performed by an Android handheld device. The data captures followed a protocol that encompassed ﬁve activities: resting, desk work, self-pushing at medium
speed on a standard ﬂat indoor ﬂoor, self-pushing on an ascending slope, and
external pushing by a caretaker. Therefore, each activity deﬁned in the list had
an intensity level of respectively: none, light, moderate, and vigorous. The protocol required no predeﬁned order for doing the activities, but deﬁned that each
activity was to be performed for ﬁve minutes straight. This was a precaution
to make sure that the model had enough examples for each activity and was
therefore able to learn all of them correctly. This protocol was obviously only
designed for laboratory purposes and was used to train a model to recognize
such activities. The long term goal was to be able to classify captures free from
any protocol, such as captures that any person with Spinal Cord Injury would
do in a normal day. To ensure that our model performed well, we chose to train
it on a speciﬁc data capture, and then to test it on another data capture and the
other way around. This way, we could be sure that our predictive model generalized well on the activities themselves and not on a spurious setup depending
on some day-dependent variables. Furthermore, we grouped the obtained data
following an early fusion pattern. We downsampled the Moto 360 accelerometer
data by decimation from 50 Hz to 15.63 Hz and upsampled the Moto 360 heart
sensor from 1 Hz to 15.63 Hz by repetition. Therefore, at the end of the data
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collection step, we had two fully labelled datasets of roughly 25 min with 5 min
by activity and a 15.63 Hz sampling rate (therefore with a sample for each sensor
every 64 ms).
4.2

Feature Extraction

To perform the feature extraction, we chose to roll two windows of respectively
5000 and 1000 ms over the data, in order to have two order of magnitudes of
what we can consider a context for every sample. We computed the median,
standard deviation and energy of the signal of the windows leading to each sample (included). We extracted these values for the three axes-accelerometer on
the wrist, the three axes-accelerometer on the chair, the three axes-gyroscope on
the wheel and the three load cells on the pushing ring. Unfortunately, the heart
rate sensor from the Moto 360 on the wrist proved to be too noisy and we had
to drop it from our analysis. We were therefore left with two captures of respectively 22471 samples (24 min) and 23439 samples (25 min), with the 72 same
features. As a lot of these features are probably redundant and correlated, the
best choice for an oﬀ-the-shelf model is random forest. This is a model introduced
by Breiman in 2001 [1] that bags (short for bootstrap aggregates) classiﬁcation
and regression trees (CART) and randomly samples a subset of the features at
each split. In doing so, the model averages many noisy but approximately unbiased models, and hence reduces the variance. For classiﬁcation, a committee of
trees each cast a vote for the predicted class. As trees are invariant under linear
modiﬁcation of input, this also speeds up the activity recognition chain since no
further preprocessing is required.
4.3

Analysis and Results

As stated before, we wanted to make sure that our model performed well by
training it on a speciﬁc data capture and testing it on the other one. We also
had to do it the other way around to make sure that the model performs equivalently, otherwise it would indicate an inherent problem with the training step.
Regarding the temporal resolution, we decided that in order to assess the intensity, it made no sense to predict very short activities. We decided to reﬁne the
predictions by rolling a modal ﬁlter of 1 min length over them. Indeed, the end
user will have no interest in knowing every activity he did at a very high resolution (64 ms); he will be more interested in a more global feedback about his day.
In doing so, we make sure that a very short change of activity will be erased.
This can both improve or worsen the predictions depending on the conjuncture,
but it will always enhance the feedback we can give to the end user.
Experiment 1: All Features. The ﬁrst experiment we tried was to feed into
our model all of the features we extracted. For both ways of training and predicting (train on ﬁrst capture and predict on second capture, and the other way
around), we repeated the training step ten times and we computed both the
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Table 2. F1-scores on training, raw predictions and reﬁned predictions for both training orders
Training Set Prediction Set Train

Test (raw)

Test (reﬁned)

Capture 1

Capture 2

0.9998 ± 0.00 0.7754 ± 0.01 0.7678 ± 0.03

Capture 2

Capture 1

0.9999 ± 0.00 0.9314 ± 0.00 0.9874 ± 0.00

normalized confusion matrices and the weighted F1-scores of the raw resulting
classiﬁcation and of the reﬁned predictions as described in Sect. 4.3 with the
modal ﬁlter. We used the ensemble package of scikit-learn [11] for building our
random forest classiﬁer. For the parameters, we used 1000 trees, the entropy
criterion, and used the square root for selection of the maximum number of features at each split. These are standard parameters when using a Random Forest
classiﬁer.
The results of this ﬁrst experiment are described in Table 2. Each row in
the table represents a diﬀerent order for training and predicting, each column
contains results on the training set (by out-of-bag score), on the testing set with
raw predictions and on the testing set with reﬁned predictions.
As we see in Table 2, both ways of training and predicting are not equivalent. Indeed, the score on the test set when trained of the ﬁrst capture drops
dramatically compared to the same score when trained on the second one. This
indicates a disparity between the two captures. This is a recurring problem in
machine learning: when not enough data is available, the noise can sometimes
be mistaken as signal. The more data we have, the more the noise gets averaged
among captures and the easier the signal can be recognized.
In our case, we analyzed this problem as being caused by proxy features.
Proxy features are features that seem to be discriminant in a given dataset
but are not in reality. We included an example for illustration: In Fig. 5, we
see that if we look at the ﬁrst capture, this variable —the energy of the chair
accelerometer signal in the x-axis over the last 5000 ms— seems excellent to
separate activity classes Still and Work. On the other hand, we see in the second
capture that this variable has actually no importance and does not separate these
two activities at all. In this case, we can deduce that the proxy variables used
did not accurately represent both activities. A classiﬁer, even a human one,
trained on the ﬁrst capture will obviously make mistakes when predicting the
second capture. Conversely, a classiﬁer trained on the second capture will select
another variable to separate these activities and will probably separate correctly
these activities. This example explains the dispaired results shown in Table 2.
This problem is caused by lack of data and should disappear as we collect
more data, but in the meantime, a good way of overcoming that issue is to
manually select features that we know from expert knowledge and bio-medical
modelling are relevant for characterizing the activities we deﬁned.
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Fig. 5. A “proxy” feature in ﬁrst (left) and second (right) capture, in activities Still
and Work

Experiment 2: Manually Selected and Engineered Features. In this
experiment, we crafted and hand-picked features that we know are important
for the resolution of this problem. We therefore ensured that our model only
got features that are relevant in every case. Indeed, every feature is certiﬁed by
expert knowledge to be of inﬂuence in the activity we hope to recognize. These
features were namely: the sum of the standard deviation of the three load cells
over the last 5000 ms, the sum of the standard deviation of the wrist three-axis
accelerometer values over the last 5000 ms, the median orientation of the chair in
the longitudinal plane over the last 5000 ms, the standard deviation of the wheel
angular speed in the z-axis (longitudinal ground speed) over the last 5000 ms, the
median wrist acceleration in the x-axis (longitudinal acceleration) over the last
5000 ms, and the median wrist acceleration magnitude (norm of the three axis
vector) over the last 1000 and 5000 ms. We built models and estimated their
performance as explained in Sect. 4.3. These results are presented in Table 3.
The model is now working as expected, with training orders being equivalent
in terms of performance. To illustrate this, Fig. 6 depicts the confusion matrices
of ground truth against raw (left) and reﬁned (right) predictions with the ﬁrst
capture used as training and second capture used as testing, while Fig. 7 shows
the same matrices but with the reverse training order.
We highlighted the eﬀect, positive in this case, of the modal ﬁlter in Figs. 8
and 9. These ﬁgures present the raw (top) and reﬁned (middle) predictions on
the second capture (when the model was trained on the ﬁrst one) in Fig. 8 and
on the ﬁrst capture (when the model was trained on the second one) in Fig. 9.
Table 3. F1-scores on training, raw predictions and reﬁned predictions for both training orders with manually selected features
Training Set Prediction Set Train

Test (raw)

Test (reﬁned)

Capture 1

Capture 2

0.9995 ± 0.00 0.8923 ± 0.00 0.9550 ± 0.00

Capture 2

Capture 1

0.9985 ± 0.00 0.8844 ± 0.00 0.9933 ± 0.00
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrices of raw (left) and reﬁned (right) predictions using ﬁrst capture as train test and second capture as test set

Fig. 7. Confusion matrices of raw (left) and reﬁned (right) predictions using second
capture as train test and ﬁrst capture as test set

Fig. 8. Timeline of ground truth (bottom) against raw (top) and reﬁned (middle)
predictions using ﬁrst capture as train test and second capture as test set

Fig. 9. Timeline of ground truth (bottom) against raw (top) and reﬁned (middle)
predictions using second capture as train test and ﬁrst capture as test set

We also see that this ﬁlter has a lag eﬀect causing the detection of a start of
a new activity to be slightly delayed comparing to its real start. This lag is
approximately equal to 30 s (half the ﬁlter size), which is a negligible error.
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We can therefore conclude that the system in its basic version can recognize
the deﬁned activities with a F1-score of roughly 0.9, which is already an excellent score for an activity recognition task similar to what is currently achieved
in [8]. In its reﬁned version, with a 1 min modal ﬁlter applied to it, the results
seem to climb around 0.97. Of course, this is an even better score, but its contribution does not only encompasses the score enhancement, but also —and more
importantly— gives a much clearer feedback to the user. Knowing the system
is able to correctly classify such activities, it is therefore also able to separate
activities with diﬀerent intensities, since the activities are grouped into intensity
levels.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our ActiDote —activity as an antidote— system
which in its current state can accurately detect and recognize activities of different intensity levels. Indeed, a weighted F1-score of 0.97 has been attained on
two diﬀerent data captures. This means that with the training and the testing
data belonging to diﬀerent experiments, the model was still able to perform well.
In order to have a robust model that can adapt to diﬀerent wheelchairs and different users, it is mandatory to train it on more data. This is why one of the
next step is to capture labelled data for a larger group of user with the current
setup. This should also avoid having to select the features to feed into our model.
Indeed, the noise contained in each individual capture should theoretically be
averaged out.
The system as described is available at a lower cost compared to similar
setups and gives the end user a very accurate feedback. Therefore, not only
does it provide a means for self-tracking physical activity and self-motivation,
but it can also be used for potential continuous monitoring of patients during
rehabilitation. Last but not least, the development of self-tracking devices and
continuous monitoring should indirectly contribute to reduce health costs.
We are currently working on improving the system accuracy by developing
new hardware and software. On the hardware side, we are currently developing
our own strength sensors based on strain gauges. The main improvement will
consist in measuring the force applied on a radial axis in addition to the tangential axis already measured. Other sensing elements are also being evaluated like
pressure sensors on the chair surface in order to track posture and activities like
switching chairs (transfer on public bathrooms, etc.) or adjusting seat position
(pressure relief, etc.). As for the software side, we do not only aim at making this
system near real-time, but also capable of recognizing more activities. The next
steps encompass extrapolating an energy expenditure measurement, in order for
the user or caregivers to have a quantitative estimation as feedback.
Acknowledgements. This project has been supported by the HES-SO grant IAINTERDISC14-01. We would like to thank all the members of the ACTIDOTE consortium for fruitful discussions and collaboration and Eric Henchoz for developing the
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Abstract. Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) kills more than a million of
people every year. However, there is no signiﬁcant marker for identifying
CAD patients unobtrusively. In this paper, we propose a methodology
for non invasive screening of CAD patients from heart sound analysis.
Instead of segregating the diastolic heart sound as mentioned in prior
arts, the proposed methodology extracts spectral features from the entire
phonocardiogram (PCG) signal, broken into small overlapping windows.
Support vector machine (SVM) is used for classiﬁcation. Our methodology produces 80% classiﬁcation accuracy on a dataset of 25 subjects,
containing PCG data of both cardiac an non cardiac patients as well as
healthy subjects. Results also reveal that a simple transfer function can
be formed to identify the CAD patients if photoplethysmogram (PPG)
signal is available simultaneously along with PCG.
Keywords: Coronary Artery Disease · Phonocardiogram
tion · Photoplethysmogram · Transfer function
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Introduction

Simple, low cost and non-invasive solutions for health monitoring are increasingly gaining attention in both developed and developing nations. Such solutions
deploy a set of low cost sensors to extract meaningful information regarding physical condition of a person. Although the performance of those solutions is not
comparable to the costly medical devices and investigations, they can be useful
for day to day monitoring, preventive health care and alert generation. Oﬀ the
shelf solutions to estimate physiological vitals like heart rate, blood pressure,
ECG are already available in the market. Some of them use dedicated wearable
sensors (Fitbit1 ), whereas some utilize the inbuilt sensors of smart phones along
with some extra attachments (Alivecor2 ) to increase their aﬀordability.
1
2

https://www.ﬁtbit.com/.
http://www.alivecor.com/home.
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Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is a leading cause of death, killing more
than a million of people across the world every year [8]. The reason of CAD is
building up of fatty deposits (plaque) on the walls of coronary arteries [8]. This
makes the cavity inside arteries narrower, restricting the blood ﬂow, causing
heart attack and death. As the natural elasticity of arteries deteriorates with
ageing, the elderly population is more prone to the disease. However, proliferation
of sedentary life style and unhealthy diet are exposing the young generation also
towards CAD.
The most common symptom to identify CAD is angina or chest pain [8].
However, there is no deﬁnite marker for CAD. Typically the doctors advise various investigations after considering self and family history and life style of the
patients, complaining of angina. Which is followed by echo cardiogram, angiography or exercise stress test to diagnose early or sense CAD. However, these are
all costly and invasive medical tests. Thus the importance of non-invasive CAD
markers comes into the scenario.
A coarse detection of CAD is possible from diﬀerent physiological signals.
The most commonly used non-invasive marker is the heart rate variability (HRV)
[3,6,9]. Gold standard for HRV is to measure the R-R interval distance from the
ECG waveform. Research shows that CAD patients typically have a reduced
HRV, compared to a normal person [6]. However, this requires the analysis of
ECG signal for a prolonged time interval. The other popular marker is to analyse
the heart sound [12,13]. The heart sound signal, also known as phonocardiogram
(PCG), is generally recorded using a digital stethoscope. The sounds generated
from a healthy heart during opening and closing of heart valves is diﬀerent than
that of an abnormal heart. The power spectrum of the diastolic part of PCG signal was analysed in [4] and found that the spectral energy is more at a frequency
region higher than 130 Hz for the CAD patients. However PCG is extremely vulnerable to ambient noise and thus a clear segregation of diastolic heart sound is
a tricky task. Moreover patients having cardiac murmur, generally have a noisy
heart sound, making the segregation task further diﬃcult. Certain prior arts [2]
claimed to identify heart disease from photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal. However the dataset used by [2] is too small to take any conclusive decision. PPG
is a simple non-invasive technique that measures the volumetric blood ﬂow in
capillaries [1]. PPG signal is periodic in nature whose fundamental frequency
indicates the heart rate.
In this paper, we propose a methodology to identify CAD patients from spectral features of PCG signal. Instead of segregating the diastolic heart sounds, the
proposed methodology splits the entire signal into small overlapping windows,
each having at least one complete heart cycle. We used our in-house low cost
digital stethoscope [14] to collect the PCG data in order to cut down the overall
cost of the system. Also we explore the feasibility of classifying CAD patients by
forming a transfer function from simultaneously recorded PPG and PCG signals.
It is important to mention that, our objective is not to replace the established
clinical techniques for identifying CAD, but to propose a screening system, to
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be used by the physicians before subjecting a patient for an invasive medical
diagnosis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The transfer function based approach is explained in Sect. 2. Our proposed PCG based methodology is detailed
in Sect. 3. Experimental dataset is explained in Sect. 4. Followed by results and
conclusion in Sects. 5 and 6 respectively.

2

Transfer Function from Simultaneously Recorded PCG
and PPG Signals

Human cardiovascular system can be considered as a closed loop system, where
the heart acts as a source to pump blood to the end capillaries. In this approach, we consider PCG as the input to the cardiovascular system, representing
the function of opening and closing of heart valves (source) and PPG as the output signal, representing the blood ﬂow at end capillaries (sink). Thus a simple
transfer function of the system can be formed from them. As both PCG and
PPG signals of a CAD patient is diﬀerent from a non CAD person, the same
is expected to reﬂect in the transfer function. In this paper we use an adaptive
ﬁlter to get the same.
An adaptive ﬁlter is a kind of digital ﬁlter, whose transfer function is adjusted
over time to adapt the properties of the output signal. Adaptive ﬁlters are commonly used for noise cancellation, identiﬁcation of response of an unknown system, inverse system identiﬁcation etc. The block diagram of an adaptive ﬁlter
is shown in Fig. 1. Here u denotes the ﬁlter input, which is the PCG signal in
our case. The desired signal d is the PPG signal. Our job is to adjust the tap
weights of the adaptive ﬁlter in such a way, that the ﬁlter output y matches
the desired signal d, minimizing the error e, where e = d − y. Normalized Least
Mean Square (NLMS) algorithm [5] is popularly used for calculating the ﬁlter
coeﬃcients of an adaptive ﬁlter. In this iterative process, the output (y) of the
FIR ﬁlter is calculated by convolving the input signal (u) and ﬁlter taps (ŵ).
The overall error, estimated from the diﬀerence between the ﬁlter output (y)
and the desired output (d) is used to adjust the tap weights based on the principle of steepest descent. NLMS guarantees the stability of LMS algorithm by
normalizing the learning rate with respect to the input signal.
Simultaneously recorded PPG and PCG signals are required for the validation of the above-mentioned approach. We used a freely available dataset [11],
that contains both the signals sampled at 1000 Hz. The dataset contains, 2 normal adult subjects and 2 CAD patients. The CAD patients include an 11 year
old female subject having cardiac murmur with aortic stenosis and a 14 months
old female subject having pulmonary stenosis, ventricular septal defect and pulmonary hypertension. Tap size of the ﬁlter is chosen as 1024. Frequency response
of the transfer function for all 4 subjects present in the dataset is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It can be visualized that, the overall spectrum is much noisier for the
CAD patients due to the presence of high frequency components in their PCG
signals due to cardiac murmur. For a detailed inspection, we divide the entire
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of adaptive ﬁlter

spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) into 16 bins and the variance of spectral amplitude at each bin is shown in the bar chart of Fig. 2(b) for all the subjects. This
clearly shows that above bin 5, the amplitude variance of the CAD patients is
signiﬁcantly higher compared to the normal subjects.

3

Proposed Methodology

In spite of its simplicity and robustness, The method discussed in Sect. 2 has the
following limitations,
– PPG and PCG signals, need to be completely synchronized
– Both signals should have equal sampling rate
However, in practical scenario, the task of synchronizing multiple biomedical signals recorded at diﬀerent sampling rates has severe deployment issues. Sampling
rate of a commercial pulse oximeter, that captures PPG signal is around 100 Hz.
On the other hand, raw audio signals are sampled at several KHz of sampling rate
in a digital stethoscope. Up-sampling of PPG signal and/or downscaling of PCG
signal introduce noise in both the signals, making the transfer function unreliable. Thus we propose an alternative approach, to identify CAD patients using
PCG as the only source of input. Block digram of the proposed methodology
is shown in Fig. 3. Diﬀerent components are further illustrated in the following
subsections.
3.1

Preprocessing

Being a wide band signal, PCG is highly susceptible to noise. Ambient signals
present in the audible range is the major source of such noise. Noise, generated
due to friction at the contact region of the diaphragm of stethoscope and the
subject body also heavily corrupts the signal. Important information regarding
heart sound is typically conﬁned within 150 Hz. Thus, we remove all frequency
components above 500 Hz using a low pass ﬁlter. Subsequently the signal is down
sampled at 1000 Hz before further processing.
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Fig. 2. Results of transfer function based approach on dataset [11]

3.2

Windowing

A PCG signal is non-stationary in nature due to heart rate variability. Thus the
raw signal is broken into rectangular windows with 50% overlapping to restore
the temporal information. Selecting of the optimum window length is a tricky
task. A prolonged window size may end up in mixing up multiple cardiac cycles
in a single window. Thus the window size should be short enough to preserve the
temporal information corresponding to individual cycle. We can safely assume
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of proposed methodology

that heart rate of a cardiac patient also can not go below 30 bpm. Thus, the
window size is chosen as 2 s in our application to ensure the presence of at least
one complete cardiac cycle in each window.
3.3

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the most important task in any classiﬁcation problem.
Several time and frequency domain PCG features are explored in this paper and
the relevant feature set is chosen based on their Maximal Information Coeﬃcient
(MIC) [10] scored. MIC measures the statistical relationship existing between a
pair of dataset by constructing grids with various sizes to ﬁnd the largest mutual
information between the data pair. MIC gives a score between 0 and 1 to indicate
that relationship strength.
Most of the available literatures [4,13] segregate S1 and S2 heart sounds
from PCG signal for feature extraction. However, segregation of heart sounds is
not always very trivial. The second heart sound (S2 ) is often suppressed due to
ambient noise. Moreover, PCG signal of a cardiac patient having murmur may
contain extra heart sounds (S3 , S4 ) corrupting S1 and S2 . Figures 5 and 6 show
the detection of S1 and S2 from PCG signal of a normal healthy subject and
a subject having cardiac murmur using the state of the art approach presented
in [7]. Results show that detection of S2 is often missed especially in case of
cardiac murmur. Thus instead of segregating the S1 and S2 regions, we attempt
to process the entire signal, by splitting into small overlapping windows.
For extracting frequency domain features, we compute short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) of every window to get the spectrum. For k th time window
Wk (t), if Sk (ω) be the corresponding amplitude of spectral power in frequency
domain and N be the length of the window, then the optimum feature set based
on top 5 MIC scores includes
(1) Ratio of spectral power between 0–100 Hz and 100–150 Hz
N
N
(2) spectral centroid (cen = ω=1 ω ∗ Sk (ω)/ ω=1 ω)
N
(3) spectral roll-oﬀ (SR = 0.85 ∗ ω=1 Sk (ω))
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Fig. 4. Box plots of PCG features for CAD and non CAD subjects

(4) spectral ﬂux (||Sk (ω) − Sk−1 (ω)||)
(5) kurtosis of the signal window in time domain
In descriptive statistics, box plot is a standardized graphical way of displaying the distribution of data, based on ﬁve metrics e.g. minimum, ﬁrst quartile,
median, third quartile, and maximum. Figure 4, shows the box plots as well as
MIC scores of diﬀerent PCG features applied on our dataset detailed in Sect. 4.
It can be observed that CAD patients typically have a higher spectral power
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Fig. 5. Detection of S1 and S2 heart sounds on normal PCG signal

ratio but a lower spectral centroid, spectral roll oﬀ, spectral ﬂux and kurtosis
values compared to non CAD subjects.
3.4

Classification

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for classiﬁcation. Both linear and non
linear SVM were explored and it is found that non-linear SVM with Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel produces the optimum classiﬁcation performance.
Like feature extraction, classiﬁcation is also performed on individual window.
The ﬁnal decision making (CAD or non CAD) is done based on majority voting
across all the windows present in a particular test signal.
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Fig. 6. Detection of S1 and S2 heart sounds on murmur PCG signal

4

Experimental Dataset

We created a corpus of CAD and non CAD subjects to conduct our experiments.
A total of 11 healthy individuals, aged between 24 ± 2 years, having no known
cardiovascular disease and 4 patients (aged 56 ± 11 years) being treated for non
cardiovascular diseases in a large urban hospital in Kolkata, India participated
as non CAD subjects. Another 10 angiography-proven patients (aged 61 ± 12
years), were selected from the same hospital as CAD subjects. According to
their consultant physicians, out of 10 CAD subjects, 2 subjects had a marginal
30% blockage and the rest having a blockage of 70% or higher.
Heart sound was collected using our in-house digital stethoscope [14], which
is a low cost replacement of a commercial digital stethoscope. The metal earpiece
of a clinical stethoscope is removed and its tube ends are inserted into a 3-D
printed rectangular cavity. In order to hear the heart sound, the microphone of a
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Fig. 7. Digital stethoscope with a sample PCG waveform

3.5 mm jack audio headset is placed inside the cavity with both ends coming out
from the enclosure through small grooves. The enclosure is then sealed to form an
air-tight cavity. The dimension of the cavity is chosen so that it does not produce
any acoustic distortion till 500 Hz to preserve the properties of heart sound. The
microphone jack is connected to a Nexus 5 Android phone, for recording and
storage purpose. Figure 7(a) shows a labelled diagram of the digital stethoscope.
Figure 7(b) on the other hand shows a sample PCG waveform recorded using
the device.

5

Experimental Results and Discussion

For an exhaustive performance analysis on a limited dataset, we performed Leave
One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV) to report our results. According to LOOCV
technique, to test each of N entries present in the dataset, the remaining N − 1
entries are used to train the classiﬁer, and the same is repeated for N times,
making N diﬀerent training-testing scenarios.
First we tested the performance of our proposed methodology on the freely
available dataset in [11]. Being a very clean dataset, We got the confusion matrix
shown in Table 1 with 100% detection accuracy. However as we move on to the
dataset captured using our in-house digital stethoscope, containing some noisy
PCG signal, the performance of the proposed methodology drops. The confusion
matrix is shown in Table 2. Results show that, the proposed methodology can
detect the non CAD subjects more accurately compared to CAD patients. A
detailed observation further reveals that, out of 4 false negative cases (actually
CAD but predicted as non CAD), the proposed classiﬁer failed to detect 2 borderline CAD patients, having 30% blockage (mentioned in Sect. 4). Inclusion of
more such patients might be required in the training set in order to correctly
detect such cases. The only false positive (actually non CAD but detected as
CAD) occurrence, was a male subject who was being treated in the hospital for
asthma related disease. It is remained to be seen, whether the PCG signal of a
asthmatic patient contains any signature similar to a CAD patient.

Non Invasive Detection of CAD
Table 1. Confusion matrix on
dataset [11]

Table 2. Confusion matrix on
our dataset

Predicted Actual
CAD Non-CAD

Predicted Actual
CAD Non-CAD

CAD

2

0

CAD

6

1

Non-CAD 0

2

Non-CAD 4

14
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Sensitivity and speciﬁcity are popularly used for measuring the performance
of a binary classiﬁer. In our application, sensitivity or true positive rate measures
the fraction of CAD patients being correctly identiﬁed whereas speciﬁcity or
true negative rate measures the fraction of non CAD subjects being correctly
identiﬁed by the classiﬁer. For an ideal system both sensitivity and speciﬁcity
should be closer to 1. In our case the overall sensitivity and speciﬁcity of detecting
CAD patients are found to be 0.6 and 0.93 respectively, with an overall 80%
classiﬁcation accuracy. A high speciﬁcity of the classiﬁer indicates that, there is
a very little chance of declaring a non CAD patients as CAD, which helps the
doctor to prescribe lesser number of invasive medical tests to angina patients.
However, due to low sensitivity, there is a high chance that a CAD patient might
be classiﬁed as non CAD. This needs a signiﬁcant improvement in order to realize
the screening system.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a non invasive methodology to classify CAD patients.
The proposed methodology extracts time and frequency domain features from
PCG signal to perform the task. Results show that, in spite of performing well
on a clean dataset, the sensitivity of the proposed algorithm still needs improvement before actual system deployment. Results also show that if PPG and PCG
signals are available simultaneously at an equal sampling rate, a transfer function
can be formed to detect CAD patients. Our future work will focus on cleaning
of the noisy PCG data, as well as fusion of PCG signal with other non-invasive
biomedical signals (PPG, ECG etc.) to boost up the overall conﬁdence score of
the system. Also we are experimenting the feasibility of estimating the percentage blockage in coronary artery of a cardiac patient in a non invasive manner,
enhancing the proposed methodology.
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Abstract. Obesity in younger age groups has been recognized as an
alarming key predictor for obesity in adulthood. PEGASO aims to
develop a solution involving wearable devices and an mHealth based
application running on a smartphone and cloud computing infrastructure, with the capability of gradually changing harmful behaviours and
encouraging healthy habits in adolescents. We present an assessment
strategy in the short and long term to evaluate behaviours associated
with the risk of adolescent obesity from scientiﬁcally informed indicators.
Keywords: Obesity · Physical activity
Wearable · Behaviour recognition
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Introduction

Obesity in younger age groups has been recognized as an alarming key predictor
for obesity in adulthood [13], beside having a serious negative impact on health
and social and psychological well-being also during juvenile age. Appropriate
levels of physical activity, and adequate nutrition are recognised as having a
key role for obesity prevention, furthermore the adoption of healthy habits in
eating, and an active lifestyle determine in children and adolescents a reduction
of the risk for developing obesity [9,12,14]. Therefore, the leveraging of behaviour change towards positive lifestyles is a primary component of a preventive
approach.
The rapidly growing availability of wearable devices, and mobile phones
connected to the internet has allowed for research into newer innovative and
scalable solutions for personalised interventions for the prevention of obesity
[5], which may overcome the limitations deriving from face-to-face interventions
(small eﬀects and limited reach) or disseminated through mass media approaches
(generic content and poor personal relevance of feed-backs) [11]. However, a prerequisite for widespread eﬃcacy of health behaviour change interventions is the
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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exploitation of a behaviour detection and assessment approach based on objectively measured parameters and scientiﬁcally evidenced criteria for evaluation [2].
The Personalised Guidance Services for Optimising lifestyle management in
teenagers through awareness, motivation and engagement system (PEGASO)
[3] is built upon mobile health (mHealth) and cloud computing technologies,
which are articulated to analyse adolescents’ behaviours and trigger personalized actuations that foster behaviour change. For physical activity and resting
attitudes (sleep included) which are the focus of the present paper, the analysis of
user’s behaviour detected through objectively measured variables (with smartphone sensors and wearable devices) relies upon evidence-based criteria and
takes advantage of cloud solutions to perform a two-stage processing of the usergenerated data at distinct interval durations: into daily aggregated summaries
(24 h timespan), and uploaded into a cloud based data repository for further
processing. This analysis will provide the user with diﬀerent levels of feedback
and interaction. Data collected in the smartphone is continuously analysed to
provide almost real-time response to detected events such as behavioural abnormalities. In the cloud, the data is analysed over a longer timespan (1 month)
so that the system can identify the user’s behavioural trends and evaluate her
progress on the long term goals set in the platform.

2

Method

A number of behaviours whose correlation to obesity is representative and measurable have been identiﬁed by recent biomedical research [7,14]. In PEGASO,
the behaviours of interest are referred as targets, so the term target behaviour deﬁnes an absence of a healthy habit that is susceptible to be changed,
and represents a threat to the health of the adolescents in a short and long-term
period. On the basis of their coherence and relevance with PEGASO requirements (i.e. strength of correlation with obesity onset and measurability through
wearables) ten target behaviours were selected. Common to all selected behaviours is the characteristic that they are amenable to positive change. Among the
behaviours, six that refer to physical activity, sedentariness and sleep attributes
are the focus of this work. Diﬀerent sources of information throughout PEGASO
produce the necessary data to model and quantify the behaviour of the user. The
Sensing System, designed and implemented within PEGASO, is composed of a
smart bracelet, a smart garment and smartphone embedded sensors. They collect information about human kinetics and cardiovascular activity which, after a
post-processing phase, provide data about the time spent doing activities of different intensity (walking, running, biking, swimming, etc.), the number of steps
done throughout the day, the distance, the energy expended and other parameters related to sleep. The design of each wearable was completed within the
project, and took into account quality control assessments to ensure the reliability of the measured parameter. Furthermore a data fusion algorithm (beyond
the scope of this paper) to enhance reliability was implemented when the same
parameter (e.g. steps walked) was measured by more than one wearable sensor.
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Assessment of Target Behaviours in the Short-Term. Short-term behaviour is deﬁned as the sum of the actions that PEGASO is able to detect during the
shortest period of assessment (generally one day), evaluated and converted into a
score. Experts in the project used the indications contained in the international
guidelines and evidence-based literature to set referenced cut-oﬀs permitting a
classiﬁcation of each behaviour and building a scoring system for the behaviour
assessment in the short-term. Table 1 summarises the translation into scores the
objectively detected behaviours, which are measured according to the degree to
which the user adheres to the recommendations. In the system, 0 indicates the
compliance with recommendations (and hence also the lowest risk for obesity) and
2 indicates the worst adherence to recommendations (and hence the highest risk).
Assessment of Target Behaviours in the Long-Term. Long-term behaviour is the sum of short-term behaviour assessments that captures the general
trend over a longer period (initially deﬁned as 4 weeks). This allows the system
to assess if behaviour change has indeed occurred in the user, and is not just a
temporary ﬂuctuation of their habit. The long-term score for target behaviours
is calculated from the daily (short-term) scores calculated over the long-term
period. As in the short-term scores, a score of 0 indicates the lowest risk level
and the presence of the healthy habit, conversely a score of 2 indicates the highest
risk level and the absence of the healthy habit. Figure 1 shows the relationship
Table 1. Short-term behaviour scoring system
Target behaviour

Cut-oﬀs

Exercising [15]

≥ 60 min/day of moderate-vigorous activity

0

≥ 30 and < 60 min/day

1

< 30 min/day

2

≥ 12000 steps/day

0

Walking [6]

≥ 6000 and < 12000 steps/day

1

< 6000

2

Active transportation [8] to school Walking, cycling, skateboarding both
journeys

Non-sedentary lifestyle [1]

Sleeping enough [10]

Sleeping well [10]

Risk score

0

Motorised means on one journey

1

Motorised means both journeys

2

≤ 45% of total daily activity < 1.5 METS

0

> 45% and ≤ 55%

1

> 55%

2

≥ 8 hrs of sleep per night

0

≥ 7 hrs and < 8 hrs of sleep per night

1

< 7 hrs of sleep per night

2

sleep time is ≥ 95% of overall time in bed

0

sleep time is, ≥ 90% and < 95% of overall
time in bed

1

sleep time is < 90% of overall time in bed

2
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Fig. 1. Long-term (monthly) and mid-term (weekly) assessment of a target behaviour

between long-term and intermediate mid-term weekly score (mean of a week
of daily scores). The long-term score is deﬁned as the maximum (or worst) of
the weekly scores, thus to increase in this score, the user must sustain the good
behaviour over the full period of the long-term window, rather than have variable
behaviour (e.g. time spent in sedentary activity some weeks of high performance,
and some weeks of low performance).
Use of Behaviour Assessment. The user interacts with PEGASO through
a centralised app called the Companion [4], which is an advanced interface that
assist, and entertains the user providing her with education on healthy habits,
and motivating to comply with personalised goals. After an initial assessment
period, the Companion uses the long-term scores to help a user select a target
behaviour to improve, oﬀering her a choice of the poorer performing ones. The
goal of the user would be then to improve in the long-term score by one level
before having the choice to select a diﬀerent behavioural goal. The system module
implementing short-term assessment provides instantaneous detection of positive
or negative performance prompting the Companion to trigger an appropriate
action, for example, giving virtual points and congratulating the user for reaching
the step count goal 5 days in a row.

3

Conclusion

This paper has presented a method for assessing behaviours (physical activity and resting attitudes) in the short (daily), medium (weekly) and long term
(monthly) based on indicators derived from wearable sensors. We have developed a scientiﬁcally informed system of scoring that is associated to the degree
of obesity risk each individual target-behaviour conduces. These scores are to be
used by components of PEGASO further down the pipeline in order to instigate
change in the most relevant behaviours aﬀecting obesity risk. A pilot is scheduled to start in September 2016 involving 400 adolescents. Although nutritional
behaviours are also pertinent, and are included in the system, the scope of this
paper is limited to behaviours that were inferable from the wearable sensors.
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We plan a full study including all aspects of the obesity risk behaviour recognition strategies employed in PEGASO to be published in the near future.
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Abstract. Wearable physiological sensors oﬀer possibilities for the
development of continuous stress detection models. Such models need
to address the inter-individual and intra-individual diﬀerences in stress
physiology. In this paper we propose and evaluate a normalization factor, Stress Response F actor (SRF ), to address such diﬀerences. SRF is
computed using physiological features and the corresponding stress level
at a reference point. The proposed normalization factor is evaluated in
a dataset obtained from a free-living study with 10 participants, where
each participant was monitored for 5 days during their working hours
using diﬀerent physiological sensors. We obtain an average reduction of
mean squared error by up to 32% in models with SRF compared to the
models without SRF.
Keywords: Stress detection
ization · Machine learning
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Introduction

Stress, in particular stress in the workplace, is a growing issue of concern worldwide. Recent studies provide evidence for this. In a survey conducted by the
American Psychology Association [3], up to 60% of the Americans reported
workplace as a signiﬁcant source of their stress. Also in Europe, up to 25% of
the workers have been found to be at the risk of health problems due to stress
generated in the workplace [10]. It is important to develop an objective measure
to reliably monitor stress in order to enable workplace stress management solutions. Wearable sensors are able to provide a sensing paradigm for continuous
monitoring of stress-related physiological variables. Machine learning techniques
can then be used to develop stress detection models which relate the physiological state to a stress level. However, it is challenging to build such models
due to the variability in stress physiology. The changes in physiology, i.e., the
physiological reaction, and the corresponding perception of stress, i.e., the psychological reaction, in response to a stressor, will depend upon various personal,
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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contextual and psychological factors. These factors lead to diﬀerences in stress
physiology across the individuals (inter-individual diﬀerences) and even within
the same individual over time (intra-individual diﬀerences).
Most of the stress-related research studies are conducted in controlled laboratory conditions. As the duration of monitoring is short, only inter-individual
diﬀerences have to be accounted for when developing the stress detection model.
This, if addressed by the study, is generally done by normalizing the data from
each individual by their baseline physiological response measured in the rest
condition, at the start of the monitoring. However, controlled studies do not
adequately represent the challenges of free-living conditions [25]. Further studies
and validation of stress detection models in free-living conditions are required. In
such free-living studies, the individuals need to be monitored for multiple days
so as to capture various instances of responses to natural stressors which generally occur at a low frequency. Therefore, stress detection models for free-living
conditions have to address the intra-individual diﬀerences also, in addition to
the inter-individual diﬀerences in stress physiology.
The aim of our study is to investigate the development of machine learning
models for stress detection in real-life conditions using wearable sensors. In this
paper we show that machine learning models perform no better than a trivial
model (a model with no learning capability) when diﬀerences in stress physiology are not accounted for. To address this, we propose normalization using
Stress Response F actor (SRF ) which is computed with physiological features
at a reference point scaled by the stress level for the corresponding period. Different reference points for the calculation of SRF are comparatively evaluated
in this work. The proposed SRF leads to an improvement of up to 32% in the
model performance, on an average across diﬀerent machine learning models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we outline previous works on
stress detection using physiological sensors. This is followed by the discussion of
stress physiology and the proposed Stress Response F actor (SRF ) for normalization in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we describe the dataset and the analysis method
used for the evaluation. We present the experimental results in Sect. 5, followed
by the discussion and conclusion in Sect. 6.

2

Previous Work

Stress detection based upon physiology has mostly been investigated in controlled studies [1,8,11,13,19,20,24,28]. Only few stress-related works have been
conducted in free-living conditions. In [12], the authors studied stress detection in
drivers. However, the study protocol was designed to create stressful conditions
based upon the route driven, instead of having natural stressors. The authors of
[18,26] investigated stress detection in free-living but do not address the model
development and evaluation in subject-independent or day-independent settings.
Therefore, the issue of intra-individual or inter-individual diﬀerences in stress
physiology has not been investigated in either of those studies.
Some studies conducted in controlled conditions have acknowledged the presence of diﬀerences in stress physiology. In [8], the authors reported 20% reduction
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in classiﬁcation accuracy, for a binary classiﬁcation problem of detecting stress
from non-stress state, with a between-subject model (aﬀected by inter-individual
diﬀerences) compared to a within-subject model (not aﬀected by inter-individual
diﬀerences). The authors in [17] noted that, within an individual, physiological
data from the same day were clustered more cohesively in comparison to the data
across the days, for a given aﬀective state. They proposed various approaches
to address the observed diﬀerences across the days, such as: include information
about the day in the model, subtract the day-dependent baseline, or use features
that are less inﬂuenced by the daily variability. In [21], the authors developed
a stress detection model using heart rate variability features. They proposed to
normalize the feature values with standardization and include the data from the
baseline physiology for each subject, in order to account for the inter-individual
diﬀerences. Authors in [19] addressed the inter-individual diﬀerences by developing a personalized model based upon the modiﬁcation in the machine learning
algorithm used to train the model. This is done by using the physiological data
of the individual from the neutral state when no stressors are applied. Authors
in [27] proposed to cluster the individuals based upon their baseline physiological features and develop cluster-speciﬁc stress detection model as the stress
physiology is non-homogeneous across the individuals. In [11], the authors used
subject’s baseline physiological recordings to normalize the measured physiological data and suppress the inter-individual variability. This lead to an increment
of up to 9% in the classiﬁcation accuracy, for a binary classiﬁcation problem
of detecting stress from non-stress state. However, all these proposed methods
for the correction of the diﬀerences in stress physiology cannot be translated
directly to free-living studies. Majority of the solutions depend on the use of
physiological baseline from the individual. The controlled studies, spanning few
tens of minutes with an explicit baseline measurement phase in the protocol,
facilitate the establishment of baseline physiology. Identiﬁcation of such baseline
is non-trivial in free-living studies where monitoring spans multiple days.

3

Stress Physiology and Normalization

Every individual has a diﬀerent body physiology and varying responses to similar stressors. As an example, in Fig. 1a, stress proﬁle (distribution of reported
stress levels on a day) of two individuals is shown on the left-hand side. The
stress proﬁle of these individuals is similar, but their respective heart rate proﬁle (distribution of the mean heart rate in the corresponding period) deviate
signiﬁcantly from each other (shown on the right-hand side). We have used mean
heart rate as an example, it being one of the most commonly used features in
stress detection models [12,20,21,25]. Individuals generally have diﬀerences in
stress physiology. Physiological and psychological response to a stressor diﬀer
between the individuals due to a multitude of factors. Moreover, even within
an individual, diﬀerent physiological responses can be elicited for similar stressors (Fig. 1b). A stress detection model that works in real-life conditions should
be able to account for these diﬀerences.
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(a) Diﬀerent individuals

(b) Same individual

Fig. 1. In the ﬁgure, distribution of stress level and heart rate (referred to as stress
proﬁle and HR proﬁle respectively) measured over a day is shown. In (a), the proﬁle
for two individuals is shown. Even though they report similar stress proﬁle on these
days, their heart rate proﬁle diﬀers. In (b), proﬁle of an individual on two diﬀerent
days is shown. As it can be seen from the ﬁgure, there can be physiological diﬀerences
across the days for an individual, even though the reported stress is similar.

The variability in stress physiology can be corrected by normalization. Let
P V be the physiological feature vector representing the physiological state and
l represent the stress level. An optimal normalization factor could be the value
of P V , when l is at some ﬁxed reference value. The variability of this factor
encompasses the inconsistency in stress physiology. However, it is not possible
to obtain such common reference point across the days and for diﬀerent individuals in real-life conditions. The possible values for l on a given day for an
individual are completely uncontrolled. Therefore, there is not one ﬁxed value
of l which is guaranteed to occur on each day for diﬀerent individuals. We propose to obtain the reference point based upon some characteristic features in
the stress physiology proﬁle of the day and include scaling with the value of
l in the normalization factor. This allows to compute a factor that accounts
for the variability in the stress physiology, while l can have diﬀerent values at
the selected reference point. In this work, we empirically evaluate and compare
diﬀerent reference points that can be used to compute the normalization factor, using linear scaling by l. If P V ref is the physiological feature vector and
lref is the corresponding stress level at a given reference point, the factor for
normalization, deﬁned as Stress Response F actor (SRF ), is computed as:
SRF = P V ref /(1 + lref )

(1)

where ref represents the selected reference point. Normalization with SRF
computed for a particular day is able to factor the day’s stress physiology proﬁle
in the model. This makes the stress physiology comparable over days and across
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individuals. We evaluate diﬀerent reference points for computing SRF which are:
(i). Refminstr : Minimum stressful period of the day (ii). Refmaxstr : Maximum
stressful period of the day (iii). Refminhr : The period of the day for which the
heart rate is minimum (iv). Refarbit : An arbitrary period from the day.
These reference points have been chosen on the basis of insights from the
research in stress and other application domains. Refminstr is the closest point
of the day to a baseline rest phase, based upon the reported stress level as an
evidence. As discussed earlier, baseline rest phase has been used to compute
the normalization factor for stress detection model in many controlled studies.
Refmaxstr is the closest point of the day to a hypothetical maximum point in
stress physiology. Normalization based upon maxima is commonly used in other
applications like energy expenditure estimation [15]. Refminhr is the closest point
of the day to a baseline rest phase based upon the physiological evidence, as lower
heart rate is one of the indicator of a calm and resting state. Finally, Refarbit
provides a comparison to establish the merit of using other reference points for
computing SRF. A period from a given day is selected randomly as the reference
point, from among the period for which the user reported their stress level.

4
4.1

Materials and Methods
Data Collection

Study Population: We evaluate our stress detection model using a dataset collected in free-living conditions [25]. A total of 10 healthy participants, 7 females
and 3 males took part in the study. Mean age of the participants was 31.1 ±
11.9 years. All participants were researchers, typically sedentary during the work
day. They were monitored continuously during their working hours for 5 days.
The entire study protocol was communicated to each participant and they were
asked to sign an informed consent form, before the start of the study. The participants were allowed to discontinue their participation in the study at any time,
should they decide to do so for any reason.
Sensor Modalities: Wireless body area network developed within the Human++
program [7] was used for synchronous physiological signal acquisition from each
participant. The system consisted a necklace-based device measuring ECG and
3D acceleration, a chest band for respiration monitoring, an EMG device measuring muscle activity at the upper trapezius muscle, and a wrist-band device
measuring GSR, 3D acceleration, skin temperature, relative humidity, ambient
temperature and ambient humidity. This system has been used before for physiological monitoring in various applications like energy expenditure estimation [2],
emotion monitoring [7] etc. We refer to [25] for the details on the sensor setup
used in the study. On the ﬁrst day of the study, sensors were handed over to the
participants and they were given instructions about its usage. On each day of
the study, participants wore the sensors at the start of the day and took them
oﬀ at the end of the working day. For the analysis in this paper, ECG, GSR,
respiration and accelerometer signals (measured from the necklace-based device)
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are used. These signals were acquired at a sampling frequency of 256 Hz, 128 Hz,
256 Hz and 32 Hz respectively by the corresponding sensors.
Reference Stress Level: Various reference measures for the stress level were
obtained from the participants. A smartphone, with an application to collect
annotations every 30 min, was provided to each participant. The participants
annotated their perceived stress level (for the past 30 min period and at the current moment) on a Visual Analog Scale (VAS), from 0 (not at all stressed) to
10 (totally stressed). Participants also provided annotations for their activities,
postures, and food consumptions. Cortisol level, a bio-chemical marker of stress
level, was also measured from the participants four times per day using saliva
sampling equipment Salivettes (Sarstedt, Germany). Participants also ﬁlled in
the Daily Stress Inventory [5] each day. For the analysis in this paper, only the
self-reported perceived stress level has been used as the reference, it being the
less intrusive probe into the stress level for free-living conditions.
4.2

Features Computation from Sensor Modalities

We use features that have been commonly used in other studies for stress detection [25]. The features are extracted from the 30 min window corresponding to
the period for which the participant reported their stress levels. All the signals
are processed without any sampling rate conversion.
ECG: We compute diﬀerent features from the ECG signal based upon the Rpeaks detected using the Pan-Tompkins algorithm [14]. The features extracted
are: i. mean heart rate (mhr) ii. standard deviation of R-R peak intervals (sdnn)
iii. root mean of sum of squared diﬀerence of consecutive R-R peak intervals
(rmssd) iv. low frequency component of the spectrum of R-R peak intervals (lf):
power in the 0.04 Hz–0.15 Hz band v. high frequency component of the spectrum
of R-R peak intervals (hf): power in the 0.15 Hz–0.4 Hz band vi. ratio of LF
to HF (lfhf) vii. percentage of R-R peak intervals that are greater than 50 ms
(pnn50) viii. approximate entropy of R-R peak intervals (apen) ix. poincare plot
based features. As suggested in [23], we extract the following features from the
poincare plot: sd1 (length of the major axis), sd2 (length of the minor axis),
sd1/sd2 (ratio of the axes).
GSR: The features extracted from the measured GSR signal are: i. skin conductance level (scl) ii. signal power of the skin conductance (scp) iii. skin conductance response rate (scrr) iv. signal power in the second order diﬀerence of the
skin conductance (scdiﬀ2).
Respiration: We extract respiration rate (resprate), the number of respiration
cycles per minute, as a feature from the respiration signal.
Accelerometer: We extract the magnitude of motion (mom) feature from the
measured 3-D accelerometer signal. This is computed
N  as the mean of the magnitude of the 3-D motion vector, mom = N1 i=1 accxi 2 + accyi 2 + acczi 2 .
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Data Analysis

We use regression models for the prediction of the stress level using physiological
features, as the reported stress levels are in a continuous scale. Random Forest
(Rforest) [6] for regression, Lasso [22], Support Vector Regression (SVR) [9] with
epsilon-insensitive loss function, and k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) have been
used in our analysis.
4.4

Evaluation Method and Metrics

We use leave-one-participant-out cross-validation to evaluate the performance of
the models, using mean squared error (mse) as the performance metric. A trivial
regression model is evaluated to obtain a baseline against which the performance
of other regression models is compared. A trivial regression model is deﬁned as
a model which provides the mean of the labels for the data in the training set,
as the constant prediction output. Unlike classiﬁcation problems, where baseline
performance can be established with the class prior (e.g. 50% accuracy on a
balanced binary classiﬁcation problem), no such prior-based baseline can be
established for regression problems. The performance of a trivial model helps to
establish an alternate baseline. Using mse or rmse (root mean squared error) as
a model evaluation metric to compare with the baseline from a trivial or other
regression models has been used in other studies [4,16].
SRF is used for normalization in a model by scaling all sample points from
the day with the factor. The reference point used to compute SRF is excluded
from the analysis for all the models. Thus each model, regardless of its usage of
SRF, is evaluated with the same training and test set for comparison. We also
compare other standard normalization methods, namely a min-max scaler (scales
the data between 0 and 1) and a standard-scaler (removes the mean and scales
the data to have a unit variance) applied to the data from each day.
The eﬀect of SRF on model performance is summarized with the withinmodel and over-baseline gain. If msemodel is the mse obtained from a
model when no normalization is used, msemodelSRF is the mse obtained
from the model when SRF is used for normalization, and msetrivial is the
mse obtained from a trivial regression model, then the within-model gain is
−msemodel SRF
∗ 100 and over-baseline gain is deﬁned as:
deﬁned as: msemodel
msemodel
msetrivial −msemodel SRF
∗
100.
msetrivial
We tune the parameters of regression models with cross-validation within the
training set. For Rforest, the number of estimators ({101, 201, 301}) and the maximum number of features ({sqrt(total number of f eatures), log2(total number
of f eatures)}) to be used for the split of decision trees are tuned. In
Lasso, α (the regularization parameter) is tuned automatically with iterative ﬁtting. For SVR, we use a RBF kernel and tune  ({i/10}10
i=1 ), γ
({2i }8i=−8 ) and C({2i }8i=−8 ). In the k-NN model, the number of neighbors k ({3, 5, 7, 9, 11}), weights ({unif orm, distance}) and distance-metric
({ euclidean ,  manhattan ,  chebyshev  }) are tuned.
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In all evaluations, data in the training set is scaled with a min-max scaler to
restrict the feature space between 0 and 1 and these scaling parameters are also
propagated for scaling data in the test set. All tests for signiﬁcance are evaluated
with a paired t-test at a signiﬁcance level of 0.05.

5

Experimental Results

In our evaluation setting, the training and test set, on an average, consist of 630
samples and 70 samples respectively. In Fig. 2, the evaluation results for diﬀerent
regression models with and without normalization are shown. Signiﬁcant reduction in mse is obtained with our proposed normalization method. The model
performances for SRF computed with diﬀerent reference points are shown in
Fig. 3.
We proposed to compute SRF based upon the reference point from each
day. This is compared with the model performance when a single SRF is computed per participant with an assumption that there is no variability in stress
physiology within an individual. Two diﬀerent methods for computing a single
SRF per participant are evaluated. The ﬁrst method pools all the data of a
participant from across the multiple days together, establishes a single reference
point in the pooled data and computes SRF based upon this reference point.
The second method computes SRF from the reference point in the ﬁrst day.

Fig. 2. mse obtained for diﬀerent regression models evaluated in leave-one-participantout setting. The performance of models without normalization and with diﬀerent normalization methods is compared. The model performance for the normalization with
SRF is reported with the reference point considered at the minimum stressful period
of the day (Refminstr ).
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Fig. 3. Performance of the models with normalization factor computed from diﬀerent
reference points. For Refarbit , the average performance from 8 runs is reported.

Fig. 4. Performance of the models with a single SRF per participant by pooling data
of the participant from all the days: RF(participant), a single SRF per participant
based upon the reference point obtained from the ﬁrst day: RF(ﬁrst day) and a SRF
for each day of the monitoring: RF(day). The results are reported with Refminstr as
the considered reference point.

The comparison result is shown in Fig. 4. An improvement in the model performance is obtained only when SRF is computed for each day per participant. In
Table 1, we report the obtained improvement in the model performance due to
SRF, using within-model and over-baseline gain metrics.
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Table 1. Within-model gain and over-baseline gain (deﬁned in Sect. 4.4) for diﬀerent
models and reference points. For Refarbit , average gain obtained from 8 runs is reported.
Within-model gain (%)
Rforest Lasso SVR

Over-baseline gain (%)
k-NN Average Rforest Lasso SVR

k-NN Average

Ref minstr 28.90

23.38

36.57 39.04 31.97

24.4

21.16

32.36 26.14 26.01

Ref maxstr 24.50

21.10

28.97 35.02 27.39

23.00

20.00

24.00 23.00 22.50

Ref minhr

20.71

28.97

32.41 30.76 28.21

16.03

26.58

27.84 16.45 21.73

Ref arbit

22.40

18.03

22.35 28.05 22.70

17.87

14.89

15.74 14.89 15.85

6

Discussion and Conclusion

Without normalization, stress detection model performs no better than a trivial
model (Fig. 2). This result highlights the discussed diﬀerences in stress physiology, over time and across the individuals. The relation between physiological
features and stress level cannot be modelled well because this relation is not
comparable across the days and individuals. With min-max scaler and standard
scaler to normalize the data from each day, still no improvement in the model
performance is obtained. The use of SRF for normalization leads to a signiﬁcant
improvement in the model performance. This is because SRF helps to include
some characterization of the stress-physiology proﬁle of the day into the model,
thus making stress physiology comparable across the days and individuals. The
characterization obtained from any of the reference point in the day improves the
model performance (Fig. 3). Using within-model and over-baseline gain metrics
as the comparison criteria, Refminstr gives the best performance in our evaluation
setting (Table 1). The results shown in Fig. 4 depict that the SRF needs to be
computed for each day, highlighting the presence of intra-individual diﬀerences
across days. Stress detection in free-living requires periodic identiﬁcation of the
normalization factor to account for the temporal variations in stress physiology.
One limitation of the proposed SRF is that the normalization factor is dependent upon the availability of labeled data points. Normalization factor which
can be derived directly from the features, without the need of corresponding
label, would be desirable for deployment scenarios. For future work, it would be
interesting to investigate the temporal characteristics of the features at diﬀerent
label-independent reference points or ranges (e.g. during morning period) for
such normalization factor. Nonetheless, the analysis presented here makes ﬁrst
step towards robust stress detection models in free-living conditions identifying
the diﬀerences in stress physiology as one of the key challenges for such models.
To conclude, stress physiology shows variability due to the eﬀects of diﬀerent personal and temporal factors. A stress detection model needs to account for
the diﬀerences stemming from these factors. The Stress Response F actor (SRF )
proposed in this paper helps in addressing these diﬀerences by characterizing the
stress physiology proﬁle of the day into the model. We were able to validate its
contribution to the stress detection model, using a dataset collected in free-living
conditions. It is desirable to further investigate and validate stress detection models with a study involving long-term monitoring of a larger number of individuals.
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Abstract. Baseline shifts in electroencephalography (EEG) spectral
response, in combination with phasic activity, can result in poor performance in sustaining attention. To explore the contribution of tonic
response changes, we studied the 10 s segments preceding cues of correct and incorrect responses during target stimuli of an attention paradigm. The goal was to determine metrics that indicate tonic diﬀerences
in spectral response between error and no error trials while performing
a Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART) in a non-clinical setting. Data was recorded on 9 healthy children using IMEC’s 8-channel
wearable EEG headset with conductive polymer electrodes. In addition
to ﬁxed frequency bands, personalized bands based on individual alpha
peak frequencies, were computed to account for inter-subject variability.
The results indicate that relative theta and alpha power, along with their
ratios, is a reliable metric indicating periods of attention or its lapses.
The current results are a promising step towards understanding the cognitive responses of a healthy brain and potentially using them to assess
the mental health of subjects undergoing training or treatment. Obtaining these results would not be possible without the use of a wireless dry
electrode EEG headset, which demonstrates the essential role wearable
devices have in monitoring cognition outside the clinical environment.
Keywords: Electroencephalography · SART · Sustained attention
Vigilance · Personalization · Children · Cognition
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Introduction

Sustained attention/vigilance is deﬁned as the ability to sustain conscious
processing of random, repetitive stimuli without succumbing to habituation
or distraction by other trivial stimuli. The ability to measure sustained attention/vigilance in response to events or tasks is essential in determining cognitive
state and memory processes associated with the brain. Such objective means of
measuring vigilance level is a vital step in the diagnosis and treatment of cognitive disorders that usually aﬀect attention, learning or perception abilities in
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an individual. Several studies have investigated physiological correlates of attention, often comparing normal and population with cognitive disabilities [1–4],
to determine whether these indices vary in diﬀerent cognitive disease states.
However, in order to understand the attention/inattention processes in a diseased population, it is essential to ﬁrst understand a normal brain’s response to
sustained attention tasks in a daily life setting.
Researchers have explored a range of electroencephalography (EEG) features
derived from data collected during experimental paradigms that involve cued
responses to trials while anticipating a target stimulus. Orienting responses (phasic neurophysiological processes), which is described as the immediate, shortterm response elucidated in the brain as a result of target stimulus, are often
investigated to understand the cognitive processes related to attention. However,
it has been reported that EEG changes cycle at lengths in the order of 15 s to
minutes (i.e. tonic response) [5], which leads to the hypothesis that poor tonic
activity, in combination to phasic processes, might result in poor task performance. Oken and colleagues [6] observed an increased slow frequency activity
during decreasing attention and attenuation of alpha frequencies during maximal attention. In a series of investigations by Makeig and coworkers [7,8], poor
performance was marked by relative increase in theta band power approximately
10 s prior to stimulus onset. The often encountered limitations in assessing these
changes is the inter-subject variability of spectral responses, especially in children, since the alpha peak frequency matures progressively with age [9]. Moreover, these evaluations are performed in a clinical setting, which does not truly
reﬂect the cognitive state in an uncontrolled environment where other external stimuli could dissolve the attention process. The fact the traditional EEG
devices use wired systems limits the possibilities of conducting experiments that
elucidate natural brain processes.
To determine whether sustained attention or its deﬁcits can be distinguished
in an uncontrolled environment, we designed a pilot study to assess the tonic
spectral response while performing a sustained attention task. A random Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART) was chosen as the basis for the evaluation, due to its simple and straight-forward protocol in measuring attention.
The original protocol, which involves displaying random digits between (1–9),
was marginally modiﬁed. In order to keep the subjects engaged to the experiment, the numbers were replaced by pictures of cartoon characters as cues during
the measurement. EEG data was collected from healthy children between 6–18
years age group while performing the modiﬁed SART. A wireless wearable EEG
system, designed by IMEC, was used in the study as it allows unrestricted mobility to the subjects. Personalized frequency bands based on the individual alpha
peak frequency (IAF), were evaluated in addition to traditional ﬁxed frequency
band deﬁnition of the EEG spectrum to investigate whether such means of normalization leads to comparable results among diﬀerent subjects. The aim of the
current evaluation was to determine whether metrics based on tonic responses
during attention tasks can provide meaningful information about the cognitive
state of an individual. The results might facilitate improvement in learning or
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treatment methods, either directly (interventions or neurofeedback training) or
indirectly (treatment design), in treating cognitive impairments.
This report is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the study cohort, data
acquisition, measurement protocol and data analysis methods used. The results
of the experiment are presented in Sect. 3, following which Sect. 4 discusses the
outcomes and inferences. Finally, the motivation and derived conclusions of the
study are summarized in Sect. 5.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods
Subjects

9 children (Age range: 6–18 years; Mean ± s.d = 12.44 ± 3.50 years; 3 male),
without any history of neurological disorders participated in the study. Since
the subjects were below 18 years of age, measurements were performed only
after written informed consent was obtained from their parent/guardian. Two
subjects (female) could not complete the data acquisition due to improper ﬁtting
of the headset and were, therefore, excluded from analyses. Two subjects (1 male
and 1 female; 10 years) completed two measurements during diﬀerent sessions,
further described in the Measurement Protocol section.
2.2

Acquisition Setup

The measurements were performed using IMEC’s 8-channel wearable wireless
EEG headset, designed to be used in cognition and emotion research. The headset (shown in Fig. 1) is a highly integrated EEG acquisition device, with electrodes

Fig. 1. EEG headset designed by IMEC for cognition monitoring studies. Figures on
the right show the polymer electrodes with silver/silver-chloride coating used for data
acquisition.
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positioned at Fz, F3, F7, F4, F8, P3, P4 and A1 of the International 10–20 electrode
positioning system. Patient ground is placed at Pz and the reference electrode at
A2 (right mastoid). This conﬁguration allows re-referencing each of the channels
to a speciﬁc reference (if required). The headset can be mounted easily, without
the need of expert intervention, and is ﬁtted with conductive polymer electrodes
[10] coated with silver/silver-chloride layer on the tips, as shown in the ﬁgure. Each
polymer electrode consisted of 15 pins of either 5 mm or 8 mm length. The small
and large pin electrodes were attached to diﬀerent electrode sites based on the morphology of subjects’ scalp. The use of dry electrodes overcome the need for any skin
preparation prior to use. Overall, the use of a wireless, dry electrode EEG system
minimized setup time and made it possible for measurements to be performed in
an uncontrolled setting. In addition, such wearable EEG devices allows for futuristic applications such as self-tracking or brain activity monitoring in daily life
scenarios.
2.3

Measurement Protocol

SART, a GO/NO-GO paradigm, was chosen as the voluntary attention task
to determine metrics for sustained attention. SART protocol is a computerbased user response task designed to measure a person’s ability to withhold
responses to infrequent and unpredictable target stimuli while responding as
quickly and accurately as possible. Traditionally, the SART protocol involves
ﬂashing numbers between 1–9 on a screen for a short and ﬁxed duration for which
the user responds, depending on the type of cue (target or non-target stimulus).
In order to motivate the young subjects of the current study, traditional SART
was modiﬁed to include 8 pictures of cartoon characters instead of numbers. The
cue duration, i.e. duration for which the cue appears on the screen, was set at
0.30 s for subjects between 6–12 years of age and at 0.15 s for older subjects. Intercue interval was between 1–1.5 s, inclusive of cue duration. Subjects were asked
to respond to the cues by mouse button click for GO trials (non-target stimuli;
probability of occurrence 87.5%) using the index ﬁnger of the dominant arm and
refrain from producing any response when the NO-GO trials (target stimulus;
probability of occurrence 12.5%) appeared. The picture that represented the
NO-GO trial was shown to the subjects prior to the start of the measurement.
The subjects were speciﬁcally instructed to give equal importance to accuracy
and speed while performing the tasks. The protocol was implemented in the
data acquisition software used to record EEG data from the headset. Timing
information of cues and user responses (mouse button clicks) were recorded as
events on the software. This information was later used for segmenting trials
and determining correct and incorrect responses. Figure 2 summarizes a sample
sequence of events during SART.
Each measurement session involved 300 cues appearing in random sequence.
The current experiment design focuses on determining diﬀerences between no
error, i.e. when subjects successfully inhibited response to NO-GO trials, and
error, i.e. when subjects failed to inhibit a response to NO-GO trials. Since the
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Fig. 2. Sequence of events during a measurement session.

NO-GO trials appeared only 12.5% of 300 trials, each subject performed two
sets of measurements with a short break in between. Baseline recording, each
comprising 90 s of eyes closed and eyes open recording, were performed prior
to and after each SART measurement and were used to determine the IAF of
each subject for personalization of frequency bands. During the break, the participants were divided into two groups, each of which participated either in a
dolphin game or dog training session which lasted about 10 min. This activity
was part of another evaluation and is not in the scope of the current study. The
sequence of activities during the measurement sessions is described in Fig. 3.
Participants were instructed not to remove the headset until the entire measurement phase was completed. Two subjects (1 male and 1 female) participated in
both sessions and therefore recorded two sets of SART measurements. The measurements, including the inter-session activities, were performed under normal
room conditions and is illustrated in Fig. 3. The protocol was approved by SAM
foundation.

Fig. 3. Example acquisition setup during each measurement session
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Data Analysis

Pre-processing: The pre-processing step involved band-pass ﬁltering (3rd
order Butterworth) in the 1–45 Hz frequency band and the use of 49–51 Hz notch
ﬁlter (5th order Butterworth). Epochs of NO-GO trials starting 10 s prior to the
cue and until the cue onset, were segmented based on cue timing information. An
automatic artifact rejection method based on standard deviation and min-max
of the signals within an epoch was used. By applying statistics based artifact
rejection in the data analyses, epochs corrupted by noise and motion artifacts
were rejected. After segmentation and artifact data exclusion, the epochs were
classiﬁed as no error or error trials.
Feature Extraction: Power spectral densities were calculated using Welch
method based on (i) ﬁxed frequency bands and (ii) personalized frequency bands.
The personalized frequency bands were computed based on methods described
by Doppelymayr et al. [11], distributed around the IAF in order to account
for the inter-subject variability. For personalization, the IAF was identiﬁed by
analyzing 10 s epochs data from eyes closed baseline measurements. The spectral
features were represented as both absolute and relative (ratio of power in speciﬁc
frequency band to total power in the 1–30 Hz range) powers. The frequency
bands for both feature extraction methods are described in Table 1. After spectral
analyses, ratios between theta/alpha and theta/beta bands were computed for
each channel.
Table 1. Deﬁnition of frequency bands during feature extraction. IAF corresponds to
individual alpha peak frequency
Bands Frequencies (Hz)
Fixed
Personalized
Theta 4–7.99

(0.4–0.6)*IAF

Alpha 8–12.99

(0.6–1.2)*IAF

Beta

3

13–29.99 1.2*IAF-29.99

Results

Non-parametric statistical tests were performed to establish diﬀerences since the
distribution of each category and channel tested to be non-Gaussian (tested using
one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). A signiﬁcance level of 5% was chosen
to determine whether the test agrees or rejects the null-hypotheses that both
datasets come from the same population. The 1-tailed Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon
(MWW) sign rank-sum tests revealed signiﬁcant diﬀerences in relative theta
power (U = 20768.0, p = .009) and alpha power (p = .001) in the frontal mid-line
for ﬁxed frequency bands. This contributed to the theta/alpha ratio (p = 0.027)
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Fig. 4. Diﬀerences in ﬁxed frequency bands’ power distribution between no error and
error trials.

and theta/beta ratio (p = 0.028) being signiﬁcant indicators at the Fz channel.
The personalized frequency bands revealed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in relative
alpha power across the frontal positions of Fz (U = 20768.0, p = 0.024), F3 (U
= 5742.0, p = 0.01) and F4 (U = 11040.0, p = 0.021) between the two test groups.
Similarly, theta/alpha ratios were signiﬁcant indicators of diﬀerences across the
frontal electrodes (Fz: p = 0.001; F3: p = 0.007; F4: p = 0.009). Theta/beta
ratio was signiﬁcant for F3 (U = 5742.0, p = 0.005). Figures 4 and 5 represent
the topographical power distribution for ﬁxed and personalized frequency bands
bands across diﬀerent electrode positions.

4

Discussion

Several studies have focused on determining EEG spectrum correlates of attention deﬁcit in cognitively challenged populations of diﬀerent age groups [2,3,12].
Increased theta band power has been observed across ADHD subjects of all age
categories during resting state [13–16]. This combined with the association of
beta band activity to attentional arousal, implicates a high theta/beta ratio
in frontal and central scalp regions in subjects with ADHD [12]. Reports by
Ogrim et al. [17] suggests that an increase in theta band power and in turn,
theta/beta ratio in ADHD population might be the result of inattention and
executive problems rather than a direct manifestation of ADHD symptoms.
However, the dynamics of band powers changes in ADHD is reported in the
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Fig. 5. Diﬀerences in personalized frequency bands’ power distribution between no
error and error trials.

resting state, unlike in normal subjects where diﬀerences were observed during
lapses in attention while performing sustained attention tasks.
In order to understand the attention/inattention process in cognitively challenged population, it is essential to comprehend a normal brain’s response
to attention deﬁcits. Several studies have focused on identifying event-related
potentials (ERP) or response times correlates to attention tasks, but fail to
address the contribution of baseline EEG in sustaining attention. The current
study indicates that personalization of frequency bands, based on IAF, shifts
the dominant frequency from beta to high alpha spectrum, thereby manifesting
theta/alpha ratio as a marker for attention or its lapses. This is in line with
reports by Dockree et al. [18], who performed dipole source analysis of alpha
activity during ﬁxed SART test on two subjects (Age range: 18–32 years), and
reported that high tonic alpha power may be indicative of increased alertness
towards task. In addition, under arousal or increased theta band power was
observed in one or more of the frontal channels. Although this coincides with
ﬁndings from subjects with ADHD, there is evidence to suggest that a similar increment in theta band power in frontal channels can be perceived during
increased attentional loading [19]. The reason, both in the case of episodes of
inattention in healthy subjects and pathophysiologies in ADHD, could be the
result of under arousal marked by increased theta and decreased alpha activity
in fronto-central regions of the scalp [12]. This is an interesting observation and
calls for further exploration of personalized frequency bands.
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Although the current study involved measurements during a static condition (i.e. attending to SART tasks in a seated position as shown in Fig. 3),
other assessment or treatment modalities might require light to moderate movements, such as during animal interaction training which is commonly used in
treating cognitive disabilities. The wireless headset design allows for data collection outside a clinical setting and use of polymer electrodes reduces the setup
time and complexity. This is extremely beneﬁcial, especially in studies involving
children or cognitively impaired subjects, for whom adherence to stringent measurement protocols could prove challenging. By using suﬃcient signal cleansing
mechanisms to exclude periods corrupted by motion artifacts, data from variety of protocols can be evaluated to determine attention lapses and in turn,
learning/treatment eﬃcacy. Moreover, the data visualization software can be
run from a portable device making it easy to monitor personal cognitive state
in real-time. This wearable solution opens new avenues in using EEG, such as
monitoring attention lapses in children in a classroom, cognitive overload of air
traﬃc controllers, etc.

5

Conclusion

This work demonstrates that a wearable and wireless EEG system can be used
to monitor the brain activities while performing cognitive tasks in a regular
classroom or home environment, providing a viable and convenient alternative to
traditional gel-based systems. Moreover, the easy to mount and monitor headset
provides a robust solution for performing brain signal analysis during diﬀerent
data acquisition protocols without any constraints on mobility or usability. To
assess the attention level changes in healthy children, diﬀerences in spectral features computed for 10 s epochs preceding correct and incorrect SART trials were
compared. The inter-individual diﬀerences in spectral response was accounted
for by normalizing the frequency bands based on the IAF. The results have
demonstrated that consistent diﬀerences in spectral power distribution can be
observed between periods of sustained attention and its lapses. Although our
evaluation has mainly focused on understanding the tonic responses as a result
of attention lapses, it might be worthwhile to investigate phasic activity immediately prior to user response to identify similar metrics. Overall, the use of a
wearable measurement system along with observations from the current study
provide new avenues in assessing mental health or the eﬀectiveness of therapy
for subjects with cognitive disabilities.
The current study is unique in the aspect that cognitive functions evaluation
was performed in a regular setting using a game-like protocol on healthy children. This combined with suitable intervention or neurofeedback training can be
potentially used in a supervised environment for normal or cognitively impaired
children alike, such that treatment is not bound to a clinical environment.
Acknowledgments. This study was supported by the EIT Digital Program (Activity
No A15257) of the Playful Supervised Smart Spaces (P3S) project.
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Abstract. Life Meter is a health mobile application that helps users
raise awareness of their quality of life by showing indicators derived from
life-logs collected by commercial wearable trackers, smartphone sensors,
and manual input. We describe the general infrastructure we developed
for the collection and fusion of life-logs, how the quality of life indicators
are calculated, and the GUI of Life Meter. The results of a live-user
study show that our application has high functionality and subjective
quality, and, according to the users, it increases their awareness of the
importance of monitoring quality of life.
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Introduction

Mobile applications have a great potential of becoming useful routine instruments for monitoring our health and quality of life (QoL). According to a
recent survey conducted in the US and involving 500 healthcare professionals
and 1,000 health mobile app users [7], healthcare professionals think health apps
will improve healthcare, in particular for patients with chronic diseases. The
survey also revealed that most people use the apps as a lifestyle choice to track
their physical activity or to get help lose weight, and that the use of apps to support healthcare is growing. In general, more and more people are willing to use
mobile devices and wearable trackers to acquire personal health data. They see
mobile “personal agents”, which are able to summarize the collected data into
meaningful knowledge and present it when needed, as useful tools for achieving
better self-management of their health conditions, in particular adherence to
long-term therapies [12].
Despite this very promising scenario, also the most passionate members of
the Quantified Self, a movement of people who use self-tracking technologies to
collect and explore personal (numeric) data about their daily lives [4], encounter
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barriers as lack of time and motivation as well as diﬃculty in data integration
and interpretation [22]. Moreover, self-tracking is subject to several common
pitfalls such as tracking too many things, not tracking triggers and context, and
lack of scientiﬁc rigor [11].
Increased automation in tracking, fusion, analysis, summarization, storage,
and context-dependent presentation of valuable personal data would certainly
reduce barriers and risk of common pitfalls, and it would also contribute to the
further diﬀusion of health apps. This can also be the basis for the development
of innovative mobile healthcare Proactive Advisory Systems (PASs) [23], able to
provide people with personalized information and advice, in order to promote
healthier behaviors, well being, and adherence to medical treatments. This paper
gives a contribution in both these directions. We describe a general infrastructure
(a preliminary version is presented in [30]) able to acquire, fuse, and store life-log
data from multiple channels (Fitbit [2] wearable trackers, Android smartphone
sensors, and manual input); this infrastructure includes web services that thirdparty applications can invoke to retrieve various types of row data and inferred
higher-level summaries. We also present Life Meter, a health mobile application
that helps users better assess their QoL. Life Meter exploits the services of our
generic infrastructure and presents personalized QoL indicators to users on a
mobile GUI that shows the current values of the indicators, as well as their
summaries over the last weeks. We focus on four QoL indicators that are useful
for implementing PASs for healthcare: activities performed; sleep quality; level
of fatigue; and mood. For example, a PAS for assisting allergic patients in the
management of their disease treatment [23] could cross reference these QoL
indicators with the treatment data in order to highlight the treatment eﬃcacy
or the negative eﬀects of interrupting the treatment.
We present here the results of a live-user evaluation aimed at benchmarking
Life Meter against the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) [28]. Our application
proved to have higher functionality and subjective quality than the average of a
benchmark of 50 health mobile applications. Moreover, the users indicated that
Life Meter is likely to increase the awareness of the importance of monitoring
QoL and the understanding of QoL indicators.
In the next section, we position our research with respect to the existing literature. Section 3 describes the generic infrastructure for multi-modal life-logging
we have designed and implemented. Section 4 presents how the QoL indicators
provided by Life Meter are calculated from users’ life-logs, and how they are
presented on the GUI. In Sect. 5, the evaluation of Life Meter is presented.
Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the lesson learned from this research and sketches
future work.

2

Related Work

The research community has demonstrated a growing interest in the application of life-logging and mobile devices for the realization of healthcare services
[21]. The provision of eﬀective services should be based on the availability of
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robust and generic life-logging infrastructures, able to gather data from multiple
devices and sensors, leverage it to infer higher-level knowledge of patient’s health
status, and present this knowledge to patients via usable user interfaces. Examples of infrastructures for life-logs acquisition that are not speciﬁcally dedicated
to healthcare are MyExperience and UbiqLog. MyExperience [16] is a mobile
system that uses both automatic logging from mobile phone sensors and applications, and context-triggered sampling of experiences by directly asking users.
UbiqLog [25] is a lightweight, conﬁgurable, and extendable framework that uses
the mobile phone for life-logging. Compared to these frameworks, our approach
has the advantage of integrating data streams from smartphone sensors, wearable trackers, and manual input. This allow to have more comprehensive life-logs,
able to better cover the users’ activities during the day, also when the users do
not carry the smartphone, for example when exercising.
Recently, projects have also focused on life-logging infrastructures dedicated
to healthcare, with an approach similar to ours. For example, the research presented in [14] investigates the possibility of collecting and aggregating life-logging
data with the use of wearable devices, mobile apps, and social media. Upon
this infrastructure, MyHealthAvatar [27] is a web site built to empower citizens
and patients through a number of health related services. A life-log collaboration framework on Android platform for the healthcare service infrastructure is
proposed in [20]. The framework provides a collaboration mechanism between
life-logging devices by diﬀerent vendors and consists of three layers: the data
logging layer, the data mining layer, and the data service layer. The framework was applied to develop health screening forms. SenseSeer [8] is a generic
mobile-cloud-based life-logging framework that supports customizable services,
such as personal health monitoring, location tracking, lifestyle analysis, and
tourism focused applications. In particular, the My Health service is a personal
healthcare-oriented web application that allows the user to track and visualize
her physical activities. All these infrastructures were evaluated only performing some robustness test or by asking informal feedback to colleagues and not
via a well structured user-study as we did for Life Meter. Performing rigorous
user-study is fundamental for correctly adapting health mobile applications to
users’ needs [29], since it is increasingly diﬃcult to readily identify and assess
high quality apps [13].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that many commercial aggregators (e.g.,
Zenobase [6], AddApp [1], TicTrac [5], and HealthVault [3]) have been recently
introduced, and this gives evidence of the popularity that self-monitoring is
acquiring. These tools can usually aggregate and then show data from a wide
range of sources. However, there is still need for extensive and rigorous user
studies in order to evaluate their usability, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency.

3

Life-Logging Infrastructure

The infrastructure we have developed for building users’ life-logs integrates data
continuously collected from wearable trackers, smartphone sensors, and manual
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Fig. 1. Life-logging infrastructure.

input. For life-log, we intend the personal data generated by one’s physical and
digital activity (recorded by trackers and sensors) or manually entered by the
user. The implemented system (see Fig. 1) automatically acquires information
about what users do during the day. Data streams are collected from Fitbit [2]
wearable trackers (we have experimented the infrastructure with Fitbit Flex and
Fitbit Charge HR) and Android smartphones. While the tracker provides steps,
burned calories, covered distance, heart rate, and sleep quality information, the
smartphone collects information as performed calls, sent SMSs, position, and
temperature. In addition, the user can manually input her mood in the system. All the collected data is exploited for the detection of QoL indicators. For
example, phone calls to/from colleagues/work partners are signs that the user
is probably working, or a variation of the resting heart rate from day to day can
be used as a proxy of physical fatigue.
The life-logs are aggregated and stored on a dedicated server by two software
components: a Lifelog Service and a server side Lifelog Aggregator. The Lifelog
Service is developed for Android SDK 4.0+ and runs on the users’ Android
smart devices. It runs in the background, gathers life-log data from the device
sensors, and periodically uploads it to the server. This is done by two alwaysactive components (see Fig. 2(a)):
1. The Sensordata Collector monitors the sensors and stores their values in an
internal database. In order to avoid draining the smartphone battery, the
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Fig. 2. Life-logs acquisition from smartphone sensors (a) and Fitbit server (b).

Sensordata Collector does not poll sensors for their status, but only reads
new data when it is notiﬁed of a change in the sensor status.
2. The Lifelog Uploader starts at regular intervals (e.g., every hour) and uploads
all data from the internal database to the Lifelog Aggregator.
The Lifelog Aggregator is made of two services:
1. The Fittracker is responsible for accessing the Fitbit server and fetching data
from there (see Fig. 2(b)). It is based on a Java client library that facilitates
the Fitbit authorization and resource access. As soon as new user’s data is
uploaded to the Fitbit server, a notiﬁcation is sent to the Lifelog Aggregator,
which starts the Fittracker service. Then, the Fittracker downloads the new
data using the Fitbit API, invoked by the Java client library.
2. The second component of the Lifelog Aggregator provides REST web services
with JSON responses. The services enable data storage and data retrieval
to/from the Lifelog Database. The web services accept client requests, fetch
or store data from the Lifelog Database and returns JSON responses. There
are two types of web services: base data services are used to query/update
low-level life-log data from the Lifelog Database; high-level data services are
used to query the system for the values of QoL indicators.
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Quality of Life Indicators

We now illustrate Life Meter, an Android mobile application developed on top
of the infrastructure illustrated above. Life Meter helps users raise awareness of
their QoL by showing them four speciﬁc indicators: activities performed; sleep
quality; level of fatigue; and mood. In healthcare, the assessment of the QoL is
extremely important to measure how a disease, disability, or disorder aﬀects an
individual’s well-being over time [18]. The home screen of Life Meter (Fig. 3(a))
shows the values of the four indicators for today.
4.1

Mood

When their mood changes, the users can use the mood input tool, accessible by
clicking on the smile icon in the home screen. The mood input tool is shown in
Fig. 3(b). Users can express their mood using Pick-A-Mood (PAM) [15], a mood
reporting and visualization tool, based on the circumplex model of aﬀect [24].
The evaluation of PAM demonstrated that the use of cartoon characters enables
people to unambiguously and visually report their mood in a rich and easy-touse way. PAM consists of three characters (a man, a woman, and a robot) that
are used to personalize the pictorial representations of the mood according to
the gender of the user. The robot ﬁgure is used when the user prefers not to
input the gender. Users can touch the point of the screen that corresponds to
how they feel in that moment. The pictures help the users report typical moods
of four main categories: energized-pleasant (excited and cheerf ul), energizedunpleasant (irritated and tense), calm-pleasant (relaxed and calm), and calmunpleasant (bored and sad). In addition, there is a picture for neutral mood.
When users click below the mood picture in the Life Meter home screen, the
view in Fig. 3(c) is opened. The interface shows, using again PAM, the mood

Fig. 3. Home (a), mood input (b), mood output (c), and Chalder Fatigue Scale (d).
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average value for today, yesterday, and over the last 15 days (or less if there is
not enough data). In the calculation of the average, every mood is weighed by
the time the user persisted in that mood. When the calculation of the average
mood is not possible, because of lack of user input, a special exclamation mark
icon is shown. For example, in Fig. 3(c), yesterday’s average is not available.
4.2

Fatigue

Fatigue is a feeling of tiredness that can have physical or mental causes. Studies
report a relation between fatigue and heart rate [26]. We experimented three
fatigue indicators based on heart rate variability and two derived from simple
heart rate. Heart rate variability is generally considered to be better correlated
with fatigue over time, but Fitbit trackers are not precise enough to permit an
accurate calculation of it. Therefore, we decided to use the resting heart rate
directly measured by the Fitbit tracker as input value for calculating the fatigue
indicator, measured as a number in the range [0, 100].
In order to set up the initial value for the indicator when users start using Life
Meter, the Chalder Fatigue Scale [10] is used to acquire their initial fatigue (see
Fig. 3(d)). This survey has been selected because it allows the measurement of
both dimensions (physical and mental) of fatigue, it is easy to administer (there
are only 11 questions) and it has been validated for the general population. The
survey is administered only once, when the users access Life Meter for the ﬁrst
time, and returns their fatigue values, in a range from 0 to 11. The values are
rescaled in the [0, 100] interval. Since the system also knows the value of the
resting heart rate at the time when the Chalder Fatigue Scale is administered,
this resting heart rate is associated to the measured fatigue. Assuming that the
fatigue indicator varies linearly with the resting heart rate, we also need to deﬁne

Fig. 4. Fatigue output (a), sleep quality output (b), activities output (c), and work
habits survey (d).
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the range for this variation and therefore to set up the heart rate corresponding
to the minimum (0) and maximum (100) values for the fatigue indicator. In this
set up, we assume that the resting heart rate has a variation range of 12 bpm,
value that is derived from literature and from empirical measurement on some
subjects.
When a user clicks below the fatigue chart in the Life Meter home screen, the
view in Fig. 4(a) is opened. The interface shows the value of fatigue for today,
yesterday, and over the last 15 days (or less if there is not enough data). Today’s
and yesterday’s values are directly derived from today’s and yesterday’s resting
heart rates and are proportional (on a scale from 0 to 100) to the diﬀerences
between the user’s resting heart rates and the heart rate corresponding to the
minimum fatigue.
4.3

Sleep Quality

When users click below the sleep quality chart in the Life Meter home screen,
the view in Fig. 4(b) is opened. The interface shows the average quality of sleep
for today, yesterday, and over the last 15 days (or less if there is not enough
data). We use the sleep quality indicator provided by Fitbit to estimate the
sleep quality. This indicator, in the range [0, 100], is the proportion of user’s
“deep” sleep (sleep without movements) over the total time the user spent in
bed. We calculate the average sleep quality over a reference period by averaging
the quality of the sleeps in that period. Each sleep quality is weighted by the
duration of the sleep.
4.4

Activities

When a user clicks below the activities pie chart in the Life Meter home screen,
the view in Fig. 4(c) is opened. From top to bottom, the three pie charts show
the amount of time the user spent today, yesterday, and on average in the last
15 days (or less if there is not enough data) doing various types of activities.
Three types of activity are shown: Work, Sleep, and Other. The time spent for
work is calculated as follows:
1. The time stamped positions of the user during the day are clustered using
Expectation Maximization Clustering [19], which performs optimization of the
number of clusters; each cluster corresponds to a speciﬁc area the user visited
during the day.
2. If the number of clusters in the time window indicated by the user as “usual”
work period is the same as the number of “usual” work places indicated by
the user, the working time is calculated as the diﬀerence between the max
and min timestamps of positions belonging to the working clusters; otherwise,
no working time is detected for the day.
The sleeping time is calculated by the Fitbit tracker. The time for other activities
is calculated by subtracting the work time and the sleeping time from the total
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observed time. The average time spent every day working, sleeping, or doing
other activities in the last 15 days is calculated by averaging the corresponding
daily times. A simple survey (Fig. 4(d)) is used to acquire the users’ work habits
the ﬁrst time they use Life Meter. The data acquired in this survey is used by
the activity inference algorithm described above.

5

Life Meter Evaluation

We evaluated Life Meter using the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) [28], a
new tool speciﬁcally designed for assessing the quality of health mobile applications. The quality dimensions included in MARS have been selected by a panel
of experts after examining and clustering criteria proposed for assessing mobile
healthcare applications by several authors. Among the dimensions, we decided
to evaluate functionality, aesthetic, and subjective quality of Life Meter. Functionality and aesthetic refer to two fundamental aspects of mobile applications:
being suited to serve their purpose well; and having an attractive GUI design.
Subjective quality summarizes items as if the users would recommend the app
to others, how frequently they would use the app in the future, or the overall
star rating. We compared Life Meter with a benchmark obtained by evaluating
50 health mobile applications with the MARS tool.
We involved in the experiment 10 subjects (5 female, 5 male) recruited
using convenience sampling [9] among researchers and students of our university and among our acquaintances. We adopted convenience sampling to be able
to quickly run the experiment and draw conclusions on the Life Meter prototype. In order to mitigate the well known drawbacks of the sampling method,
we payed attention that the sample was gender-balanced and included people
with heterogeneous experience with mobile devices and wearable trackers. Two
subjects had problems installing the system on their smartphones and drop the
experiment1 , while 8 subjects completed it. The subjects registered on the Fitbit
website and used the tracker for some days, in order to get familiar with it. In
this period the tracker collected the data that was then used to initialize the
QoL indicators. After some days, the subjects were informed how to download
Life Meter from the Android marker, and how to install it on their smartphones.
Then, they used Life Meter for about 15 days, in conjunction with the Fitbit
tracker. At the end of the two weeks, the subjects were asked to ﬁll in an online
MARS survey.
The average rate given by the group of users to Life Meter functionality was
4.57 (max is 5), while the average functionality of the benchmark is 4.01. The
functionality of Life Meter resulted to be signiﬁcantly better than the benchmark (t-test, p < 0.01). The average rate of Life Meter aesthetic was 3.29, while
the average aesthetic of the benchmark is 3.49. In this case, Life Meter underperformed the benchmark. The average rate of Life Meter subjective quality was
3.07, and resulted to be signiﬁcantly better than the benchmark, which scores
1

One had a too old version of Android and the other was not able to successfully
follow the app installation instructions.
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2.19 (t-test, p < 0.01). In summary, Life Meter demonstrated to outperform a
benchmark composed by mobile health applications available on the market on
two dimensions out of three. The reason for the inferior performance on aesthetic
can be due to the fact that Life Meter is still a prototype and, at that point,
the optimization of the look and feel was not a major priority.
In addition to rating the above quality dimensions, we measured the perceived impact of Life Meter on users’ awareness of their QoL, their knowledge/understanding of it, and their inclination to improve it. We asked the users
to judge if “Life Meter is likely to increase awareness of the importance of monitoring QoL indicators” and we obtained a score of 4.13 on a scale from 1 to
5. We obtained the same evaluation for the statement “Life Meter is likely to
increase knowledge/understanding of QoL indicators”, while the users agreed
less (3.25) with the statement “Life Meter is likely to change attitudes toward
improving QoL”. These results indicate that Life Meter can be useful for rising
the awareness of the users about the necessity of monitoring their QoL and can
help them better understand the meaning of QoL indicators. As expected, users
are less convinced that Life Meter can successfully support a life change that
improves the users’ QoL, probably because the current version of the system
does not have any advisory functionality.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive system able to monitor the
users’ daily activity, build life-logs integrating data from multiple sources (wearable trackers, smartphone sensors, and manual input), calculate high-level QoL
indicators from the life-logs, and show the indicators to the users via a dedicated
mobile application. The system focuses on deriving high-level summaries from
heterogeneous data, while other important aspects needed by a comprehensive
life-logging framework, namely, long-term data preservation and privacy, are left
as future work. The evaluation we performed demonstrated that our system is a
solid starting point for the implementation of proactive advisory systems (able
to take the initiative and propose information and advice) dedicated to various
aspects of health care and well-being. In the future, we intend to integrate the
system with Smart Allergy Taming [23] (a system supporting allergic patients to
better manage their immunotherapy) in order to automatically provide indicators that help patients assess the eﬃcacy of their therapy. Moreover, we also plan
to exploit the developed infrastructure with ChefPad [17], a food recommender
system that not only oﬀers recipe recommendations that suit users’ taste, but it
also takes the users’ health into account.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present SPW-1; a low-proﬁle versatile wearable activity tracker that employs two ultra-low-power accelerometers
and relies on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for wireless communication.
Aiming for a low maintenance system, SPW-1 is able to oﬀer a battery
lifetime of multiple months. Measurements on its wireless performance in
a real residential environment with thick brick walls, demonstrate that
SPW-1 can fully cover a room and - in most cases - the adjacent room,
as well. SPW-1 is a research platform that is aimed to be used both as
a data collecting tool for health-oriented studies outside the laboratory,
but also for research on wearable technologies and body-centric communications. As a result, SPW-1 incorporates versatile features, such
as external sensor support, various powering options, and accelerometer
conﬁguration options that can support a wide range applications from
kinematics to long-term activity recognition.
Keywords: Wearable technologies · Bluetooth Low Energy
of Things · eHealth · Healthcare technologies
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Introduction

The increasing trends in elderly populations [8] and the continuous rise of chronic
medical conditions, such as depression and diabetes, push the limits of national
health systems [7]. Wearable technologies [5] and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
infrastructures are widely considered promising directions that could encourage
people to monitor their own well-being and facilitate timely interventions.
In addition to health-oriented applications, long-term activity monitoring
with wearable technologies is a tool that facilitates health-oriented research.
Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) is a cohort study
of children born in the county of Avon in England. During the ﬁrst stage of
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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the study in the early 90s, thousands of pregnant women were monitored. More
recently, the study continues; monitoring the grandchildren of the originally monitored subjects [19] and the researchers adopt wearable technologies to replace
diaries. SPHERE (a Sensor Platform for Healthcare in a Residential Environment) is an interdisciplinary research collaboration that aims to monitor volunteers in their own home environment [25]. Wearable sensors are used, among
other sensing modalities, to monitor the everyday behaviour of the users [10].
Long-term activity monitoring outside the laboratory, such as monitoring
the activities of daily life in a residential environment, introduces important
challenges that typically do not rise in controlled laboratory environments.
The employed wearable devices need to be small, lightweight, comfortable and
with low maintenance requirements. Contrary to fashionable wearable gadgets,
health-oriented technologies cannot depend on the user for regular maintenance,
such as recharging or replacing the battery. For instance, patients suﬀering from
mental conditions are not in a position to maintain the technologies that support
them. In addition, in health-oriented research studies outside the laboratory, long
battery lifetime increases the reliability of data collection, as the problem of data
loss, due to improper maintenance of the technologies used, is mitigated.
With the aforementioned requirements as the primary goal, this paper focuses
on the design and evaluation SPW-1 (First SPHERE Wearable), a versatile
wearable monitoring system shown in Fig. 1. The design is based on two triaxial accelerometers and uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [4] for wireless communication. Diﬀerential measurements from the two accelerometers enable the
approximation of angular acceleration and hence an estimation of the angular
velocity without the need of employing a power-hungry gyroscope.
SPW-1 is a research platform that is intended to be used both as a data collector for health-oriented studies and healthcare applications, but also for research
on wearable computing and body-centric communications. To support long-term
monitoring applications outside the laboratory, SPW-1 is small, lightweight, and
ultra low power. At the same time, SPW-1 is a versatile research platform. It is
fully programmable, compatible with various power sources - including energy
harvesters - and supports external sensors and antennas. Moreover, diﬀerent
accelerometer conﬁgurations allow the user to trade battery lifetime for data
quality, enabling a wide variety of applications ranging from kinematics to longterm activity recognition. The contribution of this work is twofold. Beyond oﬀering a tool to the research community, we provide insight to researchers and engineers who are developing similar systems. In particular, we provide a thorough
energy consumption study that is the basis of meaningful battery lifetime estimations for diﬀerent sensor conﬁgurations. Moreover, we study SPW-1’s wireless
performance in the context of body-centric communications. The study includes
measurements both in a controlled (i.e. anechoic chamber) and in a residential
environment.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises the
related work; Sect. 3 presents the system design of SPW-1; Sect. 4 evaluates its
performance; and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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Related Work

In recent years fashionable gadgets, such as Fitbit, Jawbone UP and Nike+
Fuelband SE, have appeared in the consumer electronics market [14]. Such ﬁtness
devices demonstrate the rise of a trend towards self-monitoring, as well as the
willingness of users to wear them. However, commercial gadgets are of limited
use for research or medical applications due to limited access to the raw data,
their lack of interoperability with other healthcare systems and their limited
expandability to new sensor technologies. Furthermore, their need for regular
recharging (typical battery lifetime of less than a week) hinders their suitability
for target groups that are uncomfortable with or physically unable of managing
modern technologies.
The research community has also used several wearable devices for activity
monitoring, a few of which are brieﬂy reviewed in this paper. We refer the reader
to [5] for an exhaustive survey on smart wearable technologies. Verity [24] is an
AAL platform that is using a wearable device equipped with an accelerometer
and a piezo-resistive sensor for fall detection and heart rate monitoring. In [11],
the authors propose an AAL platform based on a waist-worn accelerometer that
is able to identify basic activities, such as sitting, walking, running and jumping.
Similarly, [6,26] perform identiﬁcation of basic activities using multiple on-body
accelerometers and gyroscopes. These platforms use oﬀ-the-shelf hardware and
do not focus on their power consumption, resulting to wearable devices that
require regular recharging. Other works present low power hardware that target
various body sensing applications by incorporating diﬀerent types of sensors,
such as bio-impedance sensors [15], microphones [18] and inertial sensors [12].
On a diﬀerent perspective, related work on Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) typically focuses on the networking aspects of body sensor
networks [23].

3

System Design

SPW-1 is a research platform that is designed on two key principles. The primary design goal is ultra low power consumption and user acceptance. Indeed,
a long battery lifetime may be considered fundamental for long-term monitoring. Furthermore, it is not desirable for the platform to depend on the user for
maintenance. The secondary design goal is versatility. As a research platform,
SPW-1 should be able to support diﬀerent types of research that range from
health-oriented studies to body-centric communications.
SPW-1 is designed with the wrist as the target body position. We consider
a wrist-mounted device as the most socially-acceptable and least invasive choice
to the subject’s everyday routine, due to the fact that people of both sexes
commonly wear wrist-worn gadgets, such as watches and bracelets. Alternative
positions, such as the chest or the waist, can be realised via an appropriate
enclosure, but hold the risk of being removed by the subject and compromising
the eﬀectiveness of the system. Social studies [3,27] have shown the importance
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Fig. 1. SPW-1: Top view (left) and bottom view (right) of the circuit board.

of wearable devices being comfortable and not intrusive to the daily life activities. In [16], the authors assess various body positions and present comparison
results in which the wrist ranks high in all the considered activities in terms of
classiﬁcation accuracy.
Figure 1 shows the printed circuit board (PCB), with dimensions of 24 × 39 ×
3.8 mm. The core component is a nRF51822 system-on-chip (SoC) which incorporates a ARM Cortex M0 microcontroller unit (MCU), 32 KB of RAM, 256 KB
of non-volatile ﬂash memory, and a BLE radio (a comparison study of BLE
and ZigBee can be found in [20]). Two ADXL362 accelerometers are interfaced,
over SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface), to the nRF51822 core. The ADXL362 is
a micro-power triaxial digital accelerometer that has 12-bit resolution, a maximum sampling frequency of 400 Hz, and supports measurement ranges of ±2 g,
±4 g, ±8 g. It also employs a 512-sample FIFO buﬀer (First In First Out). We
refer the reader to [2] for ﬁgures on the measurement noise levels and their variation with temperature. The incorporation of two accelerometers, at a distance
of 30 mm, provides a low power alternative to a gyroscope. Indeed, diﬀerential
measurements from multiple accelerometers can be used to derive the angular
acceleration [21]. The accelerometers are powered by the MCU through its GPIO
(General Purpose Input Output) pins and hence is able to power them on and
oﬀ individually. Therefore, the use of the second accelerometer is optional. The
ADXL362 also provides two interrupt pins (INT1 and INT2) that can be used
either to generate interrupts on events, or to generate events based on external triggers. The two INT1 pins of the accelerometers are connected to GPIO
pins of nRF51822 with the purpose of generating interrupts that wake up the
MCU. The two INT2 pins are connected, over the same bus, to a GPIO of the
MCU as an input. Using INT2, the MCU generates a square wave signal that
synchronises the accelerometers by triggering the measurements. The use of the
interrupts is also optional.
Regarding powering options, SPW-1 is compatible with various sources. Ultra
low power consumption is partially achieved by using the MCU in low power
mode, i.e. at 1.8 V. The system employs the LTC3388 DCDC (Direct Current to
Direct Current) converter that eﬃciently converts any voltage source from 2.7 V
to 6 V, to the required 1.8V. Thus, converter supports multiple options, including
3 V coin cell batteries (such as CR2032), 3.7 V rechargeable Lithium-Polymer
(Li-Po) batteries, and super capacitors. Moreover, SPW-1 is energy harvesting
ready, in the sense that any harvester that works at the appropriate voltage
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Fig. 2. SPW-1: Top copper layer (left) and bottom copper layer (right) of the circuit
board. The diﬀerentially-fed loop antenna is printed around the other components.

level, is compatible. The converter can be also bypassed, as the board provides
direct access to the 1.8 V trail. SPW-1 also employs an MCP73831, a 500 mA
linear charge management controller with 4.2 V output that is compatible with
single cell 3.7 V Li-Po batteries. The battery charger is, by default, isolated from
the remaining of the circuit and can be optionally connected.
With regard to input and output interfaces, SPW-1 employs one button
and two LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes). The button and one of the LEDs are
controlled by the MCU and, thus, are available to the application. The other
LED is connected to the battery charger indicating when the battery is charging.
Moreover, external sensors can be connected to SPW-1, using 7 available GPIOs
(all support digital inputs; 2 of them also support analogue inputs). The INT2
line of the accelerometers is also externally available, so that external sensors can
be synchronised to the embedded accelerometers. Lastly, the board also employs
a Serial Wire Debug (SWD) interface for programming and debugging.
Energy awareness is also considered in the design. With a potential divider,
the high voltage of the source is appropriately conditioned to the requirements of
the MCU’s analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). When a battery (e.g. CR2025)
is used, this feature can be used to issue low-battery warnings. In case of energy
harvesting, energy-awareness allows the system to adapt to the available ambient
energy.
As far as wireless is concerned, SPW-1 employs a meandered loop antenna
printed on the FR4 substrate, matched to the diﬀerential RF output of the
nRF51822 (shown in Fig. 2). The loop antenna was measured to have an eﬃciency of about 60% (relative to a high-eﬃcient reference antenna) and a maximum directivity of 7 dBi (computed from the measured 3D radiation pattern).
The antenna was measured in isolation in an anechoic chamber. A comparison of the wireless performance of SPW-1 to the reference design that employs
a printed monopole antenna (and hence not using the diﬀerential RF output
of the chip) is discussed in Sect. 4.2. Furthermore, SPW-1 supports external
antennas by incorporating u.FL connectors. Using solder-bridges, the user can
select either the embedded loop antenna or external antennas. The radio of
the nRF51822 supports 7 transmission power levels ranging from −20 dBm to
4 dBm. The experiments, presented in Sect. 4, quantify the eﬀect of this setting
with respect to trade-oﬀ between energy consumption and wireless coverage.
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System Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SPW-1. First, we focus on measuring the energy consumption of fundamental system events, and on providing
realistic battery lifetime estimations. Then, we measure the wireless performance
in both an anechoic chamber and a house. The latter identiﬁes the wireless coverage capabilities of SPW-1 in residential environments with thick brick walls.
4.1

Energy Consumption and Battery Lifetime Estimations

In this section, we benchmark SPW-1 against the reference design of the nRF51822
radio, i.e. the nRF51822-DK [17]. By incorporating the LTC3388 DCDC converter, SPW-1 yields lower power consumption than the reference design. The
nRF51822-DK uses, instead, the nRF51822’s internal linear regulator.
For the nRF51822-DK, the continuous idle power consumption is measured
with a multimeter, conﬁgured as an ammeter and positioned in series with the
positive side of the power supply. For this test, the nRF51822 is programmed
to be in sleep mode and both accelerometers are disabled through the GPIOs.
We measured a constant current of 5 µA. Because of its linear voltage regulation, the power consumption scales linearly with the supply voltage. Considering
the typical battery voltage levels 3 V and 3.7 V, the idle power consumption is
15 µW and 18 µW, respectively. For SPW-1, the idle power consumption is not
continuous. Instead, the DCDC converter consumes energy periodically keeping its output voltage above the target threshold. Hence, we measured the idle
power consumption by measuring and multiplying the energy consumed during
one duty cycle by their frequency. The energy of a duty cycle of the converter
was measured with a series 10 Ω resistor and an oscilloscope, as in [9]. At both
voltage levels, we measure a constant idle power consumption of 8.4 µW, 46%
less than the reference kit, when using a 3 V coin cell battery.
To measure the processing power consumption, both platforms were programmed to perform some dummy processing cycles (integer multiplication and
addition). In a similar fashion, the current was measured with a series 10 Ω
resistor on the positive side of the power supply. The results demonstrate again
the beneﬁts of the DCDC converter. Considering a 3 V and a 3.7 V battery, the
reference kit consumes 18 mW and 22.2 mW for processing respectively. SPW-1,
on the other hand, consumes 9.5 mW at both voltage levels.
Next, we measure the energy required by the radio for transmitting data. In
particular, we measure the energy consumption of a triple advertisement (i.e. 3
packets of 39 bytes) at all diﬀerent transmission power levels. The current proﬁle
of the advertisement event was captured with a series 10 Ω resistor. The energy
is then derived by estimating the integral of the current proﬁle and multiplying it
by the supply voltage. Figure 3 demonstrates that SPW-1 is 20% more energyeﬃcient than the reference design when using 4 dBm transmission power and
a 3 V battery. The ﬁgure also shows how the energy consumption scales with
the transmission power level, indicating that signiﬁcant energy savings can be
achieved by turning the power level down to 0 dBm and −4 dBm.
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption for the transmission of a BLE triple advertisement.

To facilitate realistic battery lifetime estimations, we also provide the power
consumption of the peripherals. Each accelerometer adds an extra constant
power consumption of approximately 3 µW. Transferring the data from the FIFO
buﬀer of ADXL362 to the memory of the MCU takes approximately 13 ms (SPI
clock at 4 MHz), resulting to a consumption of approximately 135.5 µJ. Transferring a single acceleration sample from the accelerometer to the MCU consumes
approximately 1.9 µJ (in contrast to 3.6 µJ for nRF51822-DK). The LED consumes 1.6 mW when turned on.
Next, we combine the consumption measurements in an attempt to provide
realistic battery lifetime estimations, based on an indicative scenario. Such estimations demonstrate how the lifetime of the battery scales with the conﬁguration of diﬀerent parameters, such as the number of accelerometers, the resolution
and the sampling frequency. The battery lifetime estimations are based on the
following equation:
T =

EBAT
,
PI + PXL × N + (ESP I + EBLE ) × fs × N

(1)

where EBAT is the total energy of the battery; PI is the idle power consumption;
PXL is the power consumption of a single accelerometer; ESP I is the energy consumed for transferring a single acceleration sample over SPI from the accelerometer to the MCU; EBLE is the energy consumed for the transmission of a single
sample over BLE given by Fig. 3 and divided by the number of samples inside a
packet; fs is the sampling frequency; and N is the number of accelerometers.
In particular, we consider a scenario where SPW-1 streams raw accelerometer data using the undirected connectionless BLE advertisements (similarly to
[10]). Although data reliability can be addressed at the receiver [22], this communication approach does not provide delivery guarantees and, thus, can be
only applied to applications that can tolerate data loss or make use of speciﬁc
missing data techniques [13]. We also assume the following. We assume that for
resilience to interference all three advertisement packets are populated with the
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Table 1. Battery Lifetime Approximations in Days
Tx Power Freq. (Hz) 1 Accelerometer 2 Accelerometers
8-bit 12-bit
8-bit 12-bit
4 dBm

1
10
20
50

1174
240
127
53

873
140
72
29

750
125
65
26

520
72
36
14

−4 dBm

1
10
20
50

1328 1054
314 194
170 102
71
42

879
167
87
36

654
101
52
21

same payload. We further assume the maximum BLE packet size of 39 bytes (24
bytes of payload), which provides necessary space for either 4 triaxial samples
of 12-bit resolution or 8 triaxial samples of 8-bit resolution; and that the SPI
bus between the accelerometers and the MCU is clocked at 4 MHz. Lastly, we
assume that the system is powered by a 210 mAh coin cell battery (3 V).
Table 1 shows the battery lifetime estimations, in days, assuming diﬀerent
conﬁguration scenarios. The frequency column represents the sampling frequency
of the accelerometer(s). Notice that the battery lifetime ranges from few weeks
to few years, depending on the conﬁguration. Observe that at high sampling
frequencies the energy consumption is dominated by frequent duty cycles. At
low sampling frequencies, instead, the idle consumption becomes increasingly
more important. In [16], the authors use accelerometers with 8-bit resolution to
perform activity classiﬁcation. Experimenting with diﬀerent sampling frequencies, the authors show that the performance of the classiﬁer reaches a high level
at approximately 10 Hz with only marginal improvement at higher frequencies.
In this conﬁguration, the battery lifetime of SPW-1 is approximated at 240
days. For comparison, using the same methodology, the reference design yields
a battery lifetime of approximately 172 days for the same conﬁguration (an
improvement of 40%).
4.2

Wireless Performance

In this section, we evaluate SPW-1’s wireless performance. We, ﬁrst, benchmark it against the reference design (nRF51822-DK employs a PCB monopole
antenna) in an anechoic chamber. In particular, both wearable sensor units were
mounted on a ground plane. At the other side of the room, at a distance of
4.4 m, a receiver unit with two orthogonally polarised patch antennas was used
[10]. In both cases, the transmitter was programmed to transmit advertisement
packets at a period of 100 ms (4 dBm transmission power). The receiver unit was
programmed to log the RSSI of all the received packets. In both experiments, the
position of the receiver was ﬁxed while two motors rotated the wearable device
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the wireless performance of SPW-1 to nRF51822-DK in the
anechoic chamber.

through all angles in 3D space. Figure 4 plots the CDF (cumulative distributed
function) of the RSSI of all the packets received for SPW-1 and the reference
kit. Observe that, in a controlled environment, SPW-1 performs 2 dB better
than nRF51822 in the median case. Overall, despite the signiﬁcantly lower size
(i.e. less ground plane, and less isolation between the antenna and surrounding
components), SPW-1 maintains the same level of wireless performance.
We, next, evaluate the wireless performance of SPW-1 in a residential environment. Speciﬁcally, the following experiments were conducted in a typical
house in the city of Bristol, UK. In each one of two adjacent rooms, we deployed
a receiver unit identical to the ones used in the previous experiment. SPW-1,
also programmed as in the previous experiment (i.e. 4 dBm transmission power),
was mounted on the wrist of a human, who was performing random walks and
random activities within the room for approximately 10 min (room size: 3×3 m).
Therefore, the measurements capture the eﬀect of body shadowing and multipath
propagation in a wide variety of situations. Figure 5 shows the CDF of the RSSI
of all the received packets, as measured from the receivers located in the same
room and the adjacent room respectively. At the maximum transmission power
setting, observe that in the case of the same room, the median is at −68 dBm;
whereas, in the adjacent room, the median is at −84 dBm. In the same ﬁgure, we
also plot the packet error rate (PER) of a nRF51822 receiver for diﬀerent RSSI
values. Assuming an acceptable PER threshold of 5%, we observe that SPW-1
can fully cover a single room (99.9% of the cases) and 87.2% of the cases of the
adjacent room. The wireless performance at lower transmission power levels can
be approximated by shifting the CDFs in the x-axis accordingly. For instance, if
single room coverage is suﬃcient for a given application, the transmission power
could be set to −4 dBm. This conﬁguration yields 33% less energy consumption
for transmission (see Fig. 3 and Table 1), covering 98.6% of the single room cases
with a PER of less than 5%.
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Fig. 5. Wireless performance in the a residential environment.

For reference, a performance comparison study of other antennas in the same
environment can be found in our previous work [1].

5

Conclusion

SPW-1 is a wearable activity monitor that is based on two accelerometers for
activity sensing and BLE for wireless communication. As a research platform,
SPW-1 has multiple purposes with diﬀerent requirements. Primarily, it is meant
to be used as a lightweight and low-proﬁle data collection tool for long-term
activity monitoring outside the laboratory. To decrease the dependency on user
maintenance, long battery lifetimes are required. Furthermore, access to the
raw data and to the accelerometer conﬁguration settings is also fundamental.
Moreover, SPW-1 supports external sensors and external antennas to facilitate
research on wearable computing and body-centric communications.
Ultra low energy consumption is a primary design goal. SPW-1 embeds two
accelerometers that may function as an energy-eﬃcient alternative to a gyroscope. We measured the consumption of SPW-1 and benchmarked it against the
oﬀ-the-shelf nRF51822-DK. The comparison demonstrates signiﬁcant improvements. Assuming the use of a coin cell battery, SPW-1 consumes approximately
45% less power for processing and in idle mode, and 20% less energy for wireless transmission. Battery lifetime estimations in a indicative scenario demonstrate the dependency of the battery lifetime to the conﬁguration settings of the
accelerometers (estimations range from weeks to years). For example, a conﬁguration used in [16] yields a battery lifetime estimation of 240 days.
Wireless performance is also fundamental, especially in residential monitoring. Controlled measurements, in an anechoic chamber, benchmark the wireless performance of SPW-1, demonstrating a 2 dB marginal improvement with
regards to the reference design, despite its signiﬁcantly smaller size. In addition,
we performed measurements in a residential environment with thick brick walls,
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in which SPW-1 was mounted on the wrist of a user that was performing random
activities and random walks within a 9 m2 room. In this scenario, SPW-1 was
able to fully cover a single room (99.9% of the cases) and 87.2% of the cases of
the adjacent room with a PER of less than 5%. In scenarios where only single
room coverage is required, a lower transmission power setting can yield 33% less
energy consumption for transmission, covering 98.6% of the single room cases
with a PER of less than 5%.
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Abstract. Wearable inertial sensors are currently receiving pronounced interest
due to applications in unconstrained daily life settings, ambulatory monitoring
and pervasive computing systems. This research focuses on human activity
recognition problem, in which inputs are multichannel time series signals
acquired from a set of body-worn inertial sensors and outputs are automatically
classiﬁed human activities. A general-purpose framework has been presented for
designing and evaluating activity recognition system with six different activities
using machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) and
artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN). Several feature selection methods were
explored to make the recognition process faster by experimenting on the features
extracted from the accelerometer and gyroscope time series data collected from a
number of volunteers. In addition, a detailed discussion is presented to explore
how different design parameters, for example, the number of features and data
fusion from multiple sensor locations - impact on overall recognition
performance.
Keywords: Inertial measurement unit  Accelerometer data  Feature extraction 
Data-fusion  Machine learning algorithms  Human Activity Recognition

1 Introduction
Despite signiﬁcant research efforts over the past few decades, activity recognition still
remains a challenging problem. Wearable sensor based Human Activity Recognition
(HAR) is currently playing a key role in the development of innovative
human-machine interfaces and assistive technologies [2]. The information obtained
from human physical activity is valuable in the long-term assessment of biomechanical
parameters and physiological variables, which can then be used to support care of the
elderly, the chronically ill and people with special needs [3]. Moreover, for accurate
monitoring of physical activity, information on the type, intensity, and duration of the
activities is of substantial interest to the research community [4].
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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Over several years, studies of gestures and activity recognition have been conﬁned
to clinical settings and conventional lab-based equipment, such as stationary and
expensive 3D motion capturing systems and force plates [5]. For studying activities in
unconstrained daily life settings, body-worn inertial sensors are emerging as a preferable
research option in many cases [6, 7]. In addition, these systems are portable, more
affordable than their laboratory counterparts. Hence, in this paper, we have developed an
off-the-shelf lower body inertial sensor system. The system is designed and built as a set
of 5 sensor units initially, each with an integrated MPU-9150 IMU to capture motion
data. The system is speciﬁcally designed to study lower body motion. The sensors are
connected via ribbon cables to a single control hub based on an Arduino board and an
XBee transmitter. The data from the sensor (accelerometer and gyroscope) is
post-processed to facilitate an automatic classiﬁcation of the activities performed.
For modelling and evaluating physical activity, a general-purpose machine learning
framework is presented in this paper. The framework comprises components for data
acquisition and pre-processing, data segmentation, feature extraction and selection [1,
8], training and classiﬁcation, decision fusion [9], and performance evaluation. It
should be noted that, machine learning based algorithms for recognition of gestures and
activities is a relatively new application area, and we provide a systematic insight on
the use of classiﬁcation algorithms (e.g. SVM, ANN) in MATLAB for some common
physical activities.

2 Design of the Human Activity Recognition Chain
A typical Human Activity Recognition (HAR) system contains a stream of sensor data
at the input stage acquired using multiple sensors worn on the body. The sensor data is
then pre-processed to ﬁlter out signal variability or artefacts. The processed data is then
segmented to isolate the region of interest of the activity or gesture. Afterwards, features that capture the activity characteristics are extracted from the signals within each
segment [8]. In the training stage, the extracted features and corresponding ground truth
class labels are used as input to train a classiﬁer model in the training stage. In
classiﬁcation stage, the features and a previously trained model are used to calculate a
score for each activity class and to map these scores into a single class label in the
classiﬁcation stage. If multiple sensors or classiﬁers are considered, the output of

Fig. 1. Components of the human activity recognition chain [1]
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several classiﬁers may subsequently be fused. In addition, a performance evaluation
stage allows the assessment of the performance of the recognition system [1]. In the rest
of the paper, signiﬁcant stages (shown in Fig. 1) are used and the design decisions we
made for the activity recognition task in hand is presented in detail.

2.1

Sensor Data Collection and Preprocessing

In the ﬁrst stage of a typical activity recognition system, raw data is acquired using
several sensors attached to different locations on the body. In our research the activities
were tracked using ﬁve sensing units (model: MPU-9150) placed at (a) Sensor 1:
Pelvis/waist region, (b) Sensor 2 and 3: Left and right thigh, (c) Sensor 4 and 5: Left
and right shank of the volunteer. A schematic diagram of the Inertial Measurement
System used for this research is shown in Fig. 2.
A single sensing unit is comprised of a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope
recording timestamped motion data at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. All the recorded data
was sent via XBee to a laptop placed in close proximity to the participant. Five
volunteers performed a continuous sequence of six generic ambulatory activities [7]
listed in Table 1. The activity was repeated 10 times for each participant, resulting in a
dataset of about 120 min.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the wearable inertial sensor system and orientation of the sensing unit.

Table 1. Categorical physical activity and Activity ID for the activity recognition task
Activity
Walking
Walking_upstairs
Walking_downstairs
Sitting
Standing
Lying down

Activity ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Extraction and Selection of Features

Manual selection of features is a difﬁcult task. The higher the dimensionality of the
feature space, the more training data is needed for model parameter estimation and the
system becomes more computationally intensive. For real-time processing on embedded systems the objective is to minimize memory, computational power and bandwidth
requirement. It is therefore important to use an optimum number of features that will
still allow the system to achieve the desired target performance. Current literature uses
a wide range of features such as signal based features [10] (e.g. mean, variance, FFT –
coefﬁcients, spectral entropy, and overall energy.). Other than that, body model based
parameters (calculated from a 3D skeleton using multiple on body sensors) incorporating prior knowledge can lead to higher performance and increase robustness from
person to person [3, 6].
By identifying the most salient features for learning, the most useful aspects of the
data is used for analysis and future prediction. The hypothesis explored in this research
is that feature selection for classiﬁcation tasks can be accomplished on the basis of
convolution [11] and pooling of features, and that such a feature selection process can
be beneﬁcial to a variety of common machine learning algorithms. Here, we have
utilized the statistical and spectral features from segmented time series data as the
features to be processed by the classiﬁcation algorithm. The 66 features computed from
the inertial sensor’s accelerometer data are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. List of extracted features from accelerometer data for each activity for the activity
recognition scenario
Feature name
Average value (1 each)

RMS value (1 each)

Autocorrelation features
(3 each)
Spectral peak features
(12 each)
Spectral power features
(5 each)

Feature
number
feature (1)
feature (2)
feature (3)
feature (4)
feature (5)
feature (6)
feature (7:9)
feature (10:12)
feature (13:15)
feature (16:27)
feature (28:39)
feature (40:51)
feature (52:56)
feature (57:61)
feature (62:66)

Additional information
For all three acceleration components (x,y,z
direction)
All three acceleration components

Height of main peak; height and position of
second peak
Height and position of ﬁrst 6 peaks

Total power in 5 adjacent and pre-deﬁned
frequency bands
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3 Training and Classiﬁcation Using Machine Learning
Algorithms
The classiﬁer itself influences the recognition performance of an activity recognition
system. The decision for or against different classiﬁer can be made either by having
lower computational complexity or simply by superior performance. In our research,
we have investigated the performance of several classiﬁers used in activity recognition
to suggest an automated and alternative approach to hand-crafted feature extraction and
classiﬁcation techniques.
Classiﬁcation techniques such as Nearest Neighbors, Naïve Bayes (NB), Support
Vector machine (SVM) and Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) based neural networks has
been tested in this research. In the following sections, we will explore the capabilities
and efﬁciency of two machine learning algorithms: Support vector Machine and
multi-layer perception on inertial sensor based human activity recognition data. It
should be noted that, machine Learning approaches such as SVM and MLP includes
kernel based and random forest feature selection mechanism ensuring the generalization of the relevant features.

3.1

Neural Network Based Classiﬁcation

Neural networks are capable of performing pattern-recognition techniques useful in the
analysis of gait dynamics [12]. In this section activity classiﬁcation was performed with
a MATLAB based multilayer perceptron (MLP) model as a neural network. The
multilayer perceptron consists of three or more layers (an input and an output layer with
one or more hidden layers) of nonlinearly-activating nodes. Since an MLP is a Fully
Connected Network, each node in one layer connects with a certain weight wij to every
node in the following layer. The weight of each node is adjusted in a manner so that
minimize the error in the entire output.
Learning occurs in the perceptron by changing connection weights after each piece
of data is processed, based on the amount of error in the output compared to the
expected result. The learning is carried out through backpropagation, a generalization
of the least mean squares algorithm in the linear perceptron. To quantitatively assess
the performance of a classiﬁcation algorithm we have predicted the activities for a
small test dataset, and compared them against the known class values. To visually
represent the accuracy, a confusion matrix is used in this paper. The confusion matrix is
a square matrix that summarizes the cumulative prediction results for all couplings
between actual and predicted classes, respectively. As indicated in Fig. 3, it was
observed that there has been above 12% misclassiﬁcation of walking downstairs and
sitting activity based on the accelerometer signal based features. Whether features from
the gyroscope improve the accuracy, is yet to be explored. In addition, training the
network with a bigger database from more volunteers is planned as a part of future
research.
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Fig. 3. (a) MATLAB neural network Train tool has been utilized to train the neural network.
(b) The confusion matrix shows an accuracy rate of 91.7% for activity recognition for neural
network based activity classiﬁcation.

3.2

Support Vector Machine Based Classiﬁcation

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique is a powerful machine-learning algorithm based on its ability to ﬁnd non-linear patterns. The classiﬁer is trained at the ﬁrst
stage with a speciﬁc activity and their known classes. A MATLAB based ‘Classiﬁcation Learner’ App [13] has been used here to auto generate functions to train a
classiﬁer based on the dataset. The returned arguments include information of how the
dataset is partitioned during the training phase. The remaining samples of the dataset
can be used for testing the accuracy of the classiﬁer. The prediction result is visualized
in a confusion matrix. Figure 4 shows the Confusion Matrix when the data is classiﬁed
and tested using support vector machine. During this initial stage of testing 96.7% of
the activities were classiﬁed correctly. The accelerometer based feature for walking
downstairs and sitting down caused 7.4% of false hits which need further speciﬁcation
in classifying that activity. As can be observed from the results the best performance
was obtained for SVM classiﬁer because of the suitability of the kernels to the activities
we chose to classify.

Fig. 4. (a) Confusion Matrix when the data is classiﬁed using support vector machine;
(b) Screenshot of an activity classiﬁed correctly by the recognition system.
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4 Effect of Multi-sensor Data Fusion
During our studies, we also experimented on the impact of different sensor modalities
on the activity recognition performance. This part of the study is conducted using a the
K-NN (nearest neighbor) classiﬁer using MATLAB classiﬁcation learner app [11]. In
order to quantitatively understand the recognition performance, some standard metrics
such as accuracy, recall, precision and confusion matrices were used.
From the results presented in Figs. 5 and 6, a strong influence on the recognition
accuracy can be observed with the combination of sensors. Figure 5 shows that, the
precision of person dependent activity recognition changes from 90% to 94.1% when
sensor data from the shank and thigh are also used along with the pelvic sensor data. It
was observed that while some parts of the sensor data (e.g. single axis from the
accelerometer or gyroscope) do contribute to a precise classiﬁcation whilst some other
axial data might introduce noise. Other than that, the classiﬁcation performance is
found to be 65.7% precision for a person independent scenario (where the classiﬁer is
trained with activities from multiple volunteers).
Figure 6 shows the impact of features processed from accelerometer and gyroscope
separately and it is observed that even for the person dependent scenario, the gyroscope
data contained far less useful features than the accelerometer data. However, features
from a gyroscope improve the accuracy in the case where the activities are constrained
and distinguished by translation and rotation of the joint angles. A combined
accelerometer and gyroscope feature processing is a planned part of our future research.

Fig. 5. Activity recognition performance for different sensor position combinations.

Fig. 6. Recognition performance for features extracted from different sensors for person
dependent evaluation
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5 Conclusion
The present work described the development of an IMU-based measurement system
and investigated the feasibility of its use in human activity recognition and classiﬁcation scenario. The activities of the system were selected to be of low complexity,
which allowed us to compare algorithms in terms of overall recognition performance.
For designing more complex activity recognition system, the procedural stages
involved and studied in this research will infer some intuitive decisions. In addition,
accurate information on the sensor model, positioning and orientation of sensors during
different activities will provide generalization and will contribute to a open dataset for
human activity recognition based research. Future research will include Composite
activities, Concurrent and overlapping activities and also some multi-attribute classiﬁcation approaches and deep learning approaches for activity recognition in a
multi-sensor scenario.
Acknowledgments. Tahmina Zebin would like to thank the Presidents Doctoral Scholar award
scheme, University of Manchester for funding her PhD.
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Abstract. Hundreds of diabetes self-management apps are available for smart
phones, typically using a diary or logging methodology. This paper investigates
how well such approaches help participants to make sense of collected data. We
found that, while such systems typically support data and trend review, they are
ill suited to helping users understand complex correlations in the data. The
cognitively demanding user interfaces (UI’s) of these apps are poorly adapted
both to the restricted real estate of smartphone displays and to the daily needs of
users. Many participants expressed the desire for intelligent, personalized and
contextually aware near-term advice. By contrast, users did not see tools for
reflection on prior data and behavior, seen as indispensable by many researchers,
as a priority. We argue that while designers of future mobile health (mHealth)
systems need to take advantage of automation through connected sensors, and
the increasing subtlety of intelligent processing, it is also necessary to evolve
current graphs and dashboards UI paradigms to assist users in long-term
self-management health practices.
Keywords: User Interface (UI)

 Diabetes apps  mHealth

1 Introduction
Among major health conditions, diabetes is one of the most common and costly. It is
believed to affect 380 million people worldwide, and numbers are rising. Type 1
diabetes (T1D), which affects roughly 5–10% of people with diabetes, is an autoimmune disease that necessitates daily injections of the hormone insulin in order to
control blood glucose levels. While short and long-term complications can be severe,
diabetes can be successfully managed with careful attention to lifestyle and the correct
use of medications. Self-monitoring and self-management practices are essential for
good diabetes outcomes, as the majority of care is by necessity self-care [1]. However,
glycemic control can be challenging, as it is a multivariate task affected not only by
diet, exercise, and insulin dosages, but also hard to control factors such as stress,
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
K. Giokas et al. (Eds.): eHealth 2016, LNICST 181, pp. 315–326, 2017.
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illness, and natural variability. Diabetes with its strong reliance on diverse data,
dynamic treatment, and ability to quantify effects through blood glucose (BG) values,
can also be viewed as an edge case that can give insights into the design of similar
assistive mHealth technologies.
The paper-based daily diabetes logbook has long been a method of assisting the
diabetes management process. The received wisdom is that by patients recording,
reviewing, and analyzing tracked factors such as diet, medication dosages, exercise,
and location, the patient will be more engaged, form better habits, recognize patterns,
and thereby optimize their treatment decisions. This self-management approach has
been updated for the ubiquitous smartphone, with hundreds of products allowing not
only recording of diverse personal data, but also adding data visualization, data export,
social support, food databases, and other functionalities.
However, in an earlier pilot study [2], we found relatively low adoption and
retention rates of these diabetes related apps. Many participants were generally positive
in assessment, but many viewed the apps as too much work for the beneﬁts delivered.
In principle, automation of data streams has the potential to reduce this effort; however,
there is little research on the extent to which users are able to extract meaningful
insights from this collected data.
Through analysis of user interaction sessions, we present ﬁndings that contribute to
an increased understanding of: beneﬁts and limitations of the use of data visualizations
within diabetes apps; what users want from mobile diabetes apps; potential directions
for research into future user interface paradigms and features to better serve user needs
in the self-management of chronic conditions.

2 Related Work
The human computer interaction (HCI) community has long investigated the ability of
digital technologies to encourage healthier behaviors. The UbiFit garden attempted to
foster physical activity using a graphical garden metaphor on a mobile device [3], while
Fish‘n’Steps used a social mechanism, showing not only the owner’s pedometer
movements but automatically sharing this information as a motivator [4]. Intille et al.
[5] focused on the ability of precisely timed reminders to support healthful behavior
change, while King et al. [6] promoted physical activity with early mobile device based
exercise programs. The Quantiﬁed Self (QS) movement has led to much interest in the
role of personal data for life optimization through personal informatics [7]. Li et al. [8]
investigated which sorts of questions users seek to answer with collected data, and the
shifting nature of their needs. Mamykina et al. [9–11] have written extensively on the
use of computer-based systems to aid People with Diabetes (PWD). This work largely
focuses on sensemaking, which Mamykina et al. deﬁne as the “perception of new
information related to health and wellness, development of inferences that inform
selection of actions, and carrying out daily activities in response to new information.”
[11]. Kanstrup et al. [12] looked at the situational infrastructure of diabetes management in the home in order to enable participatory design of IT based systems for
supporting daily life [13]. The Bant project [14] set out to iteratively develop a
smartphone app which variously incorporated diverse elements into a single system:
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wireless data transfer from a blood glucose (BG) meter; gamiﬁcation; decision support;
and social elements. Storni [15] introduced an iPhone App TiY (Tag-it-yourself) which
attempted to encourage reflective capabilities of diabetes monitoring. And Smith [16]
investigated the use of digital photography to aid and augment memory as a method to
facilitate visualization, interpretation and reflection.
Much of this research has followed a ‘collect and reflect’ approach to behavior
change, seeking to create tools to assist the user in greater self-knowledge. Many users
desire automation of data recording [17]; however, this has the potential to reduce data
engagement [8], leaving the insights derived from the collected data as the principal
opportunity or intervention for self-management. However, successful multivariate
data analysis is not a given [18], requiring what Kahneman [19] calls system 2
thinking, which is reflective and requires greater effort as opposed to system 1, which
can be thought of as reflexive, intuitive and low effort. This is potentially problematic
on a smartphone which is supplementing and changing human thought processes, to
allow for people to avoid “effortful analytic thinking in lieu of fast and easy intuition”
[20]. This suggests that smartphones, due to their size, public use, and portability could
be thought of as primarily a System 1 device, with users expecting largely intuitive
interactions.
The present paper describes a study undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of
current data visualizations used in popular commercial apps in order to assess their
value in communicating diabetes speciﬁc information, and to better understand how
this might impact long-term use, an area under-represented in current literature.

3 Methodology
There were n = 13 participants in this user interaction study, with an age range from
25–45 years with a mean age of 34 years (SD ± 7.8). Time since diagnosis ranged
from 2–26 years, with a mean of 13.5 (SD ± 8.1). Three participants were female.
Recruitment of people with T1D willing to undertake user studies proved to be challenging, resulting in recruitment taking longer than initially expected. Participants were
primarily located through a Berlin-based diabetes and technology Meetup. We
expected that this approach to selection would lead to a potential bias towards a
technically literate and early-adopter test group, possibly biasing the ﬁndings towards
the success of the technology. Overall, 11 of the 13 participants worked or studied in an
area connected to an aspect of the study: diabetes; technology; graphic design or
software design. All but one participant rated themselves highly comfortable with
smartphones and 11/13 had previous experience with diabetes diary apps. Ethical
approval was granted by the University Ethics Committee. All respondents were
guaranteed conﬁdentiality, and their faces were at no time recorded on video. There
were no ﬁnancial incentives offered.
The sessions began with a short proﬁle questionnaire on personal characteristics,
product choices, and previous and current patterns of diabetes app usage. This was
followed by a semi-structured interview conducted while the participant reviewed a
two-week data set, pre-entered into a range of diabetes apps. To provide authenticity
and comparability, this was actual diabetes data from the lead author. This set was
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comprised of blood glucose levels, carbohydrate intake, exercise, and insulin dosages,
for a total of 173 matched entries in each of the various apps. The exception among the
apps was the Bant app, due to the restricted nature of this app, designed primarily for
the recording of BG levels. The interactions with the apps were captured with a ﬁxed
tethered camera attached to an iPhone 5s. This recorded the complete interaction of
each participant with each app, along with an audio recording of the interviewer’s
questions and their answers. We posit that this approach, while subject to some limitations, simulates a near future scenario of automated data entry, as well as giving
methodological uniformity across apps and users.
The diabetes apps used in the study were chosen from several sources, as follows.
Firstly, the study included the three diabetes logging apps most frequently mentioned by
participants in a preceding pilot study: MySugr; SiDiary; and iBGStar. Three other apps
were chosen from heterogeneous sources as follows: ﬁrstly an app called Bant [14],
which was cited in an earlier study in an HCI context; secondly an app Roche, which has
potential to be a part of an ecosystem of connected diabetes technologies; and thirdly
Diabetik - a representative of a crowd funded, open source, patient initiated project.
While this is a small sample of diabetes logging apps, and there are considerable variations in user interfaces, this selection is broadly representative (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Fig. 1. Accu-Chek Graph showing 14-day
graph (left) and Daily diary (right)

Fig. 2. mySugr diary

Fig. 3. Bant app showing daily diary

Fig. 4. Diabetik Journal and daily diary
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Fig. 5. iBGStar showing 14-day graph and
table
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Fig. 6. SiDiary showing 14-day graph and Pie
Chart

4 Results
From the transcriptions of the recorded user interaction sessions, we analyzed the
user’s comments to ﬁnd dominant themes. We found that these apps did support broad
overviews of BG management. However, this positive was tempered by, difﬁculties of
in-depth understanding, the need for more actionable data, and in some cases, negative
user-experiences related to interaction with sensitive health data.
Before the user interaction session, participants were asked on a 5-point Likert scale
questions (1 for “strongly agree” to 5 for “strongly disagree”) to assess self-described
attitudes towards data reflection and diabetes self-management. Participants rated
themselves as generally friendly towards graphics, with a mean of 2.0 (SD 1.0) on “I
like graphs and charts”, and 1.9 (SD 1.0) on “I enjoy solving puzzles”. Users rated
themselves as conﬁdent on smartphone app usage with a mean rating of 1.25 (SD .6) on
the statement “I am comfortable using smartphone apps in general.” While participants
were reasonably positive on self-management skills, with a 2.1 mean rating (SD .7) on
the statement “I am conﬁdent that I can troubleshoot my diabetes logs to understand
problems.” There was a tendency toward dissatisfaction with personal control, with a
3.3 mean rating (SD .9) for the statement “I am in general satisﬁed with the level of my
diabetes control.” Only P3 was a habitual daily user of a diabetes logging app at the
time of the study, an app that he himself was developing. An additional two out of 13
participants used a logging app on occasion, one largely related to his work as a
diabetes patient spokesman.

4.1

App-Based Visualizations Offer Value for General Overviews

The graph functions of these apps were useful for assisting participants in obtaining an
overview of glycemic control. Participants P9 and P12 both noted that a pie chart was
useful for understanding the relative proportion of elevated BG value. P5 noted that the
MySugr graph “…gives me a very quick graphic feedback on if am I doing good or not.
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If it’s flat, if it’s green… also by the steepness of the curve, (it) tells me if it’s a bad hypo
or just a small hypo…” Participants were also capable of observing basic trends.
Graphs were useful in this regard, and users were able to note details such as the
general frequency of elevated, in range and below normal measurements. P6 reviewed
the SiDiary pie chart noting elevated BG levels: “… this tells me I have to improve
something, if every third test is really high blood sugar, I have to do something… only
37% is ok, and I think it should be much more.” P7 noted while viewing the iBGStar
graph some elevated levels, and was able to compare them to the rest to conclude, “…
they are doing alright, they have had some quite high points in some days, but generally they are ok.” However, P7 noted graphs are not useful as a daily tool to gain
insights but rather to get a bigger picture of the data, “this stuff (graphs)… you would
want to look at, but not on a daily basis… you want to reflect on the last week, or the
last month.”
These graphs and their related diaries were seen to support an understanding of
direct cause and effect, with all but one (12/13) participant readily reviewing data and
engaging in basic cause and effect interpretation. For example, P3 was able to note a
hypoglycemia event, leading to hyperglycemia, “… so it went down really low, then
you corrected it with 45 g of carbohydrates, then the next morning the sugar was really
high.” P6, when looking at the Diabetik log, was asked what he would have done
differently at night, suggested a solution based on this data representation: “… I would
give (myself) more humulog, to get my blood sugar down…(then) I would test it two
hours later… to control that everything is working.” P36 was able to trace through the
course of a day using the Bant graph stating, “… the morning at 9:00 it starts with
14.7, its very high for a morning, then 12:00 9.0, it’s ok, 18:00 5.0 it’s very good, and
in the evening 9.1 it’s a little high, but there are only four points… I think it’s not
enough (measurements).”

4.2

The Challenge of In-depth Understanding on the Smartphone
Platform

Given the small dimensions of the smartphone, only limited information can be legibly
shown on one screen. At the same time, displaying related information across multiple
screens can be overly demanding. Many participants (7/13), noted difﬁculty comparing
data across multiple days, as this often required viewing data on different screens or
scrolling. P3 noted: “It’s not easy to compare two days, you always need to scroll up
and down.” P3 was overwhelmed with the data during this comparison: “It’s really
hard to compare two days…. too much information, too many numbers.” All participants found identifying meaningful connections and patterns between events challenging. For example, P10 while viewing MySugr was unable to recognize that an early
meal was eaten without insulin, which caused elevated BG later. P10 reported
understanding a pie chart displaying cumulative BG measurement, but couldn’t state
how this data could be applied in a meaningful way, noting “One can see that values
are bad, but not why.” P7 when asked to make a recommendation on what could have
been done better on a speciﬁc day said that individual data points were not sufﬁcient to
answer this: “Again I have to look at each one individually… really individual
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measurements don’t tell you anything much because you have to look at them in
aggregate, to make any decision, because there are so many variables at play.” One
app, Accu-Chek, has a logbook with relatively large and easy to read data entries, but
this limits viewing to only one day per screen and does not support in-depth understanding, with P4 stating, “it’s very confusing, you check one day, but you don’t see the
relations.”
Having excessive information on one screen can also inhibit understanding. When
asked to correlate events on the iBGStar app, P2 noted “I’m not a doctor… I wouldn’t
use this program… it’s too complicated.” Many participants found tables that simply
listed data as especially hard to analyze, with P5 stating about Diabetik “I wouldn’t
even consider using this, I would dismiss the whole app immediately.” However,
seeking to reduce screen clutter by not having all essential information simultaneously
visible also increases cognitive load, by overtaxing memory. P6 noted, “…it’s a bit
confusing to not see it all at the same time, you always have to check what it is… if I ate
something, or if I gave myself insulin, or if it’s my blood sugar.”
Five participants had clear difﬁculties processing all the needed information on the
limited space of a smartphone screen. P9 noting how difﬁcult it was to understand the
Accu-Check graph data on such a small screen, stated, “… I think it would be more
useful on a computer than on a smartphone.” P11 did not like the interaction
requirements to access more information: “I have to swipe left and right…it’s just a bit
too much…” Some participants were frustrated with the app’s capabilities on the
smartphone as they had preferable experiences with the increased functionalities and
display sizes supported by desktop applications. P5 explained, “Only by entering that
data for a while, then importing it to the desktop version, then putting every day on top
of the other, then realizing that 80% of mornings are too high, then your realize you
really have a problem. So that makes sense, but this app doesn’t do it.”

4.3

Insufﬁcient Contextual Information

Diabetes self-management requires rich knowledge of contextual information to inform
everyday decisions. Many participants noted that the data did not have enough context
to be useful, with P6 reporting“… here I see my high blood sugar, and… heavy
exercise … what does it tell me… I am doing heavy exercise, or did I do some before,
what did I do before at 2:00 p.m.… it was after lunch, and I had another 45 g of
(carbs)… it’s not helping me why my blood sugar was high in the evening, because I
think I did everything right.” P11 said he couldn’t really understand data without
knowing more about the situations that this data was embedded in, “…I would need to
remember what I did that day, how the weather was… I would need more context.”

4.4

Need for Actionable Information

While looking over collected data, 8/13 participants expressed the desire for help in
understanding their collected data, and suggested that these methods of data visualization within these apps were not offering that assistance. For example P7 noted that
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the limited assistance from these apps still required manual effort comparable to their
experiences with paper logbooks, saying, “I would have to work out everything
manually myself. It is a good way of keeping my data to browse through it, but in terms
of my ability to make decisions, it isn’t much better than writing it down on paper.” A
common emergent theme was that reviewing of previous data had limited application to
current situations, a key concern of participants. For example, P5 stated, “Yesterday
was yesterday, I don’t care, I care about today.” P5 continued about his need for
intuitive advice in situ, “If this app would tell me why this value was too high, and
what I did wrong, it would be really great, but it doesn’t. It tells me I had a high value
here, and even after […] What I want is a very intuitive interface, that tells me what I
did right… and graphically tells me what I did wrong.”
Some participants emphasized that what they really needed from a smartphone app
was not the ability to review data, but rather the ability to understand how their choices
would affect “what I can do better in the future” (P12). P5 acknowledged this lack of
functionality and commented “Most apps haven’t helped me in looking forward
because it is too complicated.” P7 gave a speciﬁc example of how the app could
support decision making, but currently does not provide actionable information:“… the
kind of things that are useful (are) over the last month you have consistently gone high
in the morning, and then you might realize then you have to take more insulin, because
it is the time of day that affects it.” When asked about how this data on this graph
would help with better decisions, P7 noted the inability to translate this visualization
into action: “… I would be pretty confused about how to improve it, to be honest. There
is not really any indication about what to do to improve the situation. I deﬁnitely see its
bad, but…” P12 when assessing the SiDiary Modal day graph said the app “… tells me
you have to look better after your diabetes therapy, you have to be better.” But, when
questioned as to whether it told her anything about what she had to do better stated,
“No, nothing.”

4.5

Reflecting with Apps can be Emotional

Diabetes management can be frustrating, and interacting with undesired data can
increase stress. P7 reflected on the Bant app, “this interface would stress me out, the
red just makes you feel like oh s**t, this isn’t a good feeling when you are out [of ideal
range].” P10 on being asked to reflect on the data in the SiDiary app, had a visibly
negative experience with the app: “I don’t like it (the interface)…it’s so negative…
these red dots… demotivating… I didn’t do a good job… because maybe I tried to have
more green dots, but I failed…I think I just wouldn’t use it anymore…too much
reflection of the job I did…” P9 went further and said it could be discouraging to be
faced with bad numbers: “ﬁnding out that you are not doing as good a job as you can
is always discouraging. It sucks ﬁnding out that over time you haven’t been doing
what’s best for you.” P5 also had a negative experience with seeing the number of
elevated BG levels, and replied on being asked how he would feel if the values shown
were his own data stated, “S**t, I did s**t. Man you were bad. What have you done?”
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5 Discussion
We have presented ﬁndings from a user study that, while limited in its scope, suggests
that current generation diabetes diary apps are not adequately meeting user needs for
understanding personal data. We argue that this failure is due at least partially to an
essential misunderstanding of the smartphone medium, as mobile device users could be
expecting low cognitive load [20]. We propose that for diabetes diary apps to successfully integrate into people’s lives, these apps should stop trying to convince users
to work more, and accept that users want systems that reduce effortful thought about
their diabetes management. Perhaps as the IoT infrastructure matures and as apps take
advantage of the richer data streams, apps could move away from a basis of retrospection and reflection, and evolve into easy to understand real-time decision support
systems, with clearly stated suggestions for actions.

5.1

Limitations and Future Work

As noted earlier, both the recruitment phase and methodology could have introduced
bias into some of our ﬁndings. In this section we explore some of the limitations of this
work as well as areas we have identiﬁed for future work.
Limitations: This study used only a limited number of apps. There may exist apps that
better support the issues raised. The focus of this study was on logging apps: other
paradigms might be beneﬁcial in other ways not directly related to the user understanding personal data - for example encouraging motivation. This study used
pre-entered data, whose context was therefore unfamiliar to participants. If participants
had been using their own data, it is possible that the memories attached to data entry as
well as increased familiarity with the respective apps, would have allowed for
improved sensemaking. On the other hand, we argue that the move towards automating
data streams could also reduce this familiarity. Lack of previous experience with the
apps may have influenced this study, as it is likely that with extended use, participants
would become more proﬁcient.
How To Filter Multivariate Data: Health is determined by the interaction of many
interrelated factors. Ever-cheaper sensors and connectivity will lead to increasing data
streams from many potential sources. However, systems that rely on tables or graph of
such data risk overloading the user. UIs could help to meet this challenge by supporting
the user in focusing on the most pressing and essential factors, and promoting
understanding of the most important correlations between them.
Glanceable Information for Short Interactions: T1D demands frequent attention.
Therefore, the user should be able to obtain the desired data or advice as quickly as
possible. The UI should decrease the need for attention when the user does not need help.
While for many apps the duration of interaction could be a metric for product success, in
the case of health systems it might be a sign of failure: evidence of a tendency to disrupt
the daily routine.
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Immediately Actionable Information, Not Reflection on Data: Many participants indicated desire for health systems that assist with in-the-moment decision-making. It is
unclear from our participants to what degree retrospective displaying of data is helpful
for immediate decision making. Many users stated they wanted access to information
that was relevant to their current situation, not historical events to reflect on. It might be
of interest to explore the concealing or even elimination of past data, and emphasize the
best course of action for present situations by leveraging advances in data analytics and
machine learning. Historic data might be visible on demand, or to illustrate a speciﬁc
pattern, but otherwise largely hidden by default.
Contextually and Emotionally Sensitive UIs for Everyday Self-Care: As context is
important for decision-making in healthcare self-management, systems could integrate
location, time, and past patterns and events to get closer to predicting the current needs
of the user. Sensitive situations where privacy might be a concern, such as at work, on
public transit, or on a date, could affect how users interact with personal data and
therefore UI design could dynamically adjust to such situations.
This paper contributes to understanding the strength, weaknesses and challenges of
current generation smartphone app UI’s designed to support self-management of diabetes. This paper questions whether current paradigms for such apps match the
everyday needs of the mobile user. In general, we found that expecting the user to
engage in multivariate problem solving through displaying graphs and tables of collected data, was not well suited to the limitations of the smartphone. Mamykina [11]
among others, have proposed that PWDs go through cycles of discovery and maintenance: it is not clear that these apps are adequate to support either phase. While much
of current literature has focused on building tools to encourage and support the process
of reflection and self-knowledge [9–11, 15, 21], it is unclear how much work users are
willing to invest in such an approach on a routine basis. The need for understanding
context to make sense of data has been previously highlighted [21]. And while this
need could be supported by systems that encourage the recording of additional contextual clues, such as photos or tags, this could also increase workload and cognitive
overload, creating additional barriers to habitual usage. We theorize that these apps fail
to engage users, at least partially, because they fundamentally misunderstand the
mobile user’s desire to reduce the need for cognitive effort [20, 22]. These diabetes
management apps are primarily designed as System 2 systems, requiring careful precise
logging and extensive time-consuming reflection, placing these products in direct
conflict with the expectations and desires of the mobile user. Reflective, or System 2,
thinking is also inherently effortful which when combined with stress provoking diabetes data, could create a major barrier to adoption.

6 Conclusions
We initiated and documented user interaction sessions to study how effectively diabetes
logging apps helped participants understand diabetes related personal data. This was
achieved by asking them to review diabetes related data, and share their observations
and feelings. It appears that these apps would be well served by signiﬁcant further
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development. Current diabetes apps offer some real beneﬁts for data review and general
overview of glycemic control and some users reported using diabetes diary apps for
periodic speciﬁc problem solving. In the majority of cases, users were quite comfortable reviewing and engaging with logged data and were aware of its signiﬁcance in
diabetes management. However, participants struggled to ﬁnd useful correlations in
collected data. We speculate that this is partially due to the limited screen dimensions
of mobile devices in relation to the complexity of collected data, and that users expect
that interaction with a smart phone app will not be cognitively demanding, but rather a
smooth and intuitive experience. Health data can have emotional impact. Such
potentially negative interactions might be especially challenging in the uncontrolled
environment of public use. Automation by way of connected sensors could provide us
with the tools to assemble higher quality data, but the gap between data collection and
better decision-making is still large. Additionally, as there is reduced data engagement
that comes with automation [8], new tools may need to be developed to bolster
engagement.
Our interpretation of our participants’ responses suggests that rather than tools for
interpreting and learning from past events, as the reflection paradigm implies, users
want personalized and easy to understand advice for the near term. Such advice should
be easily and quickly accessible. The smartphone, due to its screen size and mobile
nature, seems ill suited for cognitively demanding analysis. We conclude that the
emphasis should be placed on systems that largely remove the demands of reflection,
and instead deliver meaningful analysis of collected data with clear suggestions for
action.
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Abstract. Classifying stroke survivors based on their walking abilities is an
important part of the gait rehabilitation process. It can act as powerful indicator
of function and prognosis in both the early days after a stroke and long after a
survivor receives rehabilitation. This classiﬁcation often relies solely on walking
speed; a quick and easy measure, with only a stopwatch needed. However,
walking speed may not be the most accurate way of judging individual’s
walking ability. Advances in technology mean we are now in a position where
ubiquitous and wearable technologies can be used to elicit much richer measures
to characterise gait. In this paper we present a case study from one of our
studies, where within a homogenous group of stroke survivors (based on
walking speed classiﬁcation) important differences in individual results and the
way they responded to rhythmic haptic cueing were identiﬁed during the
piloting of a novel gait rehabilitation technique.
Keywords: Stroke  Classiﬁcation  Rhythmic haptic cueing  Haptic Bracelets

1 Introduction
Stroke is a sudden and devastating illness, affecting approximately seventeen million
people worldwide each year [1], making it the second single most common cause of
death. Four out of ﬁve stroke victims survive their stroke [1] but over half stroke
survivors are left with a disability, making stroke one of the leading causes of complex
adult disabilities [2]. Post-stroke disabilities have a higher impact on an individual than
any other chronic disease [2] with more than half of all stroke survivors left dependent
on others for everyday activities.
Current research has shown that walking to a rhythm can lead to signiﬁcant
improvements in various aspects of gait for stroke survivors, such as temporal and
spatial asymmetries [3–6]. The beneﬁts of walking to a rhythm, as a form of therapy for
such conditions, are well established. However, most studies fail to identify individual
differences between participants and tend to treat them as a homogenous group.
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The primary aim of our study was to explore the concept of rhythmic haptic (touch
based) cueing as an alternative to the more established audio rhythm used for gait
rehabilitation. This study enabled us to gather the views of stroke survivors and health
professionals through hands-on involvement with a new technology. In particular, we
were exploring the possibility of using a small wearable prototype device we designed,
called The Haptic Bracelets, to deliver haptic cueing in an appropriate rhythm for
walking. The Haptic Bracelets are lightweight devices wearable on both limbs at ankle
level, that are capable of monitoring and analysing gait and delivering rhythmic haptic
cueing via low latency vibrators on alternating legs [7].
During our study, motion capture data was collected and analysed to help identify
design questions, characterise issues relevant to the future design and operation of the
technology and to reﬁne our understanding of the context of use and the theoretical
background. A previous paper [8] considered data from questionnaires, interviews, and
from dialogues between stroke survivors, health professionals and interaction designers
that were carried out during sessions. In this paper we consider the issues and questions
raised in the context of the analysis of the motion capture data.
Using traditional grouping measurements, based on gait velocity measured with a
stopwatch, all our participants were classiﬁed as having the same ambulatory capability. However, the kinematic data we collected showed some major individual differences and we argue that such differences can play an important role during rhythm
based gait rehabilitation interventions.
New technologies like the Haptic Bracelets can help establish other measures that
might play a useful role in physiotherapy practice. Amongst other applications for
diagnosis, monitoring and therapy, the Haptic Bracelets can provide richer data for a
more accurate classiﬁcation of stroke survivors based on their walking capabilities. It is
this particular application that we explore in this paper.

2 Background
2.1

Post Stroke Gait Impairments

Gait coordination is often compromised after stroke with survivors experiencing what
is known as “hemiparetic gait”; a condition commonly characterised by reduced
walking speed [9], stride time variability [10], increased step length variability [10],
and temporal and spatial gait asymmetry [11].
Many health problems are associated with this condition. The non-paretic (stronger)
limb may be exposed to higher vertical forces [12] which can in turn lead to joint pains
due to increased repetitive loading [13], bone degeneration [14], and increased risk of
fractures. Hemiparetic gait is also directly linked to an increased risk of falling observed
after stroke, doubling the risk of hip fracture [15]. Besides physical health issues, gait
rehabilitation is also of paramount importance for the restoration of independence and
thus an overall better quality of life [16].
Chronic stroke survivors (6+ months after their stroke incident) generally exhibit
hemiparetic gait, which limits function and can restrict participation in society. However,
due to neuroplasticity, even at this later stage motor relearning is still a possibility [17].
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Gait recovery is one of the major goals in post-stroke rehabilitation [18]. Therefore, for
many decades, hemiparetic gait has been the object of study for the development of
methods for gait analysis and rehabilitation [19].

2.2

Rhythmic Cueing for Gait Rehabilitation

Use of an auditory rhythm provided by a metronome has been investigated and successfully demonstrated as a means of improving hemiparetic gait with immediate, though
not necessarily lasting, effects [3] – although studies for other neurological conditions
that affect gait suggest that with extended training, effects can last for weeks [20].
Studies where participants were asked to walk on a treadmill showed that they
could synchronise their steps to a rhythmic audio metronome [21]. Audio cues also
helped participants with post-stroke gait impairments to show improvements in spatial
[22] and temporal symmetry [21]. The step time asymmetry and the paretic (affected
leg) step time variability of participants also improved signiﬁcantly [23], as did the
ability to make gait adjustments in response to changes in the cue [24]. Rhythmic
cueing is therefore a promising approach, but the use of audio may not be the best
medium for in-home or out-and-about scenarios for rehabilitation, where it is important
to keep the audio channel clear for reasons of safety, sociability, and to remain aware of
the environment. With audio cues alone it is difﬁcult to differentiate which cue is for
which leg [23], thus missing out on some potentially beneﬁcial aspects of attention and
proprioception in gait rehabilitation.

2.3

The Role of Entrainment

Rhythmic cueing is based on entrainment models. In physics, entrainment is a natural
phenomenon where two or more periodic processes interact with each other to adjust to
a common or related period. However, it was only recently (early 1990s) that the
human capacity for biological entrainment became better understood and applications
for movement rehabilitation of neurological conditions were studied. As discussed
above, applications included the use of auditory cues to synchronise human motor
responses into stable time relationships. In such cases, biological entrainment mechanisms act between the external rhythm and the motor response to stabilise and regulate
gait patterns [3].
When considering cues for movement, it is important to distinguish between stimulus response models and the biological entrainment model. With the stimulus-response
model, as the name suggests, the user responds directly to each stimulus. By contrast,
after hearing a few initial beats, most people can generally tap along to a regular pulse in
more or less exact synchronisation. Consequently, entrainment is the common foundation for the various applications of metronomic rhythmic sensory stimulation in any
modality.
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Patient/Participant Ambulatory Classiﬁcation

Classifying stroke survivors based on ‘ambulation capability’ is an important aspect of
rehabilitation treatment. Historically, gait velocity is shown to have predictive validity
for rehabilitative outcome. After reviewing gait related classiﬁcation techniques,
ranging from stroke survivors’ self-assessment questionnaires to motor control tests
performed by health professionals, Perry et al. [25] concluded that when treated as an
independent measure, gait velocity has strong potential for classifying people based on
what is referred to as their ‘community walking status’. Less than 0.4 m/s predicts
household walking; 0.4 to 0.8 m/s predicts limited community walking; and more than
0.8 m/s predicts unlimited community walking [25].
However, there is also an argument against the use of gait velocity as the sole
metric for classiﬁcation of people suffering from gait related impairments. Olney et al.
[26], for example, argue that using gait velocity ﬁgures alone can neither assist in
understanding the nature of gait deﬁcits nor support direct treatment. They suggest that
while gait velocity is reflective of gait performance it does not have “explicative
capacity”, and is often insufﬁcient in discriminating among post-stroke ambulators.
Taylor et al. [27] noted that gait velocity as measured in the clinic can predict the
walking speed of a person in the community only if it is greater than 0.8 m/s. Considering that stroke survivors tend to walk more slowly than 0.8 m/s, and the classiﬁcation starts with 0.4 m/s for “household capability”, followed by 0.4 to 0.8 m/s for
limited community capability, and more than 0.8 m/s for full community capability
[25], velocity based classiﬁcation systems are of limited scope.
Temporal symmetry, on the other hand, may be an additional and valuable measure
that can be used when trying to classify stroke survivors into ambulation groups.
Temporal symmetry is deﬁned as the ratio of time between each leg swing and stance
time of the gait cycle (see the Results section and Fig. 1.). Patterson et al. [28] suggest
that temporal symmetry may assist in further discrimination of post-stroke ambulators;
more speciﬁcally those with gait speeds less than 0.6 m/s.
The main reason for widespread use of velocity data alone for patient classiﬁcation
is not so much its accuracy of gait capability prediction, but the ease by which it can be
recorded and applied in the clinical setting. After all, all a clinician needs to record and
calculate someone’s gait velocity is a stopwatch. However, small affordable technologies are increasingly available that open up the possibility of other measures that
might begin to play a role in physiotherapy practice.

3 Aim of the Study
As outlined above, stroke survivors are often classiﬁed in different categories based on
their walking speeds. These categories are then for some purposes treated as
homogenous groups. Even though this classiﬁcation system has some uses within the
clinic, and helps clinicians and health professionals establish a benchmark for quantifying and comparing the progress of individuals during gait rehabilitation and
physiotherapy sessions, it has limited diagnostic and predictive value.
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The aim of this paper is to highlight individual differences found in participants of
gait related studies within otherwise homogenous groups and investigate the potential
of lightweight wearable devices for exploring such differences.

4 Research Approach and Technology Used
The present preliminary study is part of wider exploratory programme to explore the
potential of new technologies, the kinds of data that they offer and their analytic use.
The study involved a repeated measure design, with stroke survivors walking both with
and without haptic cues. During the course of the study we talked in depth with
participating stroke survivors and the physiotherapist who was directing sessions. This
gave us rich qualitative data to help better understand the needs of stroke survivors and
health professionals, and to help improve future design prototypes.
We also collected quantitative data from a state of the art motion capturing system.
These quantitative data, the way they are analysed and the questions they raise are
discussed in the sections below.

4.1

Data Gathering – Technologies

Data were recorded using a Qualisys Motion Capturing System, whose high spatial and
temporal resolution allowed for precise motion of leg and hipbone joints to be captured.
The system consists of eight optoelectronic cameras, with a sampling frequency of
100 Hz. The trajectories of 20 markers placed on anatomical lower limb landmarks,
and 4 additional tracking clusters placed on the right and left shank and thigh, were
collected and ﬁltered using a fourth–order zero lag Butterworth low-pass ﬁlters, with a
6 Hz cut off frequency.
The rhythmic haptic cue was controlled using a pair of Haptic Bracelets. The
Haptic Bracelets are a lightweight, wearable wireless technology developed at the Open
University, able to collect motion data and provide precise haptic cueing via vibrotactiles. Generally, one bracelet is worn on each leg near the ankle. Haptic cues are
delivered via high precision low-latency vibrotactiles with wide dynamic range. The
metronomic delivery of cues to alternate legs is co-ordinated via a laptop, but this is
being ported to smartphone for applications outside the lab.
A methodology of repeated measures ensured that participants acted as their own
controls, so that any variability in the two conditions could be attributed solely to the
device and the rhythmic haptic cueing, rather than to errors induced by the
re-attachment of markers or to day-to-day gait variability.

4.2

Participants

Participants were included in the study if they had sustained a unilateral stroke (haemorrhagic or ischemic) more than 6 months ago; if they could walk independently for
5 min; and were able to walk for a minimum of 20 m without the use of a walking aid.
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Four adults were recruited (see Table 1). Three were males and one female, and all
of the participants had a right hemiparesis. Three participants exhibited aphasia but all
had recovered the ability to speak and express themselves in a coherent manner. The
mean age was 58.5 (±9.47) years. The relatively wide age range does not play a
signiﬁcant role in gait symmetry ratios [29]. The time since the onset of stroke varied
from 6–43 years. All four subjects completed a minimum of ﬁve gait trials whilst
wearing normal-wear footwear. None of the participant wore splints.
Exclusion criteria included: neurological, orthopaedic, respiratory, cardiovascular
or musculoskeletal problems that would prevent safe participation in testing, and any
skin conditions that might be aggravated by wearing the haptic bracelet or movement
analysis markers. Ethical approval for the study was gained from the Open University
and the Manchester Metropolitan University ethics committee.
Table 1. Participants’ demographics
P1
P2
P3
P4

Age
46
57
68
63

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Male

Side of stroke Year of stroke
Right
2001
Right
2004
Right
1972
Right
2009

5 Procedure
The sessions took part over three days. The ﬁrst day included a familiarisation session,
where participants visited the gait laboratory and were tested using the inclusion criteria
by a team of expert physiotherapists. We also introduced participants to the Haptic
Bracelets.
Each participant then completed a minimum of ﬁve walks on a ten-metre walkway
at their natural walking pace, without haptic cueing. This allowed them to familiarise
themselves with the procedure and the environment, and allowed for recording of
base-line kinematic and kinetic data. Participants’ preferred own pace was used for
metronomic cueing, as this is considered to be the most beneﬁcial cueing rate when
used within the context of gait rehabilitation to improve symmetry [5].
On the second day, the ﬁrst two participants took part in hands-on sessions in which
kinematic and kinetic data was recorded without, and then with haptic cueing. On day
three, this was repeated with the remaining two participants.
In general, the device was ﬁtted to both lower limbs with the vibrotactiles ﬁtted
over the medial border of the tibia where the haptic pulse could be felt (one exception
to this is noted later in the paper). The tempo of the haptic cue was calculated individually from each participant’s step cycle/cadence (mean time taken from heel strike
to heel strike of the same leg) during the baseline measurements on day one.
The intensity of the haptic cue was then adjusted to a comfortable level. The
participants had approximately ten minutes for familiarisation with the device (either
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walking on the spot or sitting and marking time to the beat). Once ready, the participants were asked to ‘follow the rhythm’ as they performed a minimum of ﬁve walks.
All four participants were classiﬁed as community ambulators in the higher level of
the classiﬁcation scale (gait velocity > 0.8 m/s). Being community ambulators means
they are “capable of independent mobility outside the home, including the ability to
conﬁdently negotiate uneven terrain, private venues, shopping centres and other public
venues” [30]. This relatively high walking speed put all participants in the same upper
level of community ambulators. However, aspects of P2’s condition merit particular
consideration as follows.
P2 had symptoms of aphasia that were found to hinder him in switching attention
from one leg to the other fast enough to follow the rhythmic haptic cue delivered on
alternating legs. Also, his stroke incident left him with severe loss of sensitivity on his
left leg. The aphasia and sensitivity loss led P2 to prefer the use of a single Haptic
Bracelet strapped on his left (paretic) leg, with its vibration intensity set to the maximum. All of the other participants could readily switch attention between their limbs
and their perceptual sensitivity levels were higher. These participants preferred the
vibration intensity to be set at 40%.

6 Measures of Gait Asymmetry
For clarity in interpreting the results, it may help to briefly review key measures of gait,
in particular swing and stance times, and how these are used to characterise various
kinds of gait asymmetry. When walking from a standing start, one starts by swinging
one leg while the other supports the weight of the body. Figure 1 shows the stages a leg
passes through during a single step. The toes of one leg are lifted up (at the point
labelled TO in Fig. 1 below), initialising the swing time of that leg. The leg then moves
forward and the heel strikes the ground (labelled HS in Fig. 1). At this point the swing
time ends and the stance time begins. Stance time ends when the toes of that foot lift off
from the ground again. These stages deﬁne the swing and stance time of each leg
individually.

Fig. 1. The gait cycle from toe off to heel strike of one leg.
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In the case of stroke survivors suffering from hemiparesis, one leg is affected more
than the other. This affected leg is known as the “paretic” leg. The research literature
cites several methods of calculating gait symmetry, but the ratio measure (Eq. (1)) is
relatively simple and easy and easy to interpret [31].
ratio ¼ VParetic limb =VnonParetic limb :

ð1Þ

Using this formula, we can calculate the stance time ratio, the swing time ratio, the
swing-stance time ratio and the overall temporal symmetry ratio.
The stance time ratio, as the name suggests, is the ratio of time spent during the
stance phase between both limbs. If, for example, a person spent on average 0.5 a
second on the paretic limb and 0.8 s on the non-paretic limb, the stance time ratio
would be 0.5/0.8 = 0.625. The swing time ratio is calculated in the same way, but
using the swing time instead. The swing-stance time ratio, again, as the name suggests,
can be calculated by dividing the swing time by the stance time of each limb. This
gives a swing-stance time ratio value for each leg. The overall temporal symmetry can
then be calculated by dividing the paretic swing-stance ratio by the non-paretic
swing-stance ratio value. A summary of how these terms are deﬁned is provided in
Table 2.
Table 2. Summary on how swing time ratio, stance time ratio, swing-stance time ratio and
temporal asymmetry ratio are calculated.
Example patient
Swing time
Swing time ratio
Stance time
Stance time ratio
Swing /stance time ratio
Temporal asymmetry
ratio

Right Leg (R)
Paretic
Rswing_time
Rswing_time /Lswing_time
Rstance_time
Rstance_time /Lstance_time
Rss_ratio = Rswing_time /
Rstance_time
Rss_ratio /Lss_ratio

Left Leg (L)
Non-Paretic
Lswing_time
Lstance_time
Lss_ratio = Lswing_time /
Lstance_time

As previously noted, overuse of the non-paretic leg (i.e. temporal gait symmetry
ratio value greater than one) exposes it to higher vertical forces, leading to joint pains,
bone degeneration, and increased risk of fractures – thus gait asymmetry is something
to identify and try to reduce.

7 Results
Using the measures of gait asymmetry characterised above, let us now consider the
results.
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Table 3. Individual Stance and Swing time ratios, with and without cueing. Stance time ratio
with value less than 1.0 means that more time is spent on the non-paretic leg [28]. Swing time
ratio with value greater than 1.0 means that the paretic leg takes longer to swing (leaving the
body supported on only the non-paretic leg for longer).

P1
P2
P3
P4

Stance time ratio
Swing time ratio
Haptic cue off Haptic cue on Haptic cue off Haptic cue on
0.76
0.74
1.58
1.64
0.88
0.87
1.30
1.20
0.90
0.90
1.20
1.20
0.95
0.95
1.10
1.10

Table 4. Individual swing/stance time ratios and temporal asymmetry ratios, with and without
cueing. The temporal asymmetry ratio was calculated by dividing the paretic by the non-paretic
value for each of the two conditions. For example, for P1’s Haptic off condition:
0.85/0.44 = 1.93.
Leg
P1
P2
P3
P4

Paretic
Non-paretic
Paretic
Non-paretic
Paretic
Non-paretic
Paretic
Non-paretic

Haptic cue off
Swing stance ratio
0.85
0.44
0.66
0.43
0.62
0.49
0.60
0.50

Temporal
asymmetry ratio
1.93
1.53
1.27
1.20

Haptic cue on
Swing stance ratio
0.90
0.41
0.60
0.50
0.62
0.45
0.60
0.57

Temporal
asymmetry ratio
2.20
1.20
1.38
1.05

Comparing the results in Table 3, we can see that in the context of the study, the
cueing appeared to improve swing time ratio for P2, but to make worse the swing time
ratio for P1. No change was observed in either the stance or the swing time ratio for P3
and P4. Similarly, in Table 4, cueing appeared to improve the temporal asymmetry
ratio for P2 and P4, but to make it worse for P1 and P3.
Thus, both swing time ratio (Table 3) and temporal asymmetry ratio (Table 4)
measurements suggest that P2 and P4’s symmetry was improved (from 1.53 to 1.20 and
1.20 to 1.05 respectively) while P1 and P3’s symmetry got worse (from 1.93 to 2.20
and 1.27 to 1.38).

8 Discussion
Clearly the results raise many questions about how wearable haptics should be best
used for Rhythmic Sensory Stimulation (RSS). As discussed in Sect. 2.2, RSS is
known in general to be a successful approach to gait rehabilitation. However, the above
results (and the discussion below) demonstrate that individual differences in stroke
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survivors need to be better understood to help determine appropriate therapy in individual cases. In this paper, we leave this wider issue for further research: for now we
focus on the more restricted point that despite conventional classiﬁcation methods
treating our participants as broadly homogeneous, the results clearly demonstrate major
individual differences. Thus, these results have implications for reconsidering classiﬁcation methods. More speciﬁcally, all participants in this study were classiﬁed as
community ambulators based on their baseline walking velocity (>0.8 m/s). When
hypothetically considering averaged kinematic data for all participants, changes for the
better and worse balance out. However, looking at individual participants, the approach
worked well for two participants, but not for the two others.
Interesting detail emerges when we look at the individual data of each participant.
By looking at the data in Table 3, it is clear that some participants were more symmetric than others at the start of the study (as shown by uncued baselines with ratios
closer to 1.0). This is even clearer from Table 4, where temporal symmetries are
calculated using measurements from both legs. Here, the walking symmetries between
participants have a wide margin of variation; varying from 1.93 to 1.20. According to
these data, P1 spent almost twice the time on her affected leg, while P4 spent almost
equal amount of time on both legs.
The results demonstrate that the homogeneity of the participant group as judged by
conventional measures is misleading: they draw detailed attention to limitations in the
use of velocity as a measure of gait performance. Such an overall conclusion is not
new, but the results add considerable detail in characterising the nature and extent of
the problem [13, 28].
More generally, the results were interesting and unexpected. In this small case
study, Rhythmic Haptic Cueing (RHC) had little or no effect on either the stance or
swing time ratio (Table 3) for participants whose ratio was good to start with (P3 and
P4). However, for those who were more asymmetric without the cue (P1 and P2), the
RHC did have an effect; with one getting worse, and the other improving. As regards
the temporal asymmetry ratio (Table 4), the most asymmetric participant appeared to
become less symmetric and the most symmetric participant appeared to approach
perfect symmetry.

9 Conclusion
This study introduced rhythmic haptic cueing to a small group of stroke survivors and
health professionals. The rhythmic haptic cueing was delivered through our prototype
wearable device, the Haptic Bracelets, which acted as a technology probe [32]; where a
new technology is placed and used in the environment it was designed for and
observing how users interact with it. As part of this technology probe approach,
complete motion capture data was collected and analysed, not to test any particular
hypothesis, but for observing the participant’s reaction to the rhythmic haptic cueing
and its effect on their gait, and to help frame future research questions.
After analysing the kinematic data collected by a Qualisys Motion Capture System,
we saw that for two participants (P2 and P4), rhythmic cueing had a potential beneﬁt
with their gait becoming more symmetric, whereas P1’s data indicated tendencies of
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destabilisation (becoming more asymmetric). This raises many questions, but as a
minimum brings into question the way patients are classiﬁed on their ambulation
capability. In this study, within an otherwise homogenous group (based on the gait
velocity test), motion capture results suggest widely different reactions to rhythm-based
intervention on gait rehabilitation.
This demonstrates that group homogeneity cannot be assumed based solely on
velocity. Our ﬁndings give detailed conﬁrmation to the criticism of velocity alone as a
classiﬁcation metric [13, 28]. As a result of the varying responses to rhythmic cueing
revealed in this study, we propose in future work to study individual differences in
sensory, motor, attention, and rhythm perception capabilities (for example, probing the
ability to tap along with steady beats) so as to correlate these with varying changes in
gait symmetry elicited by rhythmic cueing.
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Abstract. In today’s society, working environments are becoming more
stressful. The problem of occupational stress is generally recognized as
one of the major factors leading to a wide spectrum of health problems.
However work should, ideally, be a source of health, pride and happiness,
in the sense of enhancing motivation and strengthening personal development. In this work, we present StayActive, a system which aims to
detect stress and burn-out risks by analyzing the behaviour of the users
via their smartphone. The main purpose of StayActive is the use of the
mobile sensor technology for detecting stress. Then a mobile service can
recommend and present various relaxation activities “just in time” in
order to allow users to carry out and solve everyday tasks and problems
at work. In particular, we collect data from people’s daily phone usage
gathering information about the sleeping pattern, the social interaction
and the physical activity of the user. We assign a weight factor to each
of these three dimensions of wellbeing according to the user’s personal
perception and build a stress detection system. We evaluate our system
in a real world environment with young adults and people working in
the transportation company of Geneva. This paper highlights the architecture and model of this innovative stress detection system. The main
innovation of this work is addressed in the fact that the way the stress
level is computed is as less invasive as possible for the users.
Keywords: Stress detection · Smartphone
interaction · Physical activity
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Introduction

Stress is a mental condition that everybody experiences in his life, sometimes
even daily. Today stress is omnipresent as never before and it is one of the major
problems in modern society. Stress symptoms may be aﬀecting people’s health,
even though they might not realize it. People may think illness is to blame for
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that nagging headache, their frequent insomnia or their decreased productivity
at work. But stress may actually be the culprit. Due to all these negative eﬀects,
it can be assumed that early assessment of stress condition, and early suggestions on how to reduce it, may reduce its overall impact and lead to improved
health state of individuals. Stress detection technology could help people better
understand and relieve stress by increasing their awareness of heightened levels of stress that would otherwise go undetected [1]. Detecting stress in natural
environments is beneﬁcial to avoid developing burn-out situations and illnesses.
The most common method to quantify stress is to simply ask people about
their mood using questionnaires. There are standard methods for doing so like
the Perceived Stress Scale questionnaire (PSS) [2]. Questions in the PSS assess
to what degree a subject feels stressed in a given situation.
Nowadays wearable devices such as mobile phones and wearable sensors are
ubiquitous in our lives. Several researchers have tried to understand personality
from mobile phone usage [1,10]. Our stress detection system aims to use technology to recognize stress levels using data from the devices that users always
carry and wear.
Sleeping patterns, social life and physical activity are connected with the
presence of stress in people’s lives [3]. We take into account these three dimensions for building our stress detection system. The motivation for creating a
solution based only on the daily phone usage of people is based on the idea to
be as less invasive as possible for the end-user.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, our designed stress
detection system is described in detail. Experimental results using real data
are reported and discussed in Sect. 3. Future work to be done on StayActive is
presented in Sect. 4. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn in Sect. 5.

2

System Design

The StayActive system [15] provides an Android application running on a smartphone. We have chosen the Android based solution because it is an open source
framework designed for mobile devices. The Android Software Development Kit
(SDK) provides the Application Programming Interface (API) libraries and
developer tools necessary to build, test and debug applications for Android.
We implemented the prototype in Java using the Android SDK API 23. The
idea of the full StayActive system is the following. There is a combination of a
mathematical model and a Machine Learning (ML) approach which work independently in order to compute the stress level of the users. The mathematical
model is running on the phone of the user being a light application with minimized battery consumption. The reason is that we want to make the users able
to use the application for the biggest possible amount of time without needing
to recharge their phone. This application will be synchronized with the ML approach running on the server of the StayActive system. The results of the two
individual models will be combined and give a ﬁnal stress level to the users.
In this paper the mathematical approach running on the phone is explained in
detail and the ML approach and the integration procedure is introduced.
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System Overview

In this study we aim to ﬁnd physiological or behavioral markers for stress.
Although there are still several open questions regarding the links between the
behaviour of a person and their stress level, in StayActive we take a pragmatic
approach and build an initial stress detection system which can be extended and
reﬁned. The general architecture of our stress detection system is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. StayActive system architecture overview.

Providers. The ﬁrst layer is the one that collects and provides the data to
upper layers. The provider module contains all the implemented data providers,
which are responsible for collecting a speciﬁc type of data from the device. They
are free to implement the data monitoring behaviour as they wish. The currently
implemented providers collect the following type of data: type of physical activity, calls and SMS, ambient light and temperature, location, battery level, screen
on/oﬀ intervals, Wi-Fi, step counter, number of screen touches and ﬁnally type
of applications launched. We give some examples of the results of these providers
in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Server. The server module is responsible for receiving data from the mobile
devices and storing it in a database. We aggregate all the data and we process
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Fig. 2. Visualization of data from the step counter provider.

Fig. 3. Visualization of data from the call provider.

Fig. 4. Visualization of data from the physical activity provider.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of data from the screen touch provider.

it in order to extract a relaxation score for each user as explained in the next
section. The ML approach will be implemented in this module, using features
produced from providers mentioned above, and will compute a stress level.
Detection. This module contains analyzers for each data provider, which
extract useful information and patterns from the raw data to output a partial
relaxation score. The core detector module will aggregate the results of these
individual analyzers and compute a ﬁnal stress level, as explained in the next
section.
2.2

Mood Inference

Aside from gathering as many data as possible from the smartphone, the system
will prompt the user to ﬁll in a questionnaire with his subjective self-perception
of his mood. First we researched several validated models that psychologists have
proposed to measure and describe aﬀect and emotion, including the Positive and
Negative Aﬀect Schedule (PANAS). We concluded to use the Circumplex Model
of Aﬀect as described by James A. Russell [14]. This model consists of two
dimensions: the pleasure-displeasure and the arousal-sleep dimension. On top
of this we have added a third dimension, the relaxed-stressed one, as depicted
in Fig. 6. We chose to use this model because it can represent a wider range of
mood states and it is easy and quick to be ﬁlled by the end-users. It will be
acceptable for them to ﬁll it every day without being so invasive for their daily
life.
2.3

Stress Detection

Simply collecting the patterns of people’s behaviour is insuﬃcient for helping
them improve their personal wellbeing. It is important to use diﬀerent dimensions
of people’s wellbeing and compute their stress level. That way, we will be able to
help them by giving advice for reducing their stress level and therefore improving
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Fig. 6. User interface for the mood inference.

their quality of life. Our stress detection module takes into account three main
dimensions of wellbeing: the sleeping pattern of the users, their social interaction
and their physical activity.
Sleeping Pattern. There is a large body of research work which analyzes
the link between sleep hygiene and the mood of people [11,12]. People usually
exchange sleep for additional working hours as a coping mechanism for busy
lifestyles. In our stress detection module we take into account the user’s duration
of sleep. We set the number of normal sleeping hours at 8 and penalize insuﬃcient
sleep and oversleeping. We set the lower threshold of normal sleeping hours at 7
and the upper threshold at 9 h according to [4]. For any extra missing or more
hours of sleep we penalize the behaviour of the user with a weight factor per
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Fig. 7. Example of a sleeping pattern.

hour. In order to compute the sleeping pattern of the user we take into account
the interaction of the user with his phone, by monitoring touches on the device’s
screen. Between 6 p.m. and 10 a.m. we compute the biggest time interval that
the user did not touch his screen and we infer the duration of his sleep. An
example of the sleeping pattern of a user for some days is depicted in Fig. 7.
Social Interaction. The daily social interaction of people has a serious impact
on many dimensions of wellbeing [12]. People who maintain dense social connections are more likely to have resilient mental health. They tend to be able to
cope with stress and often are better able to manage chronic illness.
On the other hand regarding communication, researchers are hypothesizing
that perhaps people become so used to and even dependent on receiving constant
messages, emails, and tweets, that the moment they do not receive one, their
anxiety increases. People feel compelled to check their phone constantly, which
can then lead to disappointment when there are no new messages, and increased
stress about why no one is messaging them, or when the next message might
come.
However, repetitive checking of mobile phones is considered a compulsive
behaviour [9]. People who are highly dependent on the Internet for interaction
act impulsively, avoid emotions, and fail to keep up a proper planning or time
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management [8]. We identify features which are relevant for detecting problematic phone usage and therefore increase the stress level of the user.
In our system we take into account the number of touches of the screen
(quantifying the usage of applications on the phone), the number of calls and
the number of SMSs as factors for the social interaction of the users using their
smartphones. The accumulated result per day is multiplied with the corresponding weight factor and therefore it is accumulated in the total relaxation score.
The accumulated result of the social interaction dimension is computed using
weights. These weights of the subdimensions of the social pattern are computed
by asking the users in the beginning of the experiment to prioritize the ways of
social interaction. The idea of the scoring procedure is the following. We assign a
weight factor to each of the three subdimensions of social interaction. This factor
is based on the response of the participants to the following question which was
asked in the beginning of the experiment. Which of the three subdimensions do
they personally consider as the most important for their communication with
other people? To the most important dimension we assign a weight of w1 = 0.4
and to the rest we assign a weight of 0.3 respectively (w2 = w3 = 0.3), so that
w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.
Physical Activity. Physical activity plays a key role in the control of neuroendocrine, autonomic, and behavioral responses to physical and phychosocial
stress. Physical activity is commonly regarded as beneﬁcial to both physical and
psychological health, and is seen as an eﬀective preventive measure and treatment for stress-related diseases. Physically active people show reduced reactivity
to physical stressors as well as reduced susceptibility to the adverse inﬂuences
of life stress [13]. Several studies have linked exercise to improved depression,
self-esteem and stress [5,6]. Our system monitors the physical activity of the
user, making the distinction between the type of activity (e.g. walking, running, bicycling). We have also implemented a step counter which gives us the
opportunity to ﬁnd the number of steps that each user took per day. The American Heart Association uses the 10,000 steps metric as a guideline to follow for
improving health and decreasing risk of heart disease, the leading cause of death
in America. 10,000 steps a day is a rough equivalent to the Surgeon Generals
recommendation to accumulate 30 min of activity most days of the week.
At ﬁrst, in our model we assign the maximum value of wellbeing, and therefore the lowest stress level, when reaching the goal of 10,000 steps per day. If
someone reaches less than this number we penalize (decrease relaxation score)
with a weight factor per 1,000 steps. After the reception of the data for one
month and based on the answers of the users to the Circumplex Model of Aﬀect,
we extract the pattern between the ideal physical activity of each individual
user and his daily steps. Therefore extracting the personal pattern of the user
we assign this value to the maximum value of wellbeing for this user. Then the
comparison and the behavior of the user is compared with this personalized new
value.
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Evaluation with Real Data

For the evaluation of our data, we followed an empirical mathematical model. We
monitored the behaviour of the user in the above mentioned three dimensions
(sleeping pattern, social interaction and physical activity) collecting data for a
month. Therefore we take this data as the basis for extracting the personalized
stress level of each individual user that uses the StayActive application.
3.1

Relaxation Score

At ﬁrst we compute a relaxation score for each individual user for every day of
the monitoring month. The relaxation score is in the scale of [0–10] where the
more stressed you are, the lower your score will be (so the more relaxed you
are the higher your relaxation score). The idea of the scoring procedure is the
same with the score assignment of the subdimensions of the social interaction.
We assign a weight factor to each of the three dimensions of wellbeing that we
have taken into account in our study. This factor is based on the response of
the participants to the following question which was asked in the beginning of
the experiment. Which of the three dimensions do they personally consider as
the most important for their wellbeing? To the most important dimension we
assign a weight of w1 = 0.4 and to the rest we assign a weight of 0.3 respectively
(w2 = w3 = 0.3), so that w1 + w2 + w3 = 1. Based on these factors we are able to
calculate the per day relaxation level of each person as depicted in Figs. 8 and 9
according to the Eqs. 1 and 2. Therefore we compute a result per dimension and
adding them we calculate the ﬁnal daily relaxation score of the user. For each
of the three dimensions we normalize the results in the scale of [0–10] and then
multiply each of them with the respective factor. Adding the three results per
user, per day we extract the daily relaxation level of each user.
We should highlight that the values of the three dimensions are in three
diﬀerent scales. Therefore, in order to compute the result in one common scale
we respect the following procedure:
1. Firstly we compute the standardized values of the items. This value is also
called the normal deviate and it represents the distance of one data point
from the mean, divided by the standard deviation of the distribution.
std vl = (unstd vl − mean)/σ

(1)

where std vl is the standardized value and σ is the standard deviation.
2. Secondly we use factor weights to compute the unstandardized score.
unstd sc = w1 ∗ dm1 + w2 ∗ dm2 + w3 ∗ dm3

(2)

where unstd sc is the unstandardized score, wi is the weight score of the item
i and dmi is the standardized value of the item i.
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Fig. 8. Relaxation score evolution for three users.

Fig. 9. Relaxation score as represented by each dimension.

3. We ﬁnd the minimum and the maximum of the scores and accordingly we
translate everything in the scale of [0–10] by normalizing the results. Following the above mentioned procedure even if we have dimensions which are
measured in diﬀerent scales we produce a relaxation score in the scale of
[0–10].

3.2

Preliminary Results

The ﬁve participants of our tests were young adult members from our research
group. The evaluation of the results takes place by asking the people who participated in the experiment how they felt on each day corresponding to the monitoring month when data was collected, without knowing the outcome. Then,
we compare their personal perception with the relaxation score that we have
computed using the StayActive application for each individual day. The more
score you have the less stressed you are. This is the ﬁrst step of evaluating the
accuracy of the relaxation score that we produced through our empirical model.
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Secondly, we extract a pattern for the behaviour of the user based on the data
that we collected during the testing month and then we compare this pattern
with the average daily activity of the user for this month. We calculate the deviation from the normal behaviour that we have extracted from the one-month
experiment and based on that we characterize the user as stressed or not. We
also calculate the mean of the stress factor for each person during a month in
order to have more relevant information.

4

Future Work

This is a ﬁrst model of our stress detection system. We are still enhancing and
improving it. The immediate steps after the work that has been presented are
the following. Further use of the application collecting data for a month from
people outside our lab. We have already started the trials with the transportation
company of Geneva and factory workers in Bucharest and the collected results
will be more representative for real life working scenarios. In the long term, we
are targeting a ﬁnal ML approach which will take more features into account
in order to improve the accuracy of stress detection. Having collected a set of
initial data, these will be processed in the statistical software R in order to
build a workﬂow with the aim to acquire a ﬁrst understanding of the data as
well as prepare them as much as possible for the initial modeling phase. Having
concluded to the best model under the given dataset, this along with the data
preprocessing workﬂow, will be employed on the Spark framework on the server
side, so as to take advantage of the real time data assessment modules along with
the Big Data processing capabilities. For the improvement of our algorithm we
will analyze data from biosensors like the heart rate and the heart rate variability
of the user adding them as extra dimensions to our system. The long term idea
of StayActive is to provide adults with a personalized, adaptable tool which can
also monitor some changes to biological signals like skin conductance and heart
rate, using wearable sensors and link them to a low relaxation score (increased
stress level). Then it will recommend and present various relaxation activities
just-in-time in order to allow the users to carry out and solve everyday tasks
and problems at work.

5

Conclusions

Stress detection is a research ﬁeld that can have a big impact on the improvement
of people’s daily life. In this paper we presented a stress detection system which
takes into account three main dimensions of wellbeing. The sleeping pattern,
the physical activity of the users and their social interaction were accumulated
with diﬀerent weight factors and give an estimation of the daily stress level of the
user. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst system that computes a stress
score based on diﬀerent dimensions of human wellbeing. The main innovation of
this work is addressed in the fact that the way the stress level is computed is
as less invasive as possible. Our solution relies only on the daily phone usage of
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people. Also we acquire the ground truth for the importance of each dimension of
wellbeing for each individual by asking the users. This leads us to a personalized
model which focuses on the personality of each individual user.
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Abstract. This paper discusses an opportunity for using affective computing
modalities to support the monitoring of emotional wellbeing of older people.
The ageing population is escalating and is associated with an increase in the
number of persons with dementia. It is also reported that older people can suffer
from social isolation and that people with dementia can experience a range of
negative emotions such as anxiety and depression. We present a model to care
for a person’s emotional wellbeing in the home using multiple-modalities such
as video, audio, electrodermal activity and photoplethysmography.
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1 Introduction
The number of persons exceeding 85 years of age has almost doubled in the past
decade and it is well documented that the entire ageing population will at least double
by the year 2050 [1]. This will result in escalating health care costs and chronic
diseases such as dementia. Healthcare institutions and researchers have been investigating potential solutions and new healthcare paradigms to alleviate this burden. These
paradigms have included a number of connected health solutions. Whilst connected
health research has received special attention in recent years, there is no agreed deﬁnition for this concept. Nevertheless, according to Caulﬁeld et al. [2] “Connected
Health is where all stakeholders in the process are ‘connected’ by means of timely
sharing and presentation of accurate and pertinent information regarding patient
status through smarter use of data, devices, communication platforms and people”.
Connected health research has had a focus on the use of smart environments, home
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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automation, ambient intelligence, telehealth and mHealth and has involved the use of
sensors in the home coupled with algorithms to detect certain events such as activities
of daily living and events such as falls. Whilst these are important areas of research,
there is also a need to provide solutions for monitoring and caring for the emotional
wellbeing of older people and in particularly people with dementia. This is needed
given that an increasing proportion of the ageing population often suffer from social
isolation or social exclusion [3]. Social isolation has an obvious effect on emotional
wellbeing and can yield negative emotions such as depression, sadness and fear and
people with dementia can have periods of agitation and aggression [3]. Others have
suggested the use of social media networks that are tailored for the demographic of
older people [4]. Nevertheless, the emerging area of affective computing has provided
the opportunity to monitor and care for the emotional wellbeing of older people and in
particular people with dementia.

2 SenseCare Model
Affective computing is the study of how machines can understand and respond to
human ‘affect’ and emotions [5]. Paul Ekman, a pioneer in emotion research, stated that
there are six universal emotions, i.e. anger, fear, disgust, surprise, joy, sadness [5].
Affective computing is inter-disciplinary in nature and spans computer science and
psychology. If the affective computing vision is to be realised, it will bring about a
revolution in artiﬁcial intelligence, which will have an impact on how humans interact
with machines. Researchers in this discipline experiment using a range of modalities to
determine human emotions. This includes 2 Dimensional (2D) and 3 Dimensional (3D)
video (to classify facial expressions and body gestures), audio (to classify voice
intonations and prosody), electroencephalography (EEG - brain signals), photoplethysmography (PPG - for measuring pulse rate/valence), Electrodermal Activity
(EDA - for measuring skin conductance/arousal) and facial electromyography (EMG for measuring facial muscles). A requirement for the SenseCare project is to monitor
emotion via non-invasive sensors using a platform that does not require excessive
interaction or cognitive effort from the user. Consequently, since EEG and EMG
require considerable resource to setup and are not regarded as convenient wearable
technologies, we have initially decided not to consider these modalities in the SenseCare platform. However, the modalities we are considering have been presented in
Table 1 along with a number of strengths and weaknesses for each sensor. These
strengths and weaknesses are pertinent to the context of the SenseCare project.
Figure 1 also illustrates the current SenseCare model where sensor data (video, audio,
EDA and PPG signals) are streamed to a server for feature extraction and emotion
classiﬁcation via machine learning algorithms. To protect privacy, video/audio features
can be extracted outside the cloud. If there is a deviation from positive emotions, a next
of kin or carer is automatically notiﬁed to intervene personally or provide appropriate
digital content via the home entertainment system (this can involve a voice-over-IP
conversation, streaming the person’s favourite television programmes or family
videos/photos from social media). Alternatively, a next of kin or carer can access the
system’s dashboard at any time. By default the system will indicate which days, times
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Table 1. Relevant strengths/weaknesses of each selected modality in SenseCare model.
Mode
EDA

PPG

Video

Audio

Strengths
Validated for measuring arousal
Conveniently measured from the wrist
using a wristband
Not infringing on privacy
Measures pulse rate and can be used to
infer heart rate variability. It also
complements EDA in using the
arousal-valence space
Can be conveniently measured from the
wrist using a wristband or from the ear
lobe
Not infringing on privacy
Established science for classifying
emotions from facial expressions
An inexpensive sensor that can be easily
placed around the home, e.g. above
mirrors, TVs and kitchen sinks
An inexpensive sensor that can be easily
placed around the home, e.g. near
telephones and in social areas such as the
longue and kitchen

Weaknesses
Relies on a person wearing a device
and thus is dependent on a person
with dementia remembering to wear it
daily and to recharge it
Not always an accurate measure of
heart rate and accuracy is affected by
activity
Relies on a person wearing a device
and thus is dependent on a person with
dementia remembering to wear it daily
and to recharge it
Not all emotions are expressed
facially
No data is collected if the user is not in
the frame
Infringing on privacy
Not all emotions are expressed
verbally
No data is collected if the user is not
speaking
Infringing on privacy

Fig. 1. Framework for monitoring and caring for the emotional wellbeing of older people.
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Table 2. Vignettes illustrating potential use case scenarios of the SenseCare platform.
SenseCare use case scenarios
1. Sonia is an elderly lady who has dementia and lives on her own. She gets frequent phone
calls from family members and often receives a call from her nephew Ben. The SenseCare
platform has computed that Sonia’s emotional wellbeing has been declining over a short
period of time and the carer has been notiﬁed of this. The carer logs onto the dashboard and
observes some trends. It highlights that Sonia’s positive emotions peak during a periodic phone
call she receives once a month on a Tuesday afternoon. The carer visits Sonia and carries out a
mental health assessment. Sonia’s health seems to be ﬁne but after gaining permission, the carer
phones Ben to reinforce that his phone calls have a positive effect on Sonia’s emotional
wellbeing and he is encouraged to phone more often, perhaps weekly. Ben is delighted to be
notiﬁed of this and calls Sonia once a week. A few months later, the SenseCare platform shows
that this weekly phone call has had a signiﬁcant effect on Sonia’s emotional wellbeing
2. Jim is an elderly man with dementia and lives on his own. He is normally happy throughout
the week but still gets a visit from a carer once a month. The SenseCare system detects that Jim
has been feeling down during the start of each week because of a lack of visits and he feels
isolated on Mondays especially. The system notiﬁes his daughter Susan via SMS. Susan is a
busy professional and can’t physically intervene early in the week as she travels for business
meetings and needs to provide for her young family. Susan logs onto the dashboard the
following Monday and has a video Skype conversation with her Dad. She then sets up a TV
schedule for her Dad and selects recent family videos and photos from her Facebook to be
streamed to her Dad’s home entertainment throughout the day. During mid-week, Susan logs
back onto the dashboard and selects the emotion analysis feature and is reassured that her Dad
was much happier during Monday and decides to set up a programme for every Monday

and activities (recorded from a diary) provide the periods of ‘happiness’ or ‘unhappiness’. For example, the system will indicate which personal visit, phone call, television programme or any other activity correlated with various emotional episodes.
Table 2 provides two vignettes that illustrate potential use case scenarios for the
SenseCare model.

3 Conclusion
We present a model that uses affective computing to help care for the emotional
wellbeing of older people and speciﬁcally those people with dementia. The project
team are currently developing this model and will test it in a number of scenarios.
Acknowledgements. Funded by Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions in Horizon 2020.
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Abstract. Patient empowerment is widely considered a key component of an
effective Health-care system. Empowerment, by effective communication,
information and education and thanks to innovative ICT solutions, enables
patients to be more active players in their own health, improving the quality of
patient/physician relationship and, as a consequence, helping the physician to be
more effective as well. However, a patient cannot be properly empowered unless
he wants to. He has to be an active part of the empowerment process. Hence, we
can say that empowerment requires the patient to have the right attitude, which,
often and for various reasons, it is not the case. Proactive initiatives need to be
undertaken to develop the correct attitude towards patient empowerment.
This paper provides an overview of key concepts in relation to patient
empowerment and illustrates the approach of two EU-funded projects tackling
empowerment from different perspectives. PALANTE project (http://www.
palante-project.eu) has worked extensively on empowerment and many different
way of fostering empowerment in different kind of patients. PEGASO Fit 4
Future project (www.pegasof4f.eu), on the other side, is working on the
development of a Behaviour Change Platform, a system, which may be an
effective complement of any empowerment effort.
The results of PALANTE have shown that empowerment can only be
achieved by developing an attitude of better attention to lifestyle and
self-monitoring and care. This can be developed through information and
education and with the support of instruments that can foster behaviour change.
Keywords: Patient empowerment  Engagement  Chronic conditions
Prevention  Behaviour change  Healthcare  Motivation  Healthy lifestyle



1 Introduction
Starting from the experience and the results from two EU-funded projects – PALANTE
and PEGASO Fit 4 Future - this paper provides an overview of key concepts with
regards to patient empowerment.
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Patient empowerment enables patients to take an active role in their own healthcare
provision, which allows them to stay easily informed and ‘self-manage’ their own
health services. In the context of an ageing population and increasing number of
chronic patients, patient empowerment is a key tool to reduce healthcare costs and
improve quality and efﬁciency of the health delivery process.
With this objective, PALANTE has sought (through a number of speciﬁc ﬁeld trials
in different countries) to empower patients so they are able to make informed decisions
about their health, take an active role in their care and collaborate effectively with their
healthcare team through the use of information and communication technologies. The
project is now in its completion phase and the results are illustrated in this paper,
however one of the key ﬁnding has been also that “empowerment” requires the right
attitude and needs to be developed.
PEGASO Fit 4 Future is a project that addresses prevention and is oriented to the
younger population. Objective of PEGASO is to develop the right attitude towards
healthy lifestyles by fostering and supporting motivation for behaviour change.
It is the opinion of the authors that the work of the two projects is complementary
and while patient empowerment today mostly focuses on individuals in need of care
and it is particularly relevant for chronic patients (which is the focus of PALANTE), an
early education in understanding “health” in wide sense and the development of
awareness towards healthy behaviours (which is the focus of PEGASO) is fundamental
in developing the “future” empowered patient.
The paper is organised in three main sections covering respectively:
• the concept of patient empowerment, illustrating the principles of successful
patients empowerment and the main approaches;
• an overview of the PALANTE project and its main ﬁndings from the; and
• an overview of the project PEGASO Fit 4 Future, illustrating how awareness about
health and motivation can be developed through an approach oriented to behaviour
change.
Some conclusions and acknowledgments are then provided.

2 The Concept of Patient Empowerment
Any care process is built around a relationship between patient and doctor. Any doctor
has a better chance of achieving maximum result by engaging in a productive relationship with a collaborative patient. The doctor has to be good at his job, of course, but
the patient as well, needs to have the right attitude, knowledge and tools to provide his
carers with appropriate information, feedback and event hints. Patient’s empowerment
aims at creating the best possible conditions for that to happen.
The concept of patient empowerment is not new; it dates back to the 1960s when
“social action and self-help ideologies have placed an emphasis on the rights and
abilities of individuals and communities rather than deﬁcits or needs” [1].
Over the decades the issue has attracted growing interest and, now, patient
empowerment is considered a potential tool to reduce healthcare costs and improve
efﬁciency of the health systems, reinforcing healthcare quality. Patient empowerment
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has become an element of high priority in the EU health strategy, supported by national
and regional health authorities.
“Chronic diseases are now the biggest cause of death and disability worldwide –
including cardiovascular diseases (CVD), cancer, diabetes, obesity, and chronic respiratory diseases – account for an estimated 86% of deaths and 77% of the disease
burden in the European Region, as measured by disability-adjusted life years (WHO
2009). This development has brought about a fundamental shift in health systems and
healthcare, and as a consequence, in the roles and responsibilities of patients.
In line with this health transition the focus on patient responsibilities and their role
in managing their health has grown substantially and is an increasing focus of health
policy. With this, has come a shift towards care and treatment moving out of the
hospitals and into the community and the home, leaving patients and family with a
greater responsibility for their own health [2].
Even if the concept of patient’s empowerment is widely known, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd
a commonly agreed deﬁnition of empowerment both in literature and among practitioners. A common element to many existing deﬁnitions of Patient Empowerment is
that it is considered a means of improving health care effectiveness, increasing the
efﬁcacy of chronic conditions treatment as well as transforming the relationship
between healthcare providers and patients.
During the early phase of the research conducted within the framework of the
PALANTE project (EU funded project, ICT PSP 5th call 2011, grant n° 297260), after
a thorough literature review, the following deﬁnition has been adopted.
“[Empowerment] is the situation where an individual is an active member of his/her own
disease management team. Patient empowerment integrates multiple concepts that allow a
patient to effectively self-manage his/her disease. In a context of aging population and
increasing number of chronic patients, it is considered a key tool to reduce healthcare costs
and to improve quality and efﬁciency of the health delivery process. ICT applications already
help to empower patients (…)”.

In consideration of the deﬁnition given above, it becomes clear that empowerment
involves several subjects and requires actions at different levels in the Healthcare
Systems. Back in 1999, Edward Wagner, working with his team at the Mac Coll
Institute for Healthcare Innovation [3], developed the Chronic Care Model (CCM) [4]
with the goal of designing a framework where all subjects involved in the care of
chronic patients were considered and areas of improvement could be easily identiﬁed.
The CCM provides a structure for organisation/practice change and encompasses
six elements, or areas, for improvement, namely: Health Care Organisation, Community Resources, Self-Management Support, Delivery System Design, Decision Support,
and Clinical Information Systems.
More recently, the World Health Organisation (WHO) has expanded the CCM
framework, designing a model called Innovative Care for Chronic Conditions (ICCC).
The new “framework, recognizes a broader policy environment that envelops patients
and their families, health care organizations, and communities” [5].
Going deep into these models is out of the scope of this paper. What is relevant is
that they both point out clearly how properly addressing the care of chronic patients
requires a joint effort of different people in different contexts and organizations.
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Orchestration of these efforts is impossible to achieve unless all players are committed
and properly empowered.
The patient is, by deﬁnition, at the centre of care process and, in the next paragraphs, we will take a better look at patient’s empowerment, trying to highlight the key
success factors by having the patient as our focus point.
There are a few distinctive elements that can be considered as pre-conditions for
effective empowerment policies and approaches [1]:
Engagement: the patient actively participates in accessing appropriate care, attending
and preparing for appointments and using additional resources to maintain a high level
of continued involvement in their care.
Knowledge: the patient understands his or her condition, is aware of treatment options
but also has a basic understanding of their health care system including beneﬁts,
available resources and health care consumer rights.
Collaboration: there is a perceived partnership in care and the patient seeks to participate in shared decision-making about their care. He or she can practice assertive
communication and active listening and has a reasonable level of trust in their health
care provider and the system.
Commitment: the patient is committed to goals/expectations of his/her own treatment
approach.
Tolerance of Uncertainty: the patient’s ability to balance the probabilities and risks of
treatment paths for instance through shared decision-making processes.
These ﬁve points may be considered as foundation stones. Any empowerment
approach, to be effective, has to deal with them and, of course, there are many different
ways for doing so.

2.1

Approaches to Empowerment

The old models of care, where physicians tell patients what to do and try to motivate
them to change, are no longer adequate because patients must be active and informed
participants in the health care processes.
There are several ways to put the patient at the heart of the process with an active
role. The following paragraphs shortly describe the most common.
Education. It is difﬁcult for patients to do what they don’t understand, so the ﬁrst step to
improve patients to take on a more active role in their health care is to educate them. Start
by communicating to patients that education is perhaps as important to their health as
getting their prescriptions ﬁlled. They need to know all they can about their disease [6].
Information. Even an educated patient is helpless without proper information.
Information gathering is not an easy task and being an active information seeker is
helpful in shaping the right mind-set. The issue for the patient is, on one side, not to be
misled by wrong or inaccurate information and, on the other side, not to be
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overwhelmed by information overload. In the past, gathering information was not easy
at all, nowadays, thanks to the Net, ﬁnding information is easy, what s difﬁcult is
ﬁnding the relevant one. Education provides good grounding for that, as it is harder
misleading an educated patient then a not educated one. The role of the caregiver as a
guide is of paramount relevance.
Motivation. Keeping motivation high is another key success factor. Motivation
depends on many things. Inevitably, motivation has ups and downs but there are
approaches and techniques that can hep to keep it high. To keep going, clear and
reachable goals are a must, and people need to have a good level of conﬁdence about
themselves and in the system. On the contrary, when motivation is low, people are
likely to stop gathering information, keeping themselves properly documented about
their health and they are likely to be less compliance with their set care path.
Communication. Proper communication is essential but often, looking at care processes and at the communication flow among the involved players, deﬁciencies can be
spotted in several cases. Good communication requires all players to have the right
information easily accessible otherwise the care process may be harmed or even
compromised. Improving communication is not only a matter of providing players with
the right tools, it also require keen attention to the process, which sometimes calls for
process reengineering, including the development of tools that better ﬁt and are tailored
to the process. When proper communication protocol and processes are not in place,
even the best tools may turn out to be ineffective, at best.
In the following two sections the approaches followed by the two projects are
illustrated.

3 PALANTE
PALANTE (PAtients Leading and mANaging their healThcare through EHealth) is an
eHealth implementation project with 21 partners aiming to reach 70,000 new users of
electronically-fuelled health services. Users from most pilots have a chronic disease.
The main goal of PALANTE is to improve eHealth services that empower patients
so that they make informed decisions about their health, take an active role in their care
and collaborate effectively with their healthcare team of professionals through the use
of information and communication technologies. The project has pursued its objectives
through the implementation, scaling up and optimization of 9 pilot studies, of which 7
are new pilots – developed within PALANTE. Two pilots, in Denmark and France,
were already running, however their experience was very important for the new pilots.
All 9 pilots were evaluated according to a shared protocol.
The project has generated a rich pool of knowledge, experiences, lessons learned,
validated approaches and innovation elements for the beneﬁt of its direct and indirect
beneﬁciaries, the members of the implementing consortium itself and a much broader
audience. While, it became clear that it was challenging to make the overall PALANTE
project more than the sum of the individual pilots; the results achieved are satisfactory
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and allowed all project partners to learn more about the services provided and process
of empowerment, going beyond the mere support of the implementation of the pilots.
While pilots are of heterogeneous nature, it has been possible to classify them
according to three clusters:
Healthcare portal: it includes those Pilots that do not address to a speciﬁc pathology
but enable the sharing of clinical documents and information between healthcare
providers and patients. In some cases, pilots can incorporate booking appointment tools
and services.
Chronic Disease Management: this cluster intends to group Pilots mainly focused on
the care pathway that the healthcare professional establishes for the patient in a chronic
condition, rather than his/her remote monitoring.
Telemedicine services: this cluster refers to remote monitoring systems usually
adopted for patient affected by a speciﬁc pathology.
Some Pilots cannot be associated with just one of the three clusters. Indeed, some
Pilots have characteristics that position themselves in an area between two clusters. All
pilots focused on a set of services and not necessarily on all the services available to
citizens. For instance, Lombardy focuses on the management of a care pathway and on
sharing personal health information through a web portal (Fig. 1).
Within the PALANTE project, different services have been assessed against a wide
population of users. The results are of great help for the design of new services as well
as for re-designing eHealth strategies.
The research has bee designed having in mind, as guiding principles, the following
questions:
• Which role might eHealth play for patient empowerment?
• How should eHealth be designed to empower patient?
• Which other variables should be taken into account?
The evaluation work has been carried out using the PAM methodology. The Patient
Activation Measure (PAM), licensed by Insignia health [7], is a methodology assessing
an individual’s knowledge, skill, and conﬁdence for managing one’s health and
healthcare. Individuals who measure high on this assessment typically understand the

Fig. 1. PALANTE pilots by cluster
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Fig. 2. PAM levels

Fig. 3. PAM of PALANTE pilots

importance of taking a pro-active role in managing their health and have the skills and
conﬁdence to do so.
PAM was developed using qualitative methods, Rasch analysis, and classical test
theory psychometric methods. Developed by Judith Hibbard and colleagues [8] at the
University of Oregon, the resulting 13-item measure is a uni-dimensional, interval
level, Guttman-like scale (Figs. 2 and 3).
Multiple studies show that PAM scores are predictive of most health behaviours,
including:
•
•
•
•

preventive behaviours (e.g. obtaining screenings and immunizations);
healthy behaviours (e.g. healthy diet and regular exercise);
self-management behaviours (e.g. monitoring and medication management);
health information seeking. Higher activated individuals also have better health
outcomes and lower rates of costly utilization, such as emergency department use
and hospitalizations.
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Relationship Between Empowerment and Attitude

Empowerment without the right attitude may be ineffective. Patients need to be
proactive to take advantage of empowerment and often they do not have the right
attitude. Empowerment is a good way to foster behaviour change, but alone, it may not
be enough. Empowerment and Behaviour Change need to work together [9].

4 PEGASO Fit 4 Future
Another EU funded project in the area of empowerment is PEGASO – Fit 4 Future.
PEGASO (Personalised Guidance Services for Optimising lifestyle in teen-agers
through awareness, motivation and engagement) does not address patients as such;
rather it targets healthy people (teen-agers in the case of this project and with a focus on
prevention of obesity and lifestyle related diseases) with the objective of “educating”
them towards adopting healthy lifestyles.
Patient empowerment is therefore a secondary objective. However by building
awareness about healthy lifestyles from the early stages, we will develop also the right
attitude towards health, i.e. a person that pays the right attention to health, leading to an
informed “empowered” patient, in a positive loop with impact on prevention and better
self-care management.
In practical terms PEGASO – Fit 4 Future will develop a Behaviour Change
Platform, with an approach based on three level of intervention enabling teen-agers to
become co-producers of their wellbeing:
• Generation of self-awareness (acknowledgement of risks associated to unhealthy
behaviours);
• Enhancement and support for motivation to take care of health with a
short/medium/long term perspective;
• Change of behaviour towards a healthy lifestyle.

4.1

Overview of Approach

The solution proposed by PEGASO comes from the convergence of the need to address
the rapidly increasing prevalence of obesity among children and adolescents on one
side and the rapid development of ICT, and in particular mobile technologies, on the
other side.
The behaviour change solution proposed by PEGASO is based on a mobile, social
and networked gaming platform, considered as a powerful tool to actively engage the
younger population in activities that will stimulate healthier choices in their daily lives.
From the technology point of view, cloud computing, and convergence towards mobile
are the key enablers.
The PEGASO system framework offers three main functionalities to the users:
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1. Individual & Environmental Monitoring, through a high level-monitoring platform
including wearable sensors and mobile phone as well as multimedia diaries for the
acquisition of physical, behavioural and emotional attitude of adolescent.
2. Feedback System provides feedback in terms of “health status” changes, required
actions to undertake etc. This function will also propose personalized healthy
modiﬁcation of the lifestyle thus promoting active involvement in behaviour
change.
3. Social connectivity and engagement, social network where users can share experiences with a community of peers concerning e.g. physical activity, food consumptions and everyday habits through different gaming strategies.

4.2

Elements of Behaviour Change

PEGASO considers four levels of engagement towards persuasion for user empowerment in healthcare: awareness of risks, motivation, affective learning and ﬁnally
behaviour change.
Various types of expertise/knowledge and technologies feed these levels of
engagement.
Develop Awareness: teenagers need to be aware of what they are doing; what is right
and what is wrong for their healthy living. Some of them are unconsciously and
automatically acting, and often under estimate or have no clear notion about information they receive. Monitoring lifestyle of teen’s activity, collecting parameters and
integrating their own data will enable self-awareness on their current situation. Through
developing self-awareness and self-reflection, the user can frame the problem or the
opportunity area to act upon or intervene.
Affective learning is the “highest” learning goal. The learner should trust in something
that will happen in several years from now. The use of a constructivist learning model
and special media like “social games” are appropriate to reach this goal.
Create Motivation: it is important to motivate teenagers to change their behaviour and
sustain motivation in the long-term. The actors in the ecosystem are requested to offer
“healthy” (or healthier) beneﬁts and services satisfying their needs or desires. This is
quite challenging, since motivation depends on many factors as well as emotions,
psychological environment and personality. The system needs to provide constant
different layouts of motivational activities where experts, technological frame monitoring and stakeholders services come into play.
Enable Behaviour Change: once teenagers have awareness and motivation, it is
important to involve experts and use PEGASO to support the behaviour change process
and reinforce existing virtuous behaviours. The turn from old unhealthy behaviours
into new healthier ones has to be monitored through technology on a longer period.
In order to create prevention, it is important to change or stop old unhealthy habits
and develop new healthier habits. In this respect, PEGASO takes a holistic approach
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involving the teenager’s environment and speciﬁcally the families, by means of an
education process empowered by training that will be provided on location (schools)
and on line. The expert team will give feedbacks to the users allowing them to change
their behaviour on a long-term basis. The overall system takes advantage of gaming
strategies to persuade users to change their behaviour.

5 Conclusions
Empowerment has positive impacts on the whole care process. On one side the patient
brings a better contribution to the care process, on the other side, the patient/carer
relationship becomes more effective as the empowered patient is more compliant to the
care plan and provides the carer with more appropriate and accurate information.
Empowerment may achieve a lot, contributing to:
•
•
•
•
•

Healthier Behaviours;
Greater Satisfaction that comes from knowing what’s going on;
Better Decisions (well informed decisions are the best ones);
Sustainable Services;
Reduced costs.

Indeed the costs of healthcare are an issue in Europe and there is a stringent need to
control the level of expenditure in this area, as the European population is growing
older and the prevalence of chronic illnesses is increasing.
Key elements that contribute to controlling such costs are prevention on one hand
(to avoid the insurgence of pathologies – in particular those related to lifestyle) and
patient empowerment on the other hand (to increase the capability of individuals to self
manage their health conditions, to reduce hospitalisation and to ensure a more active
and healthy aging). In both areas the adoption of ehealth-based tools and procedures
can strongly support development of a new culture of self-care where the individual is
aware of health-risks and has self-management capabilities. The results of PALANTE
have shown that empowerment can only be achieved by developing an attitude of better
attention to lifestyle and self-monitoring and care. This can be developed through
information and education and with the support of instruments that can foster behaviour
change, such as the PEGASO platform.
PEGASO Fit 4 Future will be tested and piloted with a population of about 400
teen-agers in three European countries (Italy - Lombardy, Spain - Catalonia and United
Kingdom – England and Scotland). Results of the pilots will be available in mid 2017.
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Abstract. With availability of large volume of collected data from
healthcare centers and signiﬁcant improvement in computation power,
evidence based learning is helping in building robust disease diagnostic
models.
In this work MIMIC-II database, consisting of physiologic waveforms
and clinical Information about ICU patients, is used for patient classiﬁcation, taking Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) as a use case.
A learning algorithm (wavelet transform + SVM) is trained and evaluated for CAD patient segregation with 89% accuracy on ICD-9 labeled
MIMIC-II Photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals. Due to the noisy nature
of machine collected MIMIC-II ICU data, the same SVM model was validated on a local hospital dataset containing doctor labeled PPG signals
resulting a 5% accuracy gain.
This work is the ﬁrst attempt of CAD patient classiﬁcation on MIMICII, using heart rates from easily obtainable PPG signal suitable in
mobile/wearable setting.
Keywords: Heart rates · HRV · Wavelet transform · SVM · ICD-9 ·
PPG · Photoplethysmogram · CAD · Coronary Artery Disease · Bigdata

1

Introduction

MIMIC-II [9] is largescale database of medical records for 32000 patients. Among
these patients, waveform (physiologic signals sampled at 125 Hz) data for around
2800 patients are matched with clinical records (information about patients
including their diseases). The longitudinal physiologic readings when accompanied by a disease related ground truth, form the bases of evidence based learning
of disease based patient classiﬁcation.
For diagnosis/prognosis on MIMIC-II data, ground truth is sourced from
hospital billing codes to perform model training using the physiologic signals and
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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the patient’s disease class. The billing codes stored in MIMIC-II are International
Classiﬁcation of Disease, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modiﬁcation (ICD-9 -CM)
codes. A more accurate ﬁeld Diagnosis on admission is being added to the new
MIMIC-III database [5].
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) [3] can be deﬁned as the blockage of arteries
that supply blood to the heart, resulting from atherosclerosis (an accumulation
of fatty materials on the inner linings of arteries). MIMIC-II has 600+ CAD
patient’s waveforms in the matched dataset forming a rich resource for people
working on CAD diagnosis. As of now coronary angiography [4] is the only reliable way to diagnose CAD. The World Health Organization has marked CAD
as a modern epidemic and there are not enough facilities available for timely
diagnosis, especially in India due to a high patient to doctor ratio. In our Lab,
more than one teams are working together to build non-invasive methods using
easily available physiologic signals, to help clinicians screen CAD patients and
ensure that the access to angiography is available to patients who really need it.
State of the art (SoA) survey revealed that earlier work attempted CAD
diagnosis using ECG signal that not realizable in a mobile or wearable setting. A
photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal, easily obtainable from ﬁngertip using pulse
oximeter or mobile camera, can denote the cardiac cycle [2]. In the current work
feature extraction and machine learning methods were applied on the heart rate
timeseries (HR) of 611 patients (around 850 Gigabytes waveform) in MIMIC-II
dataset. Though MIMIC-II physiological signals were cleaned before using, the
noisy nature of machine collected MIMIC-II ICU data was suspected to be the
reason behind relatively low classiﬁcation accuracy. For a second level validation
the same model was evaluated on HR signal from a controlled proprietary PPG
dataset and there was signiﬁcant improvement of results.
This work is ﬁrst attempt of CAD/non CAD patient classiﬁcation on public
dataset like MIMIC-II, using HR signal from easily obtainable PPG signal, using
a new set of wavelet transform based features. This paper reports the design and
evaluation of CAD patient diagnosis and is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives
a brief overview of SoA, Sect. 3 discusses the methodology, Sect. 4 outlines the
classiﬁcation results and ﬁnally the conclusion is drawn in Sect. 5.

2

Related Work

The SoA survey for the current work was undertaken in three areas namely: (1)
earlier works on diagnosis of CAD using PPG signals, (2) CAD diagnosis on
a large patient dataset and (3) disease diagnosis on large datasets, speciﬁcally
MIMIC-II using ICD codes.
Though there is no earlier attempt of using PPG signals for diagnosis of
CAD, several earlier works attempt non invasive detection of CAD using ECG
and HRV from ECG. In [1] authors applied statistical and signal processing
to extract features from HRV (from ECG) and applied SVM for classiﬁcation.
The two datasets comprised of 20 CAD, 20 normal subjects and 6 CAD, 6 normal subjects, respectively. Results indicate accurate classiﬁcation of the subjects.
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In [7] Wavelet Package Transform(WPT) is used to analyze HRV signals. Performance evaluation is done using least square support vector machine(LS-SVM)
classiﬁcation algorithm. An average of 90% accuracy is achieved on the test
dataset using db4 as the wavelet function. In [6] HR signal is decomposed into
frequency sub-bands using wavelet transform and dimensionality reduction are
applied on the coeﬃcients to get top features. Selected features are fed into diﬀerent classiﬁers. For 10 CAD subjects and 15 normal subjects, accuracy of 96.8%,
sensitivity of 100% and speciﬁcity of 93.7% is achieved using a combination of
Independent Component Analysis-Gaussian Mixture Model.
This work reports the best result for CAD detection, however dataset size
on which the experiments were conducted are small. Also, use of ECG as the
physiologic signal source is not realizable for mobile or wearable setting. For the
same reason we ignore several CAD detection methods using costly technique
like Stress Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance(CMR), Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography(SPECT) etc. In the area of disease diagnosis on large
datasets, no attempt was found to use MIMIC-II database for diagnosis of CAD.
However, MIMIC-II dataset is used for several other disease diagnosis works.

3

Methodology

The end to end system is represented in Fig. 1 and detailed in later subsections.
Total 611 patients in MIMIC-II dataset are having PPG data (CAD:267 and non
CAD:344), segregated using SQL queries on the MIMIC-II clinical database.
3.1

Data Acquisition

PPG signal for MIMIC-II, sampled at 125 Hz, is obtained using WFDB tools [10].

Fig. 1. Processing chain
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ICD-9 code 414.01 is taken as CAD and all other patients except patients
with any circulatory disease are taken as non CAD, as per doctor’s advise.
The PPG waveform is obtained from the patients in a local hospital using
a standard pulse oximeter, sampled at 60 Hz. This doctor veriﬁed PPG dataset
is comprised of ﬁles from 14 CAD and 15 non CAD patients. Detected cardiac
1
) HR
cycles [11] from PPG waveform, are used to get interpolated (60 ∗ RR
bits/minute timeseries.
3.2

Feature Extraction

CAD or non CAD patients, having associated PPG waveform can be represented
as vectors V1 , V2 , ..., Vn for n number of patients. The vector Vi ∈ Rti contains
PPG signal sample at time ti . It is observed from literature that patients with
CAD have diﬀerent heart rate variations from normal people, noticed in low
frequency ranges [6]. Wavelet analysis helps both time and frequency localization
using diﬀerent sized windows at desired frequencies [11]. The wavelet transform


∞
of Vi is given as: [Wψ V i](a, b) = √1 −∞ ψ t−b
a V i(t)dt, where ψ(t) is the
|a|

transforming function called the mother wavelet. The scaling and translation
parameters are a and b respectively. For HR signal, daubachies wavelet db3 [12]
is found to be most suitable as mother wavelet after observing the similarities
with the HR signals, both visually and using energy and entropy measures. The
HR signal from PPG of Vi are wavelet transformed to ﬁnd coeﬃcients. Statistical
and entropy related features like mean, variance, maximum and minimum of
energy, amplitude, frequency are computed from each coeﬃcient. Total number
of features extracted is dependent on the number of coeﬃcients generated, i.e.,
level of DWT decomposition and for the current work the level of decomposition
used is four.
3.3

Feature Selection and Classification

In order to avoid curse of dimensionality [13] only the top contributing features
(usually 5–10) were selected given by MIC [8] strength. Sample MIC strength
of top ﬁve parameters for MIMIC-II data are 0.56,0.54, 0.49,0.39, 0.39 and for
collected data are 0.72,0.58,0.54,0.49, 0.39.
The selected features are used to train an SVM classiﬁer [14] and evaluated
using 10-fold cross validation. The idea behind SVM is to construct a hyperplane
or a set of hyperplanes in a high dimensional space such that the given input
gets classiﬁed into diﬀerent classes. For the current work linear SVM did not give
good results as it was not possible to construct a maximum-margin hyperplane
that divides the training set into two classes. Diﬀerent kernels were evaluated
to map the input space to a high dimensional feature space using non linear
transformation and radial kernel with tuning gave best results.
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Experiments and Results

The various accuracy measures used in current context can be expressed as follows: (1) True positive (TP): CAD correctly identiﬁed as CAD (2) False positive
(FP): Non CAD incorrectly identiﬁed as CAD (3) True negative (TN): Non
CAD correctly identiﬁed as Non CAD (4) False negative (FN): CAD incorrectly
identiﬁed as Non CAD
P
Sensitivity = T PT+F
N i.e., correctly identiﬁed CAD out of total CADs
TN
Specif icity = T N +F P i.e., correctly identiﬁed non CAD out of total non CADs
+T N
Accuracy = T P +FT PP +T
N +F N i.e., all correct identiﬁcations out of all patients.
The experimental results of two class classiﬁcation for both MIMIC-II and
local hospital datasets (described in Sect. 3.1) is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative classiﬁcation results in local hospital and MIMIC-II patients
Dataset

Patient & class labels

MIMIC-II

CAD:267 NCAD:344 Total:611 89%

Local hospital CAD:14 NCAD:15 Total:29

Accuracy Sensitivity Speciﬁcity
93%

86%

90%

92%

94%

In summary, for MIMIC-II 14% of CAD patients and 10% of non CAD
patients were predicted wrongly and it is suspected that machine noises, motion
artifacts etc. in MIMIC-II data (collected automatically at ICU setup), is the
reason behind this relatively low classiﬁcation accuracy Table 1. For the current
work signal ﬁles of 611 patients were cleaned by visual inspection and some
erroneous data may have remained. Thus, for a second level validation, the same
model was validated on a controlled dataset of 29 patients collected from a local
hospital (Sect. 3.1) and the increase in both sensitivity and speciﬁcity was 6%
and 4% respectively. Joint analysis with consultant doctor revealed that the two
misclassiﬁed patient out of 29, were diabetic, which possibly prevented the 100%
correct classiﬁcation.
The eﬃcacy of the feature extraction and learning algorithm developed in
the current work proved to be high as the model was trained using ICU data
collected at USA and gave good results when evaluated on a hospital dataset in
India.

5

Conclusion

In this work the issue of evidence based disease diagnosis is addressed on a large
patient database taking CAD as an example disease.
On a set of patients labeled CAD/nonCAD, each having associated PPG
waveform, wavelet transform was applied to generate wavelet coeﬃcients at frequency ranges where peaks are often observed for cardiac patients. Statistical
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and entropy related features were extracted from coeﬃcients and top contributing features were selected using MIC dimensionality reduction. Selected features
were used to train SVM classiﬁer and evaluate the classiﬁer Performance. With
no prior benchmark of CAD patient classiﬁcation on MIMIC-II dataset, the
above scheme classiﬁed MIMIC-II PPG signals labeled by ICD-9 code with 89%
accuracy. Due to noisy nature of MIMIC-II data the scheme was re-evaluated
on a doctor labeled hospital dataset resulting in 5% accuracy gain. The major
contribution of the work is CAD diagnosis using easily obtainable PPG signal
suitable in mobile/ wearable setting. The local hospital data does not have many
samples and this is probably the scenario for many datasets and therefore, these
datasets might not be suitable for training and validating machine learning algorithms. In this context, our present experiment shows that use of a pre-trained
network (e.g., trained on MIMIC-II dataset) could be useful for the problem in
hand. As signiﬁcant time was spent in manual feature extraction, use of unsupervised feature extraction and transfer learning from MIMIC-II model will be
explored for CAD diagnosis in future endeavors.
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Abstract. Studying progress in children with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) is invaluable to therapists and medical practitioners to further
the understanding of learning styles and lay a foundation for building
personalised intervention programs. We use data of 283 children from an
iPad based comprehensive intervention program for children with ASD.
Entry profiles - based on characteristics of the children before the onset
of intervention, and performance profiles - based on performance of the
children on the intervention, are crucial to understanding the progress of
the child. We present a novel approach toward this data by using mixedvariate restricted Boltzmann machine to discover entry and performance
proﬁles for children with ASD. We then use these proﬁles to map the
progress of the children. Our study is an attempt to address the dataset
size and problem of mining and analysis in the ﬁeld of ASD. The novelty
lies in its approach to analysis and ﬁndings relevant to ASD.

1

Introduction

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that onsets
at an early age and limits the child’s interaction with the world. It aﬀects about
1% of the population globally [1]. The main areas that are aﬀected due to ASD
are cognition, sensory perception, language and communication, social relationships, and repetitive behaviors.
Children with ASD exhibit individual learning abilities and disabilities,
resulting in a spectrum nature. This makes clustering children with ASD challenging. The conventional treatments are highly individualized, involve rigorous observation, data collection and analysis to determine and adapt the
course of intervention. Moreover, for eﬃcient intervention the children depend
on the environmental setting with minimal distractions, and sensory proﬁles.
Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) is the most popular conventional method
that involves breaking single skills into smaller units and delivering the units in
a structured manner till the skill is learnt [2]. While these methods are proven
to be eﬀective, they are time consuming and expensive: preparation of material
and manual recording of data.
Of more importance are the opportunities wasted between diagnosis and the
availability of therapists. It is suggested that the intervention for ASD shows
desired eﬀects when it is started at an early age [3]. Hence, there is a need
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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for alternate treatment methods that can both ﬁll in the waiting gap between
diagnosis and intervention, and later append the one-on-one intervention time
with the therapist.
Research suggests that computers may preferably be used to deliver therapy
due control on the environment and their data recording capabilities. It has also
been observed that children with ASD are likely to prefer computers as social
discomfort, often common in ASD, may be avoided [4]. Our research picks up
from this path and aims to help analyze and build possible techniques toward
personalized intervention for children with ASD.
Data from children with ASD can be used for proﬁling them before beginning
intervention on a computer-based program. Using data from a computer based
application, Vellanki et al. [5] proposed using the age, the sex, and the performance of the child on a few fundamental skills at the onset of the intervention
to determine entry profiles. We expand on this by additionally determining their
performance profile using data from the children once they have progressed along
the syllabus of the intervention. We then analyze their progress by observing
their performance proﬁles with respect to where they were before intervention,
determined by entry proﬁles. This is done by mapping the entry proﬁles onto
their performance proﬁles. Our study not only gives a deeper understanding of
the learning proﬁle of children by tracking progress, but also lays the foundation
for tailoring personalized syllabus.
In this study, we use the data collected from TOBY Playpad, an iPad-based
comprehensive intervention program [6]. Data comprises 283 children who navigated through its structured syllabus consisting of 34 skills in four skill areas.
The highly correlated and mixed-variate data also contains missing elements
where the child is on the path to completion, making it challenging to deal with.
This calls for complex techniques such as the mixed-variate restricted Boltzmann
machines to integrate and model the data leading to the discovery of entry and
performance proﬁles. Our sample size of our dataset is signiﬁcantly larger than
traditional ASD datasets [7] and to the best of our knowledge, such a data-based
research is only possible for the ﬁrst time due to the availability of computerbased applications.
In summary, the aims of this study are: (1) To discover entry proﬁles of
a cohort taking intervention on TOBY Playpad, (2) To discover performance
proﬁles of this cohort after they have made some progress on the syllabus, and
(3) To qualitatively analyze and map the progress of the children from entry
proﬁles to performance proﬁles.

2

Related Background

Patient proﬁling based on individual characteristics and the diagnosis is crucial
in determining the course of medical intervention, especially for children with
ASD. Each child with ASD exhibits highly individualised learning patterns and
may show diﬀerent results for standard procedures. It is hence of importance
to (a) determine the entry proﬁle for children with ASD and (b) to track their
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progress so a personalised course of intervention can be recommended. Research
on discovering proﬁles among children with ASD and using them for administering interventions that cater to individual needs is contemporary [8]. We are
driven by this novel problem and employ data from TOBY Playpad - an iPad
application in implementing our ideas.
One of the main challenges with our data is that it is in a mixed-variate space
and does not naturally integrate with traditional techniques for clustering. For
example, sex, age, and performance on the skills of TOBY syllabus measured in
terms of Learn Units (LU). Learn units are similar to count data in a document,
thus enabling us to use a topic modelling based approach for discovering latent
proﬁles. Tran et al. [9] propose a mixed variate restricted Boltzmann machine
(MV.RBM) that integrates this type of data, which was successfully used to
model chronic health data, in a similar setting [10].
Replicated Softmax is an undirected, two-layered, generative model of word
counts that can be trained using Contrastive Divergence and is modelled using
RBM [11]. Replicated Softmax smoothly integrates with the modelling of age
and sex and can be modelled together using the mixed-variate RBM model.

3

Data Source and Dataset

TOBY Playpad [6] is a comprehensive iPad program that facilitates intervention
for children with ASD, developed by a team of computer scientists and autism
experts. It integrates independent learning and caregiver assistance in a regulated
environment that allows recording data seamlessly on a structured syllabus. The
hierarchical construction of the TOBY syllabus places fundamental skills at the
top of the tree and releases complex skills one by one as the child masters
skills along the syllabus tree. TOBY follows a predeﬁned algorithmic criteria
for prompting, reinforcement and mastering [6]. The structure of TOBY allows
us to record learning in a controlled manner by keeping the ways in which the
syllabus can be navigated and mastered ﬁxed.
The simple units of teaching in TOBY are stimuli, response, prompt and
reinforcement. Within each skill these four units are repeated until the skill
is mastered. The TOBY iPad syllabus is divided into four categories: Imitation, Sensory, Expressive Language and Receptive language. Imitation (13 skills)
involves video stimuli, and the child responds by emulating the action presented
in the video. Sensory (3 skills) involves matching tasks with a visual stimulus
(image) and response is selected from a set of three images presented. Expressive
Language (9 skills) - learning how to speak words, involves visual stimulus and
the child responds by vocalizing the label of the object. Receptive Language (9
skills) - learning the connection between words and visual representations in a
reverse manner.
To quantify learning via TOBY, we use a measure called the Learn Unit
(LU). A LU indicates number of stimulus - response pairs that the child requires
to master each skill; higher number of LUs indicating increased diﬃculty faced
by the child in the skill [5].
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Users download TOBY onto their personal iPads and the learning occurs
in the child’s natural environment. The caretaker uploads the data recorded by
TOBY onto a server1 . This data is accessed and de-identiﬁed in a secure manner
by the developers. The data consists of 283 children using TOBY for intervention.
Children start using TOBY at random entry times and show progress based
on their ability, and time spent on intervention. As a result, each child is at a
diﬀerent place in the intervention. The children who are a part of our study have
undergone some progress - the child must have mastered at least one entry skill
and another skill within the same category as the entry skill. Our data contains
information on the age, sex and performance across the syllabus attempted for
the child. The inter-quartile range of age of the children in this study is 1.58 to
9.75 years. Our dataset studies performance of 152 male and 44 female children;
the caretakers of 87 children chose to withhold information about the child’s sex.
We divide our data into two subsets: (1) entry proﬁle data - contains the
performance of the child on the entry skills of TOBY (ﬁrst skill in each of the
4 skill categories) in terms of LU required to master, and the sex and the age
of the child; (2) performance data - contains the LUs required to master all the
skills in the syllabus attempted so far by the children.

4

Framework

We ﬁrst discover entry proﬁles by modeling the sex, age and LUs required to
master entry skills of the syllabus using MV.RBM [9]. We then model the LUs
required to master all the skills attempted in the syllabus to discover performance
proﬁles. For this study, we identify three data types to the multivariate visible
units used in our research: binary for sex, continuous for age, and Replicated
Softmax for LUs required to master skills [5].
One of the complexities of real data is that it consists of missing elements.
Our data is complete in age but in the cases where the caretakers withheld
information about the sex of the child, there are missing instances. Missing data
also occurs when a child has not yet mastered certain skills in the syllabus. We
deal with data missing in LUs by substituting zero for simplicity. We represent
sex by two binary variables, one denoting if the child is male and the another
variable denoting if a child female and when the sex of the child is unknown, the
both these values take on zero. The latent posterior equation of RBM consists
of the product term involving vn , which results in the model to account for no
statistics from the missing elements.
We use CD with a batch size of 100 children for learning the parameters.
After 100 data sweeps posterior hidden units are extracted and clustered for
similar proﬁles using K-means. In this manner, we obtain both entry proﬁles and
performance proﬁles. We then use t-SNE, a dimensionality reduction technique,
for visualizing the results in a two-dimensional space.

1

This study is approved by the university ethics committee.
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Results

We present the results of our experiment in three parts: entry proﬁles, performance proﬁles and their description, and mapping of entry proﬁles to performance. Mapping enables us to study how the members of the cohort diverge
after progress on syllabus.
5.1

Entry Profiles

Figure 1 shows the discovered 5 entry profiles (EP). We describe the shared
characteristics of the entry proﬁles before listing their speciﬁc properties.
Regarding the diversity in skills attempted, children in EP 1 and EP 2 mastered entry skills across most categories: at least 2 and at most from all 4 categories, followed by children in EP 4: at least 1 and at most 4. While children in
EP 3 and EP 5 managed to master entry skills up to 3 categories.
With respect to the diﬃculties among entry skill from all categories, most
children found Receptive most challenging (EP 1, EP 2, and EP 4) evident from
the highest medians, followed by Sensory (EP 1 and EP 2) or Expressive (EP
4). Children from EP 3 and EP 5 did not master the Receptive and among
the remaining 3 categories mastered, they found Sensory most diﬃcult. It is
interesting to observe that the discrepancy in the amount of work required (e.g.
LUs) to master Sensory is most signiﬁcant for all groups involved, followed by
Receptive.
EP 1 (85 males) and EP 4 (44 females) found Imitation to be the least challenging - lowest LU accumulation. Within EP 4 the entry skills in all categories
were found to be mastered by around uniform number of children.
EP 2 (58 children, sex unknown) and EP 3 (29 children, sex unknown)
mastered Imitation and Expressive Language entry skills with the equally least
eﬀorts (lowest LUs). Within EP 3, the ability to master skills in these two categories is more uniform (evident by small interquartile in their LUs). Compared
to EP 1, EP 2 achieved mastery in Receptive with lesser LUs. Distribution of
LUs for EP 5 (67 males) bears similarity with that of EP3, however, the medians
and the variances are much higher for EP 5, especially for Sensory.
5.2

Performance Profiles

Figure 2 shows the discovered 9 performance profiles. We observe that with an
increase in complexity of the data the clusters are not well deﬁned and they
overlap often. We expect this behavior because ASD is a spectrum and welldeﬁned clustering of the children is challenging. We describe the characteristics
of the performance profiles (PP).
In a broader view, we observe that the children belonging to PP 1, PP 2, PP
7 and PP 8 have mastered 10 or fewer skills on the entire syllabus; children from
PP 4 and PP 5 have mastered almost 20 skills; and children from PP 6 and PP
9 have mastered mostly 20 skills or more.
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PP 1, PP 2, PP 7, and PP 8 consist of 30, 35, 47 and 40 children respectively.
Sensory skills were mastered by most. The accumulated LU statistics shows a
similar distribution for PP1, PP 2 and PP 7, Sensory being the most diﬃcult
to master, followed by Receptive Language when attempted. Compared to the
other proﬁles, PP 7 and PP 8 have found Imitation diﬃcult to master.
PP 4 and PP 5 consist of 18 and 35 children. They preferred Imitation and
Sensory categories. PP 4 struggled and show little progress in the language skills comparatively higher LUs in language areas than other skills.
PP 6 and PP 9 consist of 31 and 15 children and have mastered most skills.
PP 6 found Receptive most diﬃcult, followed by the Expressive. PP 9, on the
other hand, found Receptive and Sensory most diﬃcult. It is also observed that
PP 9 struggled with the later skills of Imitation, which consist of learning oral
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Fig. 1. Entry Proﬁles and their group characteristics. Here, I - Imitation, S - Sensory,
E - Expressive Language and R - Receptive Language are the skill categories. In the
sub-ﬁgures (b) and (c) the y-axis shows LUs. Sub-ﬁg (b) shows the boxplot of LUs
acquired by children in each entry skill. Sub-ﬁg (c) shows the number of children who
mastered each entry skill.
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Fig. 2. Performance proﬁles and their group characteristics. Sub-ﬁg (b) shows the
boxplot of LUs acquired by children in skill category. Here the LUs under each category
are accumulated for a category level analysis. Sub-ﬁg (c) shows the number of children
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Fig. 3. Progress tracking using entry proﬁles (EP) and performance proﬁles (PP).

imitation, as compared to PP 6. A person struggling with oral imitation (sounds
of vowels and consonants) subsequently may ﬁnd vocalizing entire words diﬃcult
(Expressive Language).
5.3

Mapping Entry Profiles to Study Progress

We map the entry proﬁles to the performance proﬁles in Fig. 3a and observe
how groups diverge after progress. Figure 3b shows the network highlighting the
relationship between entry and performance proﬁles. Here the thickness of the
connection denotes the probability of migration between a pair of entry and
performance proﬁles.
We observed groups based on the patterns of migration: group 1 (EP 1 and
EP 2), group 2 (EP 4) and group 3 (EP 3 and EP 5). The members of these
groups also bore similarity in entry proﬁles. Group 1 transgressed toward PP 2,
PP 3, PP 4, PP 5, PP 6, PP 8 and PP 9. Group 3 transitioned toward PP 1 and
PP 7. EP 4, which is an all-female group, is the only one to have highly dispersed
after the progress. These observations may be critical to determine the weakness
and strengths of the children and adapt the intervention course based on their
mapping. Medical practitioners might ﬁnd this kind of analysis invaluable for
gaining a deeper understanding of how diﬀerent children with ASD behave on a
standard structured syllabus.

6

Conclusion

Proﬁling and tracking the progress of children with ASD is crucial personalized
intervention. The nuance in this study is possible due to the dataset we present,
but at the same time dealing with heterogeneous, mix-variate, and highly correlated data with missing elements needs complex models. We present entry and
performance proﬁles discovered using MV.RBM on a dataset of 283 children and
map their progress after administering intervention. This helps us to observe how
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groups that are similar at the onset of the intervention react diﬀerently to the
same syllabus. Our study of progress mediated by the discovery of entry proﬁles
and performance proﬁles is, to the best of our knowledge, ﬁrst of its kind. Followed up with predictive analysis, it can help recommend suitable intervention
paths for children with ASD. Such an analysis might be invaluable to medical
practitioners to furthering the understanding of learning patterns of children
with ASD.
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Abstract. This paper presents the design and development of the
CloudUPDRS app and supporting system developed as a Class I medical device to assess the severity of motor symptoms for Parkinson’s
Disease. We report on lessons learnt towards meeting ﬁdelity and regulatory requirements; eﬀective procedures employed to structure user context and ensure data quality; a robust service provision architecture; a
dependable analytics toolkit; and provisions to meet mobility and social
needs of people with Parkinson’s.

1

Introduction

It is well understood that modern smartphones present unique opportunities for
mobile healthcare. Indeed, there are numerous wellness and self-tracking apps
readily available in all major mobile phone platform markets and many more
have been developed to conduct research in various aspects of mobile telecare.
Yet, the vast majority of these apps do not conform to the safety, quality, performance and regulatory requirements set for medical devices and as such they
can only be employed either to encourage a healthy lifestyle or for research purposes correspondingly, but are not tools for medical diagnosis. This fact is often
explicitly reﬂected in their terms and conditions of use for example, quoting
from a popular Parkinson’s Disease app, the developers state that “we cannot,
and thus we do not, guarantee or promise that you will personally receive any
direct beneﬁts.” In contrast to this situation, this paper presents the design and
development of the CloudUPDRS app and its associated information management and analytics platform, which meets the standards set for medical devices.
In particular, we describe how CloudUPDRS achieves the accurate, precise, and
repeatable assessment of motor symptoms for people with Parkinson’s (PwP),
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which clinicians can use with conﬁdence. The app is currently undergoing examination by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
in the UK towards its full registration as a medical device.
The successful development and operational deployment of the CloudUPDRS app and its supporting service at the level required to achieve conformal
performance to medical device regulations, thus establishing it as a valuable
diagnostic tool for clinicians, demanded that we address several key problems.
In this paper we present the key contributions of this work towards achieving
this goal. Speciﬁcally, we describe:
– How to eﬀectively combine a guided data collection procedure imposed by the
app to provide structured user context, with a fully automated signal processing pipeline thus making possible the unsupervised but consistent interpretation of sensor data captured during the performance of motor assessment
activities.
– The development of a data analytics toolkit for the assessment of tremor,
bradykinesia and gait measurements following the MDS Uniﬁed Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale, the standard clinical tool for the diagnosis of PD.
– The development of an information management, data mining and dashboard
service developed following the concept of microservices and the lambda architecture, incorporating stream and batch processing pathways to ensure scale
out performance and responsiveness.

2

Background and Rationale

PD symptoms are typically caused by the loss of neurones that produce
dopamine, a key chemical messenger in the brain, decreased levels of which
lead to abnormal brain activity (cf. [1] for more details). Care for patients with
PD involves the management of both motor and non-motor symptoms as well
as palliative care.
Since symptoms vary greatly independent of treatment and PD progresses at
diﬀerent rates in diﬀerent individuals, it requires regular clinical monitoring and
medication adjustment. Monitoring and adjustment however require hospital
visits and assessment under the standard Movement Disorders Society’s Uniﬁed
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (mds-updrs) [2]. Due to these constraints,
such reviews are relatively infrequent, carried out typically only a few times per
year. This in turn limits opportunities to precisely quantify PD progression and
the eﬀectiveness of patient stratiﬁcation [8]: the restricted availability of data
concerning individual variability and actual symptom trends limit opportunities
to adapt care to the needs of a particular individual at a speciﬁc time.
Indeed, it is possible to employ certain aspects of movement that are disrupted in Parkinson’s as surrogate biomarkers of dopamine levels and in fact
this is precisely the purpose of Part III of the mds-updrs. Further pursuing this
insight, in [3] we investigated the possibility to precisely quantify and implement the mds-updrs methodology as a smartphone app to enable the assessment of motor performance through tremor, gait and bradykinesia measurements
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Fig. 1. Views of the user interface of the CloudUPDRS app showing session management, tremor recording and ﬁnger tapping activities.

obtained from standard sensors embedded in smartphones within a clinical setting. By adopting this approach, we also intend to capture in-depth medical
intelligence supporting the discovery of longitudinal trends, promoting deeper
understanding of the patterns of normal daily symptom variations, and predicting the onset of dyskinesias thus facilitating high-precision personalised targeting
of treatment.

3

The CloudUPDRS App

As discussed in the previous section, in [3] we demonstrate the feasibility of
using smartphones as a means to assess commonly occurring motor symptoms
of PD in a clinical setting. Speciﬁcally, we designed, developed and validated in a
ﬁeld study a prototype app on Android implementing Part III of the mds-updrs.
Using the accelerometer and touch screen sensors commonly available in modern
smartphones, we are able to carry out hand and leg tremor measurements, as
well as gait and bradykinesia assessments using ﬁnger tapping tasks to replicate
the majority of these tests. In [3] tests were administered by an experienced
clinician in the lab using an HTC Desire device and the collected sensor data
were extracted and processed using standard biomedical data analysis software.
Participants were also tested in the same areas of motor performance using the
standard lab procedure outlined in mds-updrs and using bespoke biomedical
data acquisition equipment to obtain a baseline for comparing the performance
of the app.
In CloudUPDRS we employ the data collection and analysis techniques
described in [3] to develop an app with extended functionality that enables its
independent but dependable use by PwP and their carers at home and in their
communities. The app implements a comprehensive work-ﬂow partially depicted
in Fig. 1, which provides audio, video and textual guidance on how to conduct
the actions required by the tests and automatically adapts to match the speciﬁcations of its host device. The app is also provisioned with a delay tolerant
background service to manage session data that ensures that information is safely
submitted for further processing to a supporting online service also developed
speciﬁcally to provide this function and described in more detail in Sect. 4 below.
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Overall, the CloudUPDRS system consists of the following elements:
1. PD patient smartphone apps for Android and iOS that carry out motor performance measurements and wellness self-assessment; conduct session management; securely transfer captured data to the CloudUPDRS service; and,
present an interface providing guidance and feedback.
2. Cloud-based scalable data collection engine that safely and securely collects data from patients’ smartphones; ensures secure data management; and
applies the mds-updrs processing pipeline.
3. Data-mining toolkit for medical intelligence incorporating quantitative and
semi-structured data, and longitudinal analyses, clustering and classiﬁcation;
and a clinical user interface incorporating visualisation.

4

The CloudUPDRS Service Platform

The CloudUPDRS service platform enables the secure capture, management and
analysis of data collected by the app and provides eﬀective communication of
insights generated to clinicians enabling them to explore alternative treatment
scenarios. To cater for the diverse needs of the PwP population in the UK,
the platform has been engineered to facilitate scalable performance by adopting
the microservices architecture [9]. The microservices architectural style is set
in contrast to traditional monolithic web applications and aims to maximise
opportunities for vertical decomposition and scaling-out, which are critical for
high performance and service resilience in data intensive situations.
In CloudUPDRS, microservices are loosely coupled and employ lightweight
communication and coordination mechanisms such as the Consumer-Driven Contract pattern and implemented on Apache Thrift (cf. https://thrift.apache.org/)
selected due to its highly eﬃcient and compact protocol structure. System componentization follows the design displayed in Fig. 2, enforced via versioning
of published RESTful interfaces. CloudUPDRS microservices are deployed as
docker containers (cf. https://www.docker.com/) although internal implementation details vary to match the speciﬁc preferences and expertise of project
partners responsible for their implementation and their suitability for the task
in hand. For example, while the data collection and signal processing APIs are
implemented using python and django REST within an nginx/gunicorn container, semi-structured longitudinal analytics are implemented as Ruby bundles.
Finally, the service platform has been designed with the expectation that
in order to meet performance metrics for its interactive features at full operation scale it will require the on the ﬂy integration of archived information from
its longitudinal datastore with real-time streams captured for example during
concurrent patient consultations. To facilitate this modus operandi, we have
structured workﬂows implemented through microservices following the lambda
architecture [7], which provides an intuitive model for the fusion of both types
of data on the ﬂy.
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Fig. 2. CloudUPDRS microservices implementing the lambda architecture.

5

Lessons Learnt and Conclusions

Bounded Context. The pervasive computing community has invested signiﬁcant
eﬀort in techniques for modelling and adapting to user context, which is critical for the interpretation of sensor data streams. This role for context was
re-conﬁrmed in our work and in the case of the Intel/Fox Foundation project.
Yet, when context modelling is not possible or incurs prohibitively high costs,
an eﬀective alternative is to bound context by imposing structure and thus predictability to user actions during sensing, an approach that was successfully
applied with the CloudUPDRS app. Guided user experiences can contain the
degrees of freedom possible and as a consequence the computation of motor
performance indicators becomes consistent and repeatable.
Choice of Analytics. Recent years have also witnessed the rapid growth of
machine learning methods for sensed data as an active area of research. While
there are clearly situations when the development of new algorithms and techniques is required, in other cases there seems to be good reason to opt for a
more traditional approach. In CloudUPDRS we discovered that in full-scale
operational systems predictability and consistency of algorithmic performance
obtained through extensive experience with the tradeoﬀs related in tuning
machine learning techniques, may be more valuable than higher but vacillating performance.
Data Quality. Data quality in pervasive computing has often been investigated
by considering speciﬁc stages of the processing pipeline in isolation. In CloudUPDRS rather than optimise individual stages we engineer an end-to-end quality
assurance strategy that we ﬁnd to be more eﬀective. It incorporates features of
the user experience, which permit the user to initiate the repeat of tests when an
external event has disrupted the session, to increasing the duration of individual
tests so as to enable oversampling and cross-validation, to employing heuristics
that allow us to quickly identify data quality problems in the captured signal.
We ﬁnd that it is the combination of these features rather than any single one
alone that helps ensure a higher quality of data.
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Certification. The higher standard of evidence demanded for the registration
of an app as a conforming medical device has signiﬁcant resource implications.
Indeed, it is not surprising for development costs to be an order of magnitude
higher than those of an equivalent research project. The need for formal quality
assurance processes in particular adds considerable overheads. Consequently, it
appears judicious to recognise commercial considerations from the earliest stages
of the process.
Microservices Architecture. Although our experience in this area is incomplete,
claims in favour of architectures build around microservices appear justiﬁed,
especially for sensor data streaming mobile systems with execution proﬁles similar to CloudUPDRS. Adoption of this approach has allowed greater ﬂexibility
during development, facilitated easy scaling-out of the service, and enabled the
development team to gain operational experience and hence eﬀectively evolve
system features and performance.
In this paper we presented the design and development of the CloudUPDRS
app which has achieved Class I medical device conformity and we presented key
ﬁndings and techniques that helped us achieve this goal.
Acknowledgments. Project CloudUPDRS: Big Data Analytics for Parkinson’s Disease patient stratiﬁcation is supported by Innovate UK (Project Number 102160). The
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Abstract. In this paper, we present CardioFit, a completely noninvasive cardiac condition monitoring system that enhances the clinical utility of health care
analytics like lowering false detection of cardiac arrhythmia condition, higher
accuracy in heart rate variability (HRV) computation. It performs powerful local
analysis to enable accurate as well as easy-to-use, round-the-clock in-house,
remote or mobile cardiac health checking. Here, photoplethysmogram (PPG) is
the sole physiological signal considered for cardiac health management. It is to
be noted that PPG carries signiﬁcant necessary features what is available from
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. Unlike ECG, extraction of PPG is noninvasive,
easy and affordable using smartphone or other low cost sensors. However, PPG
is frequently contaminated with various kinds of motion artifacts and noise. Our
robust concoction of signal processing and machine learning techniques exhibit
higher accuracy in the detection and removal of the corrupt PPG signal segments. The proposed mechanism substantially improves the detection capability
of the cardiac condition. Efﬁcacy of our scheme is depicted using publicly
available MIT-Physionet database as well as through our own ﬁeld-collected
real-life PPG data.

1 Introduction, Motivation and Contribution
Cardio-vascular disease is one of the biggest killers as per American Heart Association
[1]. However, cardio-vascular diseases are preventable and early detection would
effectively avert untimely human life loss. There are number of challenges that need to
be overcome for delivering less error-prone cardiac condition detection. First of all,
PPG extracted through smartphone, pulse oximeter or wearable sensor is often corrupted with ambient noise, motion artifacts and other noise sources. Even the warning
systems in hospital ICU (Intensive Care Unit) are prone to transient noise [2], which
leads to high number of false alarms [2, 3]. In fact, high false negatives (higher
undetected cardiac conditions) would be deadly to the patients [4].
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We claim that our proposed method, CardioFit has the potential to eliminate the
corrupt PPG segments with higher accuracy that minimizes the false negatives in the
decision process. Another advantage is that the infrastructure requirement of CardioFit
is nominal (only smart phone or other smart wearables sufﬁce) and due to its completeness with local analytics, users can check health condition locally and can consult
specialists remotely whenever required. Novelty of our proposed scheme is to reduce
the number of false alarms in the detection of cardiac anomaly conditions like
arrhythmia to a larger extent. Our uniqueness of the proposed scheme is that we
analyze only PPG signal to interpret the heart condition whereas most of the
state-of-the art solutions consider ECG, arterial blood pressure (ABP), and other
pressure signals along with PPG [4–6]. CardioFit enhances the clinical utility signiﬁcantly through effective corruption removal from PPG. Our method consists of
supervised machine learning along with biomedical signal processing and information
theoretic techniques. We use Morphologically Adaptable Dynamic Time Warping
(MADTW), similarity based morphological pattern analysis for detecting and removing
the corrupted signal segments [8]. It helps to detect an efﬁcient and effective cardiac
health monitoring like arrhythmia estimation and classiﬁcation, accurate heart rate
variability computation. CardioFit is sufﬁciently generic for implementing in wearable
sensors, smart watches, smart phones, PC workstations, ICU monitors and ambulances;
wherever PPG signal is available.
We organize our paper as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the system architecture
and present the CardioFit scheme and algorithms. The results demonstrating the efﬁcacy of our proposed scheme are presented in Sect. 3. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 4.

2 CardioFit: Scheme and Algorithms
CardioFit consists of ﬁve main functional blocks: 1. Raw PPG signal extraction: It is
done using smart phones, pulse oximeter or other sensors, [7] 2. Multistage decorruption: Mono-signal PPG corruption detection and elimination, 3. Cardiac-parameter
extraction: Heart Rate (HR) is extracted using robust signal processing technique [8], 4.
Statistical Analysis: To investigate the statistical trend of the cardiac-parameters for
cardiac abnormality, 5. Decision: To decide the normality and abnormality of the heart
condition along with detecting arrhythmia aiming low false negative alarms.
PPG signals extracted from smart phones or other wearables contain high amount
of corruption particularly due to motion artifacts. Directly processing such noisy and
corrupted signal invariably results in false alarms. In order to minimize such false
alarms, we propose multi-stage decorruption.

2.1

Multi-stage Decorruption of PPG Signal

We classify the corruption in PPG as: 1. Extremas and 2. Intricates, where extremas are
the corruptions due to larger, transient disturbance and intricates are due to smaller,
mostly prolonged disturbances as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. PPG signal (a), ideal or expected, (b) as extracted from camera or other sensors

Fig. 2. Complete process of our proposed CardioFit multistage PPG decorruption

Extrema detection. We apply extreme value statistics and consider modiﬁed Thompson Tau technique [11, 17], to statistically ﬁnd the extremas.
Intricate detection. PPG signal consists of series of segments Xk ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .K and
each segment (Fig. 1a) identiﬁes a single complete heart beat. Segmentation or pulse
period detection of PPG signal is achieved by identifying the onset times through
slope-adjusting and realigning through weighted slope sum function (SSF) [9]. In order
to compute the intricate corruptions in each PPG segment Xk , Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) with modiﬁcation (Morphologically Adaptable DTW (MADTW)) is applied.
maxðTÞ
We normalize each segment as Xk ! Xk  max
ðXk Þ, where T is a typical PPG segment
template, following the derivation of the most probable segment length [8, 15]. DTW
distance dXk; T is computed between the PPG segment template T ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . .; tM g of


length M and normalized segments Xk ¼ x1 ; x2 ; . . .; xlp k ; k 2 K of the extracted
PPG segments as:



dXk; T ¼ d x1 ; x2 ; . . .; xlp ; ½t1 ; t2 ; . . .; tM 
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We apply Hampel ﬁlter [10, 14] on the computed DTW distances of each PPG
segment (dXk; T Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .. When Hampel identiﬁer declares certain DTW distances among dXk; T outlier, the corresponding PPG segment(s) is declared as corrupt.
Proposed multistage decorruption technique of PPG is shown in Fig. 2.

3 Experimental Methodology and Results
We have collected real-ﬁeld PPG data from 10 healthy subjects with uniform distribution (5 males and 5 females) through pulse-oximeter by controlled experiments like
ﬁve different motion artifacts (a. ﬁnger twist, b. light hand movement, c. medium hand
movement, d. hard hand movement, e. body movement) to simulate the near real-life
noise and artifacts, which are annotated as shown in Fig. 3. First we validate our
proposed corruption removal method on this real-ﬁeld PPG signal. In Fig. 4, we
illustrate an exemplary scenario of corruption detection on real-ﬁeld data. We have also
performed extensive experiments with publicly available MIT-Physionet data [13],
where the annotations are made through a majority voting process. In Table 1, we
depict the overall average performance merit of both real-ﬁeld as well as
TP
MIT-Physionet data in terms of precision ¼ TPTP
þ FP, recall ¼ TP þ FN ; and speciﬁcity
¼ TNTN
þ FP ; where TP, TN, FN, FP = Total number of true positives, true negatives,
false negatives, false positives respectively.
We compare the performance of CardioFit with standard method (SM), the method
that does not execute corruption removal as shown in Fig. 5, where PPG signals with 5
types of motion artifacts are considered. First, we show that the computation of HRV
(Heart Rate Variability), an important cardiac health marker does not vary much from
ground truth (HRV derived from uncorrupted PPG) while comparing CardioFit against
standard method (Fig. 6). HRV is calculated by SDNN method which is the standard
deviation of NN intervals (beat-to-beat interval) [12]. We observe that Mean Absolute
Deviation (MAD) with respect to ground truth of HRV computation for CardioFit = 0.34, whereas for standard method it is =36.5. It is to be noted that standard

Fig. 3. Different kinds of artifacts (showing ﬁve different artifacts) in PPG signal
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Fig. 4. Corrupt PPG segment (marked red) detection from real ﬁeld PPG data (Color ﬁgure
online)

Table 1. Corruption detection performance on MIT-Physionet
Performance metric Value (%)
Recall
80.4
Speciﬁcity
96.4

Fig. 5. Performance comparison method between CardioFit and standard method

Fig. 6. HRV computation efﬁcacy of CardioFit

preprocessing consists of 1 Hz drift suppression, followed by 30 Hz Low pass ﬁltering
with 0.5–4 Hz band pass ﬁltering.
We experimented with MIT-Physionet challenge 2015 datasets with arrhythmia
annotations and basic arrhythmia detection algorithm [13]. We demonstrate the performance of detection of bradycardia as shown in Table 2. We ﬁnd that false negatives
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Table 2. Cardiac arrhythmia (bradycardia) detection performance comparison
Performance metric (%) SM (Bradycardia) CardioFit (Bradycardia) [8]
Precision
66
62
Recall
97
100

from CardioFit are consistently proved to be very low (i.e. recall is very high
! 100%), with comparable precision value [8].

4 Future Works and Conclusion
Our effort is to bring a newer dimension in cardiac-signal analytics with robust machine
learning, signal processing, and statistical analysis based algorithms. We endeavor to
contribute for minimization of the errors in the diagnosis of cardiac-related diseases
that arise owing to the corruption in the physiological signals like PPG derived from
smartphone and other affordable sensing devices. We claim that the novel
de-corrupting techniques applied on PPG signals have the potential to minimize the
false detection of cardiac abnormality conditions that ensures signiﬁcant clinical utility
enhancement. Thus, we establish CardioFit as an affordable, easy-to-use cardiac
healthcare analytics tool. We endeavor to extend CardioFit to include other related
cardiovascular diseases like angina and myocardial infarction, cardiomyopathy, congenital heart failure etc., along with robust feature detection [16].
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Abstract. The potential beneﬁts offered by health-related technologies are
counterpoised by the societal, legal and ethical challenges concomitant with the
pervasive monitoring of people necessitated by such technological interventions.
Through the ProtoPolicy research project we explored the production and use of
design ﬁctions as a tool for debating the societal, legal and ethical dimensions of
personal health systems. Two design ﬁctions were co-created and tested in a
series of design workshops with community groups based in Lancashire and
Cornwall, UK. A thematic analysis of a debate among older people from the
Lancaster group on the Smart Object Therapist design ﬁction highlighted
societal and ethical issues relevant to personal health system design. We conclude that ethics like ‘usability’ may be usefully based on engagement with
directly or indirectly implicated publics and should not be designed into innovation by experts alone.
Keywords: Design ﬁction  Speculative design
Legal and ethics  Pervasive healthcare



Personal health systems



1 Introduction
As the ageing population of the world is increasing, so is the pace and range of
technological innovation to support healthcare in our later lives. In the effort to develop
the ageing well agenda, the research and business communities are exploring and
developing personal health systems, with the aim of supporting independent and
assisted living, and governments are introducing policies that reinforce ‘ageing in
place’ [1]. However, the health-related beneﬁts offered by technology (e.g. independency, better quality care) are counterweighted by the societal, legal and ethical
challenges concomitant with the pervasive monitoring of people necessitated by the
relevant technologies [2]. There is a need, therefore, for facilitating public engagement
and discussion on the social, legal and ethical issues arising from current and, more
crucially, emergent technologies in personal and pervasive health systems, and for
facilitating an interaction and debate between policy makers and citizens.
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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In light of the above we present in this paper the ProtoPolicy research project and
posit the use of design ﬁctions as a tool for debating the societal, legal and ethical
dimensions of personal health systems. ProtoPolicy was an exploratory pilot research
project that ran from June to September 20151. The ProtoPolicy team adopted an
inclusive, collaborative and creative approach to engage a range of stakeholders across
community groups and Westminster to examine how design ﬁctions could be used to
imagine the future implications of political decision-making.

2 Related Work
With an increasing use of personal and pervasive technologies, citizens are becoming
data producers and more knowledgeable about their own health. However, citizen
awareness of the level of information sharing and storage garnered in their use of
personal health technologies is often low [3]. Several of the new personal health
systems available offer self-health management, independent and assisted living and
community healthcare beneﬁts. They often rely on personal health data and pervasive
monitoring of patients raising many ethical, legal and societal issues, which manifest as
both opportunities and challenges [4–7]. The eHealth Action Plan 2012–2020 [8]
highlights that patient and public engagement and trust in the ethical, legal and socially
considerate use of data is key to leveraging the potential of new technologies. Moreover, policy-makers in public health and other sectors are realising the interconnections
between decisions in their domains. Increased participation is an ethical and societal
opportunity and one increasingly valued in regulatory and legal frameworks [9].
Therefore, there is a need for processes and tools that enable and facilitate the participation of citizens and policy makers in open debate on the social, legal and ethical
complexities arising from technological intervention in personal and pervasive health
systems, such as smart homes and assisted living environments.
In this paper we propose design ﬁctions as a potential tool for facilitating citizen
participation in the social, ethical and legal debates relevant to emergent technologies
in healthcare. Speculative design is an approach enabling us to think about the future
prospectively and critically [10]. One of its principal assumptions is the negation of the
status quo and initiation of a discussion on possible worlds through confrontation with
tangible object or process, the so-called design ﬁction. Speculative design uses design
thinking tools and methodologies such as scenarios, brainstorming and rapid prototyping along with techniques borrowed from art, literature, ﬁlm, psychology, philosophy, anthropology and ecology to create design ﬁctions – provocations or ‘narrative
elements to envision and explain possible futures for design’ [11].
Design ﬁction is about creative provocation, raising questions, innovation, and
exploration [12].’ Design ﬁctions go beyond that ‘to account for the ways in which
cinematic depictions of future technologies demonstrate to large public audiences a
technology’s need, viability and benevolence’ [13]. Therefore one of the key values of
design ﬁction is that is uses a ﬁctional paradigm to catalyse debate about potential
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futures. As a speculative design practice design ﬁctions do not claim to predict the
future; they place potential futures within our imaginative reach for consideration as to
their preferability. Fundamentally they act as aids to enable users to act as research
participants or debate participants or potentially to explore as real-world policy-makers.
Design ﬁctions are concerned with progress, ideas for the better, but they take into
account that better means different things to different people [14] and do not focus on
implementation, but on discussing ‘what-if’ scenarios.

3 Research Methodology
A participatory design methodology [15] was used that included three stages, namely
problem deﬁnition, co-creating design ﬁctions, prototyping and testing.
In stage one, the policy and academic contexts for design negotiating political
questions were explored through secondary research and an examination of the government policy documents around the theme of ageing was conducted at the time of the
research project (early June 2015). This helped identify a number of related government policy initiatives (such as ‘ageing in place’, integrated health and social care,
ageing well and several others) that could be explored in the second stage with the
stakeholders. Extracts of these policies were explored in two co-design [16] workshops
in Lancashire (n = 14) and Cornwall (n = 7) with community groups and older citizens. The workshops were conducted in June 2015, with participant ages ranging from
65–95. The ﬁrst workshop included participants recruited from an Age UK group and
lasted half a day, whereas the second workshop included participants at a sheltered
accommodation and was run over two days. A range of techniques was used to explore
the use of design ﬁctions in negotiating political questions. All speculations, concepts
and ideas that emerged from the workshops were captured via audio recording, photography and short video presentations. Stage three focused onto translating the
workshop insights and co-designed speculations into design ﬁctions. Analysing and
coding the captured data the research team worked with the project collaborator Design
Friction to develop a series of concepts for the design ﬁctions. Following this two
design ﬁctions were realised and prototyped, namely the SOULAJE, a
self-administered euthanasia wearable, and the Smart Object Therapist (SOT), which
combines occupational health with experience in pervasive and assisted home technology to ensure that future smart home appliances correspond to user needs. The
former design ﬁction was designed as a response to the workshop co-designers
expressed needs for self-control and living with dignity and was aimed at opening
further the debate around the ethical and legal aspects of technology-enabled assisted
dying. The second design ﬁction was developed as a response to the government
policies of integrated care, ageing in place and assisted living in smart homes and was
aimed at extending the debate around the ethical and social aspects of personal health
and pervasive technology at home and social inclusion. Given the paper focus and
length limitations we will focus on the SOT design ﬁction in here.
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The SOT design ﬁction2 comprised of three documents, namely a SOT job
application, the SOT intervention report and prescription and a short video breakfast
TV style article featuring the SOT and a smart object home user. Set in the year 2020
the SOT interview design ﬁction sets the speculative scene by presenting the skills a
SOT is expected to have in the envisaged integrated health and social care service
model, where older people age at home supported by an array of smart appliances. The
job of a SOT is not limited to ﬁxing technical faults but is centred around recalibrating
human behaviour to facilitate interaction between smart objects and their owners.
The SOT intervention report and prescription design ﬁctions present a possible world
where the SOT has been called in to intervene between the homeowner and smart home
to resolve an issue. The SOT design ﬁction creates an appropriate and open environment for debate by exploring ‘misbehaving’ smart home technology, a smart
self-reﬁlling fridge that confuses the homeowner for his grandson.

4 Findings and Discussion
Following their development the design ﬁctions and the concepts they encompassed
were explored by seeking feedback from policy makers at a policy engagement event in
Westminster Palace in London in July 2015 and from citizens at a co-design workshop
in Lancaster in September 2015. The event at Westminster and the semi-structured
interviews with civil servants and a politician were focused on the barriers and
opportunities to using design methods to negotiate political issues with citizens. The
co-design workshop, which was run with the same group that initiated the design
ﬁctions, was focused on in-depth discussion of the design ﬁctions, the underpinning
speculations and the ethical, societal and legal issues they presented. In this short paper,
we focus on an analysis of the citizens’ discussions in the workshop.
The thematic analysis of discussion that followed the presentation of the SOT
design ﬁction, as well, as the visual material collected during the workshop activities,
revealed a number of ethical, legal and societal concerns that participants discussed. In
terms of the societal aspects of smart home technology for health systems, workshop
participants expressed the need and desire for supporting older people to live independently, especially ones with long-term health conditions.
‘I have to say although I feel quite hostile to this I have also seen a more primitive version of
this work well for somebody living independently with dementia. Their house was set-up with a
lot of alarms, so that if she opened the door like at night time and didn’t come back straight
away then the police would be informed, you know a lot of things like that which meant that she
was able live independently for much longer that she would have done otherwise and I suppose
this is an extension of the same idea’ [Jane]

Some participants used this discussion to also talk about robotics in care but recognised
that there is value in health systems that do not diminish independence. In fact reducing
independence was a concern that several people raised as a result of living in a home
environment over-reliant on technologies. Related to this was a lengthy discussion on

2
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social isolation being a potential result of peoples’ over-reliance on smart home
healthcare living environments. Instead of encouraging people to stay more physically
active by going out and reinforcing social interactions between people, there was an
expression of concern towards encouraging more sedentary and self-isolation behaviours by replacing human contact with ‘smart’ technology.
‘An unwanted side effect of that sort of technology is that it would actually keep people in their
homes rather than encouraging them out of their home on their day-to-day basis. This would
have impact on their health and mental health, it’s about interactions, about being stimulated
all sort of other things not met by technology’ [Maggie]

The SOT design ﬁction facilitated a discussion around the ethical and legal aspects of
similar personal health systems. Trust in the technology to perform as expected and
technology replacing humans in terms of healthcare services was a key topic of debate.
With regards to the speciﬁc SOT design ﬁction scenario people questioned the training
and education background that such a techno-occupational therapist professional would
need to have. Questions were raised as to whether such a role would have a
person-centred approach and whether the focus will be placed on the human or the
smart and personal health technology.
‘What comes ﬁrst? Is it an all in one house you move into or does the therapist come ﬁrst to
access your needs?’ [Laura]

This led into discussions regarding the ﬁnancial and legal aspects of personal health
systems. A theme, which was extensively discussed, was that of the ﬁnancial and legal
framework of service provision. Questions were raised as to who would pay for the
technology installation, home adaptation, technology support, as well as perceived cost
and long-term economical value.
‘This is forwarding thinking of how we are going to carry on with the age of people going to
90s and 100s, how can we stop hospital admissions, how can we save money, even if all this
seems fantastical’ [Sam]
‘By the time you paid for all this technology, would it not be cheaper to have somebody pop
round for few hours every day’ [Claire]

Additional thought was given to accessibility of such future services to the public if a
privately funded model is to be selected. A few participants even discussed possible
ﬁnancial models involving big supermarkets (linking it to food restocking), which
created discussion around sharing of personal data, habits and personal health records.
‘You can see how supermarkets the likes of Tesco’s would love to something like this. They
could restock your [smart] fridge and in the process ﬁnd out all about your food likes and
habits and even your health condition’ [Paul]

This led the discussion back to the ethical implications related to agency, personal
choice and control between personal health home systems and their users.
‘This is a clinical solution… you are a diabetic so it’s looking at sugar levels in foods, whereas
the wheelchair food service does put that on you it’s up to you to make the choice, your
informed decision’ [Sam] ‘Thank god for that!’ [Jenny]
‘I tell myself what I want to eat I’m not going to ask any [smart] fridges’ [Pam]
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5 Conclusion
This paper has argued that research that drives innovation through analysis of ethical,
legal and social challenges and opportunities is needed more than ever. Building upon
qualitative participatory and speculative design research, it has become clear that,
ethics like ‘usability’ may be usefully based on engagement with directly or indirectly
implicated publics and should not be designed into innovation by experts alone.
The design ﬁction generated a rich discussion on the societal, legal and ethical
implications of the presented concept related to personal health systems for independent living. The facilitators used the design ﬁctions as props to initiate discussion and
workshop participants used them as prompts to form a debate. Most of the participants
employed personal stories and lived experiences to relate to several of the societal and
legal aspects of the introduction of smart home technology for healthcare. It was
interesting to observe through the recorded data that there was a diversity of views
expressed; and that participants who were initially skeptical warmed to the principles
underpinning the personal health system concept as a result of working through the
socio-ethical issues in debate. Our future work involves testing further the methodologies presented here in different domains, by looking at the ethical and societal
aspects around the use of pervasive technology for dementia.
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Abstract. As the number of developed sensors is growing, new Internet
of Things applications are being developed. Healthcare applications oﬀer
a perfect domain for Internet of Things since they respond to the challenge of the ageing population while oﬀering safe and quality care in the
home. We present in this paper a new Internet Of Things architecture
for IoT healthcare applications. The architecture focuses mainly on the
principles of weak coupling and of semantic data exchange. We present
a software architecture based on a message oriented middleware driven
by semantic OWL messages.
Keywords: Home care · Semantic representation · Message oriented
middleware (MOM) · Internet-of-things · Health applications

1

Introduction

The world population is rapidly ageing; According to the WHO1 statistics the
number of people aged 65 and over will exceed 15% of the global population by
2050. As the global population ages, the demand for end-of-life care will continue
increasing over the years. Elders desire staying in their own homes as long as it
is possible and safe. To this end, steps must be taken to provide them with the
necessary assistance, ensured by exploiting new technologies.
In the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], intelligent sensors are deployed on a
smart space in order to gather real time information. This information can be
treated, recorded and correlated to infer new data faster and more accurately,
which leads IoT to be an important driver of health care [2]. The combination
of assisted living spaces and healthcare applications has been found to provide
safe and quality care at home, especially for elders who often incur the risk of
many pathologies symptoms and problems.
As the number of sensors is increasing rapidly and encompasses a large number of measurements (temperature, moisture, etc.), many IoT applications have
1

WHO: World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/ageing/en/.
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arisen [3]. The matter of most of these applications focus on data and it does
not include the way these data can be gathered or shared. That means data are
becoming proprietary for each application. For example, to monitor elders who
often incur the risk of many pathologies, a lot of same sensors is required to
provide the necessary data to the diﬀerent applications [4]. For that a semantic and interoperable architecture is needed to inhance information sharing and
reusability [5].
In this paper we propose an IoT architecture for healthcare applications providing the following features: 1. the same sensor can potentially be used for
several applications reducing the number of connected sensors. And 2. The same
information can potentially be provided by diﬀerent sensors ensuring the redundancy of data in the case of an out of service sensor. For that our architecture is
based on semantic representations of sensors and publish/subscribe architecture,
ensuring the interoperability between system components.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: In Sect. 2 we present the
main principles of the proposed architecture, followed by a review of the related
work in Sect. 3. We then present our proposal for a semantic middleware architecture for IoT health care application in Sect. 4. Section 5 provides an implementation of the case study which has been used to validate our architecture.
We conclude by describing the future directions of this work.

2

Principles of the Proposed Architecture

In the context of home care applications, the aim of our research is long-term
monitoring of elders by detecting and monitoring their Activities of Daily Living
(ADL) using ambient sensors. In [6] authors show that smart objects and IoT
are an essential factor for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) to support elderly
people in their daily routine and to allow an independent and safe lifestyle as
long as possible.
In the IoT environment, most applications use a set of dedicated sensors, and
each solution has its speciﬁc architecture. In order to provide a loosely coupled
communication for all IoT system components and to enable information sharing
between them, we propose a semantic web of things middleware for healthcare
applications. This architecture complies to the principle of “Independent and
weakly coupled software components driven by semantic data”. It relies on three
concepts: semantic interoperability; loose coupling and information pooling; and
health requirements.
2.1

Semantic Interoperability

Connected sensors and systems in an IoT environment will have speciﬁc technologies and infrastructures. The data sent by any sensor can potentially be
used by several diﬀerent monitoring applications. Likewise, a speciﬁc monitoring application should not be concerned about the physical sensors, and should
even be able to treat homogeneousremly data sent automatically by sensors and
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data collected by other means (e.g. by clinical examination and manual entry
in a software system). To promote the semantic interoperability between system components, a semantic and homogeneous representation of sensor’s data is
required. While IoT middleware solutions present a lack of semantic representations [7], ontologies for describing sensor network have been widely used in the
literature. Moreover, in [8] authors propose ontologies for knowledge representations and the predominant technique OWL (the Web Ontology Language) for
knowledge representation in the web.
For the purpose of representing formally sensors data, we will rely on ontology
concept for sensors description. SSN(Semantic Sensor Network ontology) will be
used as a base ontology. A location variable the PatientLocation(room number
and bed) is added to SSN taking into consideration health requirements and the
need of tracking a patient at hospital or retirement home. Therefore, the system
will be able to exchange localized observations.
2.2

Loosely Coupling and Information Pooling

In IoT solutions presenting a strongly coupled data provider and receiver, each
application uses its speciﬁc sensors. For example, two monitoring applications
that require temperature variable use two temperature sensors for the same
patient. And if a sensor breaks, these applications lies with lacks of data accuracy
and availability, and they can’t handle quickly the arrival of new sensor.
In our work, we are interested in improving sensors sharing between applications, therefore the same sensor can be used by several applications and the
same information can be provided by several sensors. For that purpose, a loosely
coupled concept between system components is mandated. Likewise, in a multipathologies case the pooling of physical devices is required in order to decrease
the number of sensors used.
To this end, we propose the use of a middleware, structured as a software
communication bus which promotes the interoperability among heterogeneous
sensors and allows for the pooling of physical devices.
Publish subscribe architecture: We rely then, on a Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) with a publish/subscribe architecture. In regards to SOA architecture which is often used in IoT solutions, it follows a message-based model. It
focuses on the information itself and supports sending and receiving of messages
between distributed systems. Among this architecture, data sources (publishers) and destinations (subscribers) are decoupled and anonymous, data objects
are ﬁltered and delivered to destinations based on predeﬁned topics expressed
as subscriptions. Each subscriber receives over time a personalized set of data
related to a speciﬁc topic.
The publish/subscribe messaging architecture is therefore a perfect communication and data processing mechanism for IoT environments. It introduces a
huge number of heterogeneous devices and applications that are continuously
connected to the Internet and able to send and receive real-time data.
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Domain Requirements

Semantic representations are widely used in health applications most of them
based on ontology concept for example: Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) consortium ontologies, SNOMED [9], etc. Moreover health is an application domain
for Internet of things where sensor’s value is critical information used by health
applications to establish analysis and derive health factors and status. Therefore,
it is important to have many information sources and then, the application can
choose the appropriate one and in a faulty sensor case, another can easily take
over. But in a multi-pathologies case, avoiding the accumulation of redundant
sensors when several monitoring applications are used simultaneously is necessary to respond to ﬁnancial concerns, and to the desire of patients which
prefer to avoid the installation of too many devices in their home.
Time and geographical variables are signiﬁcant factors for establishing health
reports. Time is an important element for an eﬃcient continuous care and followup for patients, especially in the context of prevention applications like bedsore
risk detection [10]. Geographic parameters like latitude and longitude can’t
be pertinent information, patient’s room and bed is more useful information to
localize a patient.
By combining the three concepts semantic interoperability, loosely coupling
and information pooling and health requirements, we can establish a new semantic MOM architecture principle that introduces an “Independent, weakly coupled
software components driven by semantic data” for IoT health care applications.

3

Related Work

This work deals with two main concepts: Semantic representation of sensors
data and middleware solutions for IoT applications. These two concepts, the
pillar of our proposed architecture, are linked and connected to create a new
IoT environment: a semantic middleware for health applications.
3.1

Ontologies for Sensors Description

Ontologies for describing knowledge have been widely used in many IoT applications and artiﬁcial intelligence systems. SSN ontology (Semantic sensor Network ontology) [11] is a generic and domain-independent ontology introduced
by the W3C in 2011. This ontology is compatible and compliant with OASIS
(OASIS Group Consortium) standards at the sensors and observations level. It
allows the accurate description of sensors and allows the introduction of new
domains with the addition of dedicated vocabularies. With SSN, sensors data
can be described reﬂecting the deployment, System, Operating restriction, Platform site, Device, Process, Data and Measuring Capability.
SSN presents some limitations in describing time, space and communication.
However it is performed to be compatible with all domains in representing sensors
data then, extensions can be added relatively to the needs of areas. According to
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their domain, many extensions have been created. WSSN in [12] is an extension
which addresses the communication limitation. Another SSN extension has been
proposed by Roda et al. in [13] for intelligent data analysis, SSN relies on existing
extensions to model time and reasoning.
Even if lots of SSN extensions have been provided over the years, there is
still no extension that fully meet our requirements. Therefore it has been chosen
in this work to propose a SSN extension allowing the description of patient’s
location to comply with medical location requirements such as in hospitals and
retirement homes for instance.
– OWL representation: We rely on ontologies in this paper to represent sensors networks, physical aspect and infrastructure. A main advantage of using
them is the possibility to generate OWL representations. The Web Ontology
Language (OWL) built upon a W3C XML standard can easily be integrated
in many programming languages like Java through APIs (Jena or OWL-API).
3.2

Publish/Subscribe Middlewares for Internet of Things

There are many attempts of middleware solution for IoT in the literature. A
recent review [7] has analyzed in details several existing solutions according
to their architecture type: Event-based, Service-oriented (SOA), Agent-based,
database, etc.
Many IoT projects propose publish/subscribe solutions. For instance,
CenceMe project [14] aims to automatically infer people’s activity (e.g. dancing
in the party) based on sensor-enabled smart phone; and to share this activity
through social media like Facefook. Another example supporting easy access
to sensor data on mobile phones is Pogo [15], a publish/subscribe middleware
infrastructure for mobile phone sensing. It uses simple topic-based subscriptions
to manage access to sensor data and reports signiﬁcant energy gains due to
topic-based ﬁltering of sensed data on mobile devices.
MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) [7] is a lightweight publishsubscribe messaging protocol used in IoT applications. It has been standardized
by OASIS since 2014. Several research works have been investigated on publish/subscribe middlewares among which is CUPUS [16]. A comparative study
of CUPUS and MQTT have been established by Antonic et al. in [17]. The study
shows that MQTT oﬀers basic functionalities of exchanging messages and notiﬁcations while CUPUS presents advanced features to manage sensors over the
cloud and to process in real-time big data streams.
To summarize, publish/subscribe middleware is used mainly for data acquisition from IoT resources. In our context, MQTT ﬁts our basic requirements
since patients will be either at home or in hospital. We are not working in large
geographic scope and at the time of writing there is no plan to provide a cloud
hosting for patient data.
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Semantic Middlewares

In most of existing IoT solutions, middleware architectures have not been
designed with considerations of semantic annotations. Only few attempts address
the semantic topic in their proposals. In [18], authors propose a Semantic Middleware for IoT aiming to resolve the interoperability issue between diﬀerent kinds of
protocols (Bluetooth and UPnP). This solution is based on a SOA architecture.
SMArc [19] the Smart Middleware Architecture is another SOA-based solution
that focus on smart city energy management for smart grid environments.
LinkSmart [20] relies on a semantic model-driven architecture and enables
the use of devices as services, the semantic description of devices is based on
ontologies using OWL, OWL-s. OM2M [21] is an advanced semantic middleware
based on SOA architecture. It is a Machine-to-Machine service based on autonomic computing and semantic annotation to provide an inter-operable system
to connect billions of devices.
Another example is the European project OpenIoT [22] that has developed an
open-source middleware platform providing a “cloud-of-things”. OpenIoT aims
to propose on demand access to cloud-based IoT services for internet-connected
objects. Trying to use sensing as a service, OpenIoT architecture embeds the
CUPUS middleware as a cloud-Based publish/subscribe processing engine and
relies on SSN for sensors description. It can be viewed as a federation of several
middlewares interconnected with each other targeting applications for smart
cities or campus.
As previously mentioned, to provide a loose coupling and information centric
solution, SOA-based solutions are not relevant. OpenIoT could have been a good
candidate to target IoT health applications but, its complexity due to the variety
of middlewares used in its framework can be a major drawback for programmer.
Therefore, a new lightweight solution that can provide an eﬀortless programming
environment is needed to exchange health related semantic data in a local area
network (or even home area network).

4

Semantic Middleware Architecture

The proposed IoT health care architecture, presented in Fig. 1, relies on a message oriented middleware enhanced with a semantic representation of exchanged
data. In this architecture, data sources, deﬁned as semantic publisher send over
time personalized data, based on a speciﬁc topic. These data are delivered to consumers, deﬁned as semantic subscribers, based on these speciﬁc topics. A semantic message broker is responsible of carrying data from a publisher to a subscriber. A semantic representation of all exchanged data is therefore, necessary
to promote the interoperability. Therefore, ﬁve concepts are deﬁned: semantic sensor, virtual semantic publisher, semantic subscriber, semantic
subscription and semantic message broker.
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Fig. 1. High-Level semantic Web of Things architecture

Fig. 2. Semantic localized observation (in room2, bed1) sent by semantic Temperature
sensor and received by a semantic subscriber

– Sensors represent the data sources. In our design, we distinguish three kinds
of sensors: physical sensor, semantic sensor and virtual semantic sensor.
1. Physical sensor is a sensing device capable of detecting stimulus from
real world and of sending raw data like “open”, “close” in case of contact
sensor or “30 C” in case of temperature sensor.
2. Semantic sensor is a software component that converts raw data into
semantic data. The semantic sensor requests physical sensors for raw data,
represents them using SSN ontology, generates their OWL classes and
sends them to the semantic broker.
3. Virtual semantic sensor in [22] authors present the virtual sensor
as any entity (device, object or people) capable of observing properties
around them. In our architecture, the virtual semantic sensor can be
manifested in two roles semantic subscriber and semantic publisher. It is
a semantic subscriber since it represents any entity capable of subscribing
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for semantic sensor data. Data can be processed via a decision module
and then, the virtual semantic sensor take the role of semantic publisher and publishes new OWL semantic data to the broker. For example
an activity monitor is a virtual semantic sensor. It is a semantic subscriber since it receives OWL sensors measurements and analyses their
data. It takes then, the semantic publisher role and sends the activity
result(sleeping, preparing food, etc.) to the semantic message broker in
OWL format.
In our architecture, the semantic sensor and the virtual semantic sensor
are semantic data sources (publishers). An example of the semantic message generated by a semantic data source is presented in Fig. 2: this message corresponds to an observation of a temperature sensor identiﬁed by
“BD TemperatureSensor1”. The sensor is localized in a medical bed situated
in room 2 - bed 1 and publishes data related to “temperature” topic which
ﬁts the “observedProperty” in the SSN vocabulary and has a data value 27
Celsius at a given time.
– Semantic subscriber represents the receiver component connected to the
semantic broker. To receive information, the semantic subscriber has to register for the relevant topic. An example of a semantic subscription targeting
the temperature topic is illustrated in Fig. 3 with the OWL formalism.
– Semantic Message broker is the communication relay between all system
components. It supplies the monitoring of semantic messages between semantic publishers and subscribers, it managers also semantic subscriptions and
notiﬁcations.

Fig. 3. Semantic topic represented as an observed property of SSN ontology

5
5.1

Bedsore Risk Detection: A Use Case
Braden Scale

To validate the proposed architecture, a prototype for bedsores risk detection has
been designed. Bedsores (also called pressure ulcers) [23] are one of the dangerous
diseases that an elder can face. It is a localized injury resulting from prolonged
pressure on the skin. It plagues persons who stay in bed or wheelchair for a long
period of time. Bedsores are dangerous and can have important consequences,
leading to long-term hospitalization.
Bedsore prevention techniques today still rely on human intervention. The
caregiver checks regularly (usually every 15 min) the status of the patients and
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Fig. 4. Braden scale

their changes in body position. In the context of home care for dependent elderly
people, the frequent checking are not possible. It is important to have an accurate
bedsore detection system based on real time sensors measurements. The Braden
scale is the most used method in clinical settings, since it results from a simple
calculation based on 6 risk factors as presented in Fig. 4: sensory perception
or sensitivity, nutrition, mobility, activity, moisture and friction. For each risk
factor a value ranging from 1 to 4 is entered. This value corresponds to the
intensity of this factor for the patient. The lower, the lesser risk. A global score
is calculated to determine the risk of developing a pressure ulcer.
Based on Braden calculation, we propose to deploy smart sensors in the
patients bed or chair as presented in Fig. 4. These sensors can potentially be
used to automate the data collection for several factors of the Braden score.
For instance, the friction and mobility criteria are monitored by a pressure sensor, activity is monitored by a pedometer and ﬁnally the moisture criteria by
temperature and humidity sensors. All data is routed to the decision module to
calculate the Braden score and potentially to trigger an alarm when the score is
worrisome (i.e. <= 10). This alarm will then urge the caregiver to change the
patients posture.
5.2

Use Case’s Software Architectural Design

In accordance with the aforementioned design concepts (semantic interoperability, loosely coupling and information pooling, and health requirements), the
bedsore use case has been implemented to validate the proposed architecture.
Figure 5 depicts an implementation of our architecture using a UML deployment
diagram. This implementation relies on the Mosquitto broker, a lightweight and
open source message broker based on MQTT protocol. Mosquito is available in
many programming languages like Java and Python for instance. Regards to the
bedsore use case, four physical sensors, a humidity a temperature a pressure and
a pedometer sensors, are connected to a Raspberry Pi via Grove Pi. The semantic
sensor requests the Raspberry Pi for physical sensor observations (temperature,
moisture, pressure, friction in a speciﬁc room and bed) and then creates a corresponding semantic representation. It then publishes semantic sensors data on
the semantic middleware (via the broker) in OWL format.
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Fig. 5. Deployment diagram of the Web-of-things architecture using Bedsore risk detection use case

Bedsore risk monitor and Activity detection modules are virtual semantic
sensors. The Bedsore risk monitor subscribes to the semantic topics related to
mobility, activity, moisture and friction. The received semantic data related to
topics will be processed withing the Bedsore module to apply Braden scale calculation. A score for the risk of Bedsore is then generated, represented in OWL
format and republished on the semantic middleware.
The activity monitor module presented in the diagram is another kind of
virtual semantic sensor used to detect person’s activity. Even if activity detection
is out of the scope of this use case, this module is interesting to highlight the loose
coupling and the information centric approach under use. Indeed, this module
can subscribe to the same topics as the Bedsore risk monitor module and use the
same information provided by the semantic sensors. The Database is used to get
medical information about the patient. Indeed, to assess the Braden score, the
database is needed to get information that can not be gathered by sensors such
as sensitivity and nutrition. The mobile tablet module subscribes to the bedsoreRisk topic via MQTT sub interface. It will receives in real-time the Braden scale
score and in a high risk case, an alarm can be triggered to urge the caregiver.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the principles of an IoT software architecture,
based on Message Oriented Middleware and on semantic data representation.
Our architecture is illustrated by a case study for the detection of bedsore risks.
Our ongoing work follows two tracks: On the ﬁrst hand, we plan to validate our
bedsore application through controlled evaluations in a clinical environment, to
assess its performance, reliability, safety and usability by the care personnel.
On the second hand, we work on developing a reference implementation of our
proposed middleware, with the goal of providing a simple software API usable in
various application domains, to alleviate the tasks of software developers using
the architecture we propose.
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Abstract. A probabilistic system in an ambient assisted living environment is automatically built to detect human behaviour. The focus
lies on the early prediction of human activities based on domotic sensor data and on general activity assignment. First recurrent patterns are
detected using the Temporal-Pattern (T-Pattern) algorithm and further
a probabilistic ﬁnite-state automaton is generated out of the patterns.
Afterwards the patterns are assigned to speciﬁc deﬁned human activities
with the help of Fuzzy Logic. The needed rules are learned automatic
from an annotated dataset.
Keywords: Behaviour recognition · Fuzzy Logic · T-Pattern algorithm

1

Introduction

The recognition of human behaviour with the usage of non-obtrusive sensors is
a challenge, which is of great importance for Ambient Assisted technologies to
be accepted by end users [6]. Human behaviour can be very complex, consider,
for instance, the preparation of a meal which consists of many sub-activities.
In sensor networks consisting of many sensors, or in environments with multiple persons interacting with the smart home, patterns are very often hidden in
data streams and must be discovered with appropriate statistical methods. This
in done with the T-Pattern algorithm and a probabilistic suﬃx tree (PST) [1,7].
Probabilistic suﬃx trees usually ignore the time between subsequent events and
assume no noise in terms of unknown or random events in the data, in marked
contrast to merging T-Patterns and probabilistic suﬃx automata (PSA). Later
the probabilistic suﬃx tree is transformed in an automaton. The assignment of
the data is done with an annotated dataset [8] using information as objects,
locations, durations and time to construct rules for diﬀerent activities.
The aim is particularly the detection of human behaviour in regard to time
and the automatic assignment of human activities to the detected patterns. The
time aspect is important, as data comes from real world settings and diﬀerent
sensors can send at similar timestamps. Moreover, the order and duration of
the activities is important, in particular for events which are dependent on past
events.
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Activity Recognition

Human activity recognition is a fast growing and broad research area. This
work focuses on non-obtrusive environmental sensors for activity recognition.
Algorithms used in activity recognition can be divided into two major groups.
The ﬁrst one is based on machine learning techniques including supervised and
unsupervised learning methods, the second one is based on logical modelling and
reasoning [6].
For evaluation, three annotated datasets consisting of several weeks of data
are used. This data from conventional home automation sensors in a real-world
setting is provided by Kasteren et al. [8]. Each dataset belongs to one house
which is occupied by one person.
2.1

Algorithm and Concept

The T-Patterns algorithm proposed in [2,3] is used to ﬁnd recurrent patterns in
the sequential data. This data are a set of sensor events, where timestamps represent the beginning and ending time of a speciﬁc sensor event. This data in real
environments are often sparse during long observational periods and clustered
within short periods. The sequential data from the sensors are preprocessed,
where false data are deleted. Afterwards the algorithm can be proceeded.
The concept and algorithm behind T-Patterns was ﬁrst stimulated by
research regarding the structure of behaviour and interactions with focus on
real-time, probabilistic, and functional aspects, as well as hierarchical and syntactic structure, creativity, routines and planning [2,3]. T-Patterns were chosen, because behaviour patterns are often hidden in a stream of behavioural
data and exist at diﬀerent time scales. The T-Pattern algorithm works with a
bottom-up approach. Simple T-Patterns are at the fundamental level just simple pairs of sensor events having a statistical signiﬁcant interval relationship [3].
The assumption in the T-Pattern approach is a null hypothesis, expecting that
each component is independently and randomly distributed over time with its
observed average frequency.
The T-Pattern Algorithm is followed by building a PST with the signiﬁcant
T-Patterns. Therefore, each signiﬁcant T-Pattern stands for one node and the
next symbol probabilities are calculated with the Poisson distribution.
The concept how to construct the next symbol probability of states in a
PST relies on the idea of maximum duration compare Fig. 1. This means in
every pattern-step the longest duration of the patterns in this period is used to
calculate the next symbol probability for this transition.
If the maximum duration of pattern-step 11 is interesting, the calculation
begins at the pattern @tt. The pattern-step 11 in this example means the transformation of @tt in @ttt, @ttk or @ttx. The duration of every suﬃx of the
pattern @tt{t, k, x} is compared and the maximum duration is chosen to calculate the next symbol probability. All transformation probabilities, which are
calculated in the way described before, are put to the correct node, where x
describes those cases where nothing signiﬁcant happens. Therefore, is it ensured
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Fig. 1. Concept of next symbol probabilities calculation

that the total cases in one step sums always up to one. This is important, as
otherwise no automaton can be constructed out of the PST.
To complete the system, the PST must be transformed in a PSA. In [4]
an algorithm can be found for this step. First all leaves are added to the new
automaton as recurrent states and a state equal to the root of the PST. The
states are connected with each other. In the next step the arcs are built, requiring
the next-symbol probabilities of the PST. If there exists a next symbol probability after the given state, the symbol is added, and from the front symbol by
symbol is removed until this state can be found in the automaton and an arc is
created. The last step is to assign state types. This is done by looking at each
node and ascertaining if one of the arcs comes from a recurrent state created in
step one, accordingly, this state also becomes a recurrent state. All other nodes
are transient states.

3

Activity Assignment

The system described above is able to detect behaviour without annotated data.
This is of course important for an automatic system, leading to the problem
of which pattern describes which human activities within the system. This is
solved during the assignment step, with Fuzzy Logic. The concept of Fuzzy
Logic is partial membership in the sense of fuzzy sets and is used also in regard
to human activities detection [5].
An annotated dataset for building a system for allocation is necessary and
has to be recorded. The activity content consisting of location, objects, time
and duration and the detectable activities must be speciﬁed before the assignment. Then the general rules for the Fuzzy Logic algorithm can be learned for
each person in a speciﬁc ﬂat and are for now on used as the basic individual
human activity knowledge. This is done with the annotated activity dataset,
which is recorded once. Each recorded activity consists of the activity and this
information is combined in one rule:
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RULE:

IF time IS morning
AND duration IS less500
AND (location1 IS toilet AND object1 IS toiletdoor)
AND ((location2 IS toilet AND object2 IS toiletﬂush)
OR (location1 IS toilet AND object1 IS toiletﬂush))
THEN activity IS use toilet

On the basis of this construct the activities are assigned using Fuzzy Logic.
This means each T-Pattern is departed in the same content with the information ‘timestamp begin’, ‘timestamp end’ and the included ‘sensors’. Later each
pattern is compared with each rule, where the fulﬁlled rules are combined to
one speciﬁc activity from the knowledge basis. This activity is assigned to the
pattern, ﬁnally.

Annotated in
regard to
sensor data

Annotated Data

T-Pattern

PST

Activity
Assignment

Fuzzy Logic

Combine activity
recognition and
assignment

Sensor Data

PSA

Fig. 2. Construct of behavior recognition model

To get an overview of the concept, Fig. 2 shows the relation and combination
of the diﬀerent parts within the system of behavior recognition. Meaning the
assignment and the activity recognition part are merged together and the chain
of recognition can be seen.

4

Results

In this section the results of the methods are discussed. The data from Kasteren
et al. [8] are used to evaluate the T-Pattern algorithm. First the results of the
T-Pattern algorithm is shown. The last part focuses on the results from the
algorithm constructing a PSA.
4.1

T-Pattern Analysis

The T-Patterns are evaluated with the annotated dataset. In this analysis the
signiﬁcance test for the T-Patterns is done by the Binomial distribution. In the
ﬁrst evaluation the T-Pattern algorithm ﬁnds too many T-Patterns. This is the
reason why a ﬁne tuning of the recognized T-Patterns has been done to get more
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appropriate patterns. Especially those patterns which do not intersect with an
activity or only intersect with at most 10% are a problem for further evaluation.
In consequence, the ﬁrst step is to leave out the T-Patterns which consist of only
one sensor event, leading to a huge improvement. This ﬁne tuning is expanded by
blurring the activities 10% each side, ignoring speciﬁc patterns, useless patterns
and bad pattern, leading ﬁnally to an appropriate result.
The signiﬁcance analysis indicate that 0.005 or 0.001 levels seems to be most
appropriate. The signiﬁcance level is lowered with the consequence of less patterns being recognized. These patterns are those which match an annotated
activity with higher percentage.
4.2

Probabilistic Suﬃx Tree and Probabilistic Suﬃx Automata

In Fig. 3 a result of the used system can be seen. In this case the sensors 7 and
8 are considered to build a PST. The probabilities are described in percentage,
where the state 80 means ‘toilet ﬂush usage ended’, 81 ‘toilet ﬂush usage started’,
70 ‘toilet door contact opened’ and 71 means ‘toilet door contact closed’. The
results show that the probabilities are reasonable, as in each step the probabilities
get smaller. This is of course true, because the occurrence of event A is at least
as probable as the occurrence of pattern AB.

@

(17.91, 18.11, 39.43, 12.05, 12.47)

70

71

x

(1.96, 3.38, 3.69, 90.51)(3.01,5.13,4.98,86.86)

71 70 8070 8170
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7071 8071 81 71

x
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x

70 81 70 81 8081

(2.68, 2.6, 5.51, 89.19) (6.02, 6.07, 4.55, 83.36)

70 80 71 80 8180

x

Fig. 3. PST based on sensor 7 and 8 with pattern length 2

In Fig. 4 the PST is transformed into a PSA with the already mentioned
method. The result is an automaton, because for each state exists a subsequent
state. If the activity, for instance ‘using the toilet’, is ﬁnished, the activity concludes with the state x, describing all events excluding the important ones 7 and
8. The two probabilities in Fig. 4 assigned to arrows pointing in both directions
describe the probability to the left node, indicated by the number above, and to
the right node, indicated by the number below.
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Fig. 4. PSA transformed from PST in Fig. 3

5

Conclusion and Outlook

This work gives an overview of a behavior system which is able to deal with
sequential data from domotic sensors. This sensor data are used to detect patterns and transform this patterns into knowledge. This is done with the transformation of the T-Pattern sample statistic to a PST and later to a PSA. Furthermore, the pattern are associated to human activities using Fuzzy Logic.
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Abstract. The work presented in this paper relies on the recognition of emotions during pilot trials with elderly people in an ecologically valid living lab.
The emotion recognition is processed by cloud based service and the photos for
processing are captured from Kinect based on the skeleton presence and
information. The Kinect publishes its information to a channel where the clients
subscribe efﬁciently either to the skeleton or the RGM images channel.
Keywords: Emotion

 Living lab  AAL  Elderly  IoT

1 Introduction
In the research ﬁeld of Ambient Assisted living, a shift towards monitoring elderly
people status remotely, providing the physicians with information not only on physical,
but also the psychological health [1, 2] has been identiﬁed. The emerging trends are
behavioral proﬁling and activity monitoring in the wild as parts of decision support
implementations in AAL context [3, 4]. Face [5], body language and vocal cues [6, 7]
are the dominant modalities for emotion recognition.
So far, in the unobtrusive emotion recognition domain, efforts are mostly made in
“in-vitro” ideal set-ups while the real challenge is multimodal emotion recognition in
the wild, in ecologically valid environments. Although a lot of facial expression
recognition systems have emerged with good accuracy [8], emotion recognition in the
wild remains a challenging problem due to diversity in scenes in the form of head pose,
illumination, occlusion and background noise [9].

2 Materials and Methods
The work presented in this paper relies on the recognition of emotions during pilot
trials with elderly people in an ecologically valid living lab. The emotion recognition is
processed by cloud based service and the photos for processing are captured from
Kinect based on the skeleton presence and information.
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the emotion recognition approach exploiting the IoT infrastructure in
Active and Healthy Ageing related pilots in living labs.

2.1

Architecture

The Controller Application Communication framework (CAC-framework) [10], based
on the publish/subscribe messaging pattern in line with the IoT paradigm, is a cross
device/application framework built on top of the Webockets. Design to support high
throughput for real time streaming of information published from gaming controller,
such as Kinect, Wii and Emotiv [11], JSON messages are exchanged among the
devices and applications in the same session [12].
In the work presented in this paper (cf. Fig. 1), a NodeJs client subscribes to the
skeleton information of the Kinect. Every time a skeleton is detected, the NodeJs client
subscribes to the RGB image channel of the Kinect, gets the ﬁrst streamed image and
unsubscribes from this channel to avoid wasting bandwidth. Thereafter, the image is
sent to the Emotion API of the Project Oxford1 [13] and the emotion information is
returned back. This information is then enriched with information pertaining to the
skeleton position and rotation (from the body shoulders). The NodeJs application does
not capture images more frequently than 5 s.

2.2

Experiment

Lab pilots ran in Thessaloniki, in the Active & Healthy Aging Living Lab (http://ahalivinglabs.com). There, a living room environment and a kitchen environment were set
up in the same room and equipped unobtrusively with the necessary recording
infrastructure, including the Kinect sensor. Each participant visiting the Living Lab was
going through some daily activities [14], interaction with smart devices and
exergaming play [15] for approximately 60–90 min (cf. Fig. 2). This study presents
results of 6 sessions for 2 seniors. The CAC Playback Manager [16] was utilized to
reproduce the experiment by playing back the recorded datasets.

1

https://www.projectoxford.ai/demo/emotion#detection.
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Fig. 2. The senior in the AHALL along with the skeleton detected information.

3 Results
In Table 1 emotions detected represents the number of images where at least one face
emotion has been detected (along with the average value of three emotions) while the
images analyzed is the total number of images sent to the Emotion API for processing.
The max distance and body angle (shoulders rotation) are the maximum corresponding
values of the skeleton when an emotion is detected.
Table 1. Emotions detected along with the seniors position and rotation
Actor# Day# Duration
(mins)

Emotions
detected

1
1
1
2
2
2

334
252
350
210
347
147

1
2
3
1
2
3

87
88
124
103
135
98

Images Max
analyzed distance
(m)
667
2.42
665
2.5
1191
2.48
1035
2.44
1738
2.43
1305
2.54

Max
body
angle
41
68
78
39
41
42

Anger Happy Sad

0.005
0.004
0.004
0.009
0.021
0.012

0.008
0.024
0.033
0.100
0.048
0.070

0.017
0.003
0.005
0.051
0.069
0.033

4 Discussion
This work presents a ﬁrst approach towards identifying the limitations of emotion
recognition in the wild. Since the existing methodologies are far from perfect, a contextual approach to application should be considered. For example, since our ﬁndings
indicate that existing algorithms perform better when the subject is less than 2.5 m
away and with facing angle up to 70o, it follows that context aware emotion recognition
could be more accurate in the IoT domain. On the other hand, the purpose of this work
is to underline existing limitations and provide points on which we could focus our
research for improving existing methodologies.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported in part by the UNCAP Horizon 2020 project
(grant number 643555), as well as, the business exploitation scheme of the ICT-PSP funded
project LLM, namely, LLM Care which is a self-funded initiative at the Aristotle University of
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a system that will act as the main platform
for a number of low-cost, mature technologies that will be integrated in order to
create a dynamically adaptive Daily Life Activities Management environment in
order to facilitate the everyday life of senior (but not exclusively) citizens at
home. While the main target group of platform’s users is the ageing population
its use can be extended to all people that are vulnerable or atypical in body,
intellect or emotions and are categorized by society as disabled. The classes of
assistive products that are well deﬁned in the international standard, ISO9999
such as assistive products for personal medical treatment, personal care and
protection, communication, information and reaction and for personal mobility,
will be easily incorporated in our proposed platform. Furthermore, our platform
could integrate and implement the above classes under several service models
that will be analyzed further.
Keywords: Mobility

 Safety  Assistance  Smart Home

1 Introduction
The ﬁeld of home computerization is extending quickly as electronic innovations
merge. The home system envelops interchanges, stimulation, security, comfort, and
data frameworks. Our platform advancement addresses the change of the
living-at-home nature of elderly people. Maturing is a worldwide pattern that will
proceed for future eras. Currently, 19 of the world’s 20 “eldest” countries - those with
the largest percentage of elderly people (65 or older) - are in Europe. In Italy, the
world’s most seasoned nation by these measures, more than 19 percent of the populace
is elderly. This ﬁgure is required to achieve 28 percent by 2030. In Germany, future is
required to achieve 90 by 2050. Encompassing helped living and the change of the
living-at-home quality for the elderly populace is a European as well as a worldwide
issue. This issue however pinpoints the limit for a European wide effect of our proposed platform. Through the proposed platform, we mean to convey a framework that
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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can drag out the stay of elderly natives at their own home. This will be accomplished
by coordinating existing advances into a shrewd home environment, for example,
seniors can appreciate computerized consideration and help at their own premises. Our
proposed solution will give “flat” administrations at a container European level. The
horizontality of the arrangement will give the capacity of simple adjustment in order to
meet diverse societal and social needs and in addition monetary limitations that may
contrast crosswise over Europe.

2 The Platform
2.1

Researched Service Models

ABLE through Localisation Assistance at Home, will permit enhancement of the client’s development inside the home. By utilizing the neighborhood data administration
beneﬁt the client will make the minimum conceivable developments required to ﬁnish a
particular undertaking. The accompanying innovations will be actualized:
1. Real time localization services with Wi-Fi tags. Tags are placed on ordinarily
misplaced things like mobile, glasses, automobile and residential keys. Location of
those things are displayed on the central information monitor overlaid on a plan of
the house
2. An inconspicuous transferrable electronic device as is described below.
In like manner, the Local data administration, will ensure that the client knows
about every conceivable “state” of the innovations as well as administrations that
are coordinated in the platform. The accompanying innovations are imagined:
• A focal data screen - this screen will serve as the primary data purpose of our
platform. It will be arranged near the passage of the home so that the client will
have simple and signiﬁcant access. This can be a dynamic reflect or brilliant
surface. This screen will caution the client in all cases furthermore introduce
him/her with signiﬁcant data.
• Call focus reconciliation - a devoted call focus will get ready information and
will have the capacity to make calls to the client’s home in the event of crisis.
• General Memory Aids can either be a piece of the wellbeing booth or fall under
the general correspondence entryway of the house (this can be the client’s PC).
An electronic coordinator for regular data administration, PC applications particularly intended for clients with psychological impedances will be utilized for
preparing.
3. Also, under the Telemedical Assistance at Home administration, a Health Kiosk
will assemble, store and transmit wellbeing data utilizing advanced innovations.
This wellbeing booth - this will be the primary wellbeing estimation station of our
incorporated framework. It will comprise of the accompanying:
• Drug update System: in spite of the fact that went for clients with memory
weakness a solution update framework like the MD2 can expand adherence, kill
drug abuse and treatment disappointment.
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4. Late advances in ICT for maturing admirably (and dynamic maturing) have concentrated on the improvement and approval of innovations, instruments, methods
and general answers for the successful administration of falls. Through the Safety@Home administration the accompanying innovations will be incorporated:
• Floor sensors in the lavatory and kitchen floors (where most deadly falls happen)
for flaw identiﬁcation. The framework will have the capacity to raise prompt
alarms if a fall happens in either room.
• PtZ cameras: all rooms will be ﬁtted with idle cameras that have a point-to-zoom
ofﬁce. A camera will be enacted once it gets the ready call from the fall identiﬁcation sensors and the sensor on the convenient gadget.
• An unpretentious convenient electronic gadget (the measure of an advanced
camera) ﬁtted with fall discovery accelerometers and a frenzy catch. This gadget
will have the capacity to convey through Wi-Fi with the home’s focal data center
furthermore incorporate a sensor that will draw in the PtZ cameras upon fall
discovery.
• Sleep Management Hypnogram administration: The platform will contain a rest
engineering observing framework keeping in mind the end goal to help the client
keep up his circadian cadence. The SAMS will have the capacity to distinguish
Seasonal Affective Disorder and/or Delayed Sleep Phase Syndrome and caution
the call focus as needs be. It will likewise incorporate a rest apnea observing
framework.
5. Shrewd Engine Everything gets keen. This is a typical origination in the examination ﬁeld of Pervasive Computing. The Smart Engine administration which is
proposed in our platform will recognize any unusual conduct as right on time as
could be allowed keeping in mind the end goal to trigger a caution or initiate
another ﬁtting procedure as fast as would be prudent. A brilliant home is a private
setting outﬁtted with an arrangement of cutting edge hardware, sensors and computerized gadgets particularly intended for consideration conveyance, remote
checking, early location of issues or crisis cases and advancement of private
security and personal satisfaction.
It expects to target elderly clients that don’t have a casual carer living close-by. It
plans to augment these clients’ autonomy with the goal that they are supportable while
living alone. These clients might have an assigned formal carer however our platform
will help them more dynamic and upbeat in their homes. It will be generally welcomed
by the “old” and “old-old” gatherings.
It is effectively comprehended that the plenty of sensors ﬁtted all through the home
does not constitute an incorporated arrangement until the data got is prepared and gone
through a guidelines motor that produces important yields and a general mix
arrangement has been executed.
At long last, our platform goes for expanding the acknowledgment level of assistive
innovation from Reluctant to Grateful or shockingly better Internal [1].
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An Example Scenario

Olivia is forty-four years recent and had an automobile accident some years ago. She
lives alone and so as to complete her daily tasks reception needs help since her quality
is restrained. The projected application can permit her to conﬁrm her freedom within
the house by optimizing her movement as so much because the location of many
objects within the house as involved. it’ll be ready to prompt her drug treatment, keep
track of her daily activity and organize her tasks or maybe alert her to things like “oven
continues to be on”. Likewise, the embedded floor sensors, can permit hindrance of any
fall, minimizing the chance for any injuries. Last however not least this sensible system
are ready to adapt its services although customization, to Olivia’s wants, resulting in an
easier life.

3 Platform’s Architecture
The Aimed Service Models can permit optimization of the user’s movement inside the
house through quality help reception service. By persecution the native info management service the user can build the less potential movements needed to accomplish a
particular task. the most innovation of this service is that the reduction of physical effort
to the minimum from the top user. The technology behind it’s out there these days (at
least in terms of hardware, sensors, etc.) and therefore the demand is that the coaching
of the system inside a particular house (user’s home) by modelling the resident’s
activity supported their past movements (LeZi formula [2], Hidden Markoff Models).
so as to assemble more information on movements within the house, IR sensors area
unit put in on top of every area entrance and at foot level within the room and
passageway. 2 RFID systems area unit wont to establish the residents, one active and
therefore the different passive. the previous uses 315 MHz waves, whereas the latter
operates within the pair of .45 GHz band. Active scanners area unit settled on top of the
ceiling of every area, and sight RFID tags whenever a theme enters. Passive system
antennas area unit embedded within the walls around every area entrance, and browse
out information on the tag once someone passes through [3].
Moreover, the Local data administration will ensure that the client knows about
every conceivable “state” of the advancements as well as administrations that take an
interest in our platform. All signiﬁcant data will be shown in the principle screen near
the home way out [4, 5]. For instance, there will be a notice when the client moves
towards the exit having overlooked his telephone at home. The detecting modules of
the room record the conditions of the floor, bed, table and switches. The mix of these
information is characterized as the “room state”. A calculation named “outline” was
additionally created, which sections the aggregated sensor information at focuses where
the yields change deﬁnitely. The sections are coordinated with and appointed to “room
states”. The calculation additionally tries to dispose of repetitive states that have
changed just somewhat. The framework incorporates switch sensors on various
apparatuses, notwithstanding the table, seat and bed [6]. These sensors are adequate to
distinguish whether a human is standing or dozing, to identify the position of their
hands on the table, and to recognize the positions of items on the table. The cooler,
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icebox, microwave, toaster, windows, and bureau are all furnished with switch sensors
to identify whether their entryways are open or shut [7]. A useful adjusted to the
particular client bunch, User Interface is accessible introducing key data to client.
The Health Kiosk will assemble, store and transmit wellbeing data utilizing
advanced innovations through the Telemedical help at home administration model. It
will utilize the accessible sensors (circulatory strain, temperature, ampliﬁer, and so
forth.) that catch/record imperative signs (beat, breath, development) and investigations
it through Fuzzy rationale. In the event that cautions are raised (in light of the Smart
Engine) the Safety@Home Service (through the Alert Management highlight) will
empower the intercession of the call focus and triage operations will be started.
The Safety@Home administration model will incorporate Fall counteractive action,
Alert Management and Intrusion Detection Recent advances in ICT for maturing great
(and dynamic maturing) have concentrated on the improvement and approval of
advances, devices, systems and general answers for the compelling administration of
falls. The separate arrangements incorporate sensors for the auspicious location of falls,
inescapable applications for activating alerts, actuators for enhancing the encompassing
environment (e.g., lighting conditions. Interruption Detection frameworks (cost/esteem
proportion considering) will be coordinated in the platform.
The Smart Engine will apply decides that will make a comprehensive systemic way
to deal with home wellbeing. Everything gets shrewd is a typical origination in the
examination ﬁeld of Pervasive Computing. A great deal of items and gadgets that we
use in day by day life are as of now keen. Similarly, our living spaces get to be more
quick witted step by step. Keen homes and situations are these days no more sci-ﬁ. One
point of Smart Environments and Product is to upgrade the solace of the tenant and the
client separately. All these solace can be a key advantage for individuals with inabilities
or elderly people. Such prepared situations can repay a few incapacities of the tenant. It
can improve their day by day lives and decrease the reliance on different people. They
can utilize all the gave usefulness of the earth themselves, fortify their autonomy and
individual opportunity and can thusly stay longer in their standard environment. Along
these lines Ambient and Assisted Living is one vital ﬁeld of use for Smart Homes
taking into consideration custom ﬁtted intercessions. These frameworks can possibly
bolster maturing and enhance personal satisfaction and basic leadership for individuals
in need, debilitated and maturing individuals. The prosperity Domain incorporates a
scope of components like wellbeing, wellness, depressive side effects and subjective
working. The proposed structure will watch exercises and practices, which are identiﬁed with these variables, and it will progressively create controls and activate forms
keeping in mind the end goal to weaken, standardize or invigorate the different prosperity aspects [8, 9].
Keeping in mind the end goal to make an agreeable domain for the client, home
mechanizations with respect to the ecological control will be put in the home and
coordinated to the platform making the Home Environment Controls. To wrap things
up, some fundamental Home Entertainment incorporation will be offered (principle
based TV control, and so on.) (Fig. 1).
The prevalence of the many pilots across totally different EU countries can facilitate
the moral adjustment of the platform so as to make sure that legal and social problems
area unit addressed. Initial of all, any legal, elementary and moral diversiﬁcations for
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Fig. 1. Platform’s architecture

every land concerned are going to be assessed throughout the pilot part and any
obligatory amendment to the merchandise are going to be incorporated. Additionally,
as a result of the unfold of the pilots at totally different European countries the ability
and cultural adaptation (language, bioengineering etc.) are going to be addressed like
the planned system can be wide used across Europe [10]. At now, we should always
additionally underline that the platform is going to be adjustable supported the wants
and value limitations of the patron. though a good vary of services are going to be
obtainable through the platform, the user can have the prospect to accommodate less
services (if desired) within the platform supported his wants. This practicality, can
enable voters with totally different wants or economical restrictions to afford the
merchandise. Finally, we should always underline that each one parts of the planned
system do take under consideration from their early style part, the actual fact that the
EU market is targeted with all its disparities and cultural no uniformity. Even so, the
measurability and generic and standards-based approach permits to ideate all necessary
adaptation different national or local’s implementation necessities. Exploitation are
going to be potential to evolve in parallel with the technical work and it’ll become a lot
of intense whereas approaching the mop up of the merchandise. During this approach
the ultimate product are going to be thought of from a spread of various views. We’ll be
able to perceive in additional detail what we’ve to supply and reveal the business price
of such service within the context of many countries. Once the exploitation part is
running, factors like maturity, current trends and users’ expectations are going to be
addressed across the platform’s life time. The user organizations piloting the service
can function feedback suppliers on the practicableness of the technical approach still on
give input regarding the marketability of the merchandise in every country. Through
such organizations we have a tendency to additionally expect to spot potential
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European-wide actors that may give a transparent plan concerning the market conditions during which the planned platform are going to be commercial such they may be
taken into thought. additionally, merchandise and ideas to be enclosed are going to be
addressed against cultural protocols and aim to include them [11]. Any ability and
standardisation problems that would contribute to the creation of a generic and
ascendable product to be adjustable within the wants of every totally different user are
going to be evaluated.

4 Platform’s Beneﬁts
The computerized observing and reacting of telecare frameworks gives true serenity to
families that a check is being continued their adored one, and if any of various unsafe
events emerges then this will be distinguished and will be given. The client additionally
has the consolation of realizing that they will be aided if such events emerge.
Assessments of this innovation have demonstrated that it gives great backing to its
clients [12] and in reality in more than one case had been a key element in counteracting signiﬁcant damage. The signiﬁcant effect has been through utilizing the more
direct sensors, for example, entryway sensors and development sensors. Sensors
intended to recognize more unpredictable practices such disregarding running showers
and flooding bathrooms, and abuse of cookers, were observed to be less successful. It
has ended up being very hard to identify complex human conduct from the utilization
of basic sensors, and a few applications, for example, distinguishing abuse of shower
taps obviously requires faster reactions than can be given through the convoluted
reaction course by means of call focuses to somebody going to give assistance. The
general population being upheld by telecare establishments are for the most part delicate elderly individuals in their own particular homes, yet work has additionally been
completed to investigate the use of the innovation to all the more extremely crippled
gatherings. There are potential cost funds for wellbeing and social consideration suppliers utilizing telecare on the grounds that there is not the same requirement for
consistent checks by domiciliary staff, and helping somebody to stay autonomous in
their own home as opposed to going into consideration could spare expansive entireties
without a doubt. Additionally, the identiﬁcation of some behavioral circumstances, for
example, going outside amidst the night, could decrease human services costs as the
more serious results of such activities would be diminished. A reasonable conﬁnement
of telecare establishments is the need to include call focuses in the reaction circle. The
call focus staff can give some remote verbal backing however in the event that assistance is required then they need to contact individuals on their rundowns to visit and
resolve whatever issue had emerged, with an inescapable deferral while this happens.
All the more inconspicuously for the client these frameworks are fundamentally simply
observing their conduct. They can send help on the off chance that it is judged
important yet can’t empower the clients themselves to manage issues, and in that sense
they are not exceptionally engaging.
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5 Conclusions
Interest for astute assistive innovation for more established grown-ups is becoming
quickly. The utilization of shrewd homes to bolster powerless individuals is still in its
earliest platforms however is as of now demonstrating that it can give an abnormal state of
backing. The essential sensors and bolster gear innovation is very basic, and the way to its
prosperity is standing out the shrewd home establishment is designed utilizing these
advancements to suit the requirements of the client. Proof is developing that these
advancements are going to give numerous a huge number of individuals with enhanced
autonomy and control of their lives, and ought to wind up very standard in the years ahead.
Keeping up utilitarian autonomy is a high need for some more established
grown-ups. Quiet information observing is a key issue for wellbeing and ailment
administration [13]. Often, staying in their own particular homes is critical to such
autonomy. Progresses in data interchanges innovation and related computational force
are giving a wide exhibit of frameworks and related administrations that shape the
premise of keen home advancements to bolster the wellbeing, security and freedom of
more seasoned grown-ups. While these innovations offer critical advantages to more
established individuals and their families, they are additionally changing more established grown-ups into lead adopters of another every minute of every day way of life of
being observed, overseen, and, on occasion, persuaded, to keep up their wellbeing and
health. PC innovation can possibly help with this objective by supporting the regular
undertakings of more established people, and in addition by helping parental ﬁgures
and relatives. Our platform will investigate how computational capacities can upgrade
everyday exercises under Daily Life Activities Management environment. Shrewd
home situations normally are furnished with various types of sensors and GPS beacons
for setting mindful administration provisioning. While from one viewpoint, individuals
need to exploit the solace and included estimation of customized connection mindful
administrations, protection and traceability turns into a genuine worry then again he PC
is not an apparatus to be grabbed, utilized, and after that put aside [14]. It ought to be a
steady accomplice in day by day exercises. The test is to plan interfaces that reflect and
backing progressing exercises of everyday life yet not be improperly meddling. Our
platform will be intended to meet day by day mindfulness needs of grown-up
youngsters worried about the prosperity of a senior guardian, and another that can give
surrogate memory helps to family unit assignments. It will show the many-sided
quality of the issues required in outlining the computationally competent SMART
home without bounds and give heading to future innovative work endeavors.
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Abstract. Family care is the most accepted and preferred care setting
for both long-term care patients and their relatives. However, many of
these caregivers are elderly people themselves, and often reach the point
where they also need support. Care poses a substantial burden, so often
it is not the health of the patient but the overload of stress for the
caregiver that results in the need for much more expensive professional
care and even residential care. An ambient assisted living technology
platform is developed to support both older adults and their carers to
overcome the challenges of the care. The platform oﬀers informal carers
support by means of monitoring Activities of Daily Care as well as their
psychological state, and will provide orientation to help them improve the
care given. Monitored information will be registered by means of homeinstalled and personal sensor technologies based on Internet of Things
(IoT), which will be as unobtrusive as possible for the house inhabitants.
Keywords: Health care · Ambient Assisted Living · Ambient Intelligence · Elderly · Dementia · Assistive technology · Sensors · Internet of
Things

1

Introduction

The world population is currently suﬀering progressive ageing which can have
dramatic eﬀects on health systems due to increasing costs and a higher demand
of socio-healthcare services to maintain the elderly’s independence and quality of
life. The four major themes that are important for older adults to age in their own
homes and community are [5]; safety and independence, social interaction, use of
technology, and the desire for support. In addition, many older adults prefer to
age in their own home rather than in an assisted living facility, even though they
require long-term care due to diseases associated with ageing and assistance in
their Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) [3]. Therefore, a signiﬁcant increase in
care responsibilities, which is typically performed by family and friends, appears
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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and implies a need for innovative support approaches for family members and
their carers.
This demographic change will lead to signiﬁcant and interrelated modiﬁcations in the health care sector and technologies promoting independence for the
elderly. Therefore, an enormous interest is growing in the use of technological
solutions and speciﬁcally Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
to support elderly people to live independently for longer period in their homes
and connect the older adults to geographically dispersed family and friends.
In order to deal with this issue, the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) initiative
[4] promotes the creation of products, systems and solutions based on ICT for
the support of the elderly’s life independence. AAL services can be enclosed in
the Ambient Intelligence (AmI) concept which implies a seamless environment
of computing, advanced networking technology and speciﬁc interfaces providing
users with context-aware, personalized, adaptive, ubiquitous and interoperable
systems [1]. Additionally, AAL might need to support or collaborate with informal carers, such as relatives and friends, who play important roles in the lives
and care of older adults [2].

2

Technological Needs

In order to initially establish the needs and concerns of the elderly and their
carers, domain analysis was carried out. In a business context, a system would
generally be based purely on pcs and servers, and the end users would probably be the primary stakeholders. They would be interviewed and user stories
solicited. However for AAL systems, the sensors and AmI are as necessary as
the servers, and the end users include formal care organisations, informal carers
and the elderly. It is thus diﬃcult to apply the usual open interview techniques
since they may have no ideas of what they want from such systems. To provide
an initial perspective on the problems and concerns of the stakeholders, without
rejudging what is important to them, an automated method of ﬁnding contextual information was applied. Lexical analysis of over 34000 words from diﬀerent
Alzheimers Carers’ forum threads has indicated some of the key concerns of the
carers and issues for the elderly. Although the terms ‘mum’, ‘mother’, ‘dad’
and ‘care’ obviously dominate, the terms ‘social’, ‘health’, ‘friends’, ‘services’,
‘people’ were used surprisingly frequently, whereas speciﬁc care issues were not
so dominant. These appeared to indicate that the carers were more concerned
about the general well-being of the older adult.
The intelligent care guidance and learning services platform for informal carers of the elderly (iCarer) project has made an attempt to develop a personalized
and adaptive platform to oﬀer informal carers support by means of monitoring
Activities of Daily Care (ADC) as well as their psychological state, and will
provide orientation to help them improve the care given. Monitored information
will be registered by means of home-installed and personal sensor technologies
based on Internet of Things (IoT), which will be as unobtrusive as possible for
the house inhabitants. Registered data will be analysed and fed into the platform
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Fig. 1. Stages of iCarer platform.

in order to model the ADC based on behavioural patterns. With this information, and if the informal caregiver is absent at the time, the platform will act
as a ‘virtual carer’, giving support to the older adult and providing information
to the carer in case a daily activity is done incorrectly. Additionally, iCarer will
provide e-Learning services and an informal carers’ learning network. As a result,
caregivers will be able to expand their knowledge, supported by the experience
provided by expert counsellors and fellow carers. The coordination between formal and informal carers will be improved, oﬀering the informal carers ﬂexibility
to organize and combine their assistance and social activities.

3

iCarer Platform

Considering the contextual situation of the elderly and their carers, the iCarer
project proposes a personalized and adaptive platform to oﬀer informal carers
support by monitoring their ADC and psychological state, as well as providing an
orientation to help them and improve the care provided. Monitored information
will be registered by means of home-installed and personal sensors. Registered
data will be analysed and fed into the platform in order to model the ADC
based on behavioural patterns. With this information the platform can infer
possible problems in the informal carer’s activities or status. Thus, the platform
will act as a “virtual carer” providing to the carer with recommendations to
solve the issue. If the informal carer is absent at the time from the older adult’s
home, the platform will give support to the older adult in case a daily activity
is done incorrectly. Additionally, iCarer will provide e-Learning services and an
informal carers’ learning network. As a result, carers will be able to expand
their knowledge. The coordination between formal and informal carers will be
improved, oﬀering the informal carers ﬂexibility to organize and combine their
assistance and social activities. The platform is aimed at informal carers living
with elderly adults (co-residents, commonly another elderly adult) who suﬀer
cognitive impairment at any stage (from mild to severe).
The platform comprises four stages of: monitoring, inferring, informing and
ultimately assisting the carer of an older adult as shown in Fig. 1. Unobtrusive
sensors around the house are used to monitor activities of older adults and send
data to the Cloud for analysis. To infer activities from the data, Computational
Intelligence techniques are used to determine the activities and whether these
are as expected. If the activities change from the usual pattern, fuzzy models are
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Fig. 2. The iCarer platform architecture.

used to deduce potential problems e.g. with sleep behaviour. Once a problem is
identiﬁed, the carer is warned about the problem, and oﬀered strategies to solve
it, and hence reduce their stress.
In order to achieve the previous goals deﬁned, the iCarer platform will be
composed of a suite of modules, which provide the diﬀerent services to support
the informal carer, as shown in Fig. 2 and described brieﬂy below.
– Intelligent and Interaction Monitoring - The iCarer platform provides a monitoring environment where the assistance tasks (ADCs) are monitored to detect
early symptoms of carers’ burden and stress.
– Guidance and Orientation - After analysing the data monitored, behavioural
patterns of both informal carers and older adult will be inferred in this module.
In the case of the informal carer, once the behavioural patterns have been
inferred, this module is also responsible to determine if a problem is occurred
in assistance tasks.
– Virtual Carer - The iCarer platform through this module proposes a service to
support the care process reducing the carer’s burden. Once the informal carer’s
problem or mistake is detected in ADC or ADL performance, the “Virtual
Carer” will provide them with suitable guidance to improve the care activity
or reduce the burden level of the informal carer.
– eLearning and Informal Carer Network - By employing a content management
system (CMS) this module will oﬀer to the carer a personalised selection of
video based e-Learning contents in order to reduce their workload and improve
the eﬀectiveness of the provided care.

4

Conclusions

Informal carers feel thrown into the caring role without receiving enough assistance, lacking education and training for their role as carers. Informal carer’s
quality of life will be improved by detecting their burden and stress before it
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becomes overwhelming, by improving the assistance they provide and by increasing their social interactions and support. The informal carers have individual
characteristics which have to be considered when a solution or service is oﬀered
to them, and so iCarer ensures that they can coordinate their own personal
activities with the care tasks that they have to perform. The unobtrusive nature
of IoT sensors allows the carer and the elderly to carry out their normal ADL
without additional stress caused by interference from external carers or obvious
intrusive camera monitoring.
Acknowledgements. The iCarer project has received funding and support through
Innovate UK and the Active and Assisted Living (AAL) joint European programme
under the Grant number AAL-2012-5-239 (iCarer) [http://icarer-project.eu/].
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Abstract. This paper presents three required functionality when volume datasets are aimed to be visualized in ubiquitous platforms: (i)
support of segmented volume datasets, (ii) navigation inside the volume
and (iii) direct visualization of DICOM datasets. DICOM is the defacto standard in the medical imaging ﬁeld. The results shows that these
functionalities can be achieved using the Volume Rendering component
implemented in X3DOM in several web browsers in diﬀerent platforms
(from desktop computer to tablets and mobile phones).
Keywords: Volume rendering · Medical imaging · DICOM · Visualization · X3DOM · Ubiquitous platforms

1

Introduction

In the medical ﬁeld, the volumetric datasets are key in several phases of the
medical procedures. The CT or MRI scans produce a large amount of information
of a patient, normally as a set of 2D slices. These slices can be visualized and
analyzed one by one, but they provide more information if they are considered as
a whole volumetric dataset. The introduction of volume rendering techniques in
desktop platforms was a milestone in the medical ﬁeld. New methodologies and
algorithms were implemented to take into account the 3D information embedded
in the set of 2D slices that compose the scans.
In the last years, the new mobile paradigm has changed the landscape of the
information sharing and the visualization schemes. The graphical power of the
mobile devices has made possible to render interactive 3D content (commercial
games, etc.). It was a matter of time to get open standards to deal with the
3D content generation and visualization without worrying about the underlying
platform (hardware or software). The X3D standard aim to accomplish this
challenge and X3DOM provides a WebGL implementation of the standard.
The volume rendering nodes in X3D are speciﬁed, but they do not materialize
the precise functionality that the users require to interact with the volumetric
datasets.
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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This work presents three functionalities that have been detected as missing
in the web-based volume rendering toolkits, including X3DOM. A solution has
been devised for all the three functionalities and the results show that the new
functionality works in diﬀerent platforms.
The next section provides a summary of the bibliography and the related
work. Section 3 presents the three functionalities to include in the volumetric
visualization toolkits and how we have provided a solution for them. This paper
concludes with the conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

This section is divided in two parts: the ﬁrst one describes previous work and the
second one describes the volume ray-casting algorithm implemented in WebGL.
2.1

Previous Work

Volumetric visualization has been extensively studied over the years. Nowadays
it is currently used on a variety of ﬁelds, but especially in medicine. Diﬀerent volume visualization techniques can be found in the literature; our work focuses in
ray-casting. Originally introduced by Kajiya and Herzen [5], ray-casting method
was later translated to the GPU by Kruger and Westermann [6].
The growth of mobile devices and their rapid adoption on every days work
has made them a target platform for computationally expensive applications like
medical visualization. Rodrı́guez et al. [9] analyzed diﬀerent volume rendering
algorithms on mobile devices. More recently, Schiewe et al. [10] reviewed the
status of volume rendering with the latest graphics APIs available on iOS devices.
WebGL-based rendering positions as the only choice to achieve a ubiquitous
volumetric visualization. The ﬁrst WebGL-based ray-casting method was introduced by Congote et al. [2]. In this direction, improvements have been published
by Mobeen et al. [7]. Also, the volume size constraints of this approach have been
addressed by Noguera and Jiménez [8]. The web browser is a common denominator in current devices; this has promoted initiatives to create web based medical
oriented visualization tools. Between the current available scientiﬁc frameworks
we should mention XTK [4], VJS [11], and X3DOM [1].
2.2

WebGL Volume Ray-Casting

Our work is integrated in the X3DOM framework under the volume rendering
component. Volumetric rendering is performed with a single-pass ray-casting
algorithm. In the scene a cube is rendered and it will be used to place the actual
volume data during the ray-casting. Using the programmable pipeline provided
by the WebGL API, a single pair of vertices and fragment shaders is used. In
the vertex shader, each vertex position of the cube is multiplied by the Volume
ModelView matrix and the Projection matrix, transforming the vertices into
clip space.
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In the fragment shader, the ray traversal is actually computed. When the
triangles of the cube are rasterized into fragments, the interpolated vertices of
the unitary cube represent 3D texture coordinates. From the inverse ModelView
matrix the camera position can be obtained. After, by subtracting the interpolated vertex position with the camera position the ray direction can be determined. Taking both the interpolated position as the ray origin and the ray direction, using a ﬁxed length loop statement in the fragment shader the ray traversal
is created. For an in depth description of the single-pass approach, we refer the
reader to Mobeen et al. [7].
The ray traversal is discretized into a series of steps. At each step the position
of the ray is used as a 3D texture coordinates to fetch the volume data. However,
WebGL does not support 3D textures, as ﬁrst stated by Congote et al. [2] this
can be overcome using a texture atlas (ImageTextureAtlas): the cross sectional
slices that compose the volume are tiled into a matrix conﬁguration to compose
a single 2D texture.

3

Medical Visualization

Volumetric data is often used in the medical ﬁeld in a large variety of situations:
from research and diagnosis to educational purposes. In terms of visualization
interactivity and usability, mobile platforms should provide the same tools as
their desktop counterpart.
In pursuit of a ubiquitous medical volumetric visualization, we have detected
three features that we consider that a ubiquitous volume visualization toolkit
must provide: (i) the visualization of segmented data, (ii) camera navigation
inside the 3D volume and (iii) the support of DICOM ﬁle format, a widely used
medical data exchange format.
3.1

Segemented Medical Data

Volume visualization must be extended to provide the tools that the medical use
cases require. Trained specialists in medical imaging segment regions of interest
from the cross-sectional slices that compose a volume. The segmentation of the
volume is important to focus the attention or to limit further work at the region
of interest. Thus, any medical visualization tool must be capable of helping the
user to discern the region of interest from the whole volume.
We have extended the initial ray-casting algorithm presented at Sect. 2.2 to
support segmented visualization. In the ray-casting loop the ray traverses the
volume accumulating color and opacity. The segmented data acts as an identiﬁer
on each voxel to allow the selection of an alternative accumulation algorithm at
the region of interest. Using a distinctive color and opacity in sections where the
ray traverses, allows standing out a region by visually enhancing the segmented
area from the whole volume. The algorithm at Fig. 1 describes how the segmented
data must be implemented inside the ray-casting loop.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart describing the segmentation algorithm in the ray traversal

As Fig. 1 shows, the segment data fetching is actually translated into a switch
or selection statement that is performed in the ray-casting loop at a per step
basis. From a performance point of view, this must be carefully considered as
branching is not well supported in mobile devices. The type of variation in the
accumulation process (see Fig. 1) will change depending of the use case, e.g.,
mapping colors with a transfer function (TF), modifying the opacity given the
camera view and discarding the data. Figure 2 shows two renders of datasets with
segmented regions. Each one has been generated with diﬀerent accumulation
processes to make them distinguishable from the volume.

Fig. 2. Segmented data renderings of the aorta (512×512×97) and the Head MRI [12]
(256 × 256 × 124) datasets. On the left, the edges of the segmented bones have been
enhanced with color. On the right, the segmented ventricles had been colored with blue
tones (Color ﬁgure online)

We have seen that it is advisable to specify a user-deﬁned argument to explicitly know the maximum number of segments beforehand. The maximum number
of segments limits the branching statements and they are dynamically added at
the fragment shader creation time. Otherwise, the number of branching state-
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ments will be unbounded and a big amount of unnecessary comparison operations
will be performed with a potential impact on the GPU performance.
In our implementation, the segmented data is tiled into a matrix conﬁguration with the same procedure that must be performed with the volume data (see
Sect. 2.2). To gain performance the segmented data could be stored in the alpha
channel of the original volume data texture atlas, however, it is better and easier
to create a separate texture. In ﬁrst place, communication between server and
client should be considered. The segmentation can be processed automatically
or manually in an oﬀ-line tool and be loaded when required.
In second place, the texture atlas resolution should be considered. Due to
memory restrictions in GPU mobile devices compared to desktop computers,
the segmented texture atlas can be stored with a smaller texture size than the
original texture atlas, and the same position coordinates would be valid to fetch
the data from both textures. This technique will imply a precision loss of the
segmented region.
3.2

Inside Exploration of Volume Data

Another visualization requirement in the medical environment is related to the
interaction and immersive experience that volumetric data can provide. This can
be conceptualized as the ability to explore the data from within the volume. An
inside exploration allows the user to easily discern the internal composition of the
volume rather than looking at the cross-sectional 2D images. In our implementation we have allowed the exploration of the volume by dynamically changing
the initial position of the ray origin. Figure 3 describes the algorithm used. In
this case, the cube is of unitary size.
First the camera position is obtained from the inverse ModelView matrix.
Then using the maximum and minimum boundaries of the cube, it can be determined whether or not the camera is inside the volume. If the camera is outside
the cube, the ray origin is assigned as the interpolated vertex position from the
output of the vertex shader (varying vertex position), if not, the ray origin
is the camera position. Figure 4 shows an external and internal rendering of
the Head MRI dataset [12]. Without changing the ray origin, the camera face

Fig. 3. Flowchart describing the ray origin computation in the single-pass ray-casting
algorithm
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Fig. 4. Rendering of the Head MRI dataset (256×256×124) [12] enhancing a segmented
area. On the left, the camera is outside the volume. On the right, the camera is inside
the volume

of the cube will be clipped, making not possible an examination of the inside.
Thus, back face culling must be disabled when internal exploration is required.
When the camera is moved into the cube, the ray-casting direction for each ray
is obtained by subtracting the interpolated back face vertex position with the
camera position.
3.3

DICOM Visualization

Medical imaging devices do not only produce the actual 2D set of slices. They
are linked with a large amount of metadata with related information about the
patient and other medical procedures. DICOM is the medical image standard
to store and transfer all this information from and between imaging devices
and medical image storage repositories. The wide utilization of DICOM by all
manufacturers had a major impact on usability of the ﬁle format. Resulting
sometimes in a variable set of tags to be read, interpreted and combined in
order to achieve coherent restitution of the images for the ﬁnal user.
Cornerstone JavaScript library [3] provides a set of functions to read and
interact with the 2D set of slices stored in DICOM ﬁles and it relies on dicomParser to load DICOM tags, including pixel data.
The combination of dicomParser with the volume rendering nodes deﬁned
in a X3D scene provides a general and ubiquitous solution to the problem: the
slices pixel data is extracted from the DICOM ﬁle and then, a texture atlas is
created and linked to the required texture ﬁeld of the VolumeData X3D node.
We have devised two ways to accomplish the information transfer from the
DICOM ﬁle to the X3DOM framework. The ﬁrst one is to use a <canvas> node
deﬁned inside the ImageTextureAtlas node and then, using JavaScript, ﬁll the
canvas with a texture atlas.
<ImageTextureAtlas id="atlas">
<canvas id="voxelCanvas"></canvas>
</ImageTextureAtlas>
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The second integration method is to use the same auxiliary <canvas> node
but deﬁned out of the ImageTextureAtlas node. The VolumeData node uses an
empty ImageTextureAtlas (no real URL is given). The JavaScript loader draws
the atlas texture in this canvas as before, and then, the correct URL is provided
as a DataURL, which means that the whole volumetric information is encoded
and passed in the URL.
<ImageTextureAtlas id="atlas" url="data:"></ImageTextureAtlas>
document.getElementById("atlas").setAttribute(
’url’,
document.getElementById("voxelCanvas").toDataURL()
);

4

Conclusions

This work has introduced three functionalities required by the users in the visualization and inspection of volumetric datasets, especially in the medical ﬁeld.
The utilization of segmented datasets has been made possible via the SegmentedVolumeData node of the X3D in combination with the X3DOM framework. The
ability to visualize the volumetric information from inside the dataset enables
novel capabilities like vessel navigation. Finally, DICOM ﬁles have been read
and parsed in the web and diﬀerent methods to pass the volumetric information
to the interactive volume rendering X3D nodes have been explored. All these
functionalities are currently available in the developer version of the X3DOM
framework and they will be part of the next stable release.
The Fig. 5 shows how the presented functionality in this work can be used in
the web browser in desktop and mobile platforms. Next steps will be oriented
toward the further integration of DICOM in the web environment, as right now

Fig. 5. Ubiquitous volume rendering with WebGL in multiple platforms using segmented medical datasets
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only the scanned images are used in the visualization. More ﬁelds and metadata
could be used to generate better immersive experiences in the volumetric data.
The utilization of modern VR devices like Oculus Rift, HTC Vive or Microsoft
Hololens will increase the immersiveness in the information, but novel user interfaces should be provided. WebVR [13] proposes a preliminary solution to integrate VR devices into the Web and currently, there are sample demos of X3D
scenes rendered in such devices. A responsive web application could provide a
speciﬁc immersive visualization of volumetric datasets for VR devices or a mobile
oriented visualization if a smartphone is detected.
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Abstract. By 2020 the number of mobile-connected devices will reach
11.6 billion, including smartphones, tablets, wearable devices, sensors
among others, which will exceed the world’s projected population at
that time. Wirelessly connected devices by their nature imply that users
are able to be part of a network, giving space for new-generation, novel
ﬁelds such as mobile healthcare applications. Such pervasive and ubiquitous services rely advanced network architectures designed to provide
reliable communication and high quality data transmission in any mobility scenario. Increasingly growing heterogeneous network (HetNet) technologies hold the potential to address longstanding challenges in healthcare domain, to ensure advanced communication solutions for critical
mHealth services and to support patient-centric, ‘care anywhere’ concept. The focus of this article is to present and evaluate the eﬀects of
an optimized HetNet-aware mobility management proposal on mHealth
applications with intense multimedia transmission.
Keywords: Mobile healthcare (mHealth) · Mobility management · Heterogeneous networks (HetNet) · Mobile medical multimedia · Quality
assessment · Performance evaluation

1

Introduction

Ever growing penetration of connected-devices, data-hungry, real-time and pervasive applications like social media, M2M (machine-to-machine), mobile healthcare services create serious challenges for the traditional network infrastructures,
which cannot oﬀer reliable connection with an acceptable quality for both emergent traﬃc growth and ubiquitous applications. To enable the highest quality
experience for demanding mobile device users, HetNet technologies have been
recognized as a key-important solution [1,2]. HetNet covers the combination of
several wireless technologies such as cellular architectures (2G/3G/4G), WLANs,
pico- and femtocells to provide eﬃcient network resource usage and enhance the
user experience of real-time, pervasive applications, furthermore improves the
c ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
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coverage of access networks and increases the network capacity. A large part of
mobile Health (mHealth) use-cases requires advanced and reliable mobile communication solutions to provide eﬃcient multimedia transmission with strict
medical level Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) provision [3,4]. HetNet can be a promising technique to fulﬁll the requirements of
such mHealth services [5,6]. Critical mHealth applications, on which a life may
depend, are going to require the ‘always available,’ high capacity capabilities of
HetNet systems.
Aiming to solve the above challenges of real-time mHealth service provision
in our previous works [7–9] we designed and implemented a Mobile IPv6-based,
cross-layer optimized ﬂow mobility framework. The goal of this article is to
analyse our scheme in the light of existing mobility management standards and
to present the evaluation of medical multimedia transmission quality in various
mobility scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the related
work on advanced mobility management schemes already applied for real-time
mHealth services. Section 3 recaps our advanced ﬂow mobility architecture, the
signalling framework, and the integrated multi-criteria decision engine. Section 4
presents the comparison of our proposal with standard mobility management
schemes performed in scenarios focusing on simultaneous transmission of multiple medical multimedia streams over HetNet. In Sect. 5 we conclude the paper
and describe our future work.

2

Backgorund and Related Work

The deployment of HetNet covers the aggregation of various wireless access
schemes, hereby integrates traditional mobile solutions such as 3G/4G cell with
WLAN technologies for pervasive, and seamless communication techniques in
any mobility event without connection drops and access network failures. Beneﬁts of such heterogeneous environments can only be exploited if mobility between
the diﬀerent wireless accesses is eﬃciently handled. The Mobile IPv6 protocol
(MIPv6) family aims to provide reliable communication and solves the session
continuity for mobile nodes on the move. MIPv6 [10] allows that each mobile
node always can be identiﬁed by its home address, regardless of its current point
of attachment to the Internet (e.g., in case of moving between diﬀerent Wi-Fi
access points). A mobile node is also associated with a care-of address (CoA)
provided by the foreign network. IPv6 packets addressed to a mobile node’s home
address are transparently routed to its CoA thanks to the Home Agent (HA)
entity of the MIPv6 concept. The protocol enables IPv6 nodes for mobile nodes
to create bindings between the home address and the CoA, thus any packets destined for the mobile node can directly sent to its CoA. Recently mobile devices
are equipped more network interfaces like Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, Bluetooth among others. For matters of cost, bandwidth, delay it is useful for the mobile node to
get Internet access through multiple accesses simultaneously, in which case the
mobile node would be conﬁgured with multiple active IPv6 CoA. However MIPv6
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cannot be applied in multi-access environments, since it enables only one care-of
address binding at a time with its home address, so mobile nodes cannot use
multiple interfaces to send and receive packets while taking advantage of session
continuity provided by MIPv6. In order to exploit the advantages of such heterogeneous solutions Multiple-care of Address extension of MIPv6 [11] (MCoA)
was designed in the IPv6 domain. MCoA enables a mobile node to register
multiple CoAs for a home address and create multiple binding cache entries. If
HA receives Binding Update (BU) message, creates a separate bindings. MCoA
exploits the network resources provided by heterogeneous networks. A possible
MCoA handover mechanism was introduced in [12]. The solution relies on overlapping radio access networks (RANs), and in case of an appearing new access
network on an unused interface, moves every traﬃc to this new RAN by activating symmetric policy rules for all the MR transmissions (e.g., between LTE and
Wi-Fi). Due to the limitations of MCoA, further optimization is required with
the help of Flow Bindings extension of MIPv6 [13] (FB). FB enables to bind a
particular ﬂow to a particular CoA directly with correspondent nodes/mobility
agents (i.e., home agents and mobility anchor points), such creates a ﬁne grained
mobility management and oﬄoading tool for HetNets. However, neither MCoA
nor FB handover execution schemes are able to work eﬃciently without proper
handover decision and control, which requires a complex mobility architecture
to implement for real life mHealth use-cases [8].

3

A Review of Our Proposed Mobility Architecture

In this section we brieﬂy introduce our mobile device driven, ﬂow-aware mobility architecture designed for real-time mobile medical multimedia transmission.
Only a high-level overview of the main components are discussed in this section,
while a detailed description can be found in our previous works [7,8]. In our proposed framework a highly customized Android-based mobile device plays the role
of the central entity responsible for the client-based ﬂow-aware mobility management and provide reliable communication in various mobility event in heterogeneous access environment. Our solution relies on MIP6D-NG [14], which is a
novel Mobile IPv6 [10] implementation extended with multi-access, ﬂow mobility, and advanced cross-layer communication support among others. A key part
of the architecture is the network discovery and selection module, which collects static and dynamic information (e.g., throughput in the uplink/downlink,
rate of erroneously received and discarded packets, number of discarded packets and number of users) of Wi-Fi APs or cellular. We consider both built-in
Android APIs (e.g., WiFiManager, Telephony, NeighboringCellInfo etc.), external tools running on the router (e.g., OpenWrt Bandwidth Monitoring tool1 and
network-assistance mechanisms [15,16] for the comprehensive network discovery
process. The network selection module relies on a widely-used multi-criteria decision technique, namely Analytical Hierarchy Process [17]. Our proposed AHPbased decision engine decides about the optimal network(s) for the selected med1

OpenWrt bmon tool: https://wiki.openwrt.org/doc/howto/bwmon.
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ical multimedia ﬂow(s) based on the collected information and directs the network management module to connect the mobile to the selected network(s).
The proposed solution adaptively follows the changes in the network environment and dynamically modiﬁes assignments of ﬂows and networks/interfaces.
Another important part of our architecture from the healthcare point of view is
the Sensor Data Aggregator module collecting data from connected diagnostic
devices and medical sensors, device-integrated sensors, etc., and sends the multimedia data towards a correspondent node, which is typically a hospital or an
emergency centre.

4
4.1

Testbed and Measurement Results
Testbed Environment

A multi-ﬂow mHealth streaming application was used to test and compare diﬀerent mobility management techniques and mobility scenarios in a heterogeneous
testbed environment depicted in Fig. 1.
The measurement story-line focuses on a real-time, continuous medical multimedia transmission from a diagnostic clinic’s ultrasound and ECG device to
a medical specialist on the move. Our IPv6-based HetNet environment combines traditional 3G/4G mobile network and Wi-Fi access points located in the
campus of Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME). In the
presented setup these networks are covered by two Wi-Fi access points belonged
to the campus of BME and by a commercial 3G/LTE mobile network. Wi-Fi
APs ensure native IPv6, contrarily Android devices do not support native IPv6
through 3G/4G interface. To enable IPv6 communication on the cellular interface we applied a TAP-based OpenVPN tunnel. The detailed description of our
testbed setups is presented in our previous work [7,9].

Fig. 1. HetNet testbed for multi-ﬂow mobile medical multimedia transmission
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Measurement Results

For the analysis we transferred two diﬀerent medical multimedia ﬂows (an ECG
ﬂow and an ultrasound video stream) from the correspondent node (playing
the role of the mobile medical multimedia streaming head-end) to a medical
experts’ smartphone device. The used ECG ﬂow is pre-recorded data provided
by PhysioNet [18]. The chosen signal records contain 12 standard leads records
from patients undergoing tests for coronary artery disease with 257 Hz sampling
rate [19]. These digital ECG signals were transmitted and received using a custom packetizer with a simple UDP socket-based implementation at 950 kbps.
The transmitted video was a colour ultrasound stream of a fetal heart with HD
resolution (720 × 1280 pixel), 30 fps frame rate and 880 kbps UDP/RTP encoded
with H.264 and provided by the Mátyásföldi Klinika diagnostic clinic. For the
real-time ultrasound transmission and objective evaluation we used the software
components of the Evalvid framework [20]. We have also initiated TCP background traﬃc (BT) generated with iperf32 toolset. In this section ten diﬀerent
mobility scenarios are described as Table 1 shows.
Table 1. The deﬁned mobility scenarios
ID

Available network(s)

Used network(s)

BT (Mbit/s) Applied MM technologies

#1

3G

3G

no

None

#2

3G

3G

5

None

#3

LTE

LTE

no

None

#4

LTE

LTE

5

None

#5

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

no

None

#6

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

5

None

#7

Multiple WiFi APs, 3G Multiple WiFi APs 5 (WiFi)

MIPv6

#8

WiFi, 3G

WiFi, 3G

5 (WiFi)

MIPv6+MCoA

#9

Wi-Fi, 3G

Wi-Fi, 3G

5 (WiFi)

MIPv6+MCoA+FlowB

Wi-Fi, LTE

5 (WiFi)

MIPv6+MCoA+FlowB

#10 Wi-Fi, LTE

To perform the analysis by evaluating the quality of the transmitted medical
multimedia ﬂows we applied the cumulative distribution and probability density
functions (CDF and PDF) of end-to-end delay for the ultrasound video, and
the packet loss rates for both the ultrasound and the ECG streams. The measurement scenarios have been categorized based on the available/used network
interfaces and IPv6 protocol family extensions applied to the mobility management mechanism (MM).
In scenario 1–6 only one interface was used for transmission of both medical
ﬂows and the additional background traﬃc without any mobility mechanisms.
In these scenarios both medical ﬂows suﬀer signiﬁcant packet loss due to the

2
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limited throughput capacity of 3G, LTE or even of Wi-Fi, which cannot guarantee the suitable bandwidth for both ultrasound and ECG ﬂows in case of higher
background traﬃc volumes.
Scenario 7–10 depict a mobility event, where the mobile device is moving and
changing its Internet point of attachment through accesses belonging to diﬀerent
IP domains, thus IP level handover is required. In scenario 7 the mobile device
executes a handover between two Wi-Fi APs using MIPv6 causing extra packet
loss in the transmitted data. Scenario 8 shows a condition, where two Wi-Fi
APs, and a 3G network are available, however, due to the lack of ﬂow mobility,
the device cannot separate medical ﬂows between the available interfaces, thus
both medical ﬂows are moved from 3G to Wi-Fi using a simple MCoA handover.
Thanks to our solution integrated with multi-access and ﬂow binding support,
we can provide ﬂow-aware decision and proper handover execution in scenarios
9 and 10. It means that the mobile device transfers mobile medical multimedia
ﬂows bound to appropriate interfaces based on ﬁne grained coupling of applications and available access networks. Scenario 9 still includes small degradation
on both ﬂows due to the limited capability of 3G, however the proposed solution
provide optimal mobility management in LTE and Wi-Fi environments as shown
in scenario 10. Our multi-access, ﬂow-level architecture and decision intelligence
eventuate medical quality simultaneous ECG and ultrasound transmission even
in mobile environments and other active background TCP sessions. As an important performance indicator, Fig. 2 summarizes the above and shows the packet
loss rate of both ECG and ultrasound ﬂows in before-described mobility conditions.
The application policies of the incoming ECG ﬂow prefer the 3G/4G interface
of the mobile device in order to beneﬁt from the enhanced QoS provisioning and
security capabilities of a 3GPP operator. Policies of the ultrasound transmission
favour Wi-Fi for more bandwidth and lower delays, as well as of any TCP-based
(background) traﬃc.
As another important performance indicator we examined end-to-end delay
of transmitted ultrasound video.
Figure 3 shows the empirical cumulative distribution and estimated probability density function of end-to-end delay of video frames. We can observe that
3G cause signiﬁcant end-to-end delay on the multimedia video, approximately

Fig. 2. Packet loss rate of ECG and ultrasound ﬂows in diﬀerent mobility scenarios
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Fig. 3. Estimated PDF (left) and empirical CDF (right) of ultrasound video’s end-toend delay in diﬀerent mobility scenarios

around 120 ms, while the transmission over LTE implies in average 25 ms. Using
our intelligent ﬂow-based Wi-Fi oﬄoading for the ultrasound transmission the
average end-to-end delay of the real-time stream closes the pure Wi-Fi case which
is under 10 ms.

5

Conclusion

Increasingly spreading heterogeneous network (HetNet) concepts oﬀer the possibility to provide reliable, advanced and pervasive communication solutions for
critical mHealth services and to support patient-centric scenarios. The goal of
this article is to analyse our cross-layer optimized, multi-access, ﬂow mobility
framework designed and developed in our previous works in the light of existing
mobility management standards and to present the evaluation of medical multimedia transmission quality in various mobility scenarios. Results of the introduced evaluation show that our framework gives an eﬃcient and ﬁne-grained
mobility solution for quality-sensitive real-time and pervasive mHealth services.
As a part of our future work we are planning to provide a comprehensive
mapping between QoS (e.g., Packet Loss), objective QoE (e.g., PSNR), and
subjective QoE (i.e., diagnostically relevant quality) metrics for diﬀerent mobile
medical multimedia applications with the help of medical experts.
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Abstract. In this paper the system for collection of anthropometric data is
presented, along with the novel techniques for extraction of such data. System is
built on selected open-source platform having developed various plugins as a
part of the project. Means for extraction follow two approaches: visual and
non-visual. The ﬁrst presumes the acquiring of data from static 2D image, the
latter gets data through the direct measurement. Visual approach utilizes several
principles following the image processing and related face recognition algorithms. Moreover known anthropometric relations are utilized to estimate other
proportions. The output in the form of data of individual user may serve as for
statistical comparison with other users. Further such data is to be used for
correlation studies with several diseases and changes of overall health condition.
Keywords: Anthropometer  Computer vision  Image processing
model  Static image  Structural anthropometry  Human body

 Skeleton

1 Introduction
Measurement of speciﬁc parts of human body has been carried out way before the
advent of computer machines, this part of the medical science is referred to as
anthropometry - speciﬁcally structural anthropometry, where the human body movement is not the concern of measurement. Knowledge of these measurements may be
helpful in diagnosis of growth disorders or uncover correlation to other forms of health
problems. Other uses of this data is in the ﬁeld of ergonomics, where the data is used to
help designers to predict and correctly adjust the products. The principal focus in this
research is the extraction of human body dimensional parameters. Traditional form of
such estimation utilized speciﬁc devices directly designed for this purpose, e.g. GPM
anthropometer. Advance in computer science and related technologies allowed partial
replacement of these devices. The following sections present novel visual techniques
that enable estimation of several human body dimensions. To check correctness of
estimation, the developed hardware anthropometric device for data collection is
utilized.
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2 Human Face Anthropometry and Its Detection
In the following section the anthropometry of human face is introduced and further we
will focus on the face and its segmentation and detection processes.

2.1

Anthropometry of Face

One of the common human body features is the structure of a human face, i.e. set of
two eyes and ears, one mouth and nose. All of these are set symmetrically in a bilateral
symmetry. Similarities in this structure allow its utilization in the ﬁeld of
anthropometry.
Anthropometry, as deﬁned by [1], is the “science of measurement and the art of
application that establishes the physical geometry, mass properties, and strength
capabilities of the human body”. There are many uses of anthropometry, e.g. the same
authors note: posture evaluation, clearances deﬁnition, separation of person from
hazards etc. Authors in [2] use this ﬁeld of science to estimate the length of the
prosthetic hand. [3] deﬁne face anthropometry as a branch of research dealing with
measurement and analysis of absolute quantities and proportion related to human head
and face. Further authors note that these measurements are to be done by medical
personnel using tools for measurement (ruler, tape etc.). Landmarks, help to ﬁnd the
relations in proportions and may be used for statistical purposes, e.g. age progression.
More information on the face and its parameterization and morphing is in [4]. Same
authors also point out that the anthropometry may be used as a solution for artifacts
presence or occlusion using laser scanning or stereo images. In [5] authors used
anthropometry to reconstruct face model. Worth of mentioning is also FACS, short for
Facial Action Coding System, term originally comes from 1978 as deﬁned by [6] to
describe facial activity, e.g. used in recognition systems [7].
One of the relations present in the nature and which also may be found at human
being is the golden ratio or p. This ratio is useful in the face detection, authors in [8]
used it to estimate the position of eyes, also research by [9] utilized the golden ratio for
the face location. Another form of implementing ratio onto a human face is its division
to thirds.

2.2

Face Segmentation and Detection

Techniques used in image processing for allocation of groups in digital image based on
speciﬁed criteria are called segmentation. On the other hand, the detection of objects in
the image is generally a complex process, which requires implementation of various
techniques. In [10] the detection is deﬁned as a tool for identifying the location of
object such as face. One of the requirements set within this paper is also research in the
ﬁeld of face detection. Deﬁnition of term detection represents for us only localization of
face in the image. Recognition in this case is not being taken into account, i.e. categorization of object into categories or subcategories.
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Authors in [11] categorize detection of faces into four categories:
Skin color model-based technique - color of human face is used as a feature for
human face detection, advantage is its invariance towards rotation, however lightning
conditions are crucial. Research on skin color technique was carried out by [12] and
[13], the latter declares HSV color model to have the best performance, yet no speciﬁc
data on efﬁciency of the solution is provided. Skin color detection together with
AdaBoost algorithm was used by [14] with detection rate of 92.86%. Another research
by [15] used mixed color model of YCbCr and RGB in their framework, detection rate
was over 99%.
Template matching-based approach - predeﬁne template is used to locate the face in
the image, in this case the template is not invariant to rotation and also scaling. In [16]
the authors used image pyramids to achieve scale invariance. This technique was used
in the framework described by [17] for the identiﬁcation of person.
Feature-based approach - selected features of face are used for its detection, e.g.
eyes, ears etc. Research in [18] used combination of skin color model and feature
model, allowing enhanced generalization for the detection. As the facial features were
selected eyes, mouth, authors do not provide information about efﬁciency of proposed
solution. Similar approach was taken by [19], in this care authors estimated the location
of eyes, accuracy of the testing proved to be slightly over 90%. The last research we
present is [20], which also uses skin color model and feature-based model, which is
being employed after skin segmentation. Lip color model and search for eyes based on
geometry textures proves solution to have accuracy over 98%.
Statistical model-based approach - statistical methods are employed to achieve the
face detection. Such approach together with skin color model was utilized by [21],
authors created face and non-face model as a product of multidimensional histograms.
Aim of the project was to achieve detection and subsequent tracking of face, authors
achieved detection rate of 90.5%, very similar research [22] deals also with face
detection in video. More recent research is presented by [23] developed probabilistic
method for face detection from multiple views. In [24] authors developed statistical
model for face detection based on extracted multi-resolution image features. In model
the illumination, pose and face variations are resolved. Authors claim approach to be
signiﬁcantly better compared to other approaches.
The broad review on human face detection and slightly different approach to
division of approaches is presented in [25]. From the above described we can conclude
that the most often employed technique is the skin color model approach used together
with some other approach.

3 Face Detection in Parameters Estimation
The crucial part of the whole process is the face detection, which is being carried out as
the ﬁrst processing step. Input image may be acquired in two ways. In the ﬁrst, only the
face, is being used only to enhance the future calculations. In the second, the image of
the person standing is the input to the system. In both cases, the system presumes
persons in the input images to be facing the camera directly.
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Fig. 1. Face and eyes detection with masking.

The ﬁrst case, presumes only image of a face to be provided to a system. Further the
face and eyes are being detected using the Haar-like features. Onto this image is
applied the mask which divides the face into the 5 equal parts in vertical and three
equal parts in horizontal direction. Note that this mask is only for future purposes and is
being stored in database. In the future research these images are to be used to validate
the presumption of dividing the face to thirds/ﬁfths.
Once the eyes are detected the constant of 65 mm is applied as a reference value,
marking the distance between the eyes. This value was estimated based on several tests
on a larger number of tests subjects. Value is then used to acquire the length and width
of the head, i.e. limits that delimit the head itself. Same process may be applied of the
second image, however using close-up proved to be more accurate. Detected face with
the mask is show in the Fig. 1.
Analogous process is carried out for the second image, providing the ﬁrst image is
not available. If the image is available, the height and the width of head is not calculated but extracted from a prior image.

4 Skeleton Model Mapping and Parameters Extraction
Human model mapping is following the concept of a skeleton model consisted of edges
and vertices. Vertices are primarily of synovial joints type and edges are connection
between vertices, mostly representing real bone structures. In our research another step
of parameters extraction is mapping of this model onto an image of a full body. Such
mapping is possible due to constant and symmetrical properties of human body and the
fact that human body may be located in the one vertical plane, i.e. no special poses are
being taken into account in this phase of a project. This presumption allows mapping of
several vertices, in total were selected twelve. Automatic detection of border nodes is
fairly easy; however, six joints require semiautomatic approach. Once the skeleton
model is mapped the extracted information of distance between the eyes is compensated to a second image, together with the information about the head height and width.
Compensated distances are then used to extract the individual information of the edges
length. To measure the person’s height, the marginal points (upper and lower extremes)
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Fig. 2. Skeleton model mapping (ﬁrst L is for left, vice versa R for right, LH – hand, LE –
elbow, LS – shoulder, LC – hip or coxa, LK – knee, LH – heel book).

are being used, however for case of lower extreme the node of heel bone is being taken
into account. This measurement also utilizes the information about person’s head
height and width with relation to human eyes. In the Fig. 2 is depicted the mapping of
vertices being connected be the edges, each vertex is numbered and considered as sole
node that may be connected only with particular node. Hands (carpal bones), shoulders
(humeral head) and heel bones are detected automatically and adjusted manually if
required, the rest is using the semiautomatic detection, i.e. elbows, hip joints and knees
(patella). When taking the image as a whole body certain presumptions have to be met
considering the angle and camera height. Tests were carried out in the laboratory
environment, however pose reconstruction and compensation is to allow omit these
using the developed mobile application.
Testing of approach on several testing subjects (20 in total) proved to be success in
the measurement of height, with total deviation of 20 mm. The precision of skeleton
model parameters is rather inferior, with the average deviation of 50 mm, having the
worst results for distance between hip joints and heel bones. Principal cause may be in
the nature of skeleton model and reference value. Overall mapping of 2D skeleton
model onto 3D scene is possible and provides promising results, however optionally
3D complex model might provide superior outputs. In the future research we plan to
utilize such model and implement composite reference values in combination with the
ratios existing in the human body. This will enable the pose to be in various position.
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Extracted values were compared with those as measured by developed device for body
proportions measurement.

5 Non-visual Parameters Extraction
The device for the direct measurements of distance units so called anthropometer was
developed as a part of this research project. Device itself is built on open-source
hardware called Arduino. Separate module (Fig. 3) for the measurement was developed, allowing to measure several parameters of human body. Measured are two
aspects, circumference and distance. The ﬁrst is done by hardware loop, that serves as a
meter and the second by gyroscope and accelerometer, having as a reference point the
LH (0,0,0 for X,Y,Z axis). Note that LC and RC are in this case considered as one
node. The measurement consists of placing the device node by node, having the direct
contact with human body, until the skeleton-like model is created, providing the
required values. Precision of device was estimated to be up to 3 mm.
Non-visual extraction was developed for two reasons, i.e. comparison and evaluation with the values as proposed above and creation of skeleton model with the exact
dimensions. The principal advantage of this device lies in the ability to create a 3D
model of a human body with the exact dimensions.
Novelty in the approach, which combines visual and non-visual measurements is in
this ﬁeld unique and enables various utilizations. Extracted values are to be used in the
future medical-based projects and also for recognition enhancement.
Table 1 compares selected extraction results as acquired by visual and non-visual
approach. Comparison of parameters is also enabled via created web interface, separate
for every user, e.g. height to total average of the heights for speciﬁc gender and age.
Skeleton model parameters may be put into a ratio with a group of other parameters and
their tracking over speciﬁc duration of time is possible.

Fig. 3. Anthropometer for manual parameter extraction.
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Table 1. Selected parameters: extraction technique (IET) vs. anthropometer (ANT). Testing
subject: male, 25 years old.
Parameter Measured IET Measured ANT Total mean ANT
(20 subjects)
Height
190 cm
188 cm
185.5 cm
LH-LK
53 cm
57 cm
54.2 cm
LK-LC
46 cm
50 cm
45.4 cm
LS-RS
55 cm
51 cm
51.0 cm
LS-LE
30 cm
32 cm
29.1 cm
LE-LH
27 cm
30 cm
26.4 cm

6 Conclusion
In this research we introduced two techniques for extraction of human body parameters. The ﬁrst was visual computer-based extraction that utilized image processing
algorithms and enabled extraction of dimensional parameters from the static 2D image
containing human body in one plane. The latter technique is based on direct measurement of body parameters via created device, so called anthropometer. This device,
as well as visual approach allows to develop skeleton model of a human body with the
exact dimensional units. Visual approach proved success rate in estimation to be over
85%, while utilizing reference distance between the eyes and semi-automatic skeleton
model mapping. Non-visual approach has success rate of 100%, proving the proper
conditions for measurement are met. Values acquired were used as a reference for the
further comparison. Another analysis was between the set of total extracted values to
single user. Due to nature of testing set only male subjects of the age from 20 to 30
were considered. This set is to be expanded in the future research, moreover multiple
reference values or ratios will be used in the visual technique to enhance the overall
output.
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Abstract. Early detection of skin cancer is very important as it is one of the
dangerous form of cancer spreading vigorously among humans. With the
advancement of mobile technology; mobile enabled skin cancer detection systems are really demanding but currently very few real time skin cancer detection
systems are available for general public and mostly available are the paid. In this
paper authors proposed a real time mobile enabled health care system for the
detection of skin melanoma for general users. Proposed system is developed
using computer vision and image processing techniques. Noise is removed by
applying the Gaussian ﬁlter. For segmentation Grab Cut algorithm is used.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied as a classiﬁcation technique on the
texture features like area, perimeter, eccentricity etc. The sensitivity and
speciﬁcity rate achieved by the m-Skin Doctor is 80% and 75% respectively.
The average time consumed by the application for classifying one image is
14938 ms.
Keywords: Skin cancer  Melanoma  Computer aided systems
application  Health care systems  Machine learning



Mobile

1 Introduction
Human skin consists of different layers with unique, distinct functions and optical
properties. Epidermis being an outermost layer protects the human from harmful
sunlight and ultraviolet (UV) radiations. It largely composes of the connecting tissues
and also contains melanin producing cells, melanocytes and melanin; product of
melanocytes and its producing cells as shown in Fig. 1. Melanin is the pigment which
absorbs the light in the ultra violet spectrum and protects the deeper layers of the skin.
Then come the dermis layer; which is made up of collagen ﬁbers and it contains
sensors, receptors, nerve ends and the blood vessels [1].
Skin cancer is the abnormal growth of tissues in the skin. At present the skin
abnormal tissues are mainly classiﬁed in two types: benign and malignant. Benign
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Fig. 1. Skin layers and their components [1]

tissues are not cancerous whereas the malignant skin tissues are dangerous and can
invade their neighbouring tissues. In benign lesions, melanin is normally present in the
epidermis layer and is not life threatening. When this melanin penetrates into the
dermis layer, it becomes life threatening [2, 3].
In United States, approximately 73,870 new malignant skin cancer cases were
estimated in year 2015. Out of these 73,870 cases, 9,940 death cases were found [4].
Therefore its early detection is very much important. The most and the frequent method
used for the skin cancer detection are the ABCD rule of dermoscopy [5, 6], the 7-point
checklist [7], image processing and pattern analysis and the Menzies method [8, 9].
Currently mostly skin cancer detection systems are based on combination of image
processing and machine learning techniques [1]. These systems are not the replacement
of the dermatologists but really helpful to dermatologists in diagnosing the skin cancer.
Most of the world population lives in the backward and rural areas and they don’t have
an easy access to the skin specialists. To the best of our knowledge currently there are
very few smartphone application for skin cancer. There are some short coming in these
existing applications. Firstly, majority of applications are IOS based [10] and people
living in the backward areas don’t have easy access to IOS devices because IOS
devices are costly then android [11]. Secondly majority of applications only provide the
news and skin cancer information [12, 13]. Other applications asks for a skin lesion
image and then send the image to any dermatologists for expert opinion. Patient has to
wait for a long time for the results [14–16] and because of these delays, strength of the
disease may increase. These types of systems are not very effective for the people living
in remote areas. Only few applications are available for real time skin analysis and
mostly are the paid. Nowadays a wide variety of android based smart phone applications with high processing speed and advanced operating systems are available in the
market and everybody has an easy access to smartphones; therefore there should be
some automated healthcare diagnostic systems for these areas. Healthcare applications
should be provided to the general public living in the rural as well as urban areas.
Therefore smartphone based skin cancer detection applications are required for general
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public. The main contribution of the authors is the real time mobile base skin cancer
detection system named m-Skin Doctor.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. State of the art literature review is
described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 proposed methodologies is explained in detail. In
Sect. 4 the implementation and experimentation details are discussed and results are
discussed in Sect. 5. Last but not the least conclusion and future research is summarized in Sect. 6.

2 Literature Review
Different authors are exploring and inventing new techniques to diagnose the skin
cancer. One of the prominent and widely method proposed is ABCD by Nachbar et al.
Asymmetry, Border irregularity, colour and diameter are the key features used in
ABCD rule. In [17] Jain et al. have used image processing techniques to ﬁnd the
melanoma. Karargyris et al. [18] propose an iOS application for the detection of the
skin cancer. The proposed technique starts with the identiﬁcation of the ROI. In the
pre-processing step the original RGB color is transferred into the HSV color space.
Afterwards the image is binarized by setting the H-V threshold values followed by
applying SVM on extracted features.
Classiﬁcation algorithm proposed by Abuzaghleh et al. [19] has been divided into
two main parts. In the ﬁrst part authors have introduced a novel equation to compute
the time for skin burn and developed a real-time alert system. Second component is an
automated image analysis module which classify the skin cancer. Abderrahim et al.
have described an innovative mobile based health care system for detecting the skin
cancer. Multilayer perceptron is used for the detection purpose [20]. A mobile application has been developed by Doukas et al. that can acquire, identify and classify the
moles into benign, nevus and melanoma. The proposed system also includes a cloud
infrastructure for better storage and computation [21]. An Android application has been
developed by Kiran et al. for early melanoma detection [22]. In the proposed algorithm
the skin image is converted to the monochrome image. Main purpose of this conversion
is the outline contour detection. Shape and color features were extracted. KNN is used
as the classifying algorithm.
Setiawan et al. proposed an automated algorithm for early detection of melanoma
with an accuracy rate of 83% [23]. Proposed system was divided into three stages. In
segmentation, several color spaces can be selected by the user followed by learning
algorithms. Noise is removed by applying morphological ﬁlters in ﬁltering steps. In the
localization step, connected component labelling and K-means technique are used for
objects classiﬁcation.

3 Proposed Methodology
In this papers authors have proposed an efﬁcient real time skin cancer detection technique for smartphone applications. Proposed methodology is divided into three main
steps i.e. pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction and classiﬁcation (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Proposed Methodology for m-skin Doctor

Dermoscopic images of skin lesion from Klinik und Poliklinik für Dermatologie und
Allergologie, Technische Universitat Munchen, Germany is used for training and testing
purpose.

3.1

Pre-processing Step

The ﬁrst stage of the proposed methodology aims to enhance the image quality. All the
images are in RGB format. All images should be of same dimension and noise free
before segmentation so that better segmentation results should be achieved and so as
the main task of our technique pre-processing step. All images are resized ﬁrst to
640  480 dimensions and then Gaussian ﬁlter with window size 3 has been applied
on the resized images to remove the noise.

3.2

Segmentation

For efﬁcient training the suspected skin image should be segmented from the healthy
skin portion. For segmentation of images Grab Cut algorithm is used. Grab cut algorithm is an interactive segmentation technique for images [24] and divide the image in
the image into four portions, i.e. Exactly Background, Probably Background, Exactly
Foreground and Probably Foreground. The main reason of selecting the grabcut
algorithm is that it provide good segmentation results in real time. While keeping the
easiness of user’s, authors provide the facility to select the cancerous area. User can
draw the rectangle around the lesion part. The segmentation process is a bit long and
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Fig. 3. (a) Lesion selection by user (b) m-Skin is applying the grabcut algorithm (c) segmented
image after applying Grab Cut algorithm

took 4-5 s, the authors have used AsyncTask to do all the processes in the background
thread. Main advantage of AsyncTask is avoidance against application crash. The
results of the segmentation process are graphically shown in Fig. 3.

3.3

Feature Extraction and Classiﬁcation

After extracting the region of extract (ROI) from segmentation process, meaningful
features have been extracted. While proposing the melanoma detection algorithm for
mobile applications, memory consumption and processing time are most important
factors to consider. There are many features that can be extracted from the segmented
image but the main challenge was to select the features while considering the processing time. While considering the mobile limitations authors have selected minimal
features so that processing speed will not be affected. Mainly histogram and ABCD
features have been used. Authors have extracted area of lesion, perimeter of lesion,
eccentricity, mean, standard deviation, L1 norm, L2 norm angle of lesion, major and
minor axis of lesion from the segmented image. We randomly split the dataset images
into training and testing images. The system was trained using the SVM classiﬁer.
Main reason for selecting SVM is that is empirically proved that SVM outperforms
among different machine learning techniques for skin cancer segmentation.

4 Implementations Details
Android is an operating system developed by Google and offers a wide selection of
functions to the developers. For our application we have also used some of the build in
libraries. For image processing authors have used open source computer vision library
(OpenCV). OpenCV offers impressive computer vision and machine learning capabilities [25]. OpenCV provides a common infrastructure for computer vision and it was
ﬁrst developed by Intel Inc. Initially OpenCV was developed for the personal computers but later on its libraries were ported for mobile phones thus making mobile
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phones a powerful device and yet the replacement for the personal computers. Minimum version to run the m-Skin Doctor is Android 4.0. Authors have used Extensible
Mark-up Language (XML) to create the layouts and have used java for all the business
logics. For capturing the skin images by default android camera application has been
used.

5 Results and Discussion
Dataset from Klinik und Poliklinik für Dermatologie und Allergologie, Technische
Universitat Munchen, Germany is used for training and testing purpose. All images are
without any distracting elements like jewellery, clothes and any background. For each
image the region of interest was manually selected that contains both normal and
malignant skin pigments. We randomly split the dataset into two parts i.e. training and
testing part with ratio 70%|30%. Support vector machine is used for classiﬁcation
purpose. 84 images consisting both melanoma and non-melanoma images with same
proportion are used for the training purpose of the support vector machine and other 36
images with same proportion of melanoma and non-melanoma images are used for
testing. Through testing 80% images predicted correctly as melanoma and 75%
non-melanoma images correctly identiﬁed by our application. All the images were
pre-processed in advance. The overview of the obtained accuracy is shown in Table 1
below. The average time consumed by the application for classifying one image is
14938 ms. Average time classiﬁer consumed for training is 30405 ms.
Table 1. Accuracy results achived by m-Skin Doctor
Melanoma Non-melanoma
Melanoma
80%
20%
Non-melanoma 25%
75%

6 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper author’s have developed real time application for skin cancer detection. In
the pre-processing step the images are resized and the noise has been removed from the
skin images. Grab cut algorithm is used for the segmentation purpose. Reason of
choosing the grab cut algorithm is that it provides good segmentation in real time.
Area, perimeter, eccentricity, mean, standard deviation, L1 norm, L2 norm angle of
lesion, major and minor axis of lesion are the main features that have been extracted in
the feature extraction phase. For classiﬁcation purpose Support Vector Machine has
been used. Reason of choosing the support vector machine is that it provides good
classiﬁcation results in real time on smart phone. The smartphone application has been
tested on the dataset provided by the Munchen University Germany.
Still there are a lot of research issues that need to be addressed on the smart phone
based skin health care systems. Mostly work has been done on the skin melanoma.
Proposed application can be extended by including other skin diseases like psoriasis,
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eczema, skin rashes, skin burns etc. Mobile based health care systems should consume
less power and deliver efﬁcient results in real time. Optimal feature selection for
smartphone based systems is another open area of research for researchers.
Acknowledgements. We want to say special thanks to Klinik und Poliklinik für Dermatologie
und Allergologie, Technische Universitat Munchen, Germany for providing the classiﬁed dataset.
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Abstract. With the appearance of light ﬁeld displays, users may enjoy a much
more natural sensation of 3D experience compared to prior technologies. This
type of autostereoscopic, glasses-free visualization allows medical applications
to improve both in usability and eﬃciency. The high angular resolution of medical
images is resource-consuming, but can only be reduced while maintaining a
suﬃcient level of overall quality through continuous parallax. A dense image set
can also be achieved by applying the synthesis of intermediate views. In this paper
we provide the analysis of the eﬀect of reduced angular resolution and image
synthesis on Quality of Experience in medical applications. Two separate series
of subjective quality assessment measurements were conducted with 20 partici‐
pants each, one focusing on angular resolution reduction and another one
comparing the eﬀect of such reductions with the quality of reconstructed images.
Keywords: Quality of experience · Perceived quality · Medical QoE · Light ﬁeld
display · Angular resolution · Light ﬁeld reconstruction · View synthesis · Imagebased rendering

1

Introduction

Autostereoscopic displays enable 3D experience without any special head gear (e.g., 3D
glasses). Unlike stereoscopic display technologies, where the number of views is exactly
2, glasses-free systems do not define such a value. Although it needs to be at least 2, no
theoretical upper limit exists; the number of views is only bounded by device capabilities.
Using more views to display a specific content requires more resources but, on the
other hand, an insufficient number of views may result in serious degradation of the
perceived quality [1] and can completely ruin usability. Immersive visual applications –
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such as those with medical content – necessitate high quality at the user side [2] in order
to prevent certain incidents, i.e. flawed diagnosis.
In certain cases, it might not be possible to acquire enough visual inputs to support
a display with suﬃcient image density. In case of light ﬁeld displays, the reconstruction
of intermediate views – also known as light ﬁeld reconstruction – enables continuous
motion parallax [3, 4], so that no discrete borders may appear between views.
In this paper we wish to address two research questions. The ﬁrst one focuses on the
relationship between angular resolution and the perceived quality of medical images,
and the second one compares the eﬀect of angular resolution reduction with light ﬁeld
reconstruction. While image synthesis directly aﬀects the quality of the image, a lower
number of views alters the way the image is displayed, diminishes continuous parallax
and thus disturbs perception. Both may degrade the experience and impair usability, but
the question is which one of these two makes a higher impact on the Quality of Expe‐
rience.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the research setup of the series
of measurements carried out, Sect. 3 presents the obtained results and Sect. 4 concludes
our ﬁndings.

2

Research Conﬁguration

Although the research was performed in two parts, both series of measurements used
the same light ﬁeld display and the test stimuli were based on the same reference stimulus
(see Fig. 1). The display was a HoloVizio C80 [5, 6], a LED-based 3D projection unit
with a 40° ﬁeld of view. The core stimulus was the 3D still image series of a rendered
human heart in 1024 × 576 resolution. During the experiment, the test participant had
to make at least a slight movement to the left and the right in order to properly observe
the stimuli and to witness issues with continuous motion parallax during test cases with
lower angular resolutions.

Fig. 1. Test stimuli of the research measurements. Stimulus R is there reference quality, stimulus
A, B and C are the reconstructed images.
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2.1 Research 1 – Angular Resolution
The ﬁrst part of the research was the evaluation of angular resolution. For this, we
selected 10 views, running from view number 15 to 150 with intervals of 15 (15, 30, 45
etc.). Assessment was performed on a quantitative 10-point Absolute Category Rating
(ACR) [7], running from 1 to 10, where 1 was the lowest possible score and 10 was the
reference quality. The subjective assessment of quality always began by showing the
reference test case – which is just to be observed and not to be rated – followed by a
randomized sequence of test cases. The reference test case had 150 views, thus it was
identical to one of the test cases, making a hidden reference in the test measurement.
2.2 Research 2 – Light Field Reconstruction
In the second part of the research, there were six test cases in total. Three of them were
identical to the ones in the previous experiment, namely those with 30, 60 and 90 number
of views. The other three (see Fig. 1) were created with light ﬁeld reconstruction using
shearlet transform [8, 9], based on the reference image. Stimulus A was decimated by
a factor of 2 (meaning that every 2nd row was retained while the others were zeroed) and
this value was 3 for stimulus B. In case of stimulus C, in order to generate an input with
signiﬁcantly inferior quality, representing a poorly designed reconstruction solution, the
setup was tuned so that the maximum disparity between two images was too high for
the algorithm, resulting in a high level of blur and distortion.
The algorithm used for reconstruction generated 1024 views, from which every 4th
(256 views) was used for the research measurement. Similarly to Research 1, the assess‐
ment was performed on a 10-point ACR scale, but the test participant had to simulta‐
neously take into consideration the changing image quality and the number of views.
Also, the measurement started with the reference quality, followed by the 6 test cases
in random order.

3

Results

In both Research 1 and 2, a total of 20 test participants provided scores for the test cases.
8 of them were medical experts and 12 were non-experts. The average age of the partic‐
ipants was 26.
3.1 Research 1
The results of Research 1 (see Fig. 2) show the breakpoint of excellence to be at 75
views. The three lowest number of views (15, 30 and 45) cannot be considered to provide
an acceptable level of quality for medical purposes. Suﬃcient angular resolution can be
obtained at 60 views and above.
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Fig. 2. Results of measurement series Research 1. The black columns provide the actual scores
of the test cases, while the points with vertical bars in the white curve represent the Mean Opinion
Score with conﬁdence interval.

In case of 45 views, the upmost score extremes can be witnessed, since one particular
test subject could not distinguish it from the reference quality, while another deemed it
to be absolutely unacceptable. Such outliers can of course distort the mean results, not
to mention other types of cognitive bias, like the avoidance of extreme values.
The reason of the sudden high scores of 75 could be the contrast eﬀect if test cases
had not been random; while for most people test case 60 provided certain perceptual
artefacts, such as ghost image parts or perceivable discrete borders between images, 75

Fig. 3. Estimated Mean Opinion Score model for number of views.
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had nearly none. Regarding 90, the lack of Just Noticeable Diﬀerence (JND) between
75 and 90 can create cognitive dissonance reduction [10], during which the preconcep‐
tion of notable diﬀerences overwrites perception [11, 12].
In case we remove outliers and inconsistent scores, we can acquire a preliminary
model that maps between number of views and estimated MOS (see Fig. 3).
3.2 Research 2
Based on the ACR scores obtained for Research 2 (see Fig. 4), we can state that image
quality was proven to be a more important aspect than angular resolution. The reason
why most test cases of diﬀerent view numbers (30 and 60) received notably higher scores
than identical ones in Research 1 is that image quality was taken into consideration as
well, which was the same as the reference quality. Test case 90 was assessed with a very
similar quality rating compared to the top 4 number of views in Research 1. This is due
to the lack of cognitive bias, because these test cases were evidently distinguishable for
most.

Fig. 4. Results of measurement series Research 2. The black columns provide the actual scores
of the test cases, while the white diamonds are the values of the Mean Opinion Score.

As it can also be seen, the properly reconstructed images received slightly lower yet
quite alike scores than test case 30, suggesting similar acceptability. However, what is
rather curious is that stimulus B received higher scores than stimulus A. As a reminder,
stimulus A was decimated by a factor of 2 and stimulus B by a factor of 3, meaning that
stimulus A was meant to be the better one.
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If we observe the score distribution of test case 30, A and B (see Fig. 5), we can see
great diversity among the results. 8 test participants declared test case 30 to have a better
quality than the reconstructed light ﬁelds, 5 evaluated in the opposite direction, 3 could
not distinguish the overall quality of these test cases and 4 provided mixed results. With
respect to test case A and B, B received higher scores 9 times, A and B were given the
same scores also 9 times, and A was evaluated to be better 2 times. These diﬀerences
are usually just 1 or 2, but can be even 7, on a scale from 1 to 10.

Fig. 5. Score distribution of test case 30, A and B.

Fig. 6. Comparison of detail of stimulus A (left) and B (right).
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The assessments of Research 2 favored test case B, because even though decimation
by a factor of 3 provides lesser quality, some points of the stimulus actually appeared
to be sharper, less blurry, due to some overlapping visual artefacts, creating higher
contrast (see Fig. 6).

4

Conclusions

The paper has presented 2 series of measurements, addressing the topic of suﬃcient
angular resolution and light ﬁeld reconstruction for medical images. We found that for
a light ﬁeld display for 40 degrees of ﬁeld of view, 75 or more views are enough to
provide excellent quality. According to the collected subjective data, observers are more
sensitive to degradations in texture due to view synthesis than to a lower number of
views. The investigation also shows that depending on medical content, decimation by
a higher factor may actually provide better overall visual experience due to the increased
contrast created by overlapping artefacts. Possible continuations of these 2 researches
are closely investigating the breakpoint in experienced quality for the number of views,
compare them with diﬀerent view synthesis methods and to utilize actual medical
footage in the measurements instead of rendered ones.
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Abstract. The digital revolution in healthcare presents day after day
new solutions to us. As one of the major roles in healthcare is the prevention of being diseased by the popularization of healthier living and doing
sports, a vast majority of digital applications aims at self-monitoring
and activity tracking via new wearable gadgets and smartphone apps.
Also there are solutions for making the work of physicians and medical
specialists easier and change their attitude for digital resolutions. This
article gives an overview of mobile healthcare status respect to general
and multimedia-related solutions and highlights the importance of the
respect of Quality of Experience in these applications.
Keywords: Quality of experience (QoE) · mobile healthcare (mHealth) ·
electronic healthcare (eHealth) · Mobile medical multimedia · Quality
assessment

1

Introduction

The term eHealth1 exists from 1999 [1]. It describes the use of electronic communication and information technology in healthcare. eHealth also includes the
transmission and storage of digital data for clinical, educational scenarios and
their administration [2]. A research from 2005 found out that under the term
eHealth specialists mean a large spectrum of themes but there was not a solid
deﬁnition about what is eHealth [3]. Therefore eHealth involves several topics
such as telemedicine, homecare and clinical information systems [4,5].
A new idea in eHealth should be well mature and prepared towards to a solution
that is suitable for the medical practice and accepted by physicians and patients
as well. However, another important aspect when discussing about eHealth services is the patient - health professional relationship. In several cases patients are
more involved in the case of eHealth services than in the case of regular healthcare
services, in short eHealth brings closer the patient to the doctor [6].
1

electronic healthcare.
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As the mobile world has started its exponential evolution from the early
2000s, a new term has appeared stem from eHealth: the mHealth2 . Under
this theme, there are increasingly popular solutions that use the possibilities
of ever-changing telecommunication networks and mobile devices in medical
practice and supporting for the everyday user’s health-related intentions (self“patient monitoring”) as well [7]. An example for patient-monitoring application
is Laborom, a free to use iOS and Android app which brings the medical data
(e.g., diabetes records) about the patient to their pockets and they can send
them in a report format to their doctors [8].
The wireless networks that deliver the mHealth services to users need welldeﬁned QoS3 parameters (e.g., bandwidth and delay) that grant the reliable
transmission. These QoS parameters are often unknown so they need to be predicted, like it is presented in [9]. However, a mHealth application itself could set
extra QoS requirements that should be taken into consideration in addition to
network’s demands. For example in a real-time scenario, an ECG4 signal should
be transmitted without noticeable delay [10].
The increase of available gadgets that communicate to the smartphones in
wired or wireless way causes a raise in the world of mHealth applications. This is
the case with a smartphone dongle which can make a laboratory-quality diagnosis
of infectious diseases, such as HIV and syphilis within 15 min. It simpliﬁes the
diagnosis procedure with reducing the laboratory costs and waiting time for the
results [11].
A large group of these applications deals with the transmission, visualization
and storage of multimedia content in mobile equipments, created by medical
devices [12]. In this scenario a product made by Philips, called Lumify implements a simple portable ultrasound solution. Lumify includes a handheld ultrasound device and its smartphone/tablet application which enables the user to
watch and store lively the ultrasound recording [13].
The available bandwidth and other parameters should be considered when
transmitting multimedia signals in various wireless telecommunication systems.
Therefore the image and video content should be compressed to satisfy the bandwidth requirements [14]. The level of quality degradation caused by compression and transmission could be measured by evaluating the quality perceived
by specialists and outsiders. The respect of QoE5 when designing an eHealth or
mHealth services is a cardinal issue since it is the most important factor of the
implementation. The goal of this paper is to provide a survey on topics of Quality of Experience assessment in medical multimedia applications and mHealth
services.
This article has the following structure: it begins with an explanation of the
role of QoE in eHealth and mHealth services, after that a review of various
QoE-based service improvement approaches in mHealth is presented. Finally, in
Sect. 4 we conclude the paper.
2
3
4
5

mobile healthcare.
Quality of Service.
Electrocardiography.
Quality of Experience.
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The Role of QoE in Electronic and Mobile
Healthcare Services

To realize a mHealth (or an eHealth) application is a challenge. A wide range of
aspects should be concerned, such as: the human demands (both non-specialists
and medical specialists), technology limits, economical considerations and legal
issues. A statistic from article [15] points out that the most important factor for
an eHealth service implementation is the user acceptance.
The importance of adequate QoE in eHealth is obvious. For example: data
loss could cause false judgments in diagnosis and latency or delay has eﬀect e.g.
to the remote surgeon’s performance. It is essential to realize the characteristics
of eHealth services and deﬁne the role of QoE in acceptance of these services. It
is supposed that eHealth in general should follow the same standards of quality and safety as that in the traditional healthcare. Therefore eHealth services
could have several quality requirements depending on the “application purpose”,
which could be for example: professional, clinical interest or non-clinical interest
(i.e. educational). It is noticeable that clinical applications have the most strict
requirements. Other subjective sights of a service could aﬀect the quality requirements and the user perception as well, i.e., content type (video, audio, image)
and user context (emergency, hospital or primary care). The quality requirements of an eHealth application also depend on the context of use: real-time and
non real-time solutions have diﬀerent quality demands [16]. Based on the above
mentioned remarks it is obvious that the user acceptance should be in the centre
of an eHealth system and every stakeholders of this system should operate to
subserve the user acceptance of the system [15,17]. In the acceptance process of
an electronic or mobile healthcare solution the users are both the patients and
healthcare specialists [18].
When planning a mobile or electronic healthcare application that will be
used in a medical establishment, QoE has an undealt conception: the diagnostic
relevance. This means that medical specialists should be involved in the right
segment of the implementation. Only they could validate an IT innovation in
medical practice. Some researches (e.g., [19–22]) investigate in lossy compression methods in the case of medical videos in order to reduce the need to huge
bandwidth and high compression ratios. However, impairing a medical video
could cause quality degradation regarding to the diagnostical relevance too. To
examine this lessened diagnostical quality in medical recordings a quality evaluation method could be used. The article [23] classiﬁes and speciﬁes the diﬀerent
medical image and viceo quality assessment approaches in eHealth services.
Nedia Nouri et al. in [19] used the DSCQS6 measurement method recommended by the ITU7 [24]. Seven expert surgeons were involved in the subjective
test. Reference and impaired videos were shown to the attendants and they had
to evaluate the sequences regarding to the diagnostical relevance based on their
medical experience. The outcome of the analysis is that a compression ratio
6
7

Double-stimulus continuous quality-scale.
International Telecommunication Union.
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of around 90:1 can be achieved with MPEG-28 compression in robotic-assisted
surgery videos. A more complex task in telesurgery is the implementation of 3D
video which is a complex multimedia signal regarding to the human perception.
3D video uses higher bandwidth and storage capacity compared to other 2D
medical video thus it is necessary to use the compression method with a setup
which results degradation under the surgeons’ perception [20].
The research [21] used the DSCQS evaluation method for similar purpose.
M. Razaak et al. reviewed the usage of HEVC9 compression coding in the case
of ultrasound videos. The huge result of this measurement is that diagnostic
quality videos can be obtained at the compression ratio range of 140:1 to 420:1
by HEVC compression.
The H.264 coding standard for ultrasound and CT10 recordings was examined
in article [22]. In this case the DSCQS method was used to verify the eﬃciency
of a new rate control scheme in H.264 standard proposed by Hongtao Yu et al.
The result is that the proposed model can achieve better perceptual quality than
the existing method implemented in H.264.
In this section the importance of QoE and diagnostical relevant quality assessment in electronic and mobile healthcare services was presented with some examples. The next section introduces several service improvement approaches based
on having respect for QoE in mHealth services.

3

QoE-Based Service Improvement Approaches
in mHealth

Mobile healthcare services as eHealth, bring together the IT sector’s innovations and the demands of the healthcare services. mHealth takes advantage of
mobile networks, mobile computing and medical sensors [25] and produces new
wireless solutions in e.g. telemedicine and telemonitoring with using wearables
in body area networks. With worn and/or implanted sensors several physiological parameters could be monitored, such as blood pressure, body temperature
and ECG signals [26]. ECG signals are measured in project [28] which realizes
telemonitoring system’s mobile adaption for patients with cardiovascular diseases in Georgia with using 3-channel ECG Loop Recorder communicating with
smartphones via Bluetooth. ECG and other patient vital signal types are one of
the inﬂuence factors in QoE of remote monitoring services. Other QoE factors
and their details are discussed in [29,30]. In [27] in order to satisfy the medical
level QoE/QoS requirements in multi-sensor based mobile patient monitoring
services a proper Wi-Fi network selection method is presented which is using a
multi-criteria decision engine.
It is necessary to run the mHealth service on a robust wireless broadband
network that can grant a connection for the desirable bandwidth. The bandwidth
requirement is crucial in the case of mHealth applications that realize solutions
8
9
10

Moving Picture Experts Group 2 standard.
High Eﬃciency Video Coding (H.265).
Computed tomography.
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in e.g., wireless diagnostic system for patients living in a distance, hospital consultation with streaming medical video content and emergency scenarios where
data transfer between the scene and the hospital [31]. To optimize the service
that uses the wireless network, the QoS requirements of the mHealth application
should be deﬁned. A comprehensive overview of QoS demands (e.g., delay and
loss) of diﬀerent types of eHealth and 4G mHealth applications could be found in
[32,33]. A possible optimization could obtain by using cross-layer designed network (e.g., 3G and 4G systems) concept that allows the medical video streaming
[39]. The priorization of the traﬃc of eHealth services with diﬀerent QoS requirements can be done based on QoE management [40].
In an ubiquitous health monitoring service with heterogeneous networks, the
medical images should be perfect in regarding to pixel loss that might inﬂuence
the diagnostic process. The article [34] summarizes the objective, subjective and
quasi-subjective metrics in medical-image quality evaluation. Objective quality
metrics are serving instant information about quality thus they are suitable in
real-time scenarios [35]. Objective metrics mentioned in [34] are suitable to reﬂect
to the quality percieved by medical experts [36,37]. The article [38] analyses the
quality with subjective and objective metrics in the case of mobile robotic teleultrasound system that sends ultrasound images through 3G network.
More than 165,000 health-related apps exist in the online smartphone application stores for general purposes for everyday users, e.g.: ﬁtness, workout
assistant, bodyweight tracker, sleep monitoring applications. Only few of these
applications have reasonable quality reviews. The problem is that there is no
standardized quality evaluation method for smartphone apps [41,42]. In [43] several health-related app evaluation and selection methods are proposed to healthcare service providers to make the app recommendation to their patients easier.
The tool [44] measures the QoE in the case of mHealth apps. The measurement
is based on a survey which contains 21 questions about several quality factors
of a health-related application, e.g., content quality, security, use, availability,
performance and accuracy. The similar MARS mHealth app quality rating tool
[45] relies on quality indicators, such as: subjective quality, engagement, functionality, aesthetics and information quality, that were extracted from previous
mHealth literature and researches.

4

Conclusion

This paper reviews a few solutions from the area of eHealth and mHealth services
and features the term of Quality of Experience. It discusses several mHealth service improvements based on increasing the QoE by the help of quality assessment
methods. This article grounds for further works that takes account of Quality of
Experience in the ﬁeld of mobile healthcare.
Acknowledgement. The work leading to these results has been partly funded by
the National Research, Development and Innovation Oﬃce’s Hungarian-Montenegrin
Bilateral Research Project (TET-15-1-2016-0039) and also by the ÚNKP-16-4-I. New
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Abstract. Recording of fetal heart rate can be reassuring for the mother about
the fetus’ wellbeing. Our smart phone application can detect, record and evaluate
fetal heart rate at any time. This method is based on sound wave thus free from
the eﬀects of ultrasound, and can be used all day without harming the fetus. It
does not require medical assistance and easy to use at home. It reduces the queue
at outpatient care units, helps pregnant women to relieve stress by listening to
their unborn baby’s heartbeat. It improves mother-child relationship yet sends an
alarming message if further examinations are needed to prevent the consequences
of hypoxia.
Keywords: Fetal heart rate · Mobile application · Home monitoring ·
Phonocardiography

1

Introduction

There are several solutions for the acoustic detection of fetal heart rate (FHR) that can
help obstetricians determine whether the fetus is at risk or not [1, 3–5]. From the 38th
week (or incase of any complications from the 24th week) cardiotocograph (CTG) is
used to monitor the changes and characteristics of fetal pulse and movements. Two
transducers are placed on the maternal abdomen; one to detect fetal heart actions
(cardio-), the other registers the uterine activity (tocogram). This way the FHR is
detected by Doppler ultrasound, while the uterine contractions via a pressure-sensitive
contraction transducer, called tocodynamometer. Phonocardiography (PCG) is also
proper way to detect fetal heartbeat. The device can record the rhythmic contractions
due to the resonance made by the valves.
Brown and Patrick (1981) showed that apart from fetal activity and normal basic
FHR the alteration of higher and lower heart rates is also important factor to evaluate
the fetal state [2]. They have set up some alternatives for ultrasonographic non-invasive
FHR monitoring such as fetal electrocardiography (fECG), fetal magnetocardiography
(fMCG), fetal phonocardiography (fPCG). While the fECG requires several electrodes
and the form of the recorded waves highly depends on their positions, the fMCG is too
© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2017
K. Giokas et al. (Eds.): eHealth 2016, LNICST 181, pp. 492–496, 2017.
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big and expensive for long time home-monitoring, therefore the fPCG has unquestion‐
able advantages for a safe long lasting use at home environment.

2

Materials and Methods

There are numerous electric stethoscopes available (Welch-Allyn, 3 M Littmann, Thin‐
klabs, Cardionics) but the prices go from 200 to 600 EUROs [4]. Our aim was to develop
a small, inexpensive, non-invasive device that can easily be used at home to record FHR
constantly. The developed measurement device has three main components:
1. Acoustic sensor, which in our case is a modiﬁed stethoscope, with a built-in micro‐
phone. The sensor transforms the acoustic signal into electric signal and it is sensitive
enough in the target frequency range. The acoustic signal can be conveniently
captured by placing the stethoscope on mother’s abdomen without usage of gel as
in CTG monitor. Furthermore, this stethoscope sensor oﬀers a totally passive means,
which promises its potential of long term and safe use.
2. A small-sized amplifier and filtering unit, whose main components are pre-ampli‐
fier, band filter, amplifier. To separate fetal heart signal from mother’s heartbeat
and noise, spectral separation method was used, the acceleration sensor or the
piezo sensor was not successful [1, 3, 5]. We note that fetal heart signal is lower,
by orders of magnitude, than mother’s heartbeat and noises (breathing or bowel
sound). The filtered signal is transferred to the signal processing and storage
medium by frequency modulator. We included the possibility to listen to the
filtered fetal heart signal.
3. Signal processing and storage medium, which in our case is an iPhone or iPad, and
its software. The software records the fetal heart signal and after the demodulation
ﬁnds the position of the fetal heartbeats (real-time) with an automatic process, then
shows the number of beats per minute and its variability. It plays an alarming sound
in case of unsatisfying (badly recorded) signal. Also, it can evaluate the FHR. A
healthy FHR is between 120 and 160 beats per minute, a low (bradycardia) or high
(tachycardia) FHR indicates the necessity of other examinations or a closer check
up by specialists. The indication of fetal movement is also possible.
Figure 1 presents an example of measured signal vs. background noise after ﬁltering,
while Fig. 2 shows screenshots of the running application.
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Fig. 1. Measured signal is shown in the top row, where the detected heartbeats S1 and S2 can be
clearly seen. Background noise is shown in the bottom row. Signal to noise ratio is 750.

Fig. 2. Menu of the application: Information, Record, Recordings, Settings. the ﬁrst screen shot
is about the information panel. The second screenshot shows the application in work; the
recording, the signal, and the fetal movement button. The third screenshot is the statistic evaluation
of fetal movements; date, recording, fetal movements (25), evaluation (good), start of the
recording.
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We compared several stethoscope heads and diﬀerent recording methods while
detecting FHR. Our standard points of auscultation were 3 cm left to the navel and one
cm up and down and same points on the right side.
The least accurate method was using the membrane face of stethoscopes used in
present clinical practice. This approach is not ideal for FHR detection because stetho‐
scopes are made to detect the maternal heart rate frequency and bowel noises. To get a
clariﬁed, noise-free voice ﬁle, there are other possible methods. The second best choice
is the cone face of a stethoscope. In that case the skin serves as membrane and it repro‐
duces the vibration of fetal heart sound better. The recordings are free from the outer
noises (speaking, coughing, traﬃc). The best approach, however, is to rely on the wave‐
form of the searched sound. We performed several measurements with a 70 mm long
and 12 mm wide plastic tube sealed with 5 mm of thread layer. It seems to be optimal
for detecting FHR.
We did 60 measurements with 7 patients. The separation of maternal and fetal heart
sound was successful in all cases, while the calculation of fetal heart rate and heart rate
variability was possible in most of the cases (nearly 70%).

3

Discussion

This PCG recording does not require healthcare assistance and still can provide signals
of excellent quality. Although the usability of the FHR recording depends on the relative
position of the stethoscope head to the fetal heart, it is sensitive enough to let pregnant
women listen to their baby’s heart. The method is completely passive, it does not radiates
or harms the fetus. Thus it may be used even permanently or only for a shorter time at
a family event. It helps women make sure their fetus is healthy, e.g. prevents dysfunc‐
tions caused by oxygen deﬁcit. The saved recordings may be sent to doctors, who can
immediately provide a diagnosis, hence it is not needed to queue in front of the outpatient
care unit. It helps relieve stress, it improves mother-baby relationship, and helps the
whole family to prepare to welcome the new member.
To summarize, with this device and application future child’s heartbeat & move‐
ments may be listened & registered, and medical evaluation may be asked to make sure
that the fetus is healthy.
Acknowledgments. This study was supported by “Telemedicine focused Researches on the
Fields of Medicine, Mathematics and Informatics” TÁMOP- 4.2.2.A-11/1/KONV-2012-0073
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Abstract. Our primary objective was to develop a mobile application for moni‐
toring the changes of menstrual cycle for clinical treatment planning. Participating
woman can use the application called “Infertility Handling”, which will be soon
available from Google Play Store for general public. This Android-based appli‐
cation provides basic biological and physiological information to women using
the application at diﬀerent stages of the cycle. They will receive useful help and
advice concerning their health. The application provides also quick and conven‐
ient information gathering for short and long-term management of patient’s treat‐
ment and excellent tool for the personal medical monitoring. In this paper we
present a short summary of the developed application.
Keywords: Menstrual cycle · Monitoring · Android · Basal body temperature

1

Introduction

Telemedicine programs oﬀer potential low-cost and quick solutions for management of
several diseases, but infertility. The diagnosis is settled when a couple fail to achieve a
successful pregnancy after 6–12 months of regular unprotected sexual intercourse [1].
However fertility can be reduced in both men and women, the diagnosis is usually valid
for a couple, and sometimes for a person. The incidence is approximately 15% [2].
The female reproductive system is far more complicated than that in males. Focusing
on female infertility, one of the most common causes is ovulatory dysfunction. It might
be identiﬁed in approximately 15% of all infertile couples and accounts for up to 40%
of infertility in women. The most common causes of ovulatory dysfunction include
polycystic ovary syndrome, obesity, weight gain or loss, thyroid dysfunction, and
hyperprolactinemia. However, the exact cause of ovulatory dysfunction often remains
unclear. Basal body temperature (BBT) measurements provide a simple and low cost
method for evaluating ovulatory function. If the menstrual cycle is monitored with BBT,
it is clear that the period of highest fertility span is the mid-cycle rise in BBT. Healthy
ovulatory cycles generally are associated with clearly biphasic BBT recordings and
anovulatory cycles typically result in monophasic patterns [3, 4].
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The aim of our study was to monitor and document biphasic BBT and menstrual
pattern with mobile phone application among women, in particular among women
having irregular cycles and infertility problems. We intend to use this information for
successful infertility treatment planning.
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Materials and Methods

A mobile application was developed to monitor the menstrual cycle of reproductive aged
women. It relies on the smartphone’s own calendar. After registration, women partici‐
pating in our study can download the “Infertility handling” mobile phone application
from Google Play Store. For each day patients may assign body weight, basal body
temperature, medication, complaints, examinations and comments. They can also record
the date and duration of menstrual bleeding. On the basis of the recorded information
(beginning of menstrual cycle, basal body temperature) the application will predict the
potentially best time for a successful fertilization. It may also calculate the ﬁrst day of
the next bleeding, of course (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

Fig. 1. Design of the “Infertility Handling” application
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Fig. 2. Management of the events related to BBT measurements

Fig. 3. Usage of the diary function to ask for appointment
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Discussion

There are many mobile applications (50+) targeting women health, in particular
menstrual cycle. Though there are subtle diﬀerence in the business model and graphical
design, the basic functions of these applications are almost the same:
• logging the dates and calculating the average of past months’ menstrual cycles to
predict the start date of the next period
• showing the current and future period dates, ovulation and fertile days
• tracking sex, pain, moods, cervical ﬂuid, birth control pills
• passcode to protect privacy
We note that majority of the applications are free to use, while medical services
oﬀered as extra functionality are to be payed.
The competitiveness of the most popular applications comes from their unique func‐
tions and design. The “Period Tracker - My Calendar” with 50.000.000+ downloads
uses Google account data backup and restoration, and body temperature chart to deter‐
mine ovulation date. The “Period Tracker” uses ﬂowers that show up on the home screen
during the predicted ovulation and eight day “fertile window.” The “Glow” has a fertility
treatment support for IVF or IUI patients, and partnership with leading fertility clinics.
The “WomanLog” helps the user to self-exam breast and carry out ovulation test.
Assisting communication between users and gynaecologists still oﬀers opportunity
to create new solutions. Our competitive advantage is the high quality medical and IT
support through telemedicine services.
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Conclusion

So far the developed Android application has been tested by 8 healthy reproductive aged
women, each of them with diﬀerence in cycle patterns. By the 4th month the application
could determine the ﬁrst day of the next bleeding precisely, relying on the temperature
curve and personal changes in weight, mood and other complaints. We note that none
of the women became pregnant, because pregnancy was not their intention. Our present
aim is to continue tests with larger population, including women who have irregular
cycles and/or take part in infertility programs.
An advantage of our application is that medical assistance can easily and quickly
identify personal characteristics of the hormonal cycle or bleeding abnormalities. Thera‐
pies can be more patient-centered and doctors may assign pause or continuation of one
or more medications via e.g. text messages. Assisting communication between users
and gynaecologists by a mobile application can reduce the queue in front of the outpa‐
tient care unit and make the therapy more comfortable. For researchers this programme
may provide a huge database to ﬁnd out new trends in the background of reducing
fertility and establish new medications and policy for women.
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